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TO THE

KING.

a SIRE,

Thousih YOUR Majesty's

permission has enabled me to

approach 3^our Throne, and pre-

sent you with such a feeble tri-

bute, as that of my, obscure^



labours^ (in a path^ which no

flowers can adorn^ or practical

use recommend^) I tremble^when

I contemplate the homeliness of

the oblation itself.

Disadvantages, personal to

me, or incidental to the subject,

had precluded the faintest hope

of such an elevated honour.

An humble, and contracted

sphere, of occupations, and for-

tune, has precluded me from

a liberal access to hooks, or to

vien.



The rude, though honest,

Brito?iS:,o{ whosQ language I have

traced the mysterious analogies,

were placed, by the simple man-

ners of the age, in which they

hved, and of the circle, which

they filled, at an awful distance

from the attainments of their en-

hghtened progeny ; for whom

have been reserved the felicities

of your Majesty's reign, the

moral influence of your domes-

tic life, and the genial encou-

ragements, conferred upon every

liberal effort in the arts, by this,

Augustan :, age of Britain.



w
The occult^ and mystic lore

of Dniidism^ though containing

principles of inestimable value

in the elements of languagey was

neither intended^ nor calculated^

for that general prevalence, and

reception, which could alone

have ascertained, and recorded,

this branch of its oracles, with

precision.

Simplicity of manners, and

superstitious credulity, which con-

stituted the most prominent

features of character in the vo-

taries of that religion, obstructed



bit

the solution ot its riddles, and

consigned its legendary tales to

their fate^ as oracular mysteries,

too deep to be fathomed*

It became, therefore, a task

of extreme difficulty, at a distant

period from those hints ofscience,

to develop their scheme, and re-

duce their principles into system.

These difficulties, were heigh-

tened, by an imperfect educa-

tion—laborious duties—number-

less adversities—habitual infirm-

ities of constitution,—and, most



but

of alL a defect in the organs of

sight.

Be the fate of the Olveston

Curate^ what it may^ it has one

advantage at the bar of Critisism,

under the auspices of this Reign ;

That^ benevolent^ and merciful

tribunal^ is hke your Courts of

Justice; it hears^ with patience^

and with candour; it acquits with

pleasure^ and it condemns with

pain.

The Author's fate^ will

never affect the sentiments of



THE Man . These, have been ever

alive^ and awake, to the most

grateful impressions of your

Majesty's paternal regard for

ingenuous enterprize ;—for the

interest of truth, and virtue ;—

•

for the sacred necessities of the

poor,—and for the liberties of all.

If sentiments like ihoi^^,could

be heightened,—personal grati-

tude, for the condeseension,\vhich

I have recently experienced,

and which / dare not state in

its full extent, would animate

them, with new spirit.



The exampky however^ of

such countenance^ and protec-

tion^ to me, willj I trusty improve^

by encouraging, the culture of

many other soils, more propitious

to the seeds of learning, than

mine, though visited by similar

adversities.

I am. Sire,

Your Majesty's

Devoted subject,

and Servant^

Edw, Davies,

OLVESTONj FEB. 29, 18Q4.
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Of all human attainments^, tlie art, which

enables man to communicate his opinions, or

his feelings, in the shape of oral, and written

language,—is the most precious in its value.

By the chain of this magical union, those

are incorporated, whom the distance of time,

and of scene, would else have separated ;—the

early, and the recent ages, meet ;—a barter of

intellectual treasure is negociated,—and the

civilized nations of the earth are like neighbour-

ing families ;—in a word, all acquisitions to

the use, and the ornament of the social

world, are streams from this fountain.



tt preface*

A regularity of structure, discernible in the

ancient, and pure languages, demonstrates,

that such an art, as that of writing, and speak-

ing those languages, could not be indebted

for its birth, to chance;—that it must have

been formed by inferences of reasoning from

objects of nature ;—formed with simplicity,

and calculated for precision.

This volume attempts, not only to investi-

gate those principles, but, in some degree,

to ascertain the means by which they unfolded

themselves into language, and supplied hints

for their own visible shape,—in other words,

for the invention of speech, as analyzed into

a system.

This art originated in the earliest ages of

man. Its first, and simple essays, are lost ii>

their antiquity.

Upon a topic of such difficulty, and of

such moment, in the history of man, eveji
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localfacts, may be of some value to the his-

torian, who fills a more ample space, in

t)i€ extent of his views. The choice^ there-

fore, of the subject^ requires no apology, or

defence. The execution of the tank is that,

which alone deprecates t^ie severities of cri-

ticism.

I was directed accidentally to this channel

of literature, by circumstances, peculiar, and

personal to me. A design to publish what I

had written, was the result of no confidence

in abilities, or attainments ; it was the effect

of a more humble sentiment ; I was per-

suaded, that chance had thrown in my way,

and that curiosity, exempt from all pre-con-

ccption, (the bane of truth) liad enabled me

to discover a system elucidated by facts, and

which the liberal scholar would, at least, rather

examine with care, though laid before him

by me, than consign it unexamined, at once,

to obhv ion.

fc)2
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Inclination, for which I cannot account,

having disposed me to explore the few traces

that are left us of the ancient TVelsh, my at-

tention was impelled, with slow, but accu-

mulating force, to their singular doctrines

upon the origin of bpecch, and the fundamental

principles of language. I began to penetrate

the mystic import of these oracles. But, re-

collecting, where I found them, I was inclin-

ed rather to believe it an antiqiiarian*s whim,

than a discovery of real use, in the pursuit of

historical science.

In 1797> I had occasion to make researches

in the L^ish language. Again, the same vision

presented itself: I compared the notices, which

I had previously obtained at home, with lights

thrown upon them, by those collateral branches

of the Ce//ic House;—till I found myself in the

habit of arranging a system, calculated for

the double object of representing, by symbols

the ideas, and the sounds.
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I followed this clue, till I had, in some

degree, unravelled that ancient scheme, by

analogies, which appeared, upon repeated,

and severe trials, to be founded in truth.

Still I conceived the notion to be exclu-

sively Celtic. In the first periods, therefore, and

stages, of the analysis, I applied the several

principles of speech to Celtic dialects a/owe.

The result w^as gratifying to curiosity ; but it

rested there.

A perpetual jealousy against theoretical

delusions, or partial experiments, determined

me to enlarge the field of inquiry. It appeared

improbable, that radical principles, of an

art so general, should iiave been discovered

originally by the Celtic race, whose knowledge

of any letters at all, has been doubted by some

of themodern critics inhistoricaldisquisltioii ;

—

or that such a people, as they are in general

described, should have been the selected

guardians of those principles.
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I began to reason with myself tKus :

" A nation, comparatively rude, and sim-

ple, may have preserved the outlines of two, or

three, ancient, and primitive arts, with more

precision than others, who were ambitious of

innovations, and refinements.

" But, if the system be a genuine relic of

antiquity, it will abide the test of compa-

rison. Traces of it will be found in other

countries;—at least, those elements which are

intin^iated by the symbols, will find correspond-

ing affinities in the radical terms of other lan-

guages, which are known to be ancient. The

system of Celtic speech is too inoenious to have

been struck out by the original contrivance,

or local accidents of the Celtic race."

I made an experiment upon the languages

of Judea,—upon those of Greece,—and of

Rome.
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The result of that process will offer itself to

the reader : upon me, it impressed conviction.

My limited, and mutilated collection of

books, would not enable me to extend the

range any further, at present, or to be very

curious in the choice of examples. But those,

which I have selected, will afford an ample

opportunity of deciding upon the measure of

credit, which is due to my Celtic masters, and

upon the authenticity of the collateral sup-

port, which is given to them, by other nations.

I have not strained any facts, to support a

favourite hypothesis ; my own first impressions

have resigned themselves to the current.

Their guide has been the disinterested aim of

honest, and sober experiment. Their distrust

of themselves has made them diligent in

accrediting, as far as they could, all the

incidental varieties of truth. Many are the

revolutions, w^hich, in tlicir course, they have

adopted, and sustained^.



At last, they reached a kind of station,

which commanded a fair view. They rested

upon it, and were animated by the hope to

remove, at a future period, the shadows, whicli

impeded the view, and withheld, or inter-

cepted a part of the scene.

I am, therefore, to implore, that a dis-

tinction may be kept in view by the reader,

between those principles, which 1 have brought

forward, and the mode of illustrating them,

which is peculiar to me. Tiie former, were

no discoveries of?nine. I have told my reader

where he can find them, as v/ell as myself.

They are nothing like novelties, though for a

time thev have l^een forootten, or overlooked.

If my appliedtton of them will point out, from

new sources of reasoning, theii' connection

with historical truth, and with principles of

nature, the intrinsic value of that result, will

be the same, whether in tracing all the roots,

and branches of their pedigree, my inferences
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have been sound, and legitimate,—or ill reason-

ed ; my attentions, deep,—or superficial,

I am not sure, whether I ought, upon the

whole, to lament the obscurity of my path

in the world, so far, as it has placed me at

an humble distance from all intercourse with

predecessors in the same line of pursuit.

Not having pointed my researches at tlie

original spring of written language, till at

the recent, and casual impulse of the circum-

stance above recited, in the Jfelsh manu-

scripts, I had not even learnt the names

of some very eminent critics, who have been

occupied in a pursuit of the same, or similar

topics. The ingenious works of Mr. Astle, Mr,

Whiter, General Vallancei/, Mr, Maurice, Moiv-

sieur de Gehelin, Monsieur des Brosses, Sec. Sec,

were laid before me, as novelties, for my enter-

tainment, after the circulation of my first

proposals.



An earlier knowledge of these authors

would have assisted me in adjusting my ar-

guments, and propositions : it would have

spared me the labour of some proofs built

upon experiment, which employed a tedious

length of time (though^ ultimately, making

no figure in the work) and would have been

clear gain to me in perspicuity of arrange-

ment ;—but it would have endangered my at-

tentions to the main object. It might have

seduced me, by the influence of learning, to

borrow, or invent systems, when it was my

humble office to develope, authenticate, and

confimi the use of materials, constructed

many ages ago.

It is with infinite satisfaction, however,

that I observe an occasional coincidence be-

tween some of my notices, and those of the

authors to whom I have adverted ;—because

the force of truth could alone have led us to

the same identical spot, by routes uncon-

nected, as well as intricate.
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I was treating of arts, whicli are traced from

the earliest ages of ipan. It was unavoidable,

to make some reflections upon the character

of society in those periods of the world.

Perhaps there is no topic, upon which the

moderns have shewn less of tlieir accustomed

liberality, or candour.

They have taken their sketch of primitive,

mariy as tliey found him, at the dawn of pro-

fane history, in the middle ages of the world ;

that is, when the little States of Greece, of

Itall/, and of the adjacent regions, began to

want elbow-room ;—when ambition had violated

the good faith of prior establishment, or

compact ; yet, before the palm of the victor

had enabled governments to control their

subjects, and before the law of nations had

rooted their principles of mutual forbearance

between the rights of the belligerant parties, at

the end of their conflict. These, were, con-



sequently, times of confusion, which de*-

graded the human character into a pestilent,

and brutal spirit of rapine. But earher, and

sacred history of the same noble creature,

man, proves, to the most incredulous, that

savage life is the child of accident^ and has no

filial marks of nature, as her parent.

I hope the few sketches upon this topic,

which I have thrown together, will contain

materials, which have interest, as well as no-

velty enough (I mean, in the notice of them)

to' atone for their insertion*-

The short outline of the Celice, and of their

Druids, was neither intended, nor calculated

for the purpose of adding to their fame, at

the expence of their neighbours ;—but for the

single object of marking some traditions re-

specting their primitive character, which they

had not, in fact, obliterated from their me-

mory, or attention.
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The hypothesis, " that nations originated,

not from colonies, but emigrating families," ap-

pears to be warranted by the sacred historian.

Perhaps what I have suggested, may prompt

othersj of more leisure, and of superior ta-

lents, to divest themselves of national pre-

judices, and then, to examine our interesting

corner of ancient Europe with more aceu-

Jacy.

The field is not so barren, or its fruit so

harsh to the taste, as they have been too

iiastily described.

Having thus engaged, and with no impro-

vident haste, in what struck me, as a fair pur-

suit of acquisition to literature,—unbiassed by

antecedent speculations,—but unassisted by

the labours of ingenious men, who had gone

before me in a discussion of similar topics,—
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I circulated a short Prospectus in September,

1801. It was in the fomi of proposals, to lay

before the Public (if I could reach that num-

ber by subscription) Jive hundred copies of a

single volume.

No sooner were these proposals known,

when I received unequivocal hints of that

munificent, and perhaps unexampled, patron-

age, which appears in the list annexed.

—

Amongst other disadvantages, which are in the

company of these honours, it is, perhaps,

the heayiest in its oppression of my feelings,

that I cannot pay the sincere tribute of

my thanks, in tiie detail which is due to

them ; and that I must, with some few ex-

ceptions, request tlie indulgence of delicate

liberality, if I abstain from particulars, which,

if enumerated, would not only seem an im-

pertinence of tributary homage, but would,

perhaps, be accused of pride, under the mask

of gratitude.
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Some, however, there are, who must for-

give me, if I discriminate their signal fa-

vours.

Mr, Hardinge first exhorted me to publish a

Literary/ Essay,—animated my labours,—and

cherished them. He exerted his influence,

early, and late, in my support, with such ar-

dour, and with such effect, that I owe to him the

most ample share of that countenance which

graces the list of my Patrons. The impro-

vidence (if such it must be deemed) of raising

the Olveston Curate, from the dust of pro-

vincial obscurity, into public notice, lies at

his door. He has honoured me with his ad-

vice,—he has furnished me with an ample

variety of curious books,—and has enlightened

me with most valuable hints, engrafted upon

discoveries of his own.

To the Bishop of Bath and Welis, my obli-

gations are most interesting: His countenance

to the work, and me, had value superior to any
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estimate. But, most of all, I tliank him, and

with an honest, though simple heart, for the

testimony which he bore to my personal, and

professional character.

Other Prelates have not only distinguished

fne with patronage, communicated by their

names, but have promoted my interest, and

have sustained my hopes, by acts of benefi-

cence, and by expressions of benevolence,

• which have entered into the heart, and have

made impressions there, which never can be

lost, or grow faint, as long as memory shall

be firm upon her seat.

The Bishop of St, Asaph, upon his promotion

to that See, left me as a kind of legacy to

the Chapter at Westminster, who honoured

me, at his request, with a distinguished mark

of their encouragement.

1 must not here forget this Prelate's imme-

diate predecessor, who eouferred upon me
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the value of a subscription for ten sets, de-

siring a single book in exchange for it. When

the reader shall do me the honour to recollect

who that Bishop was, perhaps the most leai'n-

ed man of his age, he Avill forgive me the

vanity of recording these attentions fmm him.

The Bishop of Chichester, though I w'.as a

perfect stranger to him, till he saw my letters

to Mr. Hardinge, upon the subject of this

Work, has not only encouraged me, but has

expressed his opinion of me, in terms of such

engaging politeness, and zeal for my interest,,

that he has enhanced the value of his good

offices to me, by the manner of representing

his motive to them.

The Bishop of Dromore, having seen 07ie

of those letters, adopted me, at once, into

his confidence and regard, as if I had been

long known to him, and almost as if I had

borne a part with him in those masterly dis-

cussions, which have acquired so eminent a

lank in the literary world, both for them, and

c
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for him. I have the happiness, in general,

to coincide with his opinions ; and I am ever

proud of them, when they enable me to in-

corporate them into my system. Few, in my
humble views of men, were ever blessed with

a more liberal mind in the pursuit of historical

discoveries, or with a more discriminating:

power to appreciate their value.

I must here add, the deep and permanent

obligation, which I owe to the Bench of Pre-

late.% collectively. Every one of whom, with-

out a dissenting voice, in this, and many in

the sister island, have countenanced my la-

bours, either upon a general view of their

object, or propitiated by the zeal of partial

friends.

When rnr/ (obscure) path, in the same pro-

fession, which has elevated them, is contem-

plated,this indulgence to me, is a mark of good-

ness, which no words of mine can appreciate.

That a general spirit of munificence, in a
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degree unexampled by other communities of

public men, characterizes the East-India Com^

pani/, cannot appear new wherever the name,

of Britain is known. The condescension of

it in mi/ favour, is indeed a powerful claim

upon my personal feelings, (and those feelings

will never abjure it) but it cannot heighten

the habitual principles of attachment, which

calls upon the votaries of science to revere,

and love the men, whose public spirit has

given a new, and brilliant hemisphere to the

literary world.

General Vallancey, whose ingenuity, and

learning, have been of great use to me, though

I do, by no means, adopt all his opinions

—

with a liberality of spirit, inseparable fi'om

those who are scholars, and gentlemen, has

patronized me, without calculating whether

I was friend, or adversary, to his. conjectures^

or to his inferences

»

Mr, Astky to whom I was under Uteranj

obligations (before I was honoured with his

c 2
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personal notice) for the advantage of reading

lii3 able treatise on the Origin of Letters, was

kind enough to exert himself in my favour, at

an early period, and has warranted some of

my opinions.

Mr. Maurice, the justly-admired author of

Indian Antiquities, approved my object, and

conferred upon me, one of the noblest gifts,

a copy of that inestimable work.

Mr. Bryant, whose personal character is

not inferior even to that of his literary fame-

though I had an early intimation, that he

held my Celtic masters cheap, bestowed upon

me Jm name, as one of my patrons ; a name,

that Avill command the love, and veneration

of tlie world, as long as the pure faith, which

he has illustrated, shall continue to improve

the head, and the heart of its professor.

I deplore it as a misfortune, when draw-

ing from the same well, I differ with hiniy in
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the analysis of tliose waters ; but I never shall

cease to admire his talents, to venerate his

learning,—or to esteem and love the unde-

viating integrity of his principles, and of

his life.

The Society for Literari/ Funds, can receive

no additional credit from one of the numerous

individuals whom they hav^e cherished and

sustained in adversities, like those which have

depressed me ; but the delicacy, as well as

the munificence of their conduct by me, de-

mands of me, as a debt of honour, which I

cannot withhold, that I should mark to the

world so beneficent a system of liberality as

theirs. I have received, as an encourage-

ment of this work, and of the writer, two

successive donations from them, in actual

payments, conferred upon me by the unani-

mous vote of their committees, and recom-

mended by the most obliging curtesy of man-

ners, in their Secretary's letters to me.

—

AMierevcr that societ}^ is known, and where

it^ soud utilces have been felt, iu Wcisinss
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upon those, whom fortune has wounded, the

name of their Secretary, Mr. Yates, and the

philanthropy of his mind, are famiUar subjects

of grateful attachment.

The early and liberal patronage of Mr. and

Mrs, Codrington, as well as the numerous

acquisitions my List owes to them, are

but links in a connected series of benefits,

conferred upon me by them. After this ge-

neral, and very inade(piatc acknowledgment,

of them all, their details, however precious

to me, will remain, where gratitude, not un^

worthy, I hope, even of their friendship, has

implanted them.

If good offices are to be measured by their

critical, and seasonable help, as well as by

their weight in themselves, what must be my

obligations to Mr, Feach, of Tockington ?

He knows to what I allude; and will sive

inc some credit for sentiments, not injurious



to exertions, the noblest that friendship ever

suggested.

Mr, Theophilus Jones, of Brecon, my ge-

nerous friend, and the best hearted of men,

had, for a course of years, made it extremely

difficult for me to say, for which of his af-

fectionate boons to me I thanked him the

most, and loved him the best. He has re-

moved the difficulty ; for to him it is that I

owe Mr. Hardingts friendship.

To rescue, in a word, that inestimable friend,

be the fate of this Work adverse, or propitious,

I shall contemplate with pride of independent

joy, the intercourse with him, which my ex-

periment, invited, and cherished, by his ge-'

nerous heart, has produced.

I am now to represent (andwhat lar!0;uagc can

ever do my feelings justice ?) the obligations

impressed upon me by Personages, who, in

This point, as in every oUnn-. di.sclaim all tri-



bute of gratitude for sentiments, which ha-

bitually induce them to elevate their high

station, by descending from it into all the

charities of domestic Hfe ; and by adorning it

Avith a taste, as well as national regard, for

the culture of letters. Commanded by them,

to abstain from panegyric, I leave to their

generous natures, the interpretation of my
feelings ;—But I request that others^ to whom 1

am indebted for the access of my name, and

work, to suck protectors^—will not be averse to

the justice, which I owe to them.

Here again, as at every turn, Mr, Hardinge

presents himself. At his instance, the power-

ful aid of minds, no less illustrious by their

lives, than by their elevated rank, the Earl

snd Countess of Aylesbury^ was exerted in my

favour, and was propitious to me. They and

Mr. Matthias, whose intellect is no less culti-

vated and polished, than his mind is ho-

nourable, and virtuous, must permit the hum-

blest of the many, whom their good offices

have blessed, but not the most un<4ratcful, to
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assure them, (and I cannot thank them better)

that I had rather lose their good will to me,

than forfeit the generous character of it by

an illiberal action, or sentiment ;—that I have

nothing in view but the improvement of know-

ledge ; which is nothing, and, perhaps, worse

than a feather, in the moral system of the

world, if it is not sworn, and faithful to tha

interest, and the honour of truth
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Isaac Elton, Esq. Hill-House

Edmund Estcourt, Esq. Lincoln's-Inn-Fields 2 Sets

John Evans, Esq. Byletts, Herefordshire



Mr. Hugh Evans, jun. Llandilo, Carmarthenshire

Rev. Dr. Evans, Prebendary and Archdeacon of Norwich

Hugh P. Evans, Esq. Noyadd, Radnorshire 2 Sets

Rev. J. Evans, Vicar of Newport, Monmouthsliire

Robert Farquhar, Esq. Portland-Place

William Fawkener, Esq. &c. &c. 8cc. 2 Set?

Rev. James Fawcett, B. D. Norfolk

Rev. Joseph F. Fearon, Prebendary of Chichester

Ralph Fenwick, M. D. Durham

Rev. Edmund Ferrers, Cheriton, Hants

Mr. John Fewster, Surgeon, Thornbury

William T. Fitzgerald, Esq.

Thomas Fitzherbert, Esq. Portland-Place

Robert Fleetwood, Esq. Victualling Office

Joseph Fletcher, Esq. Great Ealing 2 Sets

Rev. John Foley, Newent, Gloucestershire

Rev. Mr. Foote, Prebendary of Rochester

Lady Ford, Oakedge, Shropshire 2 Sets

Mr. H. F. Ford, Clifton

Mr. William Ford, Manchester

John Fordyce, Esq. Birchin-Lanc

Rev. Dr. Fothergill, Tiverton Q Sets

B. Fountaine, Esq, Harford-Hall, Norfolk

Rev. IMr. Foxcroft, Winterbourne

Miss Foxcroft, Halstead, Yorkshire

William Fowler, Esq. Chichester

Thomas Hodges Fowler, Esq. Abbey Cum Hir, Rafl-

norshire 2 Sets

Mrs. Fowler, of ditto 2 Sets

Rev. Mr. Franklin, Fellow ofOriel College, Oxford

Thomas Franklyn, Esq. Barrister at Law, Pwl-y-wrach

Glamorganshire

Rev. Peter A. Franquefort, Irelanil 2 Sets



Captain Frederick, Glanark, near Crickhowell 2 Setfl

Francis Freeling, Esq. &c. &c. &c. General Post Office 2 Sets

Rev. W. J. French, Bow-

Mrs. Fryer, Wrexham 2 Sets

John Fuller, Esq. M. P. Devonshire-Place 2 Sets

Lady Furst, Hill-Court

Messrs. Garaeau 8c Co. Booksellers, Albemarle-Street 12 Sets

John W. Garbett, Esq. Lieutenant-Colonel of the

Radnor Militia 2 Sets

Christopher Gardiner, Esq. Minchin Hampton

Rev. William Garnier, Prebendary of Winchester

Rev. Thomas Garnier, Vicar of Froyle, Hants

Rev. Mr. Gatehouse, Corpus Christ! College, Oxford

Admiral Gell, Crickhowell 2 Sets

Peter Giles, Esq. F. R.S. Streatham, Surrey

Mr. Girot

Rev. Dr. Glasse, 8cc. &c. &c.

George Glenny, Esq. Russel-Square

Rev. Dr. Gooch, &.c. &,c. &c. 2 Set*

Rev. Dr. Goodall

Rev. William Goodenough, Yate, Gloucestershire 2 Sets

John Goodrich, Esq. Energlyn, Glamorganshire 2 Sets

Rev. James Gordon, &,c. Ireland 2 Sets

George Gordon, Esq. Sydenham

John Gordon, Esq. Donhead-Hall

Robert Gordon, Esq. Lewston

Charles Goring, Esq. ± Set*

Charles Goring, Esq. Weston Park, Sussex

William Goring, Esq. Great Portland-Street

Jolm Gosling, Esq. Upper Fitzroy-Street

WilHam Gosling, Esq. Somerset-Place

Richard Gough, Esq. Enfield

Mrs. Gough, Brianstone-Strcet, Poitman-Squarc



§»ulistrtters» jiijc

Rev. Mr. Graham, All Souls College, Oxford

Rev. Dr. Graves, Trinity College, Dublin

Rev. John Greig, White Waltham, Beriks

Thomas Green, Esq. Maryborough, Yorkshire

John Lane Green, Esq.

Mr. Hamilton Green, Parslow

William Greenly, Esq. Titley-Court, Herefordshire

Madame Greffulhe, Portland-Place

George De-Lyne Gregory, Esq. Hungerford-Lodgej

Lincolnshire

Rev. Edward Gregory, Langar, Nottinghamshire

Rev. David Griffith, Brecon

John Griffith, Esq. 2 Sets

Rev. Charles Griffith, Brecon

Rev. James Griffith, University College, Oxford

The late Mr. Philip Griffith, Merthir Tidvil, GlamoN
ganshire 2 Sets

Richard Griffith, Esq. Cardiff Q, Sets

Grose, Esq.

Shaw Grosett, Esq. Clifton

Edward Grubb, Esq. Great Queen-Street, Lincoln's-

Inn-Fields

Mr. Edward Guest, Dudley

Rev. Mr. Gutch, All Souls College, Oxford

Mrs. Gwinnett, Penlyn Castle, Glamorganshire

John Gwinnett, Esq. Common-Hill, Worcester

Thynne H. Gwynne, Esq. Buckland, Breconshire 2 Sct5

J. H. M. Gwynne, Esq. Llanelveth^ Radnorshire 2 Set^

Rev. Mr. Haistone, Fellow ofTrinity College, Cambridge

Mr. Hale, Christ Church

Samuel C. Hall, Esq. St. John's College, Cambridge

Rev. Dr. Hall, Canon of Christ Church 2 Sets

Rev. Dr. Hall, Rector of Ard^iaw, Ireland 2 Sft^

e



Benjamin Hall, Esq. Barrister at Law t Sets

Rev. Dr. Ilallam, Canon of Windsor 2 Sets

Rev. R. W. Hallifax, A. M. Standish, Gloucestershire

Mr. Hamer, Corpus Chrisli College, Oxford

Rev. Dr. Hamilton, Rector of St. Martin's

Rev. Dr. R. Hamilton, Rector of St. Olave, Old-Jewry

Hugh Hamihon, Esq. Clare-Street, Dublin

Mrs. Henrietta Hanbury, Queen-Ann-Street, West 2 Sets

Mrs. Frances Hanbury, Ditto 2 Sets

Messrs. Hanwell and Parker, Booksellers, Oxford 2 Set*

Mrs. Hardinge, Grove, Seven-Oaks, Kent

Rev. Henry Hardinge, Rector of Stanhope, in the

County of Durham 2 Sets

Mr. Charles Hardinge, A. M. University College,

Oxford 2 Sets

Captain George Nicholas Hardinge, of the Royal

Navy 2 Set*

Henry Hardinge, Esq. Lieutenant in the Army 2 Sets

Rev. Dr. Hardwicke, Sopworth-House, Wiltshire 2 Sets

James Hara, Esq. M. P. 2 Sets

Benjamin Harenc, Junior, Esq. Pembroke College,

Cambridge 2 Sets

John Harford, Esq. Bleize-Castle 2 Sets

Francis Hargrave, Esq. Barrister at Law

Rev, John Hurley, Rector of Presteigne

John Harman, Esq. Frederick-Place, Old-Jewry

James Lloyd Harris, Esq. Kington, Herefordshire 3 Sets

George Hartwell, Esq. S Sets

John Harvey, Esq, Guildford-Street 2 Sets

John Harvey, Esq. Portlaud-Place

William Harvey, Esq. White Fryar-Street, Dublin 2 Set*

Rev. Mr. Harwell, Corpus Christi College, Oxford

R^. J. D. Haslcwood, Devonshire-Street, Portland-

FUk-c



James Haworth, M. D. &,c. &c. 8cc. LincolnVInn-

Fields 2 ScU

Rev. C. Haynes, Rector of Siston

Mr, Haynes, St. Augustine's-Place, Bristol

Sir Isaac Heard, Gaiter King at Arms 2 Sets

The late Colonel Heathcote, Hereford

Rev. Mr, Heathcote, Master of Hackney-School

Ames HeirK?ar, Esq. Bath

Air. Ames Hellicar, Junior, Bristol

Mr. G. Hellicar, Bristol

Mr. Joseph Hellicar, Bristol

Rev. Dr. Hemming, Hampton, MiddTcsexr

Rev. Mr. Henley, Howland-Street, Fitzroy-Sqiiare

Rev. Edward Herbert, Archdeacon ofAghadoe, Ireland

Rev. William Herringham, Chipping Ongar, Essex

Mr. Thomas Hetling, Attorney at Law, Sodbury

Mr. Thomas Hewitt, Manchester

Rev. Dr. Hey, Passenham, Northamptonshire

Mr. D. Higgs, Sodbury

Mr. W. Higgs, St. Paul's, Bristol

Sir Richard Hill, Bart. M. P. 2 Sets

Charles Hill, Esq. Wick
Joseph Hill, Esq. Saville-Row 2 Sets

Rev. Averill Hill, Limerick

Richard Hill, Esq. Cardiff 2 Sets

J. Hinckley, Esq. F. S. A.

Mr. Thomas Hindley, Manchester

Rev. Mr. Hipgame, Jesus College, Cambridge

Sir John Cox Hippesley, Bart. Lower Grosvenor-

Street Ci Sets-

Rev. Joshua Hird, Fellow of King's College, Cam-
bridge

George Hoare, Esq. Jewell Office, Tower

Dr. Hobbesj M. D. Swansea



lit ^ubstx(btt8,

Isaac Hobhouse, Esq. 6 Sets

Samuel Hobson, Esq. Assistant Barrister for the

County of Waterford 2 Sets

Thomas Fowler Hodges, Esq.Abbey-Cwm-hir,Radnor 2 Sets

Mr. Holborough, Tockington

Mr. Robert Hole, Fellow ofTrinity College, Cambridge

Samuel Homfray, Esq. Pendaran-Place, Glamor-

ganshire 2 Sets

Daniel Hopkins, Esq. Leadenhall-Street

William Hooper, B. D. Fellow of University College,

Oxford

John Archer Houblon, Esq. Great Hallingbury, Essex

Henry Howard, Esq. M.P. Thornbury

Rev. Benjamin Howell, Rector of Boughwood

Thomas Bridges Hughes, Esq. Barrister at Law 2 Sets

Dr. Hughes, Jesus College, Oxford

Mr. Hughes, Ditto

Rev. John Hughes, Vicar of Pembroke

The late Rev. Mr. Huish, Rector of Pembridge,

Herefordshire 2 Sets

Rev. John Huish, late of Ditto 2 Seta

Rev. Francis Huish, Rector of Clisthydon, Devonshire 2 Sets

John Hultson, Esq. Newman-Street

J. Humphreys Esq. Barrister at Law, Llantrissent,

Glamorganshire

Aliss Hunt, at Mrs. Bowdler's, Park-Street, Bath

Pavid Hunter, Esq. Blackheath

Rev. Mr. Huntley, Boxwell-Court 2 Sets

Herbert Hurst, Esq. Gabalva, Glamorganshire

Samuel Jackson, Esq. 2 Sets

John Jackson, Esq. Manchester

W. H. R. Jackson, Esq. Mall, Clifton,

Sir Walter H. James, Bart. Devonshire-Place 3 Sets



§>tt!»0craier0; Utt

Richard James, Esq. Ightham, Sevenoaks, Kent 2 Sets

Rev. Morgan James, Brecon 2 Sets

Mr. James, Corpus Christi College, Oxford

Thomas Jameson, Esq. Fire-Court

Rev. Mr. James, Rector of Rememhara, Berkshire

John Jeffreys, Esq. Peckham

John Jeffreys, Esq. Swansea

John Jeffreys, Junior, Esq, Ditto

Walter Jeffreys, Esq. Brecon

Elias Jenkins, Esq. Neath

Lewis Jenkins, Esq. Ditto 2 Sets

Mr. John Jenkinson, Manchester

Jiobert Jenner, . Esq. Wenvoe-Castle, Glamorgan-

shire 6 Sets

Rev. William Jephson, Camberwell

Mr. D. Jephson, Ditto 2 Sets

Mr. J. T. Jephson, West Bromwich, Warwickshire

Sir Hugh Inglis, Bart. &c. Sec. &c. 2 Sets

Rev. Dr. Ingram, New College, Oxford

Rev. P. Ingram, Stamford, Worcestershire

Richard Ingram, Esq. Worcester

Mr. Ingram, Trinity College, Oxford

John Innes, Esq. 2 Sets

Thomas Johnes, Esq. MP. 5 Sets

Rev. Samuel Johnes, Vicar of Allhallows Barking 2 Sets

Lieutenant General Johnson, Ireland 2 Sets

Cuthbert Johnson, Esq. Swansea

Richard Johnson, Esq. Stratford-Place

Peter Johnson, Esq. Percy-Street

Major Johnson, Swansea

Bcnjamni Johnson, Esq. Barrister at Law

J. Johnson, Esq.

Mr. Johnstone, Tvnity College, Cambridge

Thomas Tyrwhit Jones, Esq. M. P. Clarence Lodge



lib g^uSsmfiers^

Henry Jones, Esq. Gravesend

Daniel Jones, Esq. of Lantwit-Major, Glamorgan-

shire 2 Sett

John Jones, Esq. Cardiff-Arms 2 Sets

John Jones, Esq. St. Helen's, Glamorganshire 2 Sets

Harford Jones, Esq. Resident at Bagdad 2 Sets

Theophilus Jones, Esq. Brecon 10 Sets

Edward Jones, Esq. Llandovery, Carmarthenshire 2 Sets

Rev. Dr. Jones, Redland 10 Sets

Thomas Jones, Esq. Stapleton

Rev. Richard Jones, Charfield 2 Sets

Mr. Jones, A. B. St. John's College, Cambridge

Rev. Thomas Jones, Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge

Rev. Thomas Jones, Wickwar 2 S«ts

G. Jones, Esq. Swansea

Rev. B. Jones, Swansea, Vicar of Cheriton, Hants

Mr. John Jones, Neath

Mr. John Jones, Surgeon, Ditto

Mr. W. Jones, Attorney at Law, Swansea

Mr. O. Jones, Thames-Street

Mr. Edward Jones, Harpist of the Prince of Wales

Rev. Leland, Croydonj Surrey £ Sets

Elias Isaac, Esq. Worcester

James Kearney, Esq. Garret's-Town, in the County

of Cork

Miss Keenc, Bath 4 Sets

Benjamin Kcene, Esq.CharIes-Street,Berkeley-Square 2 Sets

Rev. Mr. Keet, Hatfield, Herts.

William Kemys, Esq. JNIaindee, Monmouthshire

Edward Kendal], Esq. Langattock Crickhowell 2 Sets

Mr. Joseph Fr. de Kergariou de Laninouen Br^tagne

Rev. Mr. Kett, Trinity College, Oxford 2 Sets



Henry Janett Key, Esq. Abchurch-Lane 2 Sets

Rev. Mr. Keysall

Mr. Kilpin

Thomas King, Esq. Noke, Herefordshire

Rev. Mr. King, Olveston o gg^g

Henry King, Esq. Bristol

Rev. Mr. King, Brazen-Nose College, Oxford

Colonel Kingscote, Kingscote

James Kinnersley, Esq. Ludlow g Sets

Lieutenant-Colonel William Kirkpatrick 2 Sets

Richard Kirwan, Esq. F. R. S.

Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq. Elton, near Ludlow 2 Sets

Mr. William Knight, Park-Row, Bristol 2 Sets

Henry Knight, Esq. Tythegstone, Glamorganshire

JRev. Mr. Knottesford, Hadleigh, Suffolk 2 Sets

James Lackington, Esq. 2 Sets

Lieutenant-Colonel Lambard 2 Sets

Rev. Mr. Lambert, Fellow of Trinity College

Samuel Langford, Esq. Peckhani

Dr. Latham, &c. M. D. Bedford-Row 2 Sets

James Law, Esq. Portland-Place

Rev. Dr. Law, Archdeacon of Rochester

Dr. Lawrence, M. D. Cambridge

George Urquhart Lawtie, Esq. 53, Upper Mary-le-bone

Sireet

John Martin Leake, Esq. Harley-Street

Edward Lee, Esq. M. P. ,2 Sets

Capel Hanbury Leigh, Esq. Pontipool 2 Sets

Mrs. Leigli, ditto 2 Sets

Rev. Charles Lesley

Captain Lewes, Brecon Militia

Rev Richard Lewis, Limerick

Rev. Lewis Lewis, Gwvnfer,. Carmarthenshire



|l»i ^ttiiscrtiiet£i«

John Lewis, Esq. Byletts, Shropshire

Rev. Mr. Lewis, Corsham

David Lewis, Esq. Clan y Rhyd, Camiarthenshirc

Hugh Levcester, Esq. M. P. &c. &c. &c. 2 Sets

Mrs. Liell, Richmond, Surrey 2 Sets

John Liptrap, Esq. Mile-End 2 Sets

Rev. R. Litchford, Boothby-Pagnel, Lincolnshire

Rev. William Llewellyn, Thornbury 2 Sets

John Llewellin, Esq. Penllergare, Glamorganshire 2 Sets

John Llewellin, Esq. of Welsh St. Donats,

Glamorganshire 2 Sets

Griffith Llewellin, Esq. Margam, Glamorganshire 2 Sets

John Lloyd, Esq. Dinas, Breconshire 2 Sets

Thomas Lloyd, Esq. Bronwydd, Cardiganshire

John Lloyd, Esq. Aberannell, Breconshire

David Lloyd, Esq. Brecon

Rev. Evan Lloyd, Orsett, Essex

Rev. Bartholomew Lloyd, Fellow ofTrinity College

Dublin

Rev. William Lockton, Corpus Christi College, Oxford

Rev. Dr. Lodge, Chancellor of Armagh 2 Sets

Edward Long, Esq. W orcester

Mr. Longfellow, Brecon

Colonel Lorainc, Weymouth-Street

Rev. Verney Lovett, Vicar of Bandon, Leland

Jonathan Lovett, Esq. Deputy Persian Literpreter to

the Government of Bombay

Mrs. Lowe, Park-Street, Grosvenor-Square 2 Sets

Richard Lowndes, Esq. Red-Lion-Square

P. J. Luard, Esq. Worcester

Rev. Dr. Ludlow, Sopworth

Samuel Ludlow, Esq. Henrietta-Street, Covent-Garden

Mr. LulTnum, Geographer, Ball-Alley, Coleman-Stveet

William Lukin, Esq. Royal Navy



Sir Stephen Lushington, Bart. M. P. &c. Upper

Harley-Street

Mr. Lury, Lower Hazel, Olveston

Samuel Lysons, Esq. F. R. S. and F. S. A. Winslow

Rev. Mr. Maber, Rector of Merthir Tidvill, Glamor-

ganshire

Dr. Macdonell, M. D. Ireland

Colonel Mac Lachlan

Donald Macleod, Esq. in Geannies 2 Sets

John Macnamara, Esq. Langoed Castle^Breconshire 4 Sets

Rev. Spencer Madan, Birmingham

Rev. Mr. Madewell, in Scotland

Rev. Dr. Magee, Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin

Samuel Manesty, Esq. Resident at Bussoraii

Sir William Manners, Bart. Oxford-Street 2 Sets

John W. Mansfield, Esq. Swansea 2 Sets

Rev. Mr. Mant, Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford

Thomas Markham, Esq. Glamorganshire 2 Sets

Rev. Herbert Marsh, B. D. Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge

Rev. Mr. Marsh, Christ Church, Oxford

Rev. Mr. Marshall, Lincoln College, Oxford

Rev. Mr. Marshall, Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford

Mr. Edward Marshall, Bradford, Wilts

William Byam Martin, Esq. Portland-Place 2 Sets

Mrs. Mathew, Rathbone-Place

Thomas Matthias, Esq. &c. 8vC. gcc. 2 Sets

Rev. Thomas Maurice, Author of the Indian

Antiquities

Mr. Hugh Maurice, Thomas-Street, Bristol

Mr. Joseph Maurice, Surgeon, Bristol

Thomas Maybery, Esq. Brecon

Peter Mdlish, Esq. Brunswick-Square

f



R. M. ]Mence, Esq. Worcester

Rev. Benjamin Mence, Fellow of Worcester College,

Oxford

Richard Mence, Esq. Temple

Thomas Meredith, Esq. Knighton, Radnorshire

Tiiomas ^Meredith, Esq. Brecon

Paul C. Met!) lien, Esq. Lower Grovesnor-Street 2 Set«

Mr. Mclluien, Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford

Mr. Edward ?yJichal, Bradford, Wilts

William Miller, Esq. Ozelworth

Sir Francis Millnian, Bart. M. D.

John Miers, Esq. Cadoxton-Place, Glamorganshire

Miss ^lillgrovc, Thornhury

A\'illiain Minier, Esq. Adelphi-Terrace

j\Ir. Minocli, Trinity College, Oxford

Rev. John Mitchell, Fellow of Worcester College,-

Oxford

jVlr. iNlitford, Fellow of Oriel College, Ditto

Mr. Hugh Moises, University College, Ditto

William Moncrifle, M. D. Bristol

Basil Montague, Esq. Paper Buildings, Inner Temple

Br. Moody, LL. D. Turnham-Green 2 Sets

Abraham Moore, Esq. Barrister at Law

Rev. James Moore, Wimbledon, Surrey

Rev. Thomas Moore

Mrs. Hannah More

Charles Morgan, Esq. M. P. ^ Sets

Rev. William Morgan, Brecon

Edward Morgan, Esq. j^ecorder of Brecoo

Edward Morgan, Esq. Llandaff « Sets

Mr. Charles Mot-gan,l'algarth, Breconshire

Mr. John Morgan, Brecon

Mr. C. Morgan, St. Peter's College, Cambridgig

Julo Alorgwng.



g)iibsmt>ers* lt;r

Rev. Dr. Morrice, Secretary of the Society for the

Propagiition of the Gospel

John ^^(»^ri.>•, Esq. Clasemont, Glamorganshire

Walter M. Mosely, Esq. Glasshampton, Worcestershire

Michael Mosely, Esq. King's Bench Walks^ Temple

Kev. Dr. Moss, Prebendary of St. Paul's

Rev. Mr. Moulding, Rector of Rotherham, Essex

John Moultrie,, Esq. Aston-Hall, near Shifoal,

Shropshire

Mr. Mount, Corpus Christi College, Oxford

Abel Moysey, Esq. &c. &c. Sec. 2 Sets

Abel Moysey, Jun. Esq. Lincoln's-Inn

Rev. Mr. Mulso, Abergavenny

George J. Murphy, Esq. Mus. D. Dublin

Sir John Macgregor Murray, Bart

Sir John C. MusgravC;, Bart. Portland-Place

Rev. Dr. Myddleton, Rotherhiihe 2 Sets

Rev. Mr. Myddleton^ Ditto

Rev. Slade Nash, near Worcester

Richard ISehns, Esq. Bradley- House

Rev. Mr. Neve, \ icar of Sodbury

Rev. Mr. New^ Vicar of St. Philip's, Bristol

James Nibbs, Esq.

Mrs. Nibbs

Rev. Dr. Nicholas, Great Ealing '2 Sets

William Nicholl, Esq. Barrister at Law, Great

George-Street, Ilanovcr-Square G Sets

John Nichols, Esq. Red Lion-Passage, Elect-Street

Mr. Samuel Nicholson, Manchester

Rev. Robert Nixon, A. M. Foot's Cray, Kent

Robert Nixon, Es([. F. R. S. S Sets

William Nodes, Esq. New Caveudish-Strect

Dr. Noehden, Eton College



Major Noel, of the Worcester Militia

George Norman, Esq. Bromley Common, Kent 2 Sets

Rev. Francis North, Rector of St. Mary's,

Southampton

Messrs. jNorth, Brecon

Thomas Northmore, Esq. Bentinck-Street

Mr. Norton, Bookseller, Bristol 6 Sets

Rev. Mr. Nott, All Soul's College, Oxford

Peter Nouailles, Jun. Esq. Greatness, near Sevenoaks,

Kent 2 Sets

Mrs. Nowell, Dorset-Street 2 Sets

Mr, George JSutcombe, Priory, Warwickshire

Silvester O'Hallaran, Esq. Limerick

Rev. Mr. Okhiall, Rector of St. Nicholas, Worcester

Mr. William Ogilvy, Bread-Street, Hull

L. Oliver, Esq. late of Nook, in the County of Hants 2 Sets

T\'illiam Oram, Esq. Harley-Street

Dowell O'Reilly, Esq. Dublin

Mr. Ord, Trinity College, Oxford

SirW^illiam Ouseley, LL. D. &c. &c. &c,

Ralph Ouseley, Esq. Limerick

Gove Ouseley, Esq. East-Indies

Thomas Owen, Esq. Carmarthenshire

Rev. Mr. Owen, Clifton, Bristol

Rev. John Owen, Archdeacon of Richmond

Mi\ William Owen, Author of the Welch Dictionary

James Pain, Esq. Maidenhead 2 Seti

Rev. Richard Palmer, Grantham

Robert Pardoe, Jun. Esq. Bradley, Worcestershire

Tlie late Rev. Dr. Parker, Rector of St. James,

"VN^estminster 2 Sets

Rev. Mr. Parker, Oxford



Thomas Parker, Esq. Worcester

Rev. Mr. Parker, Feliovv of Merton College, Oxford

Mrs. Parry, Gressford Lodge, Denbighshire 2 Sets

Sir William Paxton, Middleton Hall, Carmar-

thenshire 2 Sets

Charles Partridge, Esq. Bristol

Mr. Pasquier, Gray's-Inn-Square

Sir George O. Paul, Bart. Lower Grosvenor-Street 2 Sets

Robert Paul, Esq. AssistantBarristerfor the County

of Waterford 2 Sets

Samuel P. Peach, Esq. Tockington 4 Sets

Mr. Pearce, Corpus Christi College, Oxford

Miss Frances Pearson, Percy-Street

Peter Peirson, Esq. Paper Buildings, Inner Temple

The late Henry Cressett Pelham, Esq. Counde Hall,

Shropshire 2 Sets

Christopher R. Pemberton, M. D. Great George-Streetj

Hanover-Square

Granville Penn, Esq. Secretary of State's Office 2 Sets

John Penn, Esq. Spring-Garden 2 Sets

Rev. Dr. Penny 2 Sets

,Mrs. Pennyman

Sir William Pepys, Bart, a Master in Chancery 2 Sets

Dr. Percival, Manchester

Rev. Dr. Percy

Rev. David Peter, Carmarthen

Mr. Peters, Gower-Street

Henry Peters, Esq. M. P. Park-Street, Grosvenor-

Square

Richard Mansell Phillipps, Esq. Sketty, Glamor-

ganshire 2 Sets

Mrs. Catharine Philipps, Hampton-Court

Mrs. Joyce Philipps, Hampton Court

Mrs. Jane Philipps, Picton Castle^ Pembrokeshire



John Philips, Esq. Llandilo, Cannarthcn

Rev. Luke Philips, Vicar of Grain, Kent

John Phihps, Esq. Fenchurch-Street

Joseph Philhmore, Esq. Christ Church, Oxford

WiUiam Piiinimore, Esq. Barrister at Law

John Philhps, Esq. Carmarthen

Mr. Phillips, Frenchay, Bristol

Humphry Phillpot, Esq. 2 Seta

Mr. Phillott, Corpus Christi College, Oxford

Rev, Barre Piiipps

J. P. Picard, Esq.

Rev. A\'illiam Pigott, Rector of Edgmond

INIr. Pigott, Corpus Christi College, Oxford

Rev. Mr. Pinckney, Ditto

John Pinkerton, Esq. Pimlico, 8cc. 8cc. &c.

Mr. Plciyer, Elberton

Mr. John Player, Tockington, near Bristol

IMiss Player

Miss IMary Player

Rev. Henry Plimley, Rector of Shoreditch

Rev. Mr. Plumbtree, Prebendary of ^Vorcester

Thomas Plumer, Esq. King's Counsel

Miss P( Ih li, Chipstead, Sevenoaks

William Pollock, Esq. Secretary of State's Office 2 Set*

James Poole, Esq. Barrister at Law

Thomas J . Powell, Esq. Berwick-House, Shropshire

Jonn Kynaston Powell, Esq. M. P.

Thomas H. Powell, Esq. Barrister at Law, Brecon '2 Sets

Rev. Thomas Powell, Cantrcf

Walter Powell, Esq. Brecon 2 Sets

John Powell, Esq. Brecon '2 Sets

Sir Gabriel and Lady Powell " Sets

Thomas Jelf Powis, Esq, Berwick-House, Salop

Rev. Mr. Poyntz, Rector of Tormartou

Mr. iSathuniel Povntz^ Ditto



Mr. Pratt

Sir G. B, Prescolt, Bart. Theobald's-Park, Herts,

Rev. Dr. Prettyraan, Prebendary of Norwich

Eev. William Price, LL.D. Chaplain to His Royal

Highness the Prince of Wales

Richard Price, Esq. M. P. 2 Sets

Mr. Rice Price, Surgeon, Hay, Breconshire 2 Sets

Samuel Price, Esq. Coroner and Surgeon, Brecon

Rev. J. Price, Trinity College, Oxford

Theophilus Price, Esq. Harborne

J^jcholas Price, Esq. Saintfield, Downshire, Ireland

John Price, Esq. LlandafF 2 Sets

Roger Price, Esq. Castle Madoc, Breconshire

Penry Price, Esq. Rhayader, Radnorshire

Thomas Price, Esq. Builth, Breconshire

Thomas Price, Esq. Birmingham

John Prichard, Esq. Bridgend, Glamorganshire

Mr. Thomas Prichard, Ross

Mr. D. Prichard, Builth, Breconshire

Mr. James Cooles Prichard

Miss Pritchard, near Ambleside, Westmorland 2 Sets

John Pritchard, Esq. Dolevelin, Radnorshire 2 Sets

Charles Pritchard, Esq. Brecon

Captain Puget, Royal JSavy 2 Set*

Lieutenant-General Sir James Pulteney, Bart.

Henry James P^^e, Esq. &c. 8vC. 8cc.

Rev. Reginald Pyndar, Hadsor, near Worcester

Jonathan Pytts, Esq.

Alexander Raby, Esq. 2 Sets

Rev Dr. Radcliffe, Prebendary of Canterbury

R. Raikes, Esq. Gloucester

Rev. Mr. Raikes, Ditto

Rev. Dr. Raine, Charterhouse



General Rainsford, &c. &c- &c. Soho-Square

Rev. Charles J. Riiinsford, Powick, near Worcester

James Ramsden, Esq. of the College of Physician*

Rev. Benson Ramsden, A. M. Rector of Staubridge,

Essex

Rev. Mr. Randolph, Corpus Christi College, Oxford

Joshua Reeves, Esq. Canterbury-Square

John Reeves, Esq.

James Rennell, Esq. &c. &c. &c. Suffolk-Street,

Middlesex-Hospital

Rev. J. H. Renouard, Trinity College, Cambridge

Jacob Reynardson, Esq. Hollywell, near Stamford
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SKETCHES,

THE STATE AlsiD ATTAINMENTS

^rtmitibe ^ocietp*

I.

Thi importance of distinctly marking fundamental

'principles.

W)HEN I entered upon a serious inquiry into some

particulars respecting the original, and primitive inhabitants

of these countries, I found my thoughts necessarily carried

back towards their original state as a people, and conse-

quently, towards the general attainments of human society,

when mankind began to be formed into distinct nations.

It became desirable, to distinguish those customs, arts, and

stores of knowledge which the Cc/te probably imported into

their Western settlements, from those, which they must

have acquired afterwards, by their own diligence, or by their

Watercourse with strangers. I could not proceed with satis-

iaction, till my thoughts attained a certain degree of pre-

A



cision as to these points. This appeared an essential ground-

work of local inquiry: It may indeed be affirmed,, that for

the discussion of any difficult subject, certain bearings, and

relative distances, to which the argument may be directed,

and from which a chain of inferences maybe drawn, should

be distinctly marked. For want of such leading objects, it

has frequently happened, that propositions have been as-

serted upon one set of principles, and have been denied upon

another;—so that historical truth has been left, after an

elaborate discussion, enveloped in tenfold obscurity, or

buried under amasi of contending elements.

It is true, that all deductions of argument are sometimes

regarded, as more, or less conclusive, in proportion to their

harmony, or disagreement, with some preconceived opinion.

It cannot therefore be expected, that general assent must be

the consequence of unfolding first principles; but at least,

by this means a charge of inconsistcnc}' m;iy be avoided.

That charge, I hope to obviate, by presenting a few sketches

of my conceptions, relative to the attainments of primitive

society, and by offering a few plain arguments in support of

my opinion. In order to form this opinion, it was necessary

.

to enter into periods, far beyond the reach of profane history.

The first point, that was to be settled, was the choice of the,,

most faithful guides^ through such remote regions.

The poets, and mythological writers, of Greece, and Rome,

have transmitted some interesting tales, respecting the most

early times ; but these, are delivered in language highly

figurative, and are mixed with so much allegory, or fable,

that it seems hardly possible, to reduce them into fact.

Hence the most learned, and sincere investigators of an^

titjuity, arc far from being agreed in their interpretation of

poetical traditions. And this is not to be wondered at

:
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for SO hidden was the subject, even to the generality of the

Gr-eeks themselves, that we find those authors, who made it

their business to elucidate mythological narration, two thou-

sand years ago, perpetually amusing us with puerile con-

ceits, or shifting the solution with a commodious plea of

sacred mysteries.

This darkness, and the uncertainty of poe^ica/ reports, the

©nly ancient histories, which the G^eeA's, and jRowows pos-

sessed, induced their philosophers to reject it altogether, and

frame new theories of their own, upon the original state of

mankind.

Amongst all the ancient professors of oracular wisdom,

none carried their speculations upon this topic, so far, as that

fiect, which denied the operation of the first intelhgent cause,

and the superintending energies of a Divine Providence,

—

ascribed the formation of all things to a fortuitous concourse of

atoms, and consigned the government of the world into the

hands of chance. The most connected of the details, which

give us the opinions of the Epicureans, is contained in the

learned, but most unphilosophical poem of Lucrttitis. From

this, we may gather, that in that peculiar sect were men
of genius, and, could we but grant theh fundamental prin-

ciples, men of acute reasoning.

According to their hypothesis, the first men, that were

produced, were fit inhabitants of the world that existed only

by accident. And they were above resting their specula-

tions upon imagination alone: it was their ambition, to

support them by data, when they could reach them, and

such, as could best accommodate their atheistical pre-

conceptions,

A <^" •I
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The condition of a few ancient hunters, who, as Is usrial in

all newly inhabited countries, wandered amongst the woods,

and were driven occasionally to extreme difficulties in pro-

curing food, and lodgings was brought forwards, and was

obtruded, as the general picture of original society.

They had observed, that in general, wherever the arts,,

and science? had flourished, they had, for some ages, been

slowly, and uniformly,accumulating their acquisitions ; from

which they inferred, that their progress had observed the

same line of march universally. They could not ascertain

the time, nor the manner, in which man had begun his

-existence.

They were supplied with no authentic history of his pri«

mitive condition, and therefore, as their own scanty line of

research carried tliem back far beyond the invention of many

arts in the pale of their own district, into an age compara-

tively barbarous, they concluded themselves warranted in

imagining a period of indefinite extent, before the invention

of any arts whatsoever, before human reason had made

her successful exertions, and even before her light had

begun its dawn in the mind of man.

During this imaginary period, the race of mortals were

described, as making slow, and painful progress, towards the

verge of humanity ; as having, for a long series of ages,

crept, and felt their way, through various degrees of savage

life, before they emerged into a superior condition.

Such was the hypothesis, opposed by these philosophers, to

the few rays of early light, preserved by the poet, and recog-

nized by the more temperate reason of other philosophers,

who represented manj as originally distinguished from
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Other terrestrial animals, by his erect countenance, and his

capacity for sublime contemplation—as formed of two dis-

tinct parts, a governing, as well as immortal spirit, related,

though inferior, to the Divine Creator,—and a passive body,

which degraded him to the nature of brutes.

But the hypothesis of the philosophers, obtained great

popularity. It was not only received, as founded upon

truth, during the most illustrious ages of Greek, and Roman
learning, but it has also been adopted, and refined upon, by

eminent writers of modern times. We have consequently

been amused with strange, and monstrous tales of that mute,

as well as ill-contrived quadruped, Man,—a being, who,

for a series of ages, crawled upon the earth, before he began,

occasionally, to assume an erect posture, and walk upon his

hinder feet ; who afterwards made slow progress through

the monkey, and the savage, accidentally acquired speech

and reason ; till at length, forming himself into a kind of

terrestrial God, he established a dominion over his brethren

of the forest.

la this country, there are perhaps few men who would

not refuse to admit these notions in their full extent
;
yet

I believe, there are multitudes, whose imaginations are in-

fluenced by them, in a certain degree. When they describe

an original state of nature, an early age, or the first in-

habitants of a country, they represent a condition of the

most wretched barbarism.

If, therefore, elaborate theory, or popular opinion, were to

be received, as unerring guides, the points, now under con-

sideration, or the original state of society, and the condition

of those, who first inhabited the West of Europe, might

soon be disposed of, by a few quotations fxomLucretius, and
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Horace, a few scraps from the ancient Historians, Phi«

losophers and Geographers, or frt)m their disciples in

modern days.

But the connection of this hypothesis, in its mature state,

with such atheistical, and most absurd principles, renders it,

in all parts, highly suspicious. Recollecting the purposes

for whichjt was framed, we should be guilty of an unpar-

donable negligence, to embrace it, without si jealous exa-

mination. And it will not bear such a test. It is not only

injurious to the honour of our nature, but is contradictory

to the venerable remains of the ancient world, and the

testimony of all our senses.

Besides, we ought undoubtedly, in this point, as in every

other, carefully to estimate all the facts, before we adopt

any theories whatsoever. If authentic information can

be obtained, it claims preference to the most flattering

hypothesis, and the most acute inferences of abstract rea-

soning. Where this rule is not observed, no wise man can

acquiesce in opinions, merely because they have been popu-

lar, and because they have been supported by favourite

names, or by ingenious arguments.

The original state of mankind, in the earliest ages, is

avowedly one of those topics, upon which we have an oppor-

tunity of examining well authenticated facts.

By all those, who profess our Christian religion, it will

readily be conceded, that, in one ancient volume, we are

furnished with a correct epitome of the most ancient periods

;

and the generality even of those philosophers who reject the

writings of Moses, and the other books of the Old Testament

^
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as matter of religious faith, are yet candid enough to admit;

that they contain the best, and most authentic accounts 06

the first ages. The notices they give us of those ages, though*

few, and short, are the most clear,' and comprehensive that

can be imagined. In the follovi^ing sheets I shall regard thes©

venerable documents, in the light of authentic histories. My
inferences, being- founded upon books which are universally

read, and which, for many centuries, have employed the*

united learning, and critical sagacity of the Christian

world, may not offer much that is absolutely new; yet may

be of some use, in directing the attention of my readers to

those truths, which they pro/es« to believe.

Generalview ofthejlrst ages—primitive knowledgepreservedf

and commu7iicatedby Noahj and his sons.

IN the book of Genesis, we have a consistent, and clear,

though brief account, ofmankind, in their primitive state,

—

of their disposition to acquire knowledge during the first ages,

—and of their success in the pursuit. We are there informed,

that the first man whom God created upon the earth, was

far advanced above the condition of a dumb, and brutal

savage;—that he was not formed by his nature, to associate

with inferior creatures, but for dominion overthem :—that no

sooner did he come out of his Maker's hand, than he began

to exercise his distinguishing endowment of reason, and ac-



quired the faculty of speech, as a medium for the cxpressiofl

of his perceptions, and ideas ;—that in the period of his inno-

cence, and after his transgression, he employed his rational

powers in the diligent prosecution of arts, which have, in

all ages, been peculiar to civilized, and social life*

The solitary savagCj knows not what is tneatit, by dressing

a garden, and keeping it ; the habit, and the ici\er\t, of tilling

the ground, and eating bread by the sweat of his brow, are

things, of which he is neither skilled, nor studious.

O? Adam^s two elder sons, we find, that one was a tiller

ofground, the other a keeper of sheep;— and this, before the

birth of Seth, or about a century after the human creation.

This deserves notice. It proves, not only, that in this early

age, men understood the comforts of life derived both from

agriculture, and pasturage, calculating, how to enjoy the

advantages arising from both ; but that also they pursued

these advantages upon the most improved plan of civil so-

ciety. They divided amongst individuals those cares, and

occupations, that were conducive to the mutual benefit of all.

Their attention was never distracted by a multitude of objects

;

but was directed skilfully to one. The shepherd in that age

did not overlook the necessary care of his flock, in his cul-

tivation of the field ; nor the husbandman Iosq the season

of tillage, when he guarded his fiocks. This, demonstrates

a vigorous efibrt of the reasoning powers, and the most

luminous acquisitions of useful experience.

Again : Cain brought to the Lord an oftering of the

fruit of the ground, and Jbel, ofthefrstlings of hisflock.

Here was no community of rights—no promiscuous plunder.

Every man claimed, and was allowed, his property in that,

which he had procured by his individual care, or labour: and
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lie had a right to -dispose of it, -within the regulations of

Society.

The epitome of primitive history. In the fourth chapter of

Genesis, informs us of se\'erul eminent men amongst the

descendants of Adam, down to the flood, who discovered

and improved upon the first principles of such arts and*

sciences as are conducive to the comfort and ornament of

society. Nor was this all that they did. Tlie antediluvian

ages were evidently ages of application as well as of genius.

Men 3Id not accidentally strike upon some solitary discovery,,

and content themselves with the fame they acquired in the

completion of it, They applied the principles of tlic art al-

ready known, as a clue for the discovery of other arts, wilii

which it had a natural eonne«itiou.

Thus, the first inventor of stringed instruments kept sight

of the general principles of music, and the scale of hanno-

nious sounds, till, by analogy, he had found out the nature

of wind-instruments: and, by repeated efforts of genius, he

became the father of' all such an handlp the Harp and the

Organ,

Tlie first artificer in brass pursued the same course, till hc

hdd likewise developed tue nature and proper management

of iron ore.

If we reflect that these men retained the vigorous use of

tiieir faculties for a space of six or seven ceuturios, to re*-

peat their experiments, and to make continual improvement

upon the useful hints which presented themselves, I think v>e

may conclude that they earned their inventions to a high

degree of perfe6lion. And it was perhaps the wise design of

Providence to afford an opportunity for such improvements.
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(iiiring the primitive ages, by extending fhc period of human

iite to nearly a thousand ye<us. At present, our days are only

commensurate %vidi the ends of living^, may we not believe that

diis was the case from the beginning?

IN loses dire^tl}' records only the inventions of one ftmiily,

the hnitac of Cain. But Adam had sons and daughters whose

names and history are not preser^-cd. Let us form a conception

of the iongcr catalogue which has been omitted by the sacred

penman—the inventions of all these families, and add thcni

to the present record, and it will be evident that ihc state of

nature, Gx the original state of man, was not that of brutes and

sav{iQ;cs, but a state of immediate mental exertion, and of

xapid progress in civilization, and the acquisition of useful arts,

—a pif-^ure wjiich true philosophy might have presented of

rational beings, as formed and disposed by the hand of a

good and wii>e Create^.

If v,-e carry our attention forward to the generation which

immediately succeeded the flood, we shall discover no vestiges

of a sava2;e state. Unman society was now, for a second time,

coniiacd within narrow limits, and the abilities of each indi-

vidual v.crc necessarily called forth, to secure general comfort*

If this age did not display so much inventive genius as those

'!^hich had preceded, yet its comparative advantiiges were far

•j:i:p('riqr to tho-:c which had been enjoyed by the first race of

mortals. Tlic mental pov.-ers of the sjx,'cios coul4 not no^v be

.f'2,ardcd as unexperienced.

Her. ;on had novr the accumulated stock of ^GoO years, ready

1'^ L>e employed. For it is evident that Noah and his sons

prc-crvcd, not only the general history of the primitive world,

hut as inucli of its acquired knowledge as could be useful to

ri;cui.-;clv< s and liieir posterity. This they had ample opport>h
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mtif of doing; for the floorl, iii regard to Xoali,-xVas no siicldcii

and unfoi'esten event. And it rcas done; for Moses records

tlic antediluvian inventors of many arts whicli bad been

preserved to his own time.

The book of Job dehneates an age long prior to that of

ISIoses. And it must be recollected that the picture is not

taken at the time of Job's death, but of his affliction, an event

%vhich appears to me to have certainly happened man}- years

before the death of Sbem, of Ilcber, and of many patriarchs

fcorn in the first postdiluvian century. Upon the contracted

scale of human life, such as it was become in the days of Job.

Eliphaz the Temanite and Bildad t.he Shuhitc wer? " vcjy old

and grey-headed men;" yet we find them familiarly and,

confidently appealing to the living testimony of fa former age

—to the words wliich would be uttered by the m<'n of this ag^"-^

by which they could mean no other than these patriarchs.

The interlocutors, in this most ancient book, elthpr expressly

mention or clearly allude to every science and every laud^iblo

art which has usually been placed to the account of the

Babylonians, Egyptians, Phoenicians or Indians. And i» is

remarkable that Job and his friends ascribe their whole stoclc

fii knowledge, Avhether of religion and morality, of the workj

of nature, or of civil arts—not to the exertion of their own
genius, or to the f;uccosrul inquiry of any particular society-,

vhich had recently emerged from barbaristn; but purely to

the tradition of the patriarchs of th<^' hrst age after thu flood.

" For enquire, I pray thee, of the former age ; and prepare

thyself for the search ofihc/'r fathers (for zee are but ofi/cstci-drii/,

and know irothhig, seeing our daiiji on earth, are as a shado:;)

[as nothing when compared to tlunr years] shall tliey not feack

thee and fef/ thee, und utfcr aords out of their heart r" - —

•

Chap. viii.
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*' I wilt shew thee, hear me, and that which I have seen

will I declare, which zcise men have toldfrom theirfathers (and

have not hid it) vti0 whom alone the earth was given''

Chap. XV.

From these and similar passages, we must infer, that a

general stock of knowledge had been treasured up by the great

patriarchs, for tlie benefit of their posterity; and that good

men amongst the descendants of Noah, for several generations,

regarded it as their greatest wisdom to learn and attend to

these traditions of their lathers, who lived ipany days upon

the earthy

We also learn that the rapid abridgment of the period of

human life, which was not only recent but progressive in the

time of Job, had struck the race of mortals with a consterna-

tion which, for a while, checked the ardour of original inves-

tigation, and damped the confidence of genius. The life of

xci'4.n still comprehended a space of, at least, t^vo ceqturics

;

yet men regarded themselves, when compared with the former

age, but of yesterday. They could not extend the limits of

knowledge, because their days on earth were as a shadow.

—

All they could pretend to was, to preserve those inestimable

treasures which the^- had derived from happier times.
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III.

tklail of primititt traditions—Heligioii and momtity—Civil

arts, and sciences Jgriculture, archUeBure, mdailurgy^

natural historj/, computation of time, astronomy, geography^

XT may not be improper in this place to touch briefly upon

some particulars of this valuable patrimony of the early ages.

Of the state of religion and moral philosophy in the primi-

tive world, we have no detailed information. \ et seveial very

important circumstances may be collected from the b(X)ks

cited above, the latter of which I particularize on thisoccasion,,

because the notices contained in it are wholly inde|>endent of

the Mosaic legation. These circumstances will, in a great

aneasure, elucidate the notions entertained by mankind, as to

these points,^ before the promulgation of the Jewish law.

It appears that at a, very early period, the Div'uic will and

purposes, and some of the essential truths of religion, were

revealed to mankind in a more full and com|)Iete manner than

they are expressly recorded to have been. In the old testament

we have allusions to the immortality of the soul, the resurrecitiou

and the future judgment. Mo dire6l revelation of these tliinss

is given by Moses, or in the writings of the prophets contained

in that volume. They are spoken of rather as truths alrciidy

known and admitted, upon the authority of a prior revelation.

An obscure tradition of them was preserved both by the

Jews and Gentiles, as may still be ascertained from the tiuolo-
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gical systems of many nations ; but such a clear manifestation

of them as might fully serve to animate hope, and entbrce thf

practice of virtue, was reserved for HIM vho abolished death

and brought life and immortality to light through the Gospel,

and wliosc coming all the kindreds of the earth expected.

Some communications upon those subjects must have bcer\

given to the primitive ages, together widi the j)romise of a

Hedecmer. There were prophets and holy men lotig before

the flood. God spake to our first parents. Enoch walked^ with

God, or conducted himself agreeably to, some knov.n. Divine

law: And in tlie time of Enos, men began to invoke the

sacred name. Of the nature and attributes of the Divine Being,

the primitive world seem not to have poasessed just and fixed

conceptions. NVe are told that our first parents heard the

voice of the Lord God Tcalk/jig in the garden, in the cool of

the day
—

^'I'hat it repented the Lord that he lutd made man

upon the earth, und it grieved him at his heart—That God

looked upon the earth, and behold it was corrupt—" And the

Lord said. Because the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah, and

because their sin is very grievous, I will go down now and net

whether tlicy have done altogether according to the cry of it,

which is come unto nic, and if not, / nill hnoicJ"

This is speaking the language of men; but it is a language

highly illustrative of the opinions and conceptions of the early

ages: and it affords a proof, that in all ages the Almighty

revealed himself in a manner which might be level to the

capacities and comprehensions of men. A more spiritual and

adciptate jrcvelation of his nature might, at this period, have

been totiilly unintelligible, and conseciuently useless. ]Mcn

could not conceive of the Almighty as being every where

present, at the same instant, but as having the power to remove

himself whither he pleased nut a^ knowing all thing.^
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.tliroughout' the , immensitj^ of space, but as capable of in-

forming himself—iiot as executing his Divine Mill, by the

immediate exertion of his own power, but as employing the

.ministration of other spiritual beings whom they indiii'cientir

«tylcd Angels and Gods.

Yet stridly speaking, mankind, in the primitive agc-^,

uppear not to have been polythcists. Tliey regarded One

Being as supreme over all the world df spirits, acknovvlctlglng

nt the same time that there were other spirits, endov.ed ^virh

many of his attributes, though under his controul, and em-

ployed in the execution of his commands. But in their foruis

of expression, at least, they w-ere seldom careful to discrimi-

nate between the One, Eteriiul, Universal Spirit and lus

created ministers.

This vague manner of spraking gradually led to great abuses

in the Gentile world; yet, occasionally, we find the nations

acknowledging one supreme God, whose unity they j)er-

ceived, under a great variety of symbols and allegoricri

characters.

IMcn appear to have been early infomied as to the diiTercnc<i

«f good and evil, and alt the great [)oints of the moral kiv..—-

God said to Cain, " If thou docst well, slialt thou not be

accepted r" where the form of expression clearly intimates that

Cain was previously acquainted with the rule and its sanction.

The atrociousness of murder was understood amongst tlic

«leseendants of Cain to the fifth generation, and die sentence

pronounced upon him w"as not ft)rgottcn, as appears hy

Lamech's apology. By the express command of the Deity.

murder was rendered a capital crime in the time of Noah.

—

The patriarchs, who were the piiesls as well as the supnu:-

judges of iheir families, required the blood of tlie oilciuki-rJ-'
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forfeited by a Divine law. Hence, perhaps, originated the

Geadle custom of sacrificing malefactors, and by a dreadftil

abuse, the abomination of oftering the innocent. Decency of

deportment, and the respe6l due to parents, were duties so

sacred in tlie family of Noah, that we find the violation of them,

punished by the most solemn malediction.

The general Inveetives pronounced against the wickedness

and violence of the old world, sufficiently declare, that their

practices were transgressions of some known law, and the

nature of the charges alledged against them clearly intimates

that this must have been the eternal and moral law.

Tlie primitive world had also several positive institutions,

conne6i;ed with religion and morality, which were afterwards

revived and enforced by the law of Moses. I'he Sabbath, as

appears from the history of the creation, was sanctified from

tlic beginning. And though we discover no plain traces of its

strict observance, before the reinforcement of the precept in

the wilderness, yet we may colledt from Noah's dividing of

time into portions of seven days (Gen. viii. 10, 12) from the

prevalence of the same custom amongst all natioas, and from

Laban's request (Gen. xxix. 27) " Fulfil her week", that the

primitive world were acquainted with the reason of such a

division.

Marriage was instituted between our first paients : from

that time it was esteemed sacred, and the abuse of it is re-

corded with censure. Gen. vi. Q,, D.

Sacrifices were appointed under some of the same forms

which were prescribed by the Levitieal law; and ammals

were discriminated into clean and unclean. Abel offercd the

///vt////g.? of his flock and the fat thereof: Noah builded oh
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altar unto the Lord, and took of every clean beast, and of

every cleanfoTcl and offered burnt offerings upon the altai-.

Even the consecration of titties did not originate in the

Levitical law. Melchisedec, as priest of tlie most higli God,

received from Abraham tithts of all. Jacob vows unto the

Lord " Of all that thou shalt give me, I will surely give the

tenth unto thee." Not that the tenth had not been previously

devoted to the God whom men worshipped ; but because he

now resolved that the Lord should be his God. Gen. xiv. 20.

xxviii. £1, 22.

This appears then, to have been a primitive and universal

institution, and as such, it will best explain the charge al-

ledgcd against Cain of not rightly dividing, as it is rendered

by the Seventy.

Tlius we find many of the moral and ritual precepts of the

law of Moses are only renewals of a primitive and universal

law, wliicb had been in force, amongst the descendants of

Noah, at the time of the general allotment.

Traces of such a law, and of such institutions have been

remarked amongst several nations, long secluded from each

other, and widely dispersed over the face of the earth—on

the borders of Siberia, in China, Japan, Africa, Mexico, and

the Islands of the Pacific ocean.

Such vestiges have led pious travellers to a conclusion, that

these several people must have had some unknown connection

with the Jewish nation ; and unbelieving philosophers deduce

from diem a notion still more improbable

—

that similar Jollies

have been the spontaneous grozvth of various soils. W' hcroas

in iii6i, such resemblances are, for the most part^ only the
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remains of what was once common to the whole human race.

They are part of the stores of the antediluvian world trans-

mitted by the patriarchs to their posterity.

Of the civil arts, and the sciences of the primitive world

which were thus preserved and transmitted, I shall offer

some slight extradts—the list may be abundantly enlarged

by diligent research.

1. Agriculture and pasturage aire recorded as occupations of

he very first age : and these were, in a remarkable degree,

the employments of Noah, Abraham, Job, and the other

patriarchs in the ages which succeeded the flood. Tlie im-

mediate descendants of Noah, as well as of Cain, dwelt iu

tents and possessed cattle,

2. The firstborn of human parents was also the first builder

of a city; and the history of Babel affords a proof that the

art of building was not forgotten. Noah must have been

eminently skilled in this art, as well as in a multitude of

others, which are necessarily subservient to it. The great

patriarch received only a few general instru6lions as to the

form and dimensions of the ark. From these he was enabled

to constru6l that enormous fabric, with such firmness and

compactness as to resist the waters of a deluge which over-

whelmed the world. We have no authority to assert that

the art of naval archite6ture was new, but whatever progress

may have been made in it, this design was vast : it far ex-

ceeded any thing that has been undertaken in the docks

of modern Europe. It must therefore have called in a num-

ber of useful arts which are not expressly recorded, but which

were undoubtedly handed down to the next generation.

U. Some of the descendants of Cain, as I have already
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remarked, invented metallurgy, and instni6led artificers in

Brass aud Iron ; whilst otliers were cultivating the fine arts,

and teaching men to handle the harp and the organ, both

string and wind instmments. These arts were so far from

being lost, that in the oldest pi($lure of society after the

deluge, we meet with " Bows of steel, and molten Mirrors,'*

things which could never iiave existed, or have been renderea

fit for use, without considerable skill in the tempering, com-

pounding and polishing of metals. In the same book also,

the harp and the organ, the identical kinds of instruments

taught by Jubal, are repeatedly mentioned. Hence it appears

tliat not only such arts as were indispensably necessary, but

even the ornamental arts of tlie antediluvians, were carefully

preserved.

4. It has been noted that Noah was acquainted with the

distin<5tion of animals into clean and unclean. And tliis

distindlion was known before the flood ; for it was the general

rule by which lie was to determine the number of each species

to be admitted into the ark. Of every clean beast, and of

every clean fowl, he took unto him by sevens, or seven pairs

of each sort; and of the unclean, by single pairs. It is clear

then that the primitive ages had made some progress in the

study of natural history : they had had their Linnei and their

Buffbns ; for when an observance of the same distin6tion of

clean and unclean animals is enjoined to the Israelites

(Lev. xi) we find that it required and depended upon an ac-

curate classification of the genera, agreeably to their several

natural marks or charadlers. Thus quadrupeds were classed

into 1. Those which were clovenfooted and chewed the cud.

2. Those which were clovenfooted and chewed not the cudr

3. Those which chewed the cud and were not clovenfooted.

4. Those which neither chewed the cud nor were cloven-

footed. In like manner aquatic animuls were distinguished

E 2
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into 1. Such as had fins and scales. 2. Such as had fins

and no scales. 3. Such as had scales and no fins. - 4. Such

as had neither fins nor scales.

Til is classification may indeed appear rude and simple,

when compared with the present systems ; but all I contend

for is, that the primitive world had discovered the rudiments or

first principles of the sciences, so far as to open the way for

gradual improvement and more minute investigation, and that

these rudiments were preserved by the family of Noah. Be-

sides, as the preceding characteristics regarded only the ritual

distin6lion of animals into clean and unclean, we are hot,

from hence, warranted to conclude, that a more elaborate

discrimination of the genera and classes was unknown to the

early ages. In the book of Job, we have observations upon

the charadlers, dispositions and habits of several animals,

such as the wild goat, the hind, the wild ass, the unicorn,

the peacock, the stork, the ostrich, the horse, the hawk, the

eagle, &c. and these observations are closely connefted and

intimately blended witli those religious and moral sentiments

which had constituted the wisdom of the former age. They

must have descended together. And this may induce a belief

that the study of nature had, in a peculiar degiee, attracted

the attention of the early generations. These studies must

have embraced the vegetable as well as the animal kingdom.

Our first parents remarked those trees which were pleasant to

the sight, and those which were good for food. The first

husbandmen must have regarded the difference between tliQ

useful plants upon which they bestowed their labour, and the

noxious ones which required to be eradicated. Their whole

skill ill these matters must have arisen from adtual obser-

vation : there was no established practice to which they could

refer. As Adam eat bread in the sweat of his brow, he must

have studied the nature and proper culture of grain. And it
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is probable that, not only the procuring of bread, but the

planting of vineyards, atid the preparation of fermented liquor

were known long before the flood. At least, we find them

pradised soon afterwards, while Noah and his three sons as yet

constituted but one family and dwelt in the same tent : and

the planting of a vineyard by the great patriarch is simply

recorded, -as a thing which belonged of course to the occu-

pation of a husbandman.

5. The astronomical knowledge of the primitive ages and

tlieir computation of time have afforded matter for much

debate. S6me learned men are of opinion, that the annual

period of the earth's revolution and the succession of the

«easons experienced a great change at the time of the deluge.

There are those who produce authorities to prove that the

ancients calculated only by lunar months, while others con-

tend that their years consisted of 360 days and no more.

May I offer a few slight and general hints upon these siib-

jecls ? Tliey are not the striftures of a man of science ; but

such as they are, with undissembled difftdence they are

addressed to the candid critic.

The occupations of the antediluvians, their diligence in

the pursuit of knowledge and their peculiar opportunities for

repeated observation, forbid me to suppose that they could

have been ignorant of the stated return of the seasons, and

of the true annual period, whatever it was in their time.

It seems to me that an addition of 5 days and G hours, to

the former period of the earth's annual revolution, would have

introduced great confusion into the ^vhole solar system ; I

therefore conclude that this period has remained tlie same

from the creation. The promise made to ISoah " [ will iiul

P S
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again curse the ground any more for man's sake ^W'hile

the earth remaiueth, seedtune and harvest, and cold and

heat, and summer and winter, and day and night shall not

cease," seems rather to imply the uninterrupted continuance

of an order of things already known, than the commence-

ment of a new and different order.

Supposing that the course of nature was changed at the

deluge, it must he obvious that neither lunar months nor the

year of 360 days could have been adequate to the purposes

of agriculture or of pasturage. They would by no means cor-

respond with the stated returns of the seasons. They could

not have been retained for half a century, without producing

the greatest inconvenience, changing summer into winter,

and suggesting the necessity of reformation, to a society in-

rinitely more rude than the family of Noah. How are we then

to account for the lunar months and the year of 360 days which

occur in ancient authors ?

Some societies may have gradually sunk into such a state

of rudeness, as to have little occasion for marking v.-'ith pre-

cision the length of the year, they may therefore have

ncglecled and forgotten the science of their ancestors. But

in many cases, it is probable that the scantiness or imper-

feclion of ancient documents may have betrayed us into

some error upon this subjecl:. A vague and familiar mode of

expression, in which many people indulged themselves, may

have occiisioned a similar defect in those early authors we

consult.

Tlius, for instance, we call four weeks a month and a year

a twelvemonth. A montli with us is a very vague term. It

implies 4 weeks, a lunation, the ninth part of the time of

gestation, a calendar month of various ieuglh?; &,c. Sec. l\'e
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age of a certain moon. All this produces no. error nor con-

fusion. But had such a seeming confusion, amongst any-

ancient people, fallen in the way of the Greek writers, what

embarrassment would their slight and superhcial accounts

have occasioned to modern clii'onologers i

The vanity of several nations led them to ascribe to their

own ancestors many of tliose inventions, and improvements

in science, which were due to the primitive ages, and there-

fore, to speak of ix former state of rudeness, which iu fa(5l,

had never existed amongst them as distinct people.

The early ages in general must have been acquainted with

the solar period, which alone could be of use in the compu-

tation of years. For while Me deny them this knowledge, it

is yet granted that they had the use of cycles, by which their

defective years were adjusted to the course of nature. If

they knew the sum of 19, 30 or 60 years, could they have

been ignorant of the extent of one ? That their years were

so adjusted is evident ; lor we find the same months con-

stantly fall about the same season. Hesiod's description

Mr,»x Si "Kftrnxava, d'C. Epy. 6. 322, cau bc applied only to the

depth of winter, and therefore can have belonged only to

years which, taken together, amounted to solar years. The

Abib of Moses, or Month of Green Corn, as the name im-

plies, must have constantly returned after the vernal equinox,

from the iirst time it received the name. And this name

could not have been new. It Avas not Egyptian, but either

Hebrew or Chaldaic ; the Israelites had therelbre brought it

with them into Egypt. It had been known in the time of

Abraham. I'or on the 14th of this month tlie children of

Israel came out of Egypt, and, on tlie se/fsamc day, 430 years

before, tlnnr great ancestor, Abraliaiu had begun his per*-'-
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grinatlon. Tlie length of the solar year had then been

known from the days of Sheni, who survived the commence-

ment of Abraham's sojourning about 75 years. Had this year

been unknown; had the Epagones, or, even the Bissextile

been omitted, the month of Green Corn must, during that

period of 430 years, have sometimes fallen in the beginning,

and sometimes in the depth of winter.

The Egyptians claim the Epagones, and the accurate com-

putation of time, as inventions of their own ancestors. This

claim may be granted, if we take their own account of the

inventor. Tiie first Thoth, amongst odier things, calculated

the annual period. We learn from Manctho, the celebrated

Egyptian* historian, who relates the genuine traditions of his

nation, that this Thoth lived before the flood. For he left

his discoveries engraved upon certain columns, in the sacred

Dialeft, and in Hieroglyphic Letters (where we may observe

by the way that hieroglyphics, in any particular dialeB,

-where Hieroglyphics representing elementary sounds) and,

after the deluge (another) Thoth (or philosopher) the son of

Agathodemon (Osiris or Mizi-aim) transcribed these inscrip-

tions into books, and placed them in the sanAuaries of the

Egyptian temples. Apud Euseb. prap. Ev. L. 1 . C. 9. What
discoveries do the Egjptians boast of, which were not origi-

nally derived from the Great Thoth ? Those ancestors of the

Egyptians, who so eminently distinguished tliemselves, were

then antedihivians, and consec|^uently the common parents ol

all other nations.

j .

When strangers spoke of the deluge, the Greeks imme-

diately thought of Deucalion's Hood, which they date in the

Kith Century before Christ, but which, in facf, could iiavc

been no other than the flood of ISoah.

Thoth i^: saicl to have left C>Go'2') Jloll^ of his discoveries.
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by which the learned understand, periods of time which he
had calculated. I find, by Philo JudjEus, that the ancient

Mystagogues regarded 100 as a perfeft number. As the parts

which composed a perfect whole: or as the number of units

which constituted a complete series. If we regard 100 parts

as equal to a complete diurnal revolution, then 3()525 paits

will amount to 365 days and 6 hours: or if 100 years con-

stitute a perfedl age, agreeably to Philo's application of the

number in the case of Abraham, then 36525 will be tli^

diurnal revolutions comprehended in that age. This I con-

sider ias a more simple method of accounting for the number

of the Hermetic volumes, than by supposing a multiplication

of cycles, which must imply much inore than a true calcu-

lation of the solar period.

The Egyptians had years, as they are styled by the Greeks,

of 6, 4, or 3 Months. They may have divided the annual

Circle into seasons, by inscribing some of their geometrical

figures, as the line or the triangle, or else the square,

touching at the 4 cardinal points. Still the complete circle

remained the same. Is there nothing in the old testament to

confinn the antiquity of this computation and the use of the

Epagones t Job speaks (Chap. iii. 6.) of daj's joined to tlic

year, exclusive of tlie number of the months. The Epa-

gones appear then to have been known, out of Egypt, about

the time when Abraham settled in the land of Canaan, and

during the life of the great patriarchs. Let us consider ]Soah's

year. In the history of the deluge we have 5 successive

months consisting altogether of 150 days, or SO days each.

I cannot conceive how such months could have been formed

upon any lunar observation. From the first day of the tenth

month, we have an enumeration of 6"1 days, together wiiii

an unspecified period of time, before the coiumenceinenl of

the succeeding year. A complete year in Noah'.s days could
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not tlien have consisted of fewer than 12 such months o^

060 days. But if witli the best copies of the 70, and M-ith

some othei* versions of credit, we date the 6\ days from the

iii-st of the Elertnth moutli, this point must be regarded as

fully determined. Tiicre will be 12 months and a few days

over, during which Noah waited for the return of the third

dove, and before he removed the covering of the ark, on the

^rst day of theJirst month of the new year. And there is

tlic greatest probability in favour of this reading. Noah

already knezo that the rcatcrs were abatedfrom off" the earth.

The question was now, whether the Earth produced any

diing, or whetlier the dove would be compelled by hunger

to return to the ark. It is not to be supposed that after

having, for some time, dispatched his weekly messenger*,

fhe patriarch should now wait 29 days to make this experi^

nicnt; 3 or 4 days must have been fully suflicient for the

purpose. Would not these circumstances have pointed out

some error in the text, had no ancient version suggested and

authorized its correction ? Upon this authority we have

12 months of 30 days days each, and the Epagones, or in all

3G0 days. But how are v/e to account for tlic number and

the precise length of the months ? Perhaps something in the

following manner. The first periodical phcenomenon which

iutradted the notice of our first parents was probably the re-

appearance of the moon, after the change. 1'he iteration of

the seasons, and the periodical approach and retreat of the

sun, with which the seasons were obviously conne<!:ted, must

have also presented themselves to observation. It couk| not

but be desirable and useful to ascertain the period of these

changes. The moon was resorted to, as the hrst means of

computation, and 12 lunations were found to come round

nearer to tlic same point, than any odier number: Hence the

/it f/re months. But these were very soon discovered to be too

short. Tiie object in view was to obtain a knowledge of the
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return of the sun and the seasons. His course was then divided

into 12 portions or signs, corresponding with the nuntber of

moons in the first computation. Each of tliese portions was

found to consist of 30 days and a fraclion ; but as it would be

inconvenient to divide a day, the whole number was retauied,

ajid the surplus added to complete the year.

The first idea of a year must have been that of the return of

the sun and the seasons to the same point. And from tiie

visible revolution of the sun, men must have first obtained

montlis and years thus construded. Hence the Hebrew term

for a year nJtt' implies an Iteration, Repetition, a Retm-n to

the same point. This could have been no other than the

return of the sun and the seasons. The sun was the great

luminary which, by his regular course amongst the other lights

or stars, was appointed to measure years. Gen. i. 14, i6".-

If the moon was first resorted to for the purpose of measuring

the sun's course, it was soon found inadequate to the purpose.

Its revolution had no connection witli the return of the seasons.

It only served to suggest a division of the sun's course into 12

portions. In most nations, of which any ancient records and

traditions are preserved, we find that this division of the year,

and the signs of the zodiac, by which it was marked, were

known from remote ages. The discovery is claimed by several

different nations, a circumstance which generally attends those

inventions which were derived from tlie common parents of the

nations. The history of the deluge is understood to be recorded

in the names and delineations of some of the constellations.

It is not improbable that the JSoachidie, assigned to tliem new

names and representations, in order to commemorate this

awtul event, in the volume of the heavens, which would be

open to dieir po-tenty, in evcrv region of the earth. But with

lio postdciuvian nation can astruiioinical studies have origi-
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Rated. Astronomical observations had been preserved at

Babylon, for somewhat more than 19 centuries, before the

conquest of that city by Alexander. They had therefore

commenced from the very time when, agreeably to our chro-

nology, the sons of men first began to dwell in the land of

Shinai-.

Before their removal into that country, they could have had

no observations calculated for the latitude of Babylon, and

their date, from this very sera, absolutely proves that the

science was not the discovery of the inhabitants, but that tliey

brought it with them, from their former residence amongst the

mountains of Ararat, where the antediluvian astronomy had

already been adjusted to the circumstances of time and place.

An investigation and discovery of the principles of the science

must necessarily have preceded a series ofjust observations.

The antiquity of this study may be inferred from the book

of Job, where several stars and constellations are mentioned,

in conne6tion with observations upon the seasons, and as parts

of the w^orks of God, which had been pointed out by the search

of tlie great fathers of tlie human race.

The Mosaical years from the Creation cannot, one with

another, have fallen much short of solar revolutions, which

were evidently the measure of calculation in the time of Noah:

for the age of this patriarch rather exceeds an avarage of the

£.ges of his progenitors.

From their common ancestors then, the several nations may
have derived the rudiments of astronomy, and a pretty exact

knowledge of the annual period. Diflereut societies may, for

the regulations of festivals and for various purposes, have

frmploycd lunar calculations, and reckoned from the age of u
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moon which appeared after a certain equinox or solstice, or

alter the rising of a certain star; but such calculations wei^j

adjusted by cycles so as not materially to affecSl the tiuth of

chronology. If we find a people acquainted only with lunar

months, or only witli 3'ears of SGO days, that people must

have fallen, at some period, into a state of rudeness far below

the standard of the primitive ages.

C. A great philosopher of our own days accounts for tlic

marine substances found in various parts of the earthy by

supposing that, at the deluge, the primaval continent sub-

sided, and the bed of tiie old ocean lieaved itself above the

waters so as to constitute the present habitable world. This

hypothesis may not be devoid of truth, yet 1 think it ought to

be received with caution and great limitation. There can be

no doubt that great local alterations took place when the fomi-

tains of the great deep were broken up. Yet it appears to me
that the universal deluge was not so much dire<5led against the

earth itself, as against the lives of its inhabitants, and that the

general face of the globe, as to its grand features, was not

materially changed. As to the marine substances, which are

seldom entire, we must recolleft that the great deep covered

die earth at the time of the creation, and the waters may have

begun to form the embryo of their produ(!:tions, before they

were wholly gatliered together into one place. The impe-

tuous currents of the deluge may have forced upward some of

the younger fry, which partly came to maturity, in the shoal

waters upon the sides of the mountains, during the continuance

and gradual subsiding of the flood. And in other instances,

the bursting of the internal abyss may have forced up moun-

tains and large islands, from the bottom of the ocean^

crowned witii their unknown inhabitants.

That the irfncral face of the earth was not transformed, we
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have several reasons to believe. We find traditions in many

countries, that certain mountains, rivers, and even cities liad

survived tlie deluge, or, at least, that new cities were built

upon the site ofthe old ones, and retained their names. What-

ever credit may be given to the particulars of such traditions,

their whole sum, and their great geogiaphical extent, suffi-

ciently declare the general opinion of antiquity upon this

subject; and it is a subjecl, upon which it may be supposed,

that some historical tmth survived.

Moses describes the branches of tlie river of Eden, which

had existed from the Creation, by their names and courses,

as known in his own time. No circumstance could possibly

have constituted the identity of these rivers, but the identity

of the country through which they flowed. It is evident tlien

that the part of the old continent which formed the cradle of

the human race, and the centre of antediluvian population,

survived the deluge. Why should we think otherwise of those

remote regions, which must have been less obnoxious to the

Divine displeasme ?
^

It appears that even the trees were not wholly eradicated,

that their vegetative power was not destfoyed, and that the

productions of the earth were not re-created, but gradually

recovered. For no sooner had the waters left the surface of

the ground than the olive-trees began to put forth lea\es,

*' And the dove came to Noah in the Evening, and lo! in her

mouth was an olive leaf plucked off." It must have been a

leaf in full vegetation, otherwise it could not have been dis-

tinguished from the leaf of a branch which had floated upon

the waters. But though the dove found dry land, and trees

producing leaves, she found as yet no proper sustenance, and

therefore was compelled to return—a necessit}- to which she

Was not reduced at her next visit, when vegetation was further

advanced.
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It is not then improbable that many iniins of the works o£

men—such works as had been designed to outlive tiieir

antediluvian construdors, may have survived the deluge.—

.

Such remains may have suggested to Nimrod and his associates

the idea of making brick, and ei-c<!5ling the tov\cr of Batel.

Without some leading hint, wc can liardly conceive that

mankind were then in an apt situation to embrace so vast *
design. The mutual cohortations of the children of men

—

'^ Go to, let us make brick and burn diem thoroughly," cleaily

imply that they were previously acquainted with the durable

nature of brick, and with the method of preparing it.

At any rate, large countries retained after the deluge the

situation they had occupied before. They must have been

recognized by Noah. And it appears in fa6l that, in after

ages, the geography of the old world was not wholly forgotten.

The site of Paradise is minutely described, by its relative

position to certain streams that traversed well-known regions.

The residence of Cain, in the land of Nod, on the East of

Eden, a land known in the time of Moses, is pointed out; and

the name and situation of his city, the oldest city in tlie world,

are still upon record. Noah could not then have been igno-

rant of the general extent and nature of the patrimony he left

to his offspring. He must have had some knowledge of tlie

face of the earth, as far as it had been known and inhabited

before the flood. He had dwelt upon it lor a space of six

hundred years. He must have known how its various region^

were divided by seas, rivers and mountains. He must have

heard something of the nature, temperature and extent of

these regions. Accordingly he appears to have been aware of

the disproportion of the lot assigned to Japhcili, when he pro-

phetically promises that "^ God shall enlarge him."

In the days of Pelog, who was })orn about a century after
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die deluge and died ten years before Noali, we are told

obliquely that the tarth zcas divided. The manner in which

this event is touched upon by Moses shews that the circum-

stances of it were familiarly known in his time. But our

accounts of it are rather scanty. In one other passage, the

sacred historian alludes to the time, " AVhen the Most High

divided to the nations their inheritance." From these passages

we may collect that, by a Divine decree, there was a solemn

division of the countries amongst the descendants of Noah.

This division took place in the time of the great patriarch,

and there can be no doubt but it was conducted under his

inspection, and ascertained by lot, as we find a similar

division of the land of Canaan amongst the Israelites.

Throughout Gen. c. x. Moses is not speaking of a com-

pulsory separation of families ; but of a regular division of the

earth amongst the Noachidae, " The sons of Japheth—By
these were the isles of the gentiles divided, i?i their Lands.—
The sons of Ham—in their countries and in their nations.—
The sons of Shem—in their lands, after their nations. These

are the fmnilies of the sons of iSoah, after their generations,

in their nations: and by these were the nations divided in the

earth after the flood." v. 2, 5, 20, 31, 32.

Tlic name of Peleg gives occasion lo specify the time,

zchcn the land zcas divided, not zc/ien the people nere scattered

abroad. . The nairative of this division is interrupted only by

the incidental account of the rebellion and ambition of

Isinnod, the subject of which is resumed and its consequences

described chap. xi. If Isimrod's kingdom comprized the

whole of mankind, their scattering abroad must have been,

eacli into his land, agreeably to the previous division; but it is

BufKciently evident that JSimrod's empire was not universal.

—

Asiiur^ 1-iuiu,, iSiizraim, Canaan,, Gomel-, Javan and many
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others, certainly retired with, at least, part of their families.

In a subsequent age we find amongst the children of Canaan

many little settlements of Amakins or Giants. But that was

not the general description of the Canaanites. They were not

all Anakims.

The language of the rehole earth was confounded. Indivi-

duals, perhaps of each family, experienced this confusion and

aftenvards carried it with them into all lands, whither they M^ere

dispersed. We say, the peace of all Europe is disturbed, when

only the minds and adlions of certain descriptions of men are

irregularly aft'ecited. '

The Heathens retained some traditions of such a distribu-

tion. The Phoenician Historian says that Cronus (the Hus-

bandman) bestowed upon Thoth the Kingdom of Egypt, and

upon Minerva that of Attica. Hesiod speaks of a general as-

signment by lot, to all the sons of Heaven and Earth, and

adds that the Titans were permitted to enjoy their portion,

according to the former distribution, which was made in the

beginning. Theog. 390—425.*

The very idea of Noah's dividing the land amongst his des-

cendants, necessarily presupposes his knowledge of the land

that was to be so divided. He must have described the several

shares, their extent and boundaries, by ccrtaui names. And

these, in general, could have been no other tiian the names

by which the same regions, riveis and mountains had been

already known to him, and consequently, which they had

borne before the flood. Tlius may we account for the identity

of the names of several streams and nioiuitains, in ancient

• See many and strong auihoiities for a j^eneral divtsioa by lot, Bryant.'^

Analyiii iii, 13. and HolwcU'i Myihol. Did. v. Earth.

C
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geography, from India to Britain, and from the Northern

Ocean to the middle of Africa. The names must have been

descriptive, in the primitive language, and several streams and

mountains must have come under the same description.

From the time of this general allotment, it seems to have

been a common pradlice for men to distinguish themselves

and their children by the name of their patrimony or estate.

Hence Moses, in his genealogies of the early ages, frequently

gives us the names of cities and distridls, or names descriptive

of local and relative situations, instead of the proper names of

jnen,

t

The declaration of this distribution seems to have been

made after the human race had assembled in the land of

Shimar (After Cronus came into the land ofthe South. Sanchon.)

The founding of the kingdom ofNimrod, I'Ae Son of Rebellion,

and the enterprize of those Children of men who joined his

party, was in diredl opposition to the Divine decree. It was

lest they should be scattered abroad, or to prevent the execution

of a purpose already known and declared; but not as yet

carried into effe(5t. The topic will be resumed in the course

of my sketches.

X
IV.

On the Antiquity of writing.

HERE can be little doubt that the primitive ages pos-

sessed some means, beside oral tradition, of recording and

perpetuating their several branches of knowledge, but re-

spedling the nature of these means, we are left somewhat in

the dark. It is universally allowed that no human device

could have answered this purpose better than alphabetical
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writing. Were the early ages acquainted with an alphabet'^

This has beea a great question. Amongst some ancient and

modern nations, we find pidure writing, hieroglyph ical re-

presentations, or else arbitrary signs of ideas, employed as

the general means of preserving memorials. But whether any

of these are the remains of a primitive art, or the resources of

those societies which had forgotten the accomplishments of

their forefathers, is another question. Our lower order of me-

chanics and labourers, who have never been taught to write,

use a variety of marks and figures, to record their little trans-

actions : And if one of these families were removed to a se-

questered island, and excluded from other society, this would

become their established mode of writing, though they were

descended from a people who had the use of an alphabet.

The sacred volume has given us no express information,

relative to the antiquity of an alphabet. It has been the opi-

nion of some eminent men, that this important expedient was

Divinely communicated to Moses, when he received the tables

of the law upon Mount Sinai. But it is clear from the

testimony of Moses himself, that this opinion is enoneous.

Of this, the following proofs have been urged ; and, for my
own part, I cannot but regard them as incontrovertible.* Wc
are informed (Ex. xvii.) that Amalek came and fought with

Israel in Rephidim, and was there overcome. And the Lord

said unto Moses, '^ Write this for a memorial in a book, and

rehearse it in the ears of Joshua, for I will utterl}- put out the

remembrance of Amalek from under heaven." As this record

related exclusively to Amalek, it might be concluded that the

command icritc this was given in Rephidim, immediately after

the war, and before Israel had come near to Mount Sinai.

* For several of these observations, I aai indebted to As;te, on writing r-^

?ut I quote from memory,

B 2
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But the context is decisive. Moses built an altar (in iteplii-

dim) and called the name of it Jehovah-Nissi ; for he said,

*' Because the Lord hath szcom, that the Lord will have war

•with Amalck, from generation to generation. Moses knew,

therefore, what was meant by a Book, and was acquainted

with the nature of Memorials, the art of Writing, and of

Reading or rehearsing out of memorials, before the delivery

of the sacred tables. Again (Ex. xxviii.) Moses is commanded

to take two onyx stones and grave upon them the names of

the children of Israel—" With the zcork of an engraver in

stone, LIKE the engravings of a signet, shalt thou engrave the

two stones, with the names of the children of Israel." In the

same chapter, he is further commanded to engrave twelve

stones, with the names of the children of Israel, according to

their names, like the engravings of a signet. In these passages

we have a constant rjeference to a trell hioun art of engraving

names upon signets; and these engravings cannot be regarded

as cyphers or mere hieroglyphical symbols ; for (v. 36) we find

another command to make a plate of pure gold, and grave

upon it, like the engravings of a signet, " HOLINESS TO
THE LORD." This cannot possibly mean any thing else

than writing in Words and in Letters: and all these com-

mtmds were given, before the first tables were delivered.

It is then an indisputable faft, that books or memorials in

writing, and consequently reading, were things well under-

stood before the giving of the sacred tables. These tables

certainly consisted of alphabetical writing, and the preceding

inscriptions were undoubtedly of the same kind, and in the

same character. Otherwise the introduction of a neiv and

sacred mode of writing must soon luive rendered the former,

and less pcrfccl: mode obsolete; and the names upon the gems

and the golden plate must have become obscure and unintel-

liirible.
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But in this age, the art of writing could not have been a

recent invention. The engraving of names upon signets is

refeiTed to, as a thing pubhcly known ; and surely, the first

essays in writing had not been made in precious stones.

—

Signets were used by the Israelites before they went down into

Egypt, ajid it is not improbable that they were inscribed.

—

Their inscriptions must have been in simple characters, adapted

to the subject and the space which the gems aiforded ; whereas

the letters in general use in Egypt seem to have consisted of

the representations of animals, and other produ6tions of nature.

In some Oxd Asiatic alphabets, we still discover letters in tlie

figures of certain quadrupeds, and exa6lly similar to some of

the hieroglyphics on the Egyptian obelisks. Such chara6ters

may have been liable to abuse, amongst a people so prone to

idolatry as the Israelites were, and for this reason, it may have

been commanded that the more simple alphabet of the en-

graver of signets should be used in preference.

In the book of Job, we find the antiquity of writing asserted

in a manner no less positive. In one passage, that illustrious

sufferer complains, " Thou writest bitter things against me,

and makest me to possess the iniquity of my youth." In

another, he exclaims, '' Oh ! that my words were now written.

Oh ! that they were printed in a hook ! (stamped, as on the

Babylonian bricks?)—that they were graven with an iron pen

and lead in the rockfor ever!" Here writing is not spoken of

as a new invention. It must have been an art long established,

before its various forms, uses and propeities could have been

so well understood. In the time of Job, it was applied, as at

present, to the taking of minutes of trivial circumstances or

writing of bitter things; the recording of greater events in

books, and the preserving a lasting memorial of what is

very remarkable, in public inscriptions. It must have been

one of those arts which are ascribed to the search of the fathers
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of the human race. Had there been any just grounds for

ascribing the invention to a Divine communication on Mount.

Sinai, it is impossible but that some notice would have been

taken of so wonderful an event. We should have had some

hint of the Great lawgiver's instructions. Every ciicumstance

of the giving of the law is minutely recorded, but not a word

has been found to this purpose. On the contrary, the

Israelites appear to have been readers in general. Each of

the princes looks upon, and discriminates the rod which bore

his own name (Numb, xvii.)

Again : such a circumstance as the original communication

of writing must have been notorious to the whole assembled

nation. A thing so remarkable, and of such magnitude,

could not have been forgotten. Some allusion to it, at least,

would have occurred in the subsequent writings of the old tes-

tament ; but nothing appears. The vanity of the more modern

Jews would have disposed them to claim tlie discovery; but

their traditions uniformly ascribe it to the first age of man.

It may be demanded—How happens it, if the art of writing

was really understood by the primitive ages, that Moses has

not recorded the name of its inventor, amongst other antedi«

luvian instructors?

To this it may be answered., That the Mosaic history of the

Antediluvians is a mere epitome. The historian records only

the inventions of one family, that of Cain. His catalogue

must have omitted many great arts which the Antediluvians

possessed. Who was the first carpenter or the first weaver.'

Had the descendants of Cain adually invented writing, yet its

progress to perfection, from its first simple rudiments, may
have been so gradual, that Moses could not ascertain the

name of its first inventor; and he records no invention, where
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he has not an opportunity of adding this circumstance. His

design seems to have been, not so much to mark the antiquity

of the arts known in his time, as to preserve a memorial of

eminent persons; more particularly in that family which v/as

now wholly cut off, from the face of the eaith.

But wily has not Moses mentioned, or alluded to ancient

Wiitings, in some passage of his history before the xvii. chap,

of Exodus ?

If it be certain that no such mention or allusion is made, it

may be replied that the subjecl may not have come imme-

diately in his way, and that it was not the custom of writers,

far less ancient than Moses, to be minute in quoting their

authorities.

But we are not certain that Moses has not both alluded to,

and expressly mentioned writings, of a date long prior to his

own time. In the historical part of the sacred scripture, we

frequently find references to the authority of books which are

no longer extaut. Such historial parts were therefore com-

piled from the materials of earlier writers, and not communi-

cated to the authors of the present volumes, by immediate inspi-

ration. It is sufficient in this case to believe, that the Divine

spirit diredled the judgment of these authors, and disposed

them to examine with diligence, and record nothing but the

truth.

The book of Genesis, if we except the account of the

creation, consists of matter purely historical, or such as might

have come within the compass of l^uman research, and have

been recorded in history. And ]Moses no where declares that

he derived it from any other source. No part of it is intro-

duced with the solemn fonn, " The Lord spake unto Moses."
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We have it simply as a brief intioduction to the history of the

Israelites, and the prouiulgation of the law. Between the

several portions of this introdu6lory history, a considerable

difference of style has been remarked. They differ in this

iespe($l from each other, and from the usual style of Moses in

his subsequent writings.

In the several portions of this primitive history, the same

events are recapitulated, to the same general effect, but vvitli

new and peculiar circumstances. This is a thing not usual in

tire original and entire composition of one autlior. It has

rather the charader of a colledion of documents.

The several portions are also distinguished by such appro-

priate titles as, in any other volume of antiquity, would be ac-

knowledged to point out the beginning of detached compo-

sitions.

Thus chap. i. and to v. 4, chap. ii. contains the history of

the creation, and the institution of the sabbath.

Then follows another brief history of the creation, the

garden of Eden and the fall of man, with an exordium which

intimates a distinct and independent composition. " These are

tire generations of the heaven and the earth," Sec. This book

concludes with chap. iii.

It is remarkable that the only term for the Divine Being, in

the former of these portions, is Elohim, God, which is re-

peated 35 times. In the latter portion, excepting in the

conversation of Eve with the serpent, it is Jehovah Elohim,

the Lord God, which is also repeated 20 times.

In chap. iv. which contains the histoiy of Cain and Abel,
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and of the descendants of the former, the sacred name is

Jehovah, witiiout any variation, excepting once, in a speech

of Eve,

Tlie use of these terms as here described is, I think, a pecu-

liarity which could not well have happened, in the original

and entire composition of one age, one country, and one man.

For however the mysterious meaning of the terms themselves

may be discriminated, yet Elohim iu the first chapter, and

Jehovah Elohim, in the second and third, are evidently usc-d

in a synonymous sense, and precisely the same operations are

ascribed to them.

Chap. v. begins with an appropriate title, which more par-

ticularly indicates a distindl and independent composition.

—

" This is the Book (or Record) of the generation of Adam,"

Here again, the history of the creation of man is briefly

recited, as an introduction to this separate book, which is

complete in its kind; for it begins from the creation and

concludes with the birth of the sons of Noah. May it not be

regarded as a transcript from an authentic genealogical table

or pedigree, which had been regularly kept in the family of

this patriarch ?

We have afterwards—'^ These are the generations of Noah"
*' These are the generations of the sons of Noah," &c. These

things I cannot but consider as internal proofs, that Mose^

has not only alluded to writings which existed before his own

time, but has actually given us transcripts of some of the

compositions of the primitive ages: and that the book of

Genesis, like other historical parts of the scripture, consists in

a great measure of couipilaiions from more early documents.

May not the.-.e several Books, which recapitulate tiie same

events, and the matter of which has not been whollv forgotten
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by the heathens, he regarded as so many primitive records,

adding mutual strength to each other, and refleding mutual

light, in the same manner as the books of Kings and Chro-

nicles, and the narratives of the four Evangelists ?

If we duly consider the matter contained in the book of

Genesis, I think we shall be led to conclude that much of it

must necessarily have been colle<5led from prior documents.

For example (Gen. xxii. 20.) Abraham receives information

respe6ling the family of his brother Nahor. No reason is

given why it was told Abraham : nor does any thing imme-

diately follow, as a consequence of such information. But as

the account related to Abraham's family, we are left to

conclude, that he recorded it; and, upon his antJiority, Moses

preserves the record. He gives it not as a subject of revela-

lation, nor as the result of his enquiry amongst the descendants

of Nahor, nor yet does he content himself with registering

the simple fadl, but he tells us zohat had been told Abraliam at

such a time. At a distance of 400 years, he transcribes the

names of Nahor's eight sons in due order, with some particular

circumstances respedling them, as it had been told Abraham^

and therefore, as it must have been recorded in some memo-

rials in Abraham's family. Moses must have possessed a very

exa6l detail of the transa61ions of Abraham's time. Hence

the circumstantial account of the expedition of the four kings,

of that patriarch's treaties with the princes of the land in which

he sojourned, of his sacrifices, and of the promises he

received, and the allusion (Ex. xii.) to the year, the month, and

the very day on which he began his peregrinations.

In confirmation of the opinion advanced above, it may be

observed, that history furnishes no instance of an exa<5t chro-

nology having been preserved, for a series of ages, by any

people who were totally illiterate* Relative dates, and the
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enumeration of months and days, \frould soon become unma-
nageable in oral tradition: and the precise length of mens'

lives, and their age at the birth of their children, are circum-

stances not likely to have been the subjed of immediate

revelation to Moses. Yet his history of the primitive world

preserves an unbroken chain of chronology, from the creation.

Sacred and profane writers have mentioned an ancient mode
of recording fadls by means of nails fixed in pieces of timber

or notches cut in sticks ; but if these customs were capable of

preserving historical fads, connedied with their dates, for 25

centuries, we must regard them as, in some manner, equiva-

lent to the use of letters ; and 1 trust I shall be able to prove

in the ensuing essays, that this was the case.

The enumeration of circumstances, in the history of the

deluge, clearly points out the early use of letters, or of some-

thing equivalent to letters.

Here we have upon record, the particular month, and the

day of the month, upon which the rain began—the number

of days it continued—the period during which the eaidi was

covered—the day on which the ark first rested—on v.hich

the tops of die mountains were first seen—on which the face

of the ground wasjirst observed to be dry, and on which Noah

and his family descended from the ark, with several otlier

particulars. Surely all this must have been colledled from an

exadl register, kept at the time, and committed to writing, by

those who were actually present. Would it not be detratting

from the credit of the history to think otherwise?

Here again, Moses records not the phasnomena of the

deluge, as simple fa<5l3, but he records them, as they had

been ian and observed by Noah. He does not tell us upon
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what day the mountains first emerged from the waters, but

upon what day their tops were seen. We are informed indeed

that " In the 601 st year, on the first day of the first month,

the waters were dried up from off the earth." But how was

this known? The sacred historian informs us—On that day

*' Noah removed the covering of the ark, and looked, and

behold tlie face of the ground was dry." It is then recorded

upon tlie authonty of Noah's observation.

I would remark another minute circumstance in this history,

which tends forcibly to the same point. The waters are said

to have prevailed 15 cubits upwards, and the mountains zcere

covered. Now mountains are so various in their height, that,

if by this passage we are simply to understand that the waters

were 15 cubits higher than the mountains, it can mean nothing-

The waters must have been much deeper, over the mountains

of Ararat, before they could hade reached the top of the Alps.

And the mountain where the ark rested could not have been

an inaccessible peak; it must have aftbrded a pra<Slicable

descent for man and beast.

But let us recollecl that the whole depth of the ark was SO

cubits. In order to give its motion a due steadiness on the

flood, and at the same time, to aiford a sufficient access of

air to the middle and lower story, through the window that

was in its side, we must suppose that, together with its freight,

it drew about 15 cubits, or half its own depth, of water. Yet

it was lifted up from the earth, it floated over the summits

of the hills, without touching them, till the seventh month

;

when it indicated an abatement of the waters, by resting upon

a mountain of Ararat: and this ha])pened upwards of two

months before the top of any other neighliouring mountain

was seen. Tliese circumstances must have been minutely

observed bv Noah, and from ihem, he must have collected.
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(hat the waters were 15 cubits deep over those mountains.

Here then is one partiQular, in the iiistory of the deluge,

evidently derived from a6tual observation, and recorded to

posterity by those who had remarked the circumstance upon

the spot.

If to all these presumptive arguments of the high antiquity

of writing, we add, that the most ancient nations, in various

parts of the world, those which were first regularly settled,

and were most tenacious of their primitive customs and

institutions, such as the Chaldeans, the Assyrians, the Egj-p-

tians, the Phrygians, the Pelasgi, the Indians and the

Turdetani are found to have possessed the art of alphabetical

writing : and that several of these societies regarded letters as

coeval with the nation itself, if not with the human race, we

shall have abundant reason to conclude, that letters were

certainly known to mankind before the separation of families,

and vciy probably before the deluge. We need not then

pronounce the tradition of the Jews, respe<S;ing the learning

of the primitive world, altogether vain and fanciful, nor the

apostle unfounded in his quotation of the prophecy of Enoch,

the seventh from Adam.

Pid;ure-writing and arbitrary signs of ideas may have been

the resource of societies which had forgotten the use of

letters, or, in other nations, they may have been used toge-

ther with letters, for compendium, for secrecy, for ostentation

or ornament. We still retain their use in astronomy,

algebra, numerals, marks of pauses or reference, and abun-

dance of other instances.
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V.

Conditiom of men in primiiivc society—The separatioJ\ of the

Noachid(B.

jL he same hypothesis which regarded man, in his pri-

mitive and natural state, as placed extra civitatem, or in the

condition of an unconnected savage, has furnished occasion

to some late theorists to contend for tlie Rights of Man, to

insist upon an equahty of condition, and to assert the unlaw-

fulness of every degree of authority, which has not been

personally acknowledged or vutually conceded. I must

confess myself not so much of a philosopher or politician as

to perceive the principles upon which this dodtrin^ can bQ

maintained.

>

If all the children of nature have an equal claim to her

bounty, then the brute creation, every thmg that breathes,

must be placed upon an equal footing with mankind.

If a mere endowment with reason constitute a title to

pre-eminence, then women and children must rank with men,

not only in an equality of condition, but in an immunity

from all controul which is not conceded, and in the right

of delegating or exercising authority.

If the prerogative of man be urged, upon the plea of

superior menial powers, it must be recollecled that men diifer

from each other, in this resped, no less than in the established,

gi'adations of societv.
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In vftin should our theorists appeal to the precedent and
authority of history: for no such things as an equality of

conditions, and an avowed equality of rights, can be traced,

or even supposed to have existed in civil life. And even in the

most savage nations, where society is not connecled by any

laws^hat extend beyond single families, excepting the law

of custom, it will be found that, in those families, authority

and subordination are understood and admitted. The same

distindion obtains in respect of rights. The son who kills

the bear or the seal, has a right to feast with his father upon

the train; but the indolent brother, who refuses to join in the

enteiprize, has no claim to come in for his share of tlie

spoil.

This is exa6lly analogous to the distinction of rights, which

is acknowledged in society, and it pouits out a necessary

discrimination between social rights, and those which are

properly natural. To those gilts which nature bestows in

common to all her children, they have an equal right, such

as breathing the vital air, seeing the light of the sun, or

drinking of the current; but of such things as are either

acquired or protedled by social regulations, society must have

a right to dispose, agreeably to its laws: And such laws

necessarily suppose authority, and consequently the duty of

submission; pennission, and consequently the povrer of

restraint; relative connedtions, and therefore, relative

conditions.

It follows then that, ever since mankind began to live in

society, authority and subordination, agreeably to some

certain rules, together with a variety of conditions, must have

existed in the world. And this has been, according to the

testimony of the sacred historian, from the day upon whicli

God created man upon the ctuth.
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When marriage was instituted between our first parent?,

a social and relative conne6tion was formed. At this time

indeed, there could be no great diversity of conditions; yet

authority and subordination were established, not as the result

of a deliberative compad:, but by a positive decree of God

and nature. Eve submitted with affe6tion to the generous

dominion of her husband. Adam possessed a like authority

over his children. It was from under the protection of his

parents, and from the society of his brothers and sisters who,

by this time might be pretty numerous, that Cain was forced

to retire, when he complained that his punishment was more

tlian he could bear—because he was driven out from the face

of the earth, and was doomed to be a fugitive and a wanderep.

While the human race consisted but of one familr, the

authority of the chief was necessarily only patriarchal, or con-

fined to his own relations and descendants. Such was the case

in the days ofAdam and of iSoah. But the patriarch's power,

from which there was no appeal, was not necessarily trans-

mitted in the line of seniority. Several instances are recorded

of the patriarchal privilege, to set aside the claim of

primogeniture, to delegate his authority to either of his

children and constitute him the chief among his brethren:

And also to determine and declare the condition of the

several branches of his descendants. Thus Noah gave the

chief blessing to Shein, his second son, and doomed the son

of Ham to be servant of servants to his brethren.

It may here be observed that, as Noah and his sons knew

what was meant by a condition of servitude, they must have

been acquainted with such a condition before the flood: And
as the children of Ham were to serve the children of Shem
add Jap.iCLh, it is clear that Noah did not regard all authority

unjust, which was not strictly patriarchal; when mankind
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should have multiplied upon the earth, one family might

exercise a lawful dominion over another family. This must

have occurred to Noah, as a natural consequence of the pro-

gressive state of society, and as a necessary repetition of what

had taken place in the primitive world.

. For great kingdoms and states appear to have heen formed

amongst the antediluvians. They had their heroes and their

conquerors, for such I apprehend were the giatits which were

in the earth in those days, who became mighty men, which

were of old men of renown. Moses has not thought proper to

enlarge upon the renown of these mighties, yet his oblique

manner of speaking plainly alludes to some known history of

them. They are not reprehended for the possession but the

abuse of power. The general history of the antediluvians had

not then been totally lost.

Several heathen nations retained some fragments of this

liistory for many ages. The Greek and Roman mythologists

give us details of the actions of certain giants before the flood,

but the story is spoiled by embellishment. The genuine works

of Berosus, as we are told by Syncellus, contained the reigns

of te?i kings of Chaldea befoie the flood. This was the exadl

number of the patriarchs from Adam to Noah, both inclusive.

Their residence seems to have been in the neighbourhood of

the Euphrates.

Nimrod, the mighty hunter, may then have done no new

thing upon the earth, when he established a kingdom in

Babylonia. The formation and maintiiining of kingdoms and

governments, whether good or bad, must suppose on the one

hand, a diversity of conditions, and, on the other, a consi-

derable progress in civilization, and tlie exercise of many arts,

which could not but be useful and ornamental to society.
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Upon the whole, we find that the ages from the creation-

down to the deluge were not distinguished merely by the

depravity of their morals, but also by their extensive acquisi-

tions, in the various branches of useful knowledge, and by the

first developement of the fonns and conditions of social life

;

and that the great patriarch of the new world took care to

preserve the valuable attainments of former ages, and transmit

them to his descendants, when the Most High divided to • the

nations their inheritance. Which memorable event took

place in his own days and under his inspection.

It may be objedled that, however general and suGcessfnl

the search of the antediluvians may have been ; yet Noah's

information may not have been co-extensive, but confined to

certain branches of knowledsre. But will not a consideration

of the peculiar circumstances of this patriarch, in a great

measure, over-rule the objection ?

For 120 years before the flood, he had been apprized of the

Almighty's purpose to destroy the old world, and to renovate

the human race in his offspring. Tiiis must have induced

him to employ much of this time in considering the acquisi-

tions of the age, in acquainting himself with numberless

particulars, which are not expressly recorded, in discrimi-

nating between the good and the bad, and in treasuring up all

the knowledge which could be of real value, and conducive

to the well being of future generations. And after the great

catastrophe of the primitive world, he must have used tlie

must effectual means for the perpetuating of this knowledge

amongst his posterity.

Accordingly wc find that, in the next succeeding age, there

were Kise mm who made it their business to communicate the

treasures of \\ isdom which they derived iiom tlieir fathers—
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*^ Wliich wise men have told from their fiithers (and have

not hid it) unto whom alone the earth was given^ Job viii.

and XV.

It appears then that^ at no period from the creation to the

distribution of the earth amongst the descendants of Noah,

can savage hfe be re2:arded as the natural or the actual state

of mankind. During this series of ages^ the arts and occu-

pations of civil life were regularly cultivated and advanced,

and social, moral and religious obligations were generally

understood, though not uniformly respe(il:ed.

These valuable acquisitions could not fail of being trans-

mitted, by the fathers of the nations, to their respedlive

families, which settled in the various regions of the earth.

The early separation of mankind, and their distribution

over the face of the globe, are events which have been

refledled upon by writers of more presumption than piety,

and of more fancy than sound judgment. It has been asserted

that such measures could serve no purpose but to prevent that

mutual aid and comfort which men might otherwise have

afforded each other. A Divine decree is entitled to our silent

respe6l, though its wisdom and expediency be not obvious

to human reason. But, in the present instance, they fully

appear. It was surely designed in wisdom, that the whole

human race should not be formed into one unweildy society,

in which justice could never have been equally administered,

nor the comforts of life duly secured. It was then expedient

that, at some time or other, they should be divided. Conld

any time have been more happily chosen than the age of

Noah ? His dominion extended over the whole earth. His

inheritance was, upon all accounts, too large to be formed

into one empire. In his age all just authority was patriarchalj

D 'I
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and this autliority centred in himself. lie was the common

father of all his subjcds. In no subsequent period, in the

history of man, could this remarkable circumstance have

occurred. At no subsequent period then could a general

distribution of the earth, amongst the nations, have been

condudted with equal propriety or with equal eftec^l.

And how was Noah to divide his offspring, if not, as nature

itself had discriminated them, into distinct families? What
could be more wise or more just than that he should invest

every father with a patriarchal authority over his own house-

hold, and thus give every rising society an opportunity to

take possession of its allotted patrimony, as soon its it should

become sufficiently numerous to contain social comfort within

itself; while its children and its cattle were as yet easily

removed, while it might easily be accommodated in the

countries through which it had to pass, and before the beasts

of the field were grealy multiplied ?

What could have been designed more wisely than to

commit the forming and settling of every family to the im-

mediate eye of a father, whose term of life and paternal care

Avould be extended for a space of some centuries, whose

occupation it would be to renew, in the succeeding gene-

rations, the memory of the great events of history, and to

instruct them in the useful knowledge which had been com-

municated, and the moral precepts and religious doctrines

which had been inculcated, by the common patriarch ?

—

Must not this have been the most effc6uial and ready method

that could have been taken, to plant societies regularly

formed, the arts of civil life, virtue, religion and morality in

every region of the earth ?

Wicn great multitudes of men are drawn together into
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one vortex, it always happens that many of them pursue their

private schemes and interests, by means inconsistent with the

good (3f others. The laws of society are armed against

such persons : they arc expelled the conmiunity, or else en-

deavour, by flight, to escape a more severe punishment.

Had it been designed that mankind should have continued

in one body, and only extend their habitations as they wanted

room^ it nmst have followed, that the more orderly and best

disposed w-ould be the least likely to remove from the house

and inheritance of their fathers. The abandoned and

profligate only would be driven out from men, and uniting in

the bands of wickedness, in the surrounding, unoccupied

regions; thither they would cany no useful laws, no just

subordination, no morality, no pure religion, no science, and

no arts but such as might qualify them to ofler or to repel

force, and enable them to protect themselves, in the exercise

of rapine and violence.

Such societies have indeed been formed, in various parts

of the world, and have grown up into mighty nations of

dreadful barbarians. At times, they have over-run tht;

countries of their civilized neighbours, efl'acing in their course

almost every trace of humanity. Had the civilized part of

the species continued in one aggregate body, liad none but

the outcasts of society been separated frojn that body, the

accumulated mass of such barbarians must^ in a fcv/ ages,

have become formidable to the globe.

W 4
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Of Kimrod's rebellion and apostacy—The confusion of tongues

—27te dispersion of the Giants.

JL HE rebellion and apostacy of Nimrod and his adherents,

and the subsequent confusion of tongues, and dispersion of

tfie children ofmen from Babel, were undoubtedly events of

considerable magnitude, in the early history of mankind. To

these events the poets and mythological writers are full of

allusion ; but the only plain details we have of them, are

contained in Gen. x. v. 8 to 13. and xi. v. 1 to JO.

From the former of these passages, we learn that Nimrod,

a grandson of Ham, began to be a mighty one in the earth,

and a mighty hunter before the Lord, or a violent persecutor ;

and that he began to found a kingdom in Babel and the neigh-

bouring country. From the latter passage, it may be colle6ted

XhoXmany of the children of men entered into his design, and

began to build themselves a city and a tower, and to make

themselves a name, for the express purpose of preventing the

separation of families; but that this enterprize was offensive to

the Lord, who therefore overthrew it by a miracle, confounded

their language, and scattered them abroad from thence upon

the face of all the eartli.

jNIay I offer a few thoughts upon the nature and consequence

of these events? Though 1 wish to form an accurate idea, how-

far the chain of primitive tradition was broken, and the plan

of a regular distribution of the earth, amongst the descendants

of Noah, disUu'bed by theui; yit my sketches are nor

designed to supersede the learned disquisitions which havr-
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^already appeared upon the subje6l. The candid critic will

pardon them, if they furnish new and useful hints. The fust

thing to he considered is the extent of Isimrod's party.

I think we may venture to assert that previous to the

building of Bahel, the human race, generally speaking, \vr,s

colledied jn Babylonia. For though the portion of Japheth

^nd of Shem be alluded to, while the family of JSoah resided

amongst the mountains of Ararat, where the great patriarch

planted the vine and diank of its produce, yet an a61ual

separation had not taken place, before they came to the plain

of Shinar. It was there that an enterprize w^as set on foo(,

expressly to prevent that separation, which was understood to

have been designed ; though not as yet cairied into eiie6t.—
li|^nce the impiety of the enterprize.

It has been a popular opinion, that this confederacy at

Babel embraced the whole of mankind, excepting pcrhap.^

one family, and consequently, that the whole earth was

equally afFe6led by the confusion of tongues,—that the primi-

tive language, unless preserved in the family of ileber, wai>

jiovv lost, and the primitive religion universally corrupted.—

-

And, in the promiscuous dispersion which followed, men have

lost sight of a previous and regular allotment.

But this opinion seems to have arisen Irom a bare conside-

ration of the history of Babel, Gen. xi. without duly regarding

its connection with the hislojy of JSiiurod and his kingdom, in

the preceding chapter.

In the account of the confusion and dispersion, Mose?5

speaks in such general terms that, at first view, his language

may appear to admit of no qualitication. A little reflection,

however, upon the subject, and a comparison oi tiie two
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passages, amongst themselves, will discover that it both admits

and requires a considerable limitation.

For, in the first place, the confederacy was not headed by-

Noah himself^ or by either of his sons or grandsons, but by a

third in descent from Ham, under whom it cannot be supposed

that, in an age, when patriarchal authority was acknowledged

and respected, any of the elder branches would enlist them-

selves. Neither Ham nor Cush nor either of his brethren

could then have been amongst the subjects of Isimrod, or the

Babylonian rebels.

Nor did the patriarchs stand out alone. There were also

families or societies of men, who had kept aloof. For the

wickedness and persecution of Nimrod became proverbial, rnd

continued so for many succeeding generations. *' Wherefore

it is said. Even as Nimrod, the mighty hunter before the Lord.'*

Now tills proverb could not have been used amongst his own

subjects and associates, who embraced his cause and assisted

in his schemes; but in certain societies which had rejected his

authority, and abhorred his condud;; and consequently became

the objects of his rage.

And many such societies there evidently were. For as

Nimrod became a mighty hunter or persecutor before the

Lord, he must previously have divested himself of all venera-

tion for the Lord, and all submission to his authority.

Amongst the partizans of Nimrod, there could have been no

true piety. Yet in several parts of the country where

Abraham sojourned, and in the family and amongst the

friends of Job, we find righteous societies, who worshipped

the true God. Their fathers had not been amongst the

hunters beiore the Lord, or the apostates from the prmiitiv^

religion.
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Even in the house of Ham^ the apostacy had not been

general.

Abraham had lately come from Ur of the Chaldees, a

neighbourhood where the condud of JSirarod and Iiis associates

tould not have been forgotten.

Upon his arrival in the land of Canaan, where some hords

of the Giants were now settled amongst the inhabitants, he

observed the same corruption of religion and morals, which

had once prevailed at Babylon. It was therefore natural for

him to conclude, that this degeneracy was become almost

universal in the house of Ham. .Accordingly he imagined

that the fear of God was not in Egypt or the land of the

Philistines, as he approached the borders of those countries

j

but he was agreeably undeceived. Gen. xii. and xx.

Pharaoh acknowledges the hand of the Lord, and the

obligation of the moral law.

Abimelech, the king of the Philistines, not only reveres the

sacred name and ads with as much conscientious integrity as

Koah himself could have done, but also appeals to the

Almighty for tlie general uprightness of his people. " Loud,

wilt thou slay also a righteous nationT

This nation must have conduced itself in a manner vciy

different from other zvicktd nations^ which the Lord had

recently destroyed.

The religion and morals then of the old Egyptians, and of

their descendants tlie old Philistines, were not derived from

llie apostate race. Tliey were iiitherto patriarchal and pri-

mitive, a certain proof that their fatlicrs hutl not been conie-

derates with .Ninirod.
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The prevalence of the name of Nimrod furnishes auothei

argument against tha universality of his command. HiS own

subje6ls could never have styled him. The Rebel, or Son oj

Rebellion. They seem to have called hun ^ys Baal, Belus,

The Ruler ; the verb b^2 implying, 3b hav£ or take possession

of', or authoriti/ over a iking ^ to marrj/ or appropriate "

Farkhurst.

The same term is used as an epithet for the obje6ls of

idolatrous worship, particularly the bun ; but we are not from

hence to infer, that Nimrod and the Sun were regarded as

the same person. The title of Ruler may have been commoa
to them with many others.

The general use of the name of Babel is another circum-

stance, which forcibly argues the limitation of iNimrod's

party.

As the builders could not have distinguished t^ieir City by

a term which had any reference to confusion, we need not

regard Babel as a play upon the original name, or at all

similar to it. 1 rather think this name is nearly preserved by

Moses, and recognized in the language of mythology.

The children of men said. Let us build t;^ a city, and

bliD a tower, and let us make us CDiy a Aaine, or lienown.

This was the order by which they ascended the climax of

their ambition: but when th(;y had attained the hight-st siep,

they must, from thence, have huraed tljeir city. They must

have called it atl' Shein, tlie Same, or RenocCii, The other

degrees would naturally be subjoined, to make out it^ descrip-

tion. Thus it became ^TJD ")'y ai:? "KEiNOVVxN, the city

of tile Tower/'*
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Instead of hl^^n, tlie clilldren of men may have employed

•JIQj;, Amud, A Column or pillar, a term nearly s^-noninious

with the former, and which is emphatically applied to The

pillars of Heaven, or the Cones of mountains, and therefore

was a very apt term to describe that tower, zihose top might

o'cach to Heaven. The name would then stand thus "WQ'jj tj; tzy^}

Shem OirAmud. Hence perhaps the Seniinunis, Semiramid-os

of mythology, the name by which Ninus or the ISinevite, in a

subsequent age, married, or, took possession o/' Babylon.

If this conje6lure be admitted, we may regard Kimrod and

Babel as names which were imposed only b}- the enemies of

this ambitious prince. And the prevalence of tiiese names

proves that his enemies were numerous.

Are we then to conclude, that the associates of Nimrod

consisted solely of his brethren and their children? This

will by no means follow. For, had one fimiily only formed

a conspiracy, the express reason here assigned for their

cnterprize could not have applied. In that case, they could

not have been forced upon the expedient of making themselves

a name, " Lest they should be scattered abroad upon theface

of the Xi'hole earth," for their destined habitation, as one

family, must have been in some certain part ot" the earth, and

in the neighbourhood of each other; wherea?, on the

contrary, they clearly understood that it was intended, they

should be separated from one another, to the most remote

corners. And accordinglj^, we find that the Lord intei'posed

Ills power, while they were yet in tlie prosecution of their

design, beginning to build the citv and the tower, and

scattered thtm Jrom thence upon the face (f all iJie earth. In

all probability, he scattered them into those several regions,

v.'hich had been originally destined lor their respective

habitations, and whither many of tlicir obedient brethren liad

aheady repaired.
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Again : the language of the whole earth had been one, to

the ajra of the confusion : yet Moses speaks of the various

tongues of the children of Shem and of Japheth, as well as

of the descendants of Ham, at the time when they retired to

their respective patrimonies. The progeny of the former

patriarchs were not, therefore, wholly clear of the rebellion or

of its punishment.

The tradition of almost every country presents us with

certain giants, exiles and wanderers, who intruded amongst

the more regular and orderlj/ inhabitants, and whose condition

was at once the obje6l of pity and detestation.

Upon the whole, it may be thought most agreeable to the

Mosaic history, to universal tradition, and to truth itself, to

conclude that some of the children of each of the three great

patriarchs joined in the impious confederacy, and that other

branches in each of these families, rejected the proposal.

Isimrod's subje6ts then consisted not of families, but of

individuals, of a certain temper and disposition.

As his confederacy did not embrace the whole of mankind,

there can be no reason to suppose that those who were not

concerned in it, immediately lost either their religion or their

language, or any part of the valuable traditions of their

fathers.

Whatever may have been the extent of tlie Babylonian

rt>bellion, it could not have overthrown the original plan of

a regular allotment. It was itself ovei thrown by a miracle \

And the Almighty does not exert his miraculous power, to

frustrate, but to enforce and accomplish the designs of his

providence, and to bring to nought the counsels of wicked

uieu. The miraculous interposition which now took place^
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must have been fully adequate to the purpose for which it

was intended. It must have operated^ as an eftedual cor-

re<S:ion, or as a signal punishment, which disposed the remains

of the human race to comply with the Divine decree.

Chronology has not expressly marked the aera of Nimrod's

rebellion, or of the dispersion of his adherents. But as the

immediate objedt of the former was to prevent the execution

of a decree, which appears to have been published at the time

of the birth of Peleg, we may conclude that it took place soon

after that event. Nimrod might now be 60 or do years old,

about the same age as Salah, his parallel in descent. If so,

he was not in early youth, but in the prime of manlwod.

—

For though the patriarchal age was hitherto of great extent,

yet it appears that men soon came to maturit}'. In the first

century after the deluge, they married and had children,

generally about the age of thirty.

The Samaritan copy regularly adds 100 yeai's to the age of

the patriarchs both before and after the flood, at the birth of

their sons ; so that the birth of Peleg is removed to about 400

years after the deluge. Many learned men adopt this chro-

nology, because it allows time for an increase of population,

suitable to the great everits of his time.

INIay I offer a few remarks on this subjc<Sl?

1. Down to the death of Noah, Moses regularly gives the

age of the father, at the birth of such a son, he adds the

remaining years of his life, and then sums up the whole.

—

The constant change of this enumeration cannot have hap-

pened through the mere inadvertency of transcribers. Some

wilful and systematical corruption must be supposed, eitli'^r in

the Hcbrev,- or Samaritan text,
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Jews. The pious men wlio revised the sacred books after the

captivity, certainly used the best copies that were to be found.

Their transcripts were long preserved. The people after

this period never relapsed into idolatry. Their numerous

scribes must have detected error, and the mutual jealousy of

their se6ls exposed corruption. Beside, the lawgiver of the

house of Judah was under the care of a special providence till

the Shiloh came, and our reliance upon tlic authority of the

scriptures rests, in a great measure, upon the firm belief that

they have not been wilfully corrupted.

3. Tlie half pagan Samaritans, who reje(5lcd a great part

of the sacred canon, may be supposed to have taken unwar-

ranted liberties with the books they retained, in order to

countenance tlieir heathenish errors. And it was an error of

the Heathens that dnrinz the second or Silver a<ye men

remained with their ' mothers for 100 years, in a state of

infancy, which was succeeded by a short and infirm period of

manhood. Hesiod. E^y, >:«» H/a «. v. 129- How contrary is

this to the purpose of Providence declared Gen. ix. 1.?

4. The verij old and gre^-headed friends of Job, about the

time of Abraham, repeatedly speak of men of a former age

(and whose term of life abundantly exceeded theirs) as still

existing. This could not have been the case upon the Sama-

ritan scheme of chronology ; but upon that of the Hebrev/

text, it was a certain truth.

5. As the Samaritan copy does not add to the number of

generations, but only retards the population of mankind, I

cannot perceive how its chronology would remove the objection

respecting the age of Peleg. If the race was prolific at the

age of thirty, it must evidently have increased as much in 100
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years as it would have done in 400, supposing men had no

ciiildren till they were 130.

'6. Observe the patriarchs from Arphaxad to Nahor

according to the Hebrew text. The variety of their ages when

they became parents is natural and probable, 35, 30, 34, 30,

32, 30, 29. Whereas the 135, 130, 134, 130, 132, 130, 129

of the Samaritan copy presents a monotony unprecedented m
history, and higiily improbable in itself.

At the age of 60 or 65 Nimrod may have retained as much
of the fire of 3"Outh as would dispose him to undertake a great

and daring enterpiize, and, at the same time, have acquued

as much of the resolution and decision of manhood, as would

enable him to persevere in it. At no period of his life could

he have been better qualified to plan the city and kiniidoin of

Babel. Those hardy adventurers, who gathered round him,

may not indeed have been sufficiently numerous, immediately

to accomplish the design ; but they ma}' have entered upon it

with confidence, calculating upon tlie long prospecl; of their

own lives, and the assistance of their children, who were

continually multiplying.

How far they had proceeded in their entci*}:)rizc, and

extended the limits of their kingdom, before the scheme was

completely ruined, may be a difficult question to decide.

The opinion that Nimrod was the builder of Nineveh, and

the founder of the Assyrian empire, has antiquity on its side,

and has been generally received. But I recollect no authority

from the old testament which determines this point, and all

that can be collected from heathen authors, respecting an event

of such remote antiquity, may be regarded as doubtful. lilvca

here Ninus is represented •}% marrjiufs, not beget (iti'j; Scmirami^
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—taking possession of, not building Babylon. It is clear that

the Babylonian and Assyrian kingdoms \^'ere originally two

di&tind things. The latter I think had not crossed the

Hiddekel or Tigris in the time of Moses, that river flowing

nonp, before, or in front of it, and not tonard the East, as it

is in our translation. Its boundary then lay at a considerable

distance from Babylon.

I am aware that some translators of credit have rendered

Gen. X. II. to this purpose—" And out of that country, he

[Nimrod] went forth to Ashur, and built Nineveh, &c." But

this seems to be nothing more than forcing the text, in order

to support a pre-conceived hypothesis; for besides that the

words require no sucli interpretation, it is pretty evident from

the context, and the paragraph in the beginning of chap. xi.

that Nimrod did not go forth at all out of Babylonia, before

the catastrophe of his ambition. The children of men were

still engaged in making themselves a name, and in building

the city and tower of Babel : they were beginning to do this,

at the time when the confusion of tongues took place, and it

was in consequence of this event thei/ left off to build the city.

They had been hitherto engaged in the prosecution of their

,

original design at Babel, and had not yet completed it.—
It was there that the Lord confounded their language, and it

was from thence that he scattered them. The whole of the

confederate band must have been dispersed. Had a party

been lei't behind undisturbed, they would soon have increased

to a multitude, and might have prosecuted the work at their

leisure: whereas on the contrary we are told that the design

v,'iis wholly broken otf. And tliey were not driven from

Babylonia into Assyria, but dispersed into all the regions of

the known world.

It appears then, that Kimrod did not go forth before the
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overthrow of his great enterprize, and, if he survived that

event, we cannot suppose him afterwards in a condition to

build great cities, and establish a powerful kingdom, when his

subje(5ls were now dispersed over the face of the earth.

It is said indeed, tliat " The beginning of his kingdom was

Babel, and Erech, and Accad and Calneh in tlie land 6f

Shinar;" and it may be asked. Where was the sequel of his

kingdom, if not in Assyria, namely Nineveh Calah, Resen,

&c. as it follows in the next verses? But it must be observed,

that Nimrod only bega7i a kingdom: he did not complete his

design. He only began to be a mighty one in the earth.—

•

Whatever meaning we attach to the word began or beginnings

in one of these clauses, must be equally applicable to the

other.

I cannot but subscribe to the opinion of a most eminent

writer of the present age, that Ashur who went forth out of

the country of Shinar and built Nineveh, and actually

founded the Ass3rrian kingdom, which, in time, extended

itself into a vast empire, was the son of Shem of that name.—

•

The land which Nimrod occupied was evidently in the midst

of the portion of Shem. His other sons settled about the

Tigris and Euphrates. Some short time after the general par-

tition, Ashur may have begun to take possession of his lot,

amongst his brethren ; but finding the country occupied by

such powerful intruders, he may have been compelled to give

way and fortify himself at a distance. If so, Nineveh was not

built, nor the Assyrian empire founded by Nimrod, but

rather because of Nimrod.

The Assyrians, in after ages, extended their empire over

Babylonia, and rebuilt, or enlarged and beautified the city of

Confusion f but the nation wluch tliey fouud there, and which

s
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Still continued to inhabit the province, is always distinguished

by sacred and profane authors from the proper Assyrians.

Some faint vestiges of the history of this people, may per-

haps guide us to the aera of the confusion and dispersion of

tlie rebellious band. But let us first consider who they were.

I am aware of an opinion which has been formed by a

writer of the first eminence, from their local situation, and

from circumstances, that Chus was the liead of this family,

and Isimrod their first king.

But when it is recolleffted how generally the Chaldeans

have been clauned and admitted as the real ancestors of the

Jewish nation, and that their descent from the house of Ham
rests entirely upon circumstantial proof, I hope I may be

pardoned for withholding my assent to this opinion.

May we not gather from circumstances equally strong, that

they were the genuine descendants of Shem, by the line of

Arphaxad, and that they were not implicated in the confe-

deracy under Nimrod, but preserved themselves a distinct

people from the days of Peleg, when the earth was first

divided ?

It is admitted, upon all hands that, in the early a2:cs,

those names of men by which they were distinguished in

history were relative or descriptive terms. They alluded to

some peculiar situation, or some prominent circumstance,

relating to the persons who bore them, or to their family.

—

They were not always the names which had been given in a

state of infancy. Abraham, Sarah, and Israel are instances

©f the contrar}'. May we not then be permitted to make some

iljie of liistoricai ?tanies, where historical detail is wanting? It
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, is granted that some of these titles, though they were histo-

rical and relative, may admit of various intei-pretations, and

that it is not easy, in all cases, to point out their precise

meaning. The occasion of them is sometimes forgotten, and

they are couched in a language that is not entirely preserved.

But others are sufficiently clear, and we must he content to

let the strong support the wealv.

One of the sons of Heber was named Peleg, because in his

days the earth n^as divided, ox as it is elsewhere expressed.

The Most High divided to the nations their inheritance. This

division must have taken place at the time of Peleg's birth,

for at no other period of his life can we conceive how he

should have acquired a name from this circumstance. Peleg

could not then have been at the head of a colony. In faft,

we find he was not. Tiie chief of the family was his fiUhcr

Heber, who comnmnicated a general name to all the

Hebrews, or to several nations of his descendants.

The name of Heber signifies. To cross over, or simply 27te

opposite side. This name he seems to have acquired from the

circumstance of his crossing over, with his family, to the East

side of the Euphrates, from the tumultuous assembly of

Nimrod, who had seated themselves on the Western bank

where old Babylon is supposed to have stood. It is clear that

the family of Heber dwelt on the East side of the Euphrates^

in a narrow part of the country, between that river and the

Tigris, and as Shem is said to be the father of all the

children of Heber, or The other side, it should seem that none

but his descendants removed thither or remained there. The

first acquisition, which we read ot^ to tlie lamily of Heber

was lieu, the son of Peleg. This name is interpreted by

some A Friend or near nciglibour. Heber may have con-

trasted his own little society with the hostile rout beyond thr'

?- o
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ilood, and called them his friends or neighbours, and the

land where he dwelt Tlie land of Friends, or Fricndland*

In allusion to this circumstance, Peleg may have regarded

his eldest son, as one added to the society of friends.

But as the name may import A Shepherd or Feeder of

Cattle, and as the Hebrews, whether in Mesopotamia, in the

land of Canaan, or in Egypt, made pasturage their peculiar

occupation, I conje^lure that this is the meaning intended by

the name of lyn, and that it intimates that the Hebrews

immediately applied themselves to rural employments, and

not to the building of cities. By his Greek name Puyuv, this

son of Peleg claims the country about the Tigris and Eu-

phrates, E* To»« Ofio»{ Payccv. Judith i.

It is then pretty clear, that the family of Heber did not

enrol itself under the banners of Nimrod, or assist him in the

building of Babel and the other cities which constituted his

kingdom. Neither did tliis family withdraw itself to a great

distance, like tliat of Ashur. The Hebrews merely stepped

out of the way, and occupied the country beyond the stream.

But in this country they were certainly the principal people.

Reu or Ragau's name was communicated to the territory.

—

Both himself and his relations must then have been in pos-

•ession of it. They must have maintained such possession,

for his name continued there. And he left it to his posterity,

for Ragau himself survived the birth of Abraham about 18

years, and we find that Ur, the centre of Chaldea, was the

land of Abraham's nativity—there was his own country, hia.

kindred and his father's house.

When Abraliam and Lot removed to Padan-Aram, still

Viithin the borders of Ragau, to a city which appears, by its
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.several names^ to have belonged to Lot's father, and Abraham's

grandfather, and was therefore part of the family estate

;

Nahor, Abraham's elder brother, still continued at Ur of the

Chaldees, his paternal home. Some of his children seem to

have remained there after him, whilst others spread themselves

over Padan-Aram, higher up between the streams, and still

within the borders of Kagau. It is absolutely evident that the

family of Heber did not reside in these countries, as depen-

dants on any other family.

Nahor was undoubtedly King of Chaldea and Padan-Aram.

His consort is known to us simply by the name of n3^0,

Milcah or the Queen. Amongst the children of Nahor and

this Queen, we find n;t'D Chesed, the Chaldean, the founder

or chief of that distindl family, and ^KIDp Kemuel, Established

of God, the father of Aram, Patriarch or Prince of that

nation which inhabited Padan-Aram, Aram Naharaim^ or t\i»

rich and extensive country of Mesopotamia.

Laban the son of Bethuel, the son of Nahor, dwelt in this

country, in the city of Haran, which is also called the city of

Nahor, and amongst his brethren, whom he convoked upon

the flight of Jacob- He had pastures of three days jomney in

extent, not in a strange land as a sojourner, but in his own

land and that of his brethren. This Laban, in consequence

of his belonging to the family of Kemuel, and of his residence

in Padan-Aram is called 'OnK the Aramite, I think it ought

not to be translated Syrian, as by this term we generally un-

derstand an inhabitant of Syria proper, and a descendant of

Aram the son of Sliem.

We may hence perceive the greatness of the sacrifice wliich

Abraham made to his I'ailh, when he went out from his own

^andj not knowing whitlier he went, and became a

E 3
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sojourner; dwelling in tabernacles in a strange country. Ho

submitted to a condition very difterent from that to which he

was bom. Yet we find this patriarch's high rank duly ac-

knowledged by the Canaanites themselves. He is styled My
Lord) and a Mighty Prince, even by -the Princes of the

Country, though he was but a stranger amongst them, and

possessed not a foot of land. Kings go forth to meet him,

attended by the first officers of their state, honour him as their

equal in dignity, and conclude solemn treaties with huu.

It cannot be urged in obje«5lion, that the family of Hcber,

as friends and associates of another people, who may be

regarded as the proper Chaldeans, may have enjoyed p'.vuliar

immunities and privileges, and even have been included in

the national name.

Whatever the title TilfO or nZ*'D may have originally im-

ported, I think it can have nothing at all to do with Cush

the son of Ham. It belongs exclusively to the line of Ar-

phaxad, whose own name is a compound of ^Dl and nit'3, and

seems to imply a Healer or Restorer of T^i'D. It may have

superseded the former name Cainan, which is retained in the

Septuagint version, and therefore be nothing more than au

epithet, which this patriarch acquired in the days of his

manhood.

As Nahor was about GO years older than Abraham, liis sou

Chescd may have been about the same age as his uncle. The

general opinion that this Chesod was the chief of the distinct

fiunily of the Chaldeans, acquires great support Irom his

mune, exactly copied from that of his great ancestor, who

was siill living at his birth, and exac'-tly preserved in the

Gentile name of the Chaldeans, the inhabitants of part of

Nahor's kingdom. Why should this son be emphatically
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styled the Chaldean, unless it was because Chaldeit was iiis

share, in the distribution of Nahor's inheritance ainong his

children ? Those relations and descendants of Nahor m ho

continued in this district, retained the name of DHii'D, Mhilc

those who settled in the portion of Kerauel, the father or

prince of Aram, obtained that of D'O^K.

It appears to me that these Chaldeans, after the dhpcmoa

aj Kintrod's pa7'tj/, and tht overthoii: of his kingdom, extended

themselves over Babylonia. Hence authors derive the family

of the Jews, sometimes from the Babylonians^ and sometimes

from the Chaldeans.

Semirarais is a svell-knov/n mythological name of Babylon

:

And Steph. Byzant. V. U-Jxix, informs us from Alexander

Polyhistor, that the Jews and Idumeans or Edomites were

descended from the children of Semiramis. They were not

descended from ihc first foi(7idtrs of Babylon; but from a

people who were very early in possession of it: perhaps long

before the birth of Chescd.

The author of the book, De Mundo, which is ascribed to

Philo, equally derives the race and the learning of the Jews

from the ancient Chaldeans. All this coincides with the testimo-

nies of Moses and Joshua, and with the express declaration,

Judith V. G. that the Jews were of the race of tiie Chaldeans.

AVe learn from the two next verses, that some branches of th«'

Chaldeans, or house of Ileber, rejected the corrupt worship of

their fathers, and removed into Mesopotamia, which titty go-

verned for a lonar time. Tlie more numerous branches, which

still contiimcd in their native country, were so lar IVom wishiui/

to detain them, tiuit they thrust them forth from the presence

of their gods.

The ancient Chaldean^ then were not deseeiuhuits of ilam.
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Tliey were the children of Shem and of Arphaxad> and the

genuine ancestors of the Jewish nation.

These were the people who possessed that part of Chaldea,

which lay between the rivers, from the time of the general

allotment in the days of Peleg; who afterwards, upon the

destrudtion of Nim^od's kingdom, began to extend their

dominion over Babylonia, and held it for man}' ages, till it

was incorporated with the growing empire of Ashur. And
these were tlie people who raised the fame of Babylon to such

eminence in the annals of ancient lore.

Whether this celebrated city was part of their intended

patrimon}'^ or not, they seem to have been put in peaceable

possession of it, in the days of Ai-phaxad, the restorer of the

The names of the descendants of Shem, in the line down to

Abraham, are evidently descriptive of the successive conditions

of the Chaldean family. As it is probable that the precise

meaning of these names is not always to be obtained from the

Hebrew dialect, I could wish to see it investigated by a good

general orientalist, a chara6ler to which I have no pretension.

On the present occasion, I must content myself with setting

them down in their order, together with those derivations and

interpretations which are usually given, and adding a few

conjedurcs.

*T-^DD-|N Arphaxad, from KD'I He healed, repaired, restored,

consolidated, D, an adverb of similitude, and iw Devastation,

But as JTy^D thus derived, is not likely to have formed the

name of a great people, may it not imply d according to, HVJ

the Almighty, the Disposer: intimathig that they were the
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true possessors of the land by Divine appointment:' -Or else,

it may come from d about, and Ti2;» or li:/ the Stream, so as

to be descriptive of their local situation.

The initial n in Arphaxad, forms, the first person future,

perhaps intimating that tlie name arose from a declaration

made by this patriarch—" I will heal the true possessors—or

—the d«-ellers about the stream."

In the story pf Judith, the same name is given to a king of

the Medes, probably in allusion to tiie history of Arphaxad;

as we find this prince had entered upon a similar design—to

liberate the Chaldeans from under the Assyrian yoke.

tihllf, Salah, He shot or cast; sent forth, sent away; a

dart, a missile weapon.

•inj^, Heber, he passed over; The opposite side. jVd Pelegj^

He divided ; a stream.

'\)}'^, Reu, Ragau, from nyn He united ; fed ; a friend

:

Perhaps rather, A Shepherd, or feeder of floclcs—the same

as nj^i.

yrw, Serug, Irom X^'^ii to be wreathed, twisted ; a weak ot

tender branch.

"irriD Nahor: " it has some affinity to the Chald. root nirt

to liberate or set free."—G. Pasor. Perhaps its meaning may

be intimated in the Heb. nrii, *!T»n3, Snorting, as of a war-

horse, enraged and exulting. Job xxxix. CO. Jer. viii. l6.

rtlD Terah, from nn Is spacious, refreshed; space,

interstice, distance, braatb, spirit.
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May I not be alIo-\yed to infer from this series that,, about'

the time of Reu's birtli, Hebcfj who had passed over, or who
occupied the opposile side of the stream, had colle6ted his

friends and relatives in social union; or else, tiiat the Hebrews

had already betalven themselves to the peaceful occupation of

slicpherds—that about the time v.hen Serug was born, Nimrod

was extending his kingdom on both sides of the EuphrateSj

and building Erech and Accad and Calneh, the outposts of

his great city, and that, in consequence of this, the Hebiews

now ha^Tin to he perplexed, zceak, and affiicted?

This must have been the time for Arphaxad, the great

patriarch of the Hebre-.v family, to begin to exert himself—to

form that resolution, make that declaration, and undertakq

that cnterprize which gave him the name of the Ilestorer or

healer of the Dnw:i.

This design he may have carried into effe6l, by forming a

confederacy with his brethren, and attacking the subje6ls of

Nimrod in open war. And it is pretty clear, from some

allusions to this event, in the old testament, as well as from

the general language of mythology, that the confusion of

tongues was not the only means employed for the breaking

up of the rebellious kingdom. The Lord confounded their

language^ and thei/ left off to build the citj/: and then, the

Jjord scattered themfrom thence.

In other passages of scripture, the Lord is said to have

scattered his enemies, when he discomfitied them before the

armies of his servants. The same external means seems to

have been employed upon this occasion, accompanied perhaps

with an awful conflict of the elements. It was in war that

the Gods and sons of the Guds scattered tlie Giants, from the

heap they were raisuig, or buried flicm under lt,3 m.in^ -
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The subje(?ls of Nimrod incliuled a great proportion of the-

human race. They ^^ ere strong and they Nvere <:onfident.

—

How greatly must their strength have been reduced, and their

confidence damped, at the approach ot" battle, when an evil

conscience, awakened by the voice of thunder, shook their

inmost frames, and a supernatural panic convulsed the oi-gans

of speech, so that they could utter only unformed sounds, and

communicate no idea to their comrades, but the general hn-

pression of horror and dismay ! n

Salah, the son of Arphaxad, as his name imports, must

have been an adlive warrior: and he \\'as probably instrumental

in liberating the ajflicled Hebrews, or in pouring fortli the

torrent, of indignation, about tli6 time of the elder JNahor's

birth, and in expelling the children of men from Babel, about

90 years after their great rebellion. Tliey liad already been

there no inconsiderable time, if we recollect that they had nol

yet lost sight of their origiiud design, that they had hitherto

been employed in building the city, that they v.ere but

beginning to do this, and that the city which tluy were

beginning to build must not be mistaken for Babylon the

GreatJ such as it ^vas in the days of j\ebuchadnc2zur.

The early overthrow of Ninn'od's po\vcr may be inferred

from other circumstances. ]Moses Jiames the Noachida'. who

divided the land, ^J'ter their natio/ta. In other v>ords, he

records only the names of the nations tluy ropeetively

planted. It should then seem that the house of lleber, alter

an interval of two or three generations, or about the space of

a century, (h\ die scale in Gen. xi.) ;;a!ued an ascendency

over the house of Cush. In the 4ih degree from JNoc.h we

find, Nno and n'/'lil Seba and llavila, sous of Cush, and in

the ,3th N3w' Slieba, his o;randsoii ; hut in {h<t 7 th i';gvee,

JSheba and Uaviki occur amungst the grandsons of ilehcr.—
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May we not infer that this family gained possession of th©

land which the others had occupied?

The Schohast upon Apoll. Argonatit. L. iv. v. 320, remarks

that Timonax (an old historian) in his first book IIe^j r^vSwr,

reckons 50 different nations of Scj'thas. The name then does

pot belong to a certain family, but to a certam description of

people who were dispersed over various regionSi

St. Epiphanius says that the people who went under the

general name of Scythae were thos^ who eredted the tower,

and built Babel. Advcrs. Heres. p. 6.

He adds that Scythism, or the dominion of this people,

extended only to the time of Serug, and that from Serug to

Abraham, and from thence to his own time, Hellenism o(

gentilism prevailed. lb. ]>. Q.

The declension of this kingdom may again be inferred from

the early aggrandizement of another family in the neigh-

bourhood. About 300 years after the birth of Peleg, the king

of Elam, or the South of Persia, peopled by the house of

Shem, was the Great King. The kings of Shinar, Ellaser,

and certain other nations ^vcre his aliieSj and probably his

tributaries.

The branches of his throne, passing dire<*ny over Shinar,

extended 1000 miles to the \\''est, into Arabia, Idumea and

Canaan, ^vhere he had vassal princes, of the race of the

dispersed Giants, whose rebellion he chastized, and whom
either himself or his fatlicr must, in the first instance, have

awed by authority, or reduced by force.

A monarchy thus powerful could not have sprung up at-
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once; it must have taken deep root in the East before it could

acquire sufficient fiiinness to bear down the weiglit of it»

adversaries, and it must have passed the Tigris and Euphrates

some time before it could reach the banks of Jordan. The

house of Shem had then prevailed over that of Cush, before

the days of Abraham.

It may be a question ofsome importance whether the Eastern

princes called TK-ins or Shepherd Kings who, according to

Dr. Hales, Orient. Coll. v. iii. No. 2. began to govern Egypt

511 years before the Exode of the Israelites, were not the

Satraps of the Elamite. Jerusalem wdiich they are said to have

built was very near, if not within, the provinces of Cho-

dorlaomer.

Egypt was governed by a Shepherd about 430 years before

the Exode. The king entreated Abraham well, and gave him

Sheep, and Oxen, and He asses, and She asses and Camels.—
Gen. xii. Kings display their munificence by bestowing

(stlmahle things, such as constitute the riches of their country.

Before the descent of Jacob, some great revolution had

taken place in the minds of the Egyptians. At that time they

held sliepherds in abomination. Perhaps they resented the ills

they had lately suffered from them.

The ancient books of the Hindus, have something very

curious upon this subject;. From the learned tract 0« ^'^^gj/pt,

by Lieut. Wilford. Asiat. Res. v. 3. Lond. Edit. 1801. I

cxti'a6l the following particulars.

" It is related in the Padma-Puran, that Satyavrata, whos<^

miraculous preserv;ition from a general deluge is told at lengtFi,

in the Matsya_, had three sons^ the cldcit of whom was najuoi
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Jyapcti, or Lord of the Earth. The others were C'hanuaaiKl

Sha.rma, whieh last words arc, in the vulgar diale6lSj usually

pronounced Cham and Sham; as we frequently hear Kishn

for Crishna. The royal patriarch, for such is his character in

the PuranSj w^as particularly fond of Jyapeti, to whom he

gave all the regions to the North of Himalaya, or the Snowy

Mountains, which extend from sea to sea, and of which

Caucasus is a part. To Sharnin he allotted the countries to

the South of these mountains. But he cursed C'liarma; because,

when the old monarch was accidentally inebriated with a

strong liquor made of fermented rice, Cliarma laughed; and

it was in conscciuencc of his father's imprecation that he

became a slave to the slaves of his brothers." p. .012.

" C'harma having laughed at his father—vras nick-named

Hasyasila, or the Laugher ; and his descendants were called

from him Hasyasilas in Sanscrit—By these descendants of

C'harma they understand tlie African jNegroes, whoin they

suppose to have been the first inhabitants of Abyssinia, and

they place Abyssinia partly in the Dwipa (or countrv) of

CusiiA." p. 330.

We may colle6t from a variety of circumstances, thafe

Cusha Dvvip within) extends from the shore of the Mediter-

ranean, and the mouths of the jNile, to Scrhind, on the borders

of India, p. 301.

Cusha-dwlpa zcithout Is Abyssinia and Ethiopia: and the

Brahmens account plausibly enough for its name, by asserting,

that the descendant:,^ of Cusha />c///g obl/gtd to /eave their

native coantrj/, from tiiem called Cusha-c]\vi[>ii jcithin,

migrated into Sanc'ha-dwip, and gave to their new settlement

the name of their ancestor, p. 302.
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All this remaiTiably coincides witb the Mosaic history, and

with the general opinion of Europe respecting the allotments

of the Noachidae. By the geography of Cusha-dwip Kithin,

it is evident that Cu&ha was no other than the Cush of jMoses^

the son of the moclicr. The Brahmens finding him originally,

settled in the portion of Sharma or Shan, seem to have

mistaken him for a descendant of that patriarch, whose

posterity they represent as emigrating into Egypt, Abyssinia

and Ethiopia, after the building of Padmamandira on the

banks of the river Cumudvate, or the tower of Babel on tlu*

Euphrates. See p. 311, 313-

They were acquainted with the portion of Shorn and thf*

doom of Ham, but they had forgotten that the latter seized

upon the portion of the former, whicli he was afterwards

obliged to relinquish.

Not only the name of Cush, but also that of his son vSheba,

seems to have passed into Abyssinia. We learn from Bruce,

that the Abyssinians positively claim the queen of Sheba (who

visited Solomon) as their sovereign. But to return—

•

Moses speaks of the whole enterprize of the children of

men, as a design which was ruined almost in embryo. Its fall

could not then have been protracted long after the birth of

the elder Nahor.

Arphaxad was at this time IQl years old, Salah 1jG>

Ileber 1'2G, Peleg 92, lieu G2, and Serug 30. Tliey may all

liave taken an active part in the Titanian war, and in the

complete liberation of their friends^ about the close of ihc

second century after the flood.

From henceforth;, the interpretation of names furnislK's k<?
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hint, respe<5ling the oppression or perplexity of the family of

Heber. In Terah's time they had been enlarged and breathed

freely. They began to give their children princely names,

indicating their great prospei-ity. Of the daughters of Haran,

one was Milcah, the Queen, and the other was Sarai, the

Princess. The cities, the regions, and the nations were called

by their own names. How exalted must have been the ideas

of aggrandizement in this family, when they blessed the female

branches, saying

—

^' Thou art our sister—be thou the mother

of Thousands of Millions ! and let thy seed possess the gates

of those which hate them !" Gen. xxiv. GO. An allusion

to their former triumphs.

The posterity of Arphaxad having been thus early invested

with the peaceable possession of the rich territory of Padan-

Arara, and more particularly of Chaldea, must be the people

to whom we ought to ascribe all the ancient renown of the

Chaldean nation. To them must be referred the learning of

the Babylonians, whether they themselves owed it to the

search of their fathers, or to tlieir own genius and application.

Tliey cannot have been indebted for their arts and sciences,

to the giants of Babel, who were scattered abroad, before they

had time to make any great improvements in science, had

they been so disposed. And they were dispersed widi cir-

cumstances too humiliating to have commanded respect, or

enabled them to enforce or recommend their lessons.

But of the disposition of these apostates for extending

science, we have very little information : unless a profession

of magic and sorcery be dignified by the name of science. If

they could fairly pretend to any merit in the pursuit of useful

knuwiedge, it is certain that books and tradition have been

equally mjurious to their meniory.
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The old poetis and lilstorians, upon almost every occasion^

sliew a propensity to espouse the opposite part}'. The poems

of the Greeks, their poetic histories, the Eddas of the Goths,

the legends of Persia and India, the traditions of the Britons,

and even the tales of the Greenlanders describe these giants so

much alike, that it is evident they all drew from one original,

and tliat their strokes are copied from nature.

This remarkable concurrence of evidence, from times and

places so remote from each other, carries all-the force of tiaith.

Universal tradition must be referred to some universal circum-

stance or event. And the traditions respecting the deluge are

not more uniform or more general, than those which regard

the giants. All ancient nations acknowledge their acquain-

tance with such a race. They intruded into the recesses of

their country, they lurked amongst their caves, their forests,

their rocks and their desolate places, practising sorcery and

diabolical ai-ls, exercising all manner of violence, and so fierce

and savage, that it was a matter of indifterence to them

whether they feasted upon a sheep or a man. But I know of

no nation which boasts of them as its ancestors.

This is a general feature in ancient tradition, and worthy of

remark. All people claim the family that was preserved at

the deluge as their own peculiar ancestors, and the founders

of their nation; but the giants are always detested strangers,

with whom they never chose to have any connection. Some

Greek writer indeed makes Orpheus the Thracian call them

Hj!AET£|Wy iffPoyoyQi vxtz^u-j ; but it is probable the Thraeiau himself

would have been more shy of his ancestors.

The Greeks, in like manner, compliment the Celta^ with

tlieir descent from the giants; but the Celtcc themselves,

•\,vhile they acknowledge that such a race dv.elt amongst them^
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strenuously maintain that they were distind from tlie real

founders of their nation.

Were not these giants a people which were scattered inta

all lands, whether desolate, or occupied by a more orderly

race of inhabitants ? In the former situation, their peculiar

traits became permanent; in the latter, they were lost by

admixture.

' There is scarcely a trait in their chara6l;er which either

sacred or profane history, or popular tradition, vouchsafes to

record, but their pride, their impiety, their violence, their

barbarity, their total overthrow, their dispersion, and their

final extinction.

Yes, their great size, and consequently their superior

strength, are additional traits which generally enter into the

picture; and these perhaps may be agreeable to nature and

to truth.

It cannot indeed be supposed, that the associates of Nimro<l

were originally either larger or srronger than the generality of

men in that age. But in a society which regarded the preva-

lence of force as the supreme law, a superior degree of bodily

strength would create a distinction of rank, and must there-

fore have been a desirable obje6l. He that was possessed of

this qualification, would, of course, be constituted the leader

of a band. The most ready means of perpetuating such a

disthiction, amongst his children, must have been to select,

for his consort, the stoutest and most robust of the females.—

•

Such a choice frequently repeated could not fail of producing,

in ihc human race, the same effect which experience as

certains in the brute creation. It would gradually enlarge

find strenuthcn the breed.
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What we read of the ancient Gennans sufficiently proves,

that the art of personal aggrandizement is not ciuinericul.

The hero may indeed have had motives, to determine him

in his choice, nearer home, than regard to iiis posterity. Tlie

brave exertions of the Heroine would be of great weight to

maintain his cause in tiie courts of violence.

In societies thus constituted, the more feeble of each sex

would be discarded as the diegs of the people. No choice

would be left them, but to intermarry widi their equals

Hence, perhaps the race of dwarfs, which traditibn constantly

places amongst the dvs ellings of tlie giants.

Had the Giants of Babel amassed any valuable store of

knowledge, it is difficult to say how it could have been

preserved at their dispersion, or communicated afterwards.

—

Their language was so confounded that they could not under-

stand each other's speech. Tiiey could not therefore express

themselves in the language they had previously used. If they

had possessed traditional poems, fney could not now recite

them. If they had written documents, they were no longer

in a condition to read tliem. They could not converse at all

with those whose speech had not been confounded, nor with

such clans amongst their late associates, as had acquired a

jargon ddierent from their own.

Sanchoniathon, speaking of those people who were dis-

persed from Babel, says, " These are tiie })eople who are

described as Exiles and Wanderers, and at the same time are

called the Titans.—Euseb. P. E. L. i.

Their real situation, after the dispersion, appears to be de-

scribed in some passages of the book of Job; one of these I

shall quote at length.

r 2
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This rigliteous man. Chap. xxx. delineates the condition of

the Fathers ot" a race of men who were his contemporaries.

He alludes to some great and well known event in early

history. All the circumstances of the description can surely

apply to nothing else than the Exiles and Jfamlerers from

Babel.

" Now they that are younger than I have me in

derision—whose Fathers I would have disclaimed to set

tvith the dogs of my flock. Yea whereunto might the

Strength of their Hands [Gigantic force] profit me,

in whom Old age [the wisdom of the ancients] was

perished ! For want and famine they were solitary; Jiecing

into the wilderness, in former time desolate and waste. Who
cut up mallows by the bushes, and juniper roots for their

meat. I'hei/ were driven forth from among men (they cried

after them as after a thief) to dwell in Cliffs of the Vallies,

in Caves of the earth and in the Rocks. Among the bushes

they Brayed, under the nettles they were gathered together.

Thei/ were children of Fools [impious sinners] yea, children

of base men i they were viler than the earth." [Unworthy of

the land.]

Here we have a complete pi6lure of savage life, and the

true history of its origin, amongst the children offools, who

were driven out from men, to dwell in the. zcilderness, in clifs,

in caves and amongst the rocks—who, instead of speaking like

human beings, onlj/ bruijed like asses, and could boast of no

desirable quality, but superior strength of hand. They are not

described as comprehending the whole, but a contemptible

part of the human race. Their language had been debased in

a manner which the language of other men had not: for in

comparison with this, their words resembled only the vocifc"

rations of a brute. Though the Fathers, or first exiles had
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fled to the wilderness, or hid themselves in caves, and amongst

tlie rocks and woods, yet their posterity, in the time of Job,

had begun to assume some confidence, and to associate ^^^th

mankind ; but they v/ere still regarded as objedls of scorn and

detestation.

These Fathers were undoubtedly the rebellious and van-

quished giants, whose features are exactly recognized in the

poetry of the Greeks and Romans, and in the tales and

traditions of all primitive nations, amongst whom they were

scattered abroad, as universal monvunents of the punishment

of pride and disobedience. To such hordes of savages, whether

they cx)ntinued to Mander in the desarts, or were gatliered

together in little bands, and spotted the face of the earth Math

their cities and their kingdoms, we cannot surely ascribe the

primitive traditions, the learning and the knowledge of the

nations. Had the tale been told by themselves, they could not

h-dve told it, in ever^' country, so much to their own disad-

vantage. They were not then the depositories nor the

recorders of useful knowledge.

Even the gentile systems of religion and moralits'j corrupt

and deformed as they were, in the late ages of history, still

retained traces of something loo pure and primitive to have

been taught by the Titans. The heathen world in general

had indeed grown vain in their imaginations, and their foolisli

heart was darkened ; but it was darkened by degrees. They

had changed the glory of the incorruptible God into an

image made like to corruptible man, and had became so gross

in their ideas, as to worship and serve the creatuic tnorc than

the Creator, who is blessed for ever. Yet, in some measure,

they knew God, in some measure, they gloriBed him, though

not worthilv, or as God. There were few so proianc us to

say to the Ahnighty, with the giants before and alier

r .J
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the floods '^ Depail from us, for we desire not the knowledge

of thy ways;" or " \'\'hat is the Almighty that we should seiTe

him, and what profit shall we have if we pray to him:"

Let us take the pifture from the fan- side, which, in this

case, ought to be done, and we shall find that, amongst the

heathens of Greece and Rome, there were men who under-

stood and respe6ted many of the fundamental principles of

religion and morality. There were men who, through the

mist of allegorical characters and popular superstition, per-

ceived the supremacy of ont omnipoient and universal God,

the lover and rewarder of virtue; the supcrintendanc-e of a

Divine Providence, and the difference of good and evil, both

in their nature and their con-equences.

The religion of the heathens had not then the appearance

of having sprung wholly from sudden, wilful and daring

innovation, like that of the Titans, or of Mahomet. It may

have been more or less contaminated by the hon'id rites and

impure praftlces of the apostate race, in proportion as the

offspring of the giants mixed more or less, with the inhabitants

of certain countries. But, in general, the superstition of most

nations must have sprung from the same kind of gradual

corruptions of the primitive religion, as produced the present

Homan Catholic and Greek Church, from the pure fountain

of the Cliristian Religion.

The primitive nations delivered their sacred doClrines in

mysterious allegories. They had emblems and representations

of the Diviue Being, considered in his relative characters.

We are not expressly iniorined that such representations had

heen forbidden, before the giving ot the Law upon iViount

Sinai. In the early ages of society, they may have been

deemed innocent and useful means of instruclion. The^- grew
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by degrees into gross abuse, till at last the populace began,

under every relative symbol, to imagine a distiadl God. The

phaenomena of nature were also represented by figures whicli,

in time, were cont'ounded with the sacred symbols. Add to

this that antiquity treated the persons and the memory of

superiors with the highest veneration and respect. So far

their sentiments and pra6tice were laudable. But they also

distinguished dieir ancestors and princes by epithets whicii

were equally applied to the Supreme Being; such as, Tht

Great Father, The Ruler, The Supreme, The Lofti/ One:

perhaps they conferred upon them still liigher titles ; for, in

the Old Testament we find such names as Gods, So7is of God,

Sons of the Most High, given to human bemgs. The precise

ideas originally intended by these terms, when so applied, ia

time became confused; and men began to regard those who

had been honoured with them, as dignified with a sacred

character, and endowed with a superior nature.

Just so, the respedl which was once paid to the memory of

the saints and martyrs, and the presen'ation of their pictures

and statues, were far removed from superstition and idolatry:

but now, for many ages, men have ascribed to the same

saints an absolute ubiquity, an incommunicable attribute of

the Deity. They have invoked them in their prayers, and

bowed doVkU before their images.
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VII.

The remains of one Language—-Whether the Hebrew he

the primitive Language.

B,'UT in wLatcver degree the subje6ls of Nimrod may have

contributed to the coniipting of the primitive rehgion of

mankind, we cannot surelv ascribe to them the introduction

of those numerous terms, both sacred and profane, which

diffused themselvel^ amongst a great variety of nations, pre-

serving every where, either a striking similarity or an abso-

lute identity of sound and sense. They cannot surely have

been the authors of that general analogy which has been

remarked and demonstrated, betv/een the principles of all

ancient languages.

It is more reasonable to suppose, that these things are the

remains of the one language of the whole earth; which was

best preserved by the obedient families. And that centre of

union which is frequently traced to the venerable language of

the Pentateuch confirms the supposition.

An identity of terms and principles could not have been

communicated to the several nations, by that people who

peculiarly lost tlic primitive language, and who retained not

the use of ouq language amongst themselves.

That there are evident vestiges of such identity, has been

abundantly proved. We can scarcely open a book, upon anr

learned subject, iu wliich they do not present thcmselvti.
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Such instauces have furnished emplojinent to numerous

philologists, who have taken gieat pains to shew how the

terms and idioms of one language are borrowed from tliose of

another; as the English from the French, the French from

the Latin, the Latin from the Greek, the Greek from the

Phoenician oi' Egyptian, and perhaps these from the old

Chaldaic.

Were our ideas respedling the first settlement of the nations,

and the nature of the universal language of Noah, more

precise and consistent, it is probable that much of this affinity

would be acknowledged to have existed in the original dialedts

of the respedive countries and families, and to be immediately

referable to their common source.

That the language of Noah, which, for upwards of sixteen

centuries, had kept pace with the numerous discoveries, rapid

improvements, and expanding range of ideas, in the primitive

world, cannot have been a rude and barren jargon, we liave

every reason to believe. Its compass must have been great,

its principles duly ascertained, and its laws fixed and acknow-

ledged. But as no language has retained the name of the

Koachic or primitive, great doubts have arisen respecting it.

The opinion most generally received is tliat which we have

adopted from the Jews, namely, that the Hebrew language,

in the state in which it is preserved in the Old Testament, was

not only the language of Noah, but also of Adam. If this

opinion be just, all further enquiry respecting the primitive

state of language nmst be nugatory and vain.

Of this language, the learned Parkhurst (Pief. to the Heb.

lAix.) pronounces us follows;
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^' The Hebrew language is the most simple and determinate,

the most easy and natural of any that was spoken in the world.

And what wonder, since it was certainty framed immediately

by HIM, who not only formed the heart, and ear, and

tongue of man, but also made the heavens and the earth, and

all things therein:"

I am sensible that a subject which connects itself with such

ideas of sacredness, in the minds of many of the most pious,

learned, and respe<5iable chara<5lers, ought to be discussed

with great delicacy and caution. But may I not venture to

hint without risking the imputation of saci;ilege, or injuring

the characfler of this most important language, that some

cn'oneous conceptions respecting it have been long en-

tertained ?

The very ingenious gentleman, whose words I have quoted

above, lias detedied and exposed many such conceptions.

It has been his labour to remove our superstitious preconcep-

tions in favour of the jMasoretic points—to dissipate the

deceitful mist of Rabbinic prejudices—to introduce a new and

rational division of the roots—and to shew that each Hebrew

root has but one leading idea or meaning, takenfrom nature by

vur senses or feelings, zchich runs through alt the branches and

injleftions of it, however numerous or diversified.

Is it absolutely certain that none of the said mists of pre~

judice still hang about the subje6t, and that Ave do not still

entertain some notions respe6iing the Hebrew language, which

are either erroneously conceived or weakly supported ?

When I consider the leading ideas into which many of the

roots are resolved, such as the must subtle a^lions and pro-
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perties of light, heat, air, spirit, attradlion, motion of the

heavenly bodies, &c. it occurs to me that, if the Hebrew

language was at once delivered to Adam, he must cither have

possessed a language which he could not possibly have under-

stood, or else he must have been minutely instructed in the

most refined philosophy, and the most hidden secrets of

nature: both v.hich 1 thmk equally improbable.

That any living language, whatsoever, should have re-

mained in the same state, from the Creation, to the time of

iVIoscs, is a thing in itself of the utmost improbability. During

this period of 2500 years, human society had undergone the

greatest changes imaginable. It had begun in one simple,

inexperienced family, whose ideas and knowledge of things,

and consequently, whose occasion for a variety of words was

daily progressive. It liad afterwards expanded into large

communities, and divided into powerful states, had been

adorned by the acquisition of arts and sciences, and diversi-

fied by the various habits, pursuits and situations of life. A
second time it had been reduced to a single family, and a

second time had enlarged itself, under the like variety of

circumstances. Had no occasion occurred, during such an

eventful interval, lor the introduction of new terms and

phjases, or tlie affixing new meanings to those already in

use?

Without a continual succession of miracles, it is impossible

to imagine one vernacular idiom as still remaining, under

these circumstanc.-es, unalterable in its structure, lU grammar,

the mode of its pronunciation, and the extent of its vocabu-

lary. Before we admit that any such thnig a(!:tuaily hap-

})ened, it is but reasoruvbie to examine the proofs upon which

the ia6t is supposed to rest.
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The strongest argument which I know^ in favour of th?

inconuptibihty of the Hebrew language, is drawn from the

book of Genesis, where Moses intimates a derivation of the

names of some persons and tilings, in the first ages, from

Hebrew words. From hence, it has been inferred, that this

language must have been used in the first ages, other\vise it

could not have formed the basis of the said names. But

the derivation of a few terms can only prove, at most, that

the Hebrew retained the general principles of the primi-

tive language. It does not follow that these principles had

not been abundantly unfolded, and variously combined and

diversified, during the progress of ages. The English language

may furnish us with the true reason for many names and

tenns, in the old Gothic and Anglo-Saxon. Thus perhaps,

the charafter of Lok the capricious god of the Goths is best

explained by our familiar English Luck; yet, upon the whole,

our present tongue is a very different thing from these ancient

diale6ls.

It may be urged further, that every name which admits of

derivation, must originally have had a distin6l meaning. It

must have been given for some particular reason. It could

not have been a proper or absolute, but a relative or descrip-

tive term: Not a name, but an epithet. And it is not only a

natural and obvious, but a customary thing lor an historian to

translate the titles and epithets of men and things, into the

language of his narrative. Moses perceived that the names of

our first parents and of their descendants had their meaning,

and Vv'ere given for some certain reason. He may have

judged it necessary that the meaning should be preserved and

that the reason should appear. The names upon record may
then be regarded as the Hebrew, rather than a^ the primitive

names.
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But it is not necessary to suppose that the primitive names

were changed by the great lawgiver. Unless we previously

determine that language had been stationar}-, it must occur,

that ancient and descriptive names had kept pace \vith die

gradual changes of language, and had in many instances

departed from dieir original form, long before his time. He
wrote in the language of the people. The Old Testament

furnishes many examples of changes in the ordiographv of

names, con'espondent to the usage of the time in which the

author wrote.

This argument, in favour of the immutability of tlie

Hebrew, is therefore by no means conclusive. But zee have

been accustomed to regard the Hehrezv as a sacred, and conse-

quently, as an incorruptible language.

That sacredness of character, which this language really

possesses, must have been derived purely from the circum-

stance of its having been the vehicle of Divine communication.

Before it became the language of prophecy and of the law,

I can conceive of no inherent stamp of sacredness, with which

it could have been distinguished. What idea can We form of

this language being sacred j^er se ? It had not, surely, been

the language of Angels, before the formation of man. It

was nothing more than a medium for the expression of human

ideas and perceptions, and for communicating information to

human intelle6ls. And wh}' should one human language be

in itself more sacred than another? Why should the primi-

tive language, in this resped, be placed belbre the most

modern I

The sacred writers themselves appear not to have ascribed

any peculiar sanctitv to the Hebrew. They frequently employ

Syriac and ChaUlaic words, when tliey migiit hav(" found
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Hebrew terms which would have equally served their pm-pose.

But they wrote to the people, and in the language ot the

people, either pure or mixed, as the age requiied.

Were the Hebrew in its own peculiar nature, a sacred lan-

guage, it must have been a kind of sacrilege to translate the

scriptures into any other. In this light the modern Jews seem

to have regarded it. They appoint an annual fast on account

ot" the septuagint version. Had the seventy eiders been pre-

possessed with this notion, they would never have undertaken

the task. Christians regard not the writings ot" the JNew

Testament as less sacred, because the copy which they have of

them is in the Greek language.

The Law was given in the Hebrew tongue.

This proves that, in the time of Moses, the Hebrew was

the general language of the Israelites, to whom the law was

particularly addressed ; but it proves nothing more. We are

not to gather from hence, that this people had pieserved the

use of the original language of mankuid, absolutely, in its

primitive, and uncorrupted state—a thing which must have

been impossible, without a miracle; and no reason can be

assigned why a miracle should have been pcriormed on this

occasion.

Had it been necessary that the primitive language should

have been preserved entire, by a Divine interposition, till the

giving ot" the law; ot" how much greater inr,)ortimce must its

future preservation have been, in order to ascertain the precise

meaning of the sacred oracles r Vi liercas we find that the

Hebrew, from this peiiod, lias been subject to the same vicis-

situdes as all other human languages. It was mixed with

foreign terms and idioms, it sickened aiid e;ipired 20Q0
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years ago, and its tomb has for ages been enveloped with' the

mist of Rabbinic prejudices.

The giving of the law in Hebrew, can therefore afford no

support to the general persuasion of tlie Jews, tliat their

ancestors alone preserved the original language of mankind,

pure and uncorrupted. On what foundation then does 'this

opinion rest ?

Heber, with hisfamily, witJidrezsfrom the confederacy wider

Nimrodj and consequently escaped the punishment^ tchich teas

injii6tcd upon the children of men, at Babel.

This in the main may be granted. But was Heber the only

one who withdrew? Ashur, Mizraim, and Canaan, and

many others seem to have withdrawn still further. With

whom did Noah and his sons reside? They were not surely

amongst the subjc6ts of Nimrod, and some of them, at least,

survived the dispersion.

And how does it appear that the Jews, in a peculiar

manner, preserved the language of Heber ?

Abraham and the Israelites zvcre the dircSi descendants of

this patriarch, and zccre cminenlhj styled Hebrews, both by

themselves and by their neighbours.

But it is clear they did not obtain this name, in consequence

of their speaking any peculiar language, but merely because

they were the children of Hcbcr, or the descendants of a

people known by the name of Hebrews. On the contrary,

it seems most likely th;;t its ]MCscut name was communicated

to this language, from tlie circumstance of its having been

adopted by one branch of the fiebrews, while, at the same
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time, it was not the general dialecl of the children of Heber,

neither was it peculiar to his family.

We have a complete demonstration. Gen. xxxi. 47. that

the great stock of the family of Heber, which remained in

Mesopotamia, spoke the Chaldaic, and not the Hebrew

dialect.

Laban, who had been brought up in the house of his

fathers, denominates the heap of witness, certainly in his

native tongue, Jegar Sahadutha, xnnnu:^ "IJ^ This name is

evidently composed of three Chaldaic words, "»J' A heap,

inii/ A witness, and Dl or t^nn An appointment. Had

Moses literally transcribed all the words of Laban, he could

not have furnished us with a more satisfactory proof of the

language he used.

Jacob, on the other hand, who had been born in a foreign

country, and had lived there from his infancy, till he was

upwards of seventy years ol" age, describes the same heap in a

lanooiase diiferent from that of his relations. He calls

it ^3; bi, using two Hebrew terms, one of which implies a

heap, and the other a Kilness or testimony. The name is sy-

nonymously recorded in both languages, and therefore,

undoubtedly, in the languages which Laban and Jacob res-

pectively used. The Hebrew was not then the general

dialect of the children of Heber.

And it is equally clear that it was not peculiar to his family.

The prophet Isaiah, chap. xix. empiiatically calls it the

language of Canaan.

In addition to this sacred testimony, we have the names of

men and places amongst the old Canaanites, in the time of
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Abraham, in pure Hebrew. We have Phoenician inscriptions,

the fragment of the Punic language, in the Painulus of

Plautus, and the remains of that language, in the Island of

Malta, as vmdcniable proofs, that the Hebrew was the genuine

language of the house of Canaan, which preserved it with

little vaiiation to a late age.

This language could by no means have been commii;ricated

b}' Abraham to the natives of the country. It is certain that

he found it, and very probable that he learnt it there. In his

conversation with the inhabitants, he must have used thciv

language. It is eas}- and natural for a stranger to acquire

the language of the people amongst whom he settles, especially

if it dilfers from his own only as a dialect: But it is an

absolute impossibility for several independent kingdoms, sud-

denly to accommodate themselves to the dialect of a single

sojx^rner: and the language of this old Canaanites, and of

the posterity of Abraham, at least, the house of Jacob, was

the same.

The native tongue of Abraham must have bec^n that v>hich

was spoken by his family, in Chaldea and Mesfjpotamia.

The former name of this very patriarch seems t;o be referable

to the Chaldaic n?3") or KOI, to be dejected or cast dozen,

rather than to the Hebrew D"), Exalted, Ljofti/\

He had been born in the declining years of his father. His

lot was oniy that of a younger son. His own wire was barren

and he had Jong been at^t dozen, as to the hope of .i progrnv.

He conseqviently seems to have been regarded in his native

country as a an/ hvaneh. JSo scparare palrimonv had been

assigned to him. His residence was in a city whic'ii had

received the name of his bro'.hcr Haran, This must have

been an affiio'ting ciiciimstance, m an age wheu the sons

c;
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regularly shared the paternal estate, and became the heads of

families, and the chiefs of the little cities: and it seems to

have weighed heavy upon Abraham's heart. " Lord God/'

says he, " what wilt thou give me, seeing I go childless !

—

Behold, to me thou hast given no seed, and lo, one born in mine

house is mine heir." He had hoped to become the father of

a fumil}-; but from that hope he was cast dozen. To the

mortifying epithet which reminded him of his aftlidlion, his

new JiebrctO name, A father of Multitudes, which was con-

ferred upon him several years after he had been in the land of

Canaan, must have presented a very pleasing contrast. To

the title of Exalted father, it would have been no contrast

at all.

If, then, the.Hebrew be the pure language of Noah, it

must have been preserved to the time of Abraham, rather

by the descendants of Canaan than by those of Heber. Ttiis

will account for Jacob's using the Hebrew language, while

Laban spoke the Clialdaic. The former had been educated

in the land of Canaan, where he had lived to his seventy-

seventh year. His father and his gi-andfather had been

settled there for nearly two centuries. The language of that

country must then have been the most familiar to his ear-.—
He was now returning thither, with hii family, who would

naturally adop*t the same language, as a consequence of their

residence amongst the natives. He therefore names the heap

of witness, in the language which was most familiar to him-

self, and most likely to be understood by his posterity, rather

than in that of his Mesopotamian relations. He was right.

—

Por the lani'uns^e of the Canaanitcs became that of the

Israelites.

It appears llieu that the Jews are not justified in their pre-

tensions to die peculiar preservation of the primitive language.
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If we consider the history of this people^ it will appear that,

of all. ancient families, they had the least chance to make

good such pretensions. They could hardly have retained

the uninterrupted use of any one language whatsoever.

Abraham, at the head of his single houshold, emigrated

out of ^lesopotamia, where the Chaldaic dialect was certanily

spoken by his family. Both himself and his progeny sojourned

for upwards of two centuries, generally, in the land of

Canaan, where a diale6l scarcely differing from the Hebrew

of the Pentateuch, as certainly prevailed. There they fami-

liarly conversed with the natives, and their conversation must

have been in the language of the country.

Jacob afterwards fled into Mesopotamia from the resentment

of his brother. And he fled alone; for he tells us that he

crossed Jordan only with his staff. In this country he re-

mained about 20 years, where he married Chaldean or

Aramean wives, and here his children were born and partly

educated. These children could have heard the Hebrew only

from their father's mouth, even if we suppose that he used it

in conversing with them. Their mother tongue was the

Chaldaic, the same which was spoken in the family of their

grandfather Laban.

Jacob, with his houshold, again returned into the land of

Canaan. Here the young men married wives who spoke the

Canaanitish language. So that when the whole family went

down into Egypt, about 33 years after their return from Me-

sopotamia, they must have carried with them both the Chaldaic

language and that of Canaan.

But as the latter was the dialect most familar to Jacob him-

self", and perhaps the only dialect of the younger and more

G 2
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numerous branches, it prevailed over the other, became tlie

sencral Ian2:iia2:e of these Hebrews, and at lenii^th. bes;an to

be distinguished by their name.

During the former part of the two centuries tliat the

Israehtes remained in Egj-pt, thej' were appointed a residence

and estabhshment, separate from tlie inhabitants of the

Country. In this time their tribes became numerous. They

expanded from a family into a nation. Their language ob-

tained the stability of a national language, and from hence-

forth they preserved it with considerable puritj'.

But the condition to which they were at last reduced must

have rendered it almost impossible for them to preserve it

absolutely immaculate. IS'ew habits of life and new occupa-

tions must have introduced new ideas, and demanded new

terms, and those Avhich were already cuirent amongst the

Egyptians would, in general, be employed on such occasions.

Such innovations, together with the accidental changes that

took place in the language of the Israelites and the Canaanites,

during a separation of 250 years, must have produced some

diversity of dialedl ; but this was not so great that the two

nations could not converse freely, without the assistance of

interpreters, as appears from the private conference of the

.-pies with the harlot Rahab, Jos. ii. and from other passages

in the book of Joshua.

The Hebrew was then the langiuige of the Canaanites, in

the time of Abraham and of Moses. It remains to determine

how far it may be regartled as that of Noah, and conse-

scquently, what claim it has to be made the universal stan-

dard, by which the principles of all other languages must be

tried.
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rresuming from what I have ah'eady said, that I may

venture to place the sacred character of this language upon

a footing with that of the Greek of the Nevy Testament, it

follows, that we have the tacit consent of liistory to enter

upon the enquiry I now suggest; though in the prosecution of

it, we have only the direction of some leading circumstances.

Under this guidance, I nmst, for the present, content myself

witli offering a few remarks.

1. The Hebrew language appears to have been already

formed and fixed, when Abraham first went into the land of

Canaan, about o'15 years after the Birth of Peleg, and many

years before the death of Shcm, and of the men of the first

generations after the deluge.

2. At this time, it was not the language of the Canaanitcs

only, but also, of other families in and ahout Palestine.—

•

Thus the princes of the Philistines, the progeny of the first

Egyptians, wese saluted in pu?e Hebrew, by the name of

Ahimelech, " My Father the King," and the chief captain of

the host was called Phicol, The mouth ofall, a most expressive

title for a 2;eneral commander. The formation of a lancfuaGc

which was common to independent tribes, one proceeding

from the North (Irom Sidon) and the other from the South

(Egypt) could not have been recent.

3. Its general character must have been patriarchal.

Ashur had withdrawn beyond the Tigris, at the time of th^:

foundation, not the destruction of iSimrod's kingdom, and

therefore long before the confusion. Mizraim had founded

an early kingdom in Egypt, whence the Philistine colony.—

-

The old Chaldeans had dwelt betvvccn the tuo rivers, iVoui

the days of Peleg. Canaan (the Xv« of Sanchon. and his firM

Phamieian) sceui.?, at the same time, to ha^•c witLdiavvu t; )
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Sidon, the seat of his first born, whence his progeny had

spread themselves along the Phoenician coast, and Eastwards,

to the banks of Jordan, before the time of Abraham. The

Western Syria and Arabia were also inhabited in very early

times. These countries contained tribes which had been

distindt, from the age when the families had first divided
;
yet

the languages which were spoken in them had a great degree

of affinity with each other. They were in fa6t, only dialects

of one language, and that one could have been no other than

that of the great patriarchs, who were still living when Abra-

ham settled amongst the Canaanites. Neither of these primi-

tive nations could have borrowed the rudiments of its

vernacular diale<St from another nation, which had settled at

a distance. What they possessed in common must have

been derived from the parent stock, and carried with the first

famihes into their respective settlements.

4. The names of those heads of families amongst the

Noachidae, which divided the kingdoms of the earth, or

rather the gentile names of those tribes which were established

during the second century after the deluge, are cither terms

of the Hebrew language or of cejtain kindred dialefe. Yet

they were the names by which the several nations distin-

guished themselves, for they are generally recognized by the

old geographers. The several nations then originally carried

with them dialects, not greatly diflering from the Hebrew.

5. Hence it undeniably follows, that the fundamental

principles and general character of the patriarchal language

ot >,oiib. must be preserved in the Hebrew language, and in

those dialects which are connected with it.

6. The Hebrew was the language of an active, enter-

[Hi/ing people. During the nine centuries which intervened
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between tlie deluge and the publication of the Pcntateuclij

this, as well as the sister dialecls, must have undergone some

accidental, and some necessary changes, and a considerable

degree of artificial cultivation
;
yet the simplicity and com-

preliension of its principles, the regularity of its stru6lure, and

above all, the venerable and umuvallcd antiquity of that

volume in which it is preserved, seem to give it a decided

superiority over cither of the others. We know what the

Hebrew was 3300 years ago, and can make out its claim to an

antiquity still higher. Though it cannot safely be pronounced

to have been the primitive language, yet it must be received as

a dialect of this language, and as a most respectable scale to

appreciate the character of every dialect whatsoever.

7. From these observations may be demonstrated the

absolute error of a general principle, laid down by some

eminent philologists. It has been observed that the languages

of savage nations generally consist of very long words and

abound with vowels ; and hence it has been contended, that

such was the original character of all languages. The

Hebrew, Chaldaic, Syriac and Arabic roots are remarkably

simple, short, and strong. The long vocal terms of savages

are not then chara6teristical of the infancy, but of the decay

and ruin of language. jMau was not naturallj/, nor origi?iaUj/

a savage.
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vm.

Of the general stores tchich the nations carried to their

respective settlements.

But to return to the sera of Nimrod's rebellion.

When so great a j)art of the human race had conspired to

resist the execution of the Divine mandate, we must suppose

that the families who still respected the autliority of the

patriarch, began to repair towards their allotted habitations,

under tlie direction of Noah, his sons and their obedient

children. The fathers of families considered their respective

portions of the earth as their proper estate, and the inheritance

of their oft'spring : it must tlien have been a leading objcc];

with them to take personal charge of their lots. Ihcy were

not sent forth to explore regions absolutely unknown and

undiscovered. Isoah and his sons must have had some

knowledge of the regions of the earth, as far as they had

been known and inhabited before tli(i flood. In the a6t of

partition alur the floofl, dicy must have described their

buundarie!?. The patriarchs who took possession of the larger

divisions must afterwards have assigned to their children their,

due pro}>ortions. So tliat in an aaje or two after the first

partition, every region of the known world, wliich was

adapted to the support and comfort of human society, must

have received that gcrme which gradually expanded into its

primitive nation: and thiis Spain, and even Britain were

probably cojouized l-y tho-e wiio were born within a century

o!" the deluLTC.
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Moses having enumerated the sons of Gomer and Javan,

parallels in descent with Salah, who was born 37 years after

the flood, adds as follows. " BY THESE were the Isles of

the Gentiles DIVIDED—IN THEIR LANDS—EVERY
ONE after HIS TONGUE—AFTER THEIR FAMILIES
—IN THEIR NATIONS. If this be not a positive declara-

tion tliat a regular and complete Division, agreeably to certain

general rules, actually took place, in the time and under the

dire<5tion of these patriarchs, I know not by what words such

a facl could have been recorded.

It would surely be absurd to explain it away by the incohe-

rent scraps of Greek tradition, which generally confound the

first settlement of the nations with the subsequent uandering%

of the exiitcl Titans.

And it need not be proved that societies thus planted and

formed, whether in Britain or in Japan, must have carried

with them the primitive history, the primitive religion, the

institutions, customs, habits, opinions, arts and sciences of

the patriarchal age, and the primitive language, with only

such gradual variations as might be occasioned by local cir-

cumstances.

The founders of these societies had been trained up to the

habits and comforts of social and civilized life. It must then

have been ordered, that they should repair to their respective

estates, witii all those provisions by which such comforts were

to be secured. Amongst other things they must have taken

with them tlieir stock of sheep and cattle and other- domestic

animals. Their removal then, though uninterrupted, must

have been gradual.

Ou the other hand, their unworthy brethren, the rebellious
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giants who, sometime afterwards, were struck with astonish-

ment at the sudden infliction ot" Divine vengeance, were driven

forth from among men, and scattered into all lands, to the

East, and North, and South, as well as to the West^ must

have fled in disorder and confusion. Tlieir flocks and their

herds could not have accompanied the tumultuous retreat of

the wandering exiles. Their consequent indigence must have

introduced all the w^retched irregularities of savage life, and

fitted them only for the occupation of hunters and robbers.

A just abhorrence of the proverbial impiety of the great

rebel, and an awful recolledtion of the signal punishment of his

associates, would naturally dispose the fathers of the more

regular societies, to preserve the sacred institutions of their

ancestors, with the utmost care, and to fix the grand arcana

of primitive wisdom upon a finn base.

And to these ends, what could have been more conducive,

than to constitute such regular Hierarchies, as ancient history

describes in various parts of the earth—To make the wisest

and most approved men, in every society, the instructors of

the people, and the depositories of primitive tradition ?

To such societies, the nations were indebted for those

vestiges of early opinions and science which remained amongst

them: while the societies themselves, after the various cor-

ruptions of a long series of ages, were found to resemble each

other, in the simplicity of their manners, their general doc-

trines, their discipline, their customs and their learning; and

in all these respects to have presented a striking pi($lure of the

age of Noah and his immediate descendants.

They preserved an amiable medium between savage rude-

ness and frivolous refinement. They regarded their institu-
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tions as relics of the first ages^ and uniformly deemed their

mysteries too sacred, to be exposed in presence of such

profane strangers as dwelt amongst them.

This last trait in their characSler led to some serious ill con-

sequences, but the abuse which crept into the system cannot

impeach the wisdom of its original establishment.

Wherever we recognize an establishment of this kind, in a

primitive nation, we need not be over curious to determine

by what people, or what family it may possibly have been

introduced. Unless there be clear evidence to the contrary,

we may fairly regard it as coeval with the nation itself.

I may here take notice of a singularity that runs through

the traditions of the gentile world, namely their nationality in

primitive history. Whatever accpunts are preserved of thq

primitive ages, are made by every people to relate, almost

exclusively, to their own country, and their own ancestors.

—

They must have been the original reporters, the egotists, of

such tales. There was nothing foreign in their colouring.

Thus, for instance, the history of the Deluge was almost

universal. All nations give an account of the destruction of

the old world by water, and of the preservation of a single

family, in a boat or ark. Yet all of tiiem make the boat to

rest, upon some mountain, or on the bank of some river or

lake, in their own territories, where some distinguislicd per-

sonages, amongst their own ancestors, arc put to land. A
history thus circumstanced could not have been borrowed of

strangers. The nations must have derived it, in a direct line,

from their common parents.

When this nationality is considered, we need not wonder
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that so many people contend for the invention of those arts

which were preserved from the first ages. They are all right :

excepting that they mistake the common progenitors of man-

kind for their own national ancestors; and of course, whatever

is due to the former, is consigned, to the latter.

But the very traditions themselves will furnish sufficient

<Jata to rectify the mistake.

In the time of Alexander the Great, Berosus, a Chaldean

priest, wrote the history of his country, from the remotest

times. Much of his genuine work is unfortunately lost. But

Syncellus, an author of good credit, tells us that the first book

treated of the situation of Babylonia, the fruitfulness of the

soil, its trees and plants and other commodities, and then ex-

pounded the fables and allegories which enveloped the

theology of the Chaldeans. The second book treated of Ten

Kings ofthe Chaldeans, Before the Flood. If the Chal-

deans had an exclusive right to the ten antediluvian patriarclis,

their title to the invention of all primitive arts and sciences

must certainly be good.

The Egyptians, however, will dispute the point with them.

Strike the boasted discoveries of their ancestors out of the

catalogue, and civil society could not have existed. Who
were these ancestors of theirs ? V^q need not ask the Greeks

:

let us enquire of the Egyptians themselves.

"" Manetho, in one of his books, entitled Sothis, relates

several things concerning The Empire of the Egifptians, taken

from certain coliinins, which were engraved in the sacred

dialect and in hieroglyphic letters, by Thoth, thefirst Mercurt/:

and After 'nir, Dli.uge, transcribed into books, by

•'another) Tiioth; the sou of Agalliadcmon." Euscb. P.E.i;9.
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Josephus i, 2. and Amm. Marcell, L. xxii. give us nearly

the same account of antediluvian engraving ; but we need not

go any further. ^ Whatever becomes of the authenticity of the

inscribed columns, Manetho is good authority for the tradition

of the Egyptians.

This Empire of his countrymen, and the Great Thoth, the

inventor of their arts, and the recorder of their history, like

the ten kings of Berosus, existed before the deluge.

The Greeks in general are proud of borrowing ; but some-

times they put in their claim for the discovery of primitive

and important arts. Their claim shall be allowed^ when they

have persuaded us that Deucalion and Pyrrha, zcho atone

escaped the universal delnge, were Greeks, and brought their

vessel to land on Mount Parnassus.

The Phoenicians are another favourite nation with all anti-

quaries. They boast their title to many important discoveiies:

but it appears that their discoveries also mount up to the very

first age of mankind, and therefore were antediluvian.

Sanchoniathon, a very old Phoenician historian, in a frag-

ment preserved by Eusebius, gives an allegorical account of

the earliest ages, by which it appears that the traditions of

this people were not less absurdly national than those of their

neighbours. The Most High is represented as dwelling in

the neighbourhood of Byblos, a city of Phoenicia, even before

he had produced Heaven and Earlh.

In the age immediately succeeding the Creation, The first

Cronus (or husbandman) is attended by his Secretary liernies

Trismegistus, Thoth or Txxvto^. The author seems to use

these terms as appellations lor an inventor and recorder of art-
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and sciences ; for from henceforth we find Thoth ready upon

all occasions, in all places and in successive ages, delivering

his advice, making inventions and committing them to

He imitated [made a drawing of] the Heavens [distinguished

and described tlie constellations.] He drew the portraits of

the Gods [a series of mystical symbols] of which he foiined

the sacred characters of the letters. And all this happened

before the Second Cronus (jSoah) came into the Southern

regions (Shinar) and bestowed the kingdom of Egypt upon

Thoth.

The author having recited his allegory, which contains

much important but mysterious matter, proceeds to give us

an account of" it, in plain historical language.

^' The Cabiri, or the seven sons of Sydic (p*7y, the Just one)

and Asclepius their eighth brother were the first, who, by the

command of Thoth, transmitted the memory of all these

things by their writings.

" The son of Thabion, the first hierophant {Tuv air muio^

ytyovoruv <l>oi»xwv) of the most remote ancestors of the Phoeni-

cians, converted these memorials into allegories, and blending

them with natural phaenomena, delivered them to those who

celebrate the orgies, and to the prophets who preside over the

sacred mysteries.

*' These men studying to promote (Tf^ov) blind admiration,

banded ihem down in this form to their successors, and to

those who were initiated. One of these (initiates) was Isiris,

the inventor of three letters, and the brother of Chna (Canaan)

the first v,ho hud the name of Phoenician."
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The country, the charadlcr and the antiquity of this author

entitle the fragment before us to the highest respe6t, amongst

poetic histories. Sanchoniathon was a Phoenician, and a

most diligent searcher andfaithful transcriber of the records of

his country, and is supposed to have hved 300 years before

Homer. We have then no room to appeal, from his autho-

rity, to any Greek or Roman writer, respecting the opinions

of the old Phoenicians.

We are here informed that the discoveries and the records

ascribed to Thoth, or Hermes Trismegistus, whatever they

may have been, originated in the first ages of mankind, long

before the Phoenicians or tlie Egyptians became a distin<il

nation.

For the memorial of these things was first committed to

writing—and afterwards converted into allegories, and in this

form delivered to the priests, who handed them down in suc-

cession, to the time of Isiris the brother of Chna or Canaan,

the patriarch of the Phoenicians.

This Isiris, whom Sanchoniathon elsewhere calls Misor,

could be no other than the father of the Egyptian family, and

consequently their first King and their first Priest. He there-

fore united in his own person the characters of

—

Mizraim, the

Brother of Canaan, and the Father of the Egyptians:

Osiris, the deified ancestor of the Egyptians:

Thoth, the son of Agathodemon, or the good genius, their

first national instructor, Avho transcribed the records, and

enforced the precepts of his gieut antediluvian predecessor,

and
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That Thoih, upon whom tlie second Cronus or Noah first

bestowed the kingdom of Egypt.

This distinguished personage, agreeably to the testimony of

the Phojiiician historian, may have adually augmented the

primitive alphabet, b}' the invention of three new letters ; for

it is well known, that the alphabet which Moses brought out

of Egypt, contained more letters than were originally used by

other ancient nations.

However this may have been, it is clear, from "the pre-

ceding quotations, that the local and national pretensions of nil

these people to original invention must, in a great measure,

be removed from their private ancestors, and lestored to the

common fathers of the human race.

And thus their traditions may be rendered consistent with

each other, and with the history of the Old Testament, For

it has already been observed, that there is not perhaps one

single art, or a sinsjle branch of science which mav be traced

to any nation of high antiquity, tiiat is not expressly men-

tioned or clearly alluded to, in the book of Job; and that, in

this book, the knowleds-e of tliiuGrs huuum and Divine is not

ascribed to any contemporary order of men ; but to the search

of the long-liveii fathers of mankind, and to tlie tradition of

the great patriarchs, to zchom alone the earth was given.

The above passage of Sanchoniathon furnishes occasion of

remarking another trait which disfigured tiie theology, philo-

sophy and traditional doctrines of all nations, and in time

produced the most pernicious eil'ects. I mean the veil of

secrecy under which they taught, and the use of allegory,

figurative titles and mystical symbols. By means of tliese^

the truth was concealed i'rom the eyes and ears of the people.
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ttlio, consequently, soon began to mistake the shadow for

the substance, and to perceive a multitude of Gods, where

only the various relations and operations of one God, and the

phenomena and changes of Nature, were originallj- intended.

All this is well accounted for by the grave historian.

Long before the division of the nations, before Chna set*

tied in Phoenicia or Thoth in Egypt, plain matter of facl had

been converted into mysterious Allegory, and sacred and

historical truth blended with the symbols of seasons, revolu-

tions of the heavenly bodies, and the like. This mystical

do6lrine was delivered to the priests who kept the key of

knowledge, and who most criminally encouraged popular

delusion (Toy rv^ov av^av ix vcuroi imioovvrei;) Studying above all

things to promote astonishment and admiration. Xlic intro-r

du6liou or the revival of sucii a^nigmatical lore was, perhaps,

diat evil IMAGINATION of man's heart which was reproved

immediately after the deluge. Gen. viii. 21,

Notwithstanding these and similar blemishes, it may be

determined, upon the whole, that the descendants of Noah,

who first planted the nations, had been habituated to the

forms and institutions of social and cultivated life, and that

they carried with them, to their respective habitations, much
valuable information, which they had therefore an opportu-

nity of transmitting to tlieir children.

It will be obsened that in many of the more distant nations^

the manual arts, and couscquently, the conveniencies of

society were soon depressed, far bclov/ the standard I have

laid down. Tiiis may very readily be accounted for. Me-
chanism of all kinds depcn^ls much upon external inoauSj

particularly upon the use of the harder metals.
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These were well known before the separation of mankind,

and there can be no doubt, that the JSoachidae furnished

lliemsclvcs with those implements which they might have

occasion for. But what the present family carried in their

hands, ^vould by no means supply the fuliirt nation. Some

Ages may have elapsed, and the metallargic mystery may
have been forgotten, before they discovered veins of ore in

their new settlements. Merchants from the central regions

vvould not begin to traffic with strangers, till they became

sensible of some wants of their own; and then they would

visit only such countries as were provided with commodities

to reward their labour. Many remote nations were then

compelled to have recourse to the stone hatchet and the

wooden spade. What remains of metal they might still

possess only glittered occasionally in the hands of their chiefs.

But inteile6tual acquisitions were nol so necessarily subjc(5l

to decay. They depended less upon the produdions of

nature and the ioih

Hi!?tory might long survive in tradition, religion in its

teneis and discipline, philosophy in its maxims, and sciences

in their principles.

In the b;ick settlements or" America we find men accommo*

dated like savages, but informed as members of civil society;

and in aucic'nt authors we read of siiges, ot" no mean tame,

rcsiduig amongst rude and barbarous nations.

Primitive tradition, of whatever kind, was preserved with

more or less purity, owing to a variety ot' circumstances,

which aroHC )^xv,m local situauon, the various means ot sub-

siste:ice, ;;iid the various taleias and dispositions ot men.

vSome nations uniionniy revtreu tiie uiititutions of their an-
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ccstors, others became ambitious of distinguishing themselves

by new inventions, and improvements, and ot course despised

the simphcity ot" former times, and a third sort contented

themselves with satisfying tlie wants and gratifying the

appetites and passions of nature, upon the most easy terms,

and so degenerated into the savage state.

The Greeks and Romans from whom we derive much of

our learning, and many of our errors respecting the early

ages, at one period of their histor}', were not far removed

from this character. Tlieir avowed want of information as to

the remote events of history, and their readiness to adopt a

heterogeneous mass of fable and superstition from their neigh-

bours, furnish tiie clearest proofs tliat they had broken the

chain of ancient lore. How could it have been otherwise ?

—

The states of the former people, at one time, were little more

than conipanies of pyrates, and the latter owed their being to

a band of robbers.

In the preceding sketches, I have endeavoured to state my
reasons for receiving with some limitation several popular

opinions, and amongst the rest, a theory which has been

conceived by distinguished genius, and supported by a pro-

fusion of learning, and which deduces all that was valuable

amongst the ancient nations, from the house of Ham, and

from the confederates of Nimrod.

I feel no pride in singularity. It is with regret, I differ ia

some particulars from incn whose talents and erudition I con-

template with the profoundest reapec^ and my pen hesitates

while 1 suggest a suspicion that there is some defect in the

groundwork of the system I have just mentioned.

Must we receive it as a matter of f u.^;, that all rule and au-

n 2
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thority amongst the nations devolved to that family, which

was prophetically doomed to be tlie servant of servants to tlieir

brethren i

Has it ever been the peculiar province of the same people

to innovate and to preserve? If not, how siiall we ascribe all

traces of primitive tradition to those apostates, who rejected

the wisdom of their fathers and bewildered themselves with

new inventions—all arts and sciences to those men whose

plans and designs were utterl}' overtlirown—all the remains of

one universal language to those, whose language was so con-

founded that tiiey could not understand one another's speech

;

or all established and well-regulated society to those who,

first of all,, tumultuousl}' assembled under the banner ol" an

impious rebel, and afterwards were scattered abroad over the

face of the earth ?

Or if we turn our view to profane history, can it be ima*

gined that the Gods and the sons of the Gods who vanquished

and dispersed the rebellious giants, and those giants themselves,

were not only one and the same people, but frequently the

same individuals; and that, by being thus self-vanquished

and self-destroyed, the same giants became Lords of the

world?



ESSAY,

ON THE ORIGIN OF THE CELT^E:

THEIR

INSTITUTION OF DRUIDISM:

AND THEIR

PRETENSIONS TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF LETTERS.

Sect. L Prdimiiiary remarks Origin of the Celtcz-

Remarks upon the European Scytha.

A Ketrospe6l into the early periods and state of Britain--^

the character, the arts and the customs of its primitive

inhabitants, is not an exercise of idle and simple curiosity;

but of critical importance, in the pursuit of historical and

philosophical truth. It not only delights the imagination

with a view of our hills, valleys and plains, as they presented

themselves to the eye three thousand years ago, and shews to

us the simple native, in his first occupations ; but also points

out the origin, progress and improvement of such knowledge

as, to this day, constitutes the ornament and the comibrt of

society.

H 3
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I therefore trust, that no apology will be required for

attempts, even by me, to discriminate fa6ts, relative to the

Celtic Nation ; the original possessors of the British Islands,

and the remote progenitors of many of their present occupiers.

The Governments, the Institutions and Customs of that

nation were, in great measure, obliterated by the Komans,

who discovered but little curiosity, either to examine the

history of strangers, whom they despised, or to enter minutely

into the value of estabhshments,^which had been doomed, by

their decree, to ruin. Consequently the notices which they

have left us, respe6ling the Celtae, are slight and supeificial.

These documents, however, such as they are, have been at-

tentively weighed; and men of discernment have engrafted

upon them one general conclusion, " That the Celtee, though

comparatively to others, a simple race of men, zcere possessed

of some useful knowledge, 7iot common to them zcith neighbours

more polished, and uhich deserved a better fate than total

oblivion
."

Repeated endeavours have been made, by ingenious men,

to develope some of their attainments : but the lamps of

Greece and Rome throw a, faint gleam over the field; and

what is dinrly perceived must be erroneously described.

The mass of the people, not being much raised above a

condition of servitude

—

pane serveorum loco—were but little

informed, and as little ambitious of that refinement or culti-

vation in their manners, which could have procm'ed them no

honourable distinctions.

But their " Equites" or Nobility are described, in a manner

which entitles them to respect. They were by no means

destitute of cuhurc and of science. In tliis order all the
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power seems to have centred. For though, in some of their

states, their supreme or chief magistracy was eledlivc, yet the

prince was chosen out o( privileged fathilies, and by constir?

tueiits of equal rj^nk.

To this rank belonged their celebrated order of Druids.-

—

In this rank they originated. Their disciples were the

*' Most Noble.*" They were educated, with incredible

vigilance and care, for the most sacred offices. It was th^

immediate and selc(5led province of those whq were admitted

into the order, to record and perpetuate the customs, tradi-

tions, and general history of the nation, from the time of

their first progenitors—to administer Justice—to superintend

the due execution of the Laws—to encourage virtue and

punish vice—to inculcate religious and moral precepts—to

dire6l the ceremonies of piety and enforce its duties.

Their studies embraced those elevated objeds which liad

engaged the attention of the world in its primitive age—The

nature of the Deity-r-of the human Soul—of the future State

—of the heavenly bodies—^of the terrestrial globe, and of its

various producitions. Their conceptions were great an4

sublime, their speculations comprehensive in their sphere,

pervading most of the arts and sciences which had interested

the earliest periods. Perhaps there was uo order of nieri

amongst the heathens, who preserved the history and the

opinions of mankind, in its early state, widi more ^implicity^

and with more integrity.

The religion of the patriarchs had, indeed, been deformed

with various superstitions, by all nations. But this order>

notwithstanding their many and gross errors, appear to lia^e

retained many of its vital and essential principles.

* Mela. iii. e»
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Under a variety of relative names and characters, they

acknowledged one God, the maker of all things, and the

Ix)rd of the universe. They taught the superintendency of

Divine Providence—the immortaUty of the soul—moral re-

sponsibility, and recompence after death.

As a consequence of these principles, they observed, as

well as enjoined, the most rigid justice in their decisions, and

in their dealings with mankind*.

Their portrait, as sketched by ancient authors, has a

marked resemblance to that of other sacred orders, in tlie

most remote ages and countries.

Dr. Borlase demonstrates their general and close analogy to

the Magi of Persia. It almost constituted identity. They

scarcely differed in their name; for Pliny calls the Druids the

Magi of the Cauls and Britotisf,

The most able author of the Indian Antiquities, marks, with

deep and sound learning, the same affinity between the

DruidiS and Brachmans of India. It may be extended to the

CJuikleam, and the Orphic Priesthood of Thrace, as well as

to many others.

As this resemblance of chara<5ler has been justly deemed

both too perfe(5l and general, to be resolved into accidental

co-incidence, it has been the ingenious labour of many learned

men, to ascertain the several means, by which the institutions,

opinions and customs of the Eastern world have been imported

into the JVcst of Europe.

* Mela, ubi sup, Cses, Dc Bello Gal. VI. and Dr. Borlase passim,

t L, XXX, C. 1,
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But may it not be asked, if the most peculiar instances of

similarity, tlius noticed between the East and the West, do

not refle(^ the general character of the patriarchal age^ and

primitive man^ before his family had separated? If so, why

should we derive universah from particulars'^ The distant

branckes of a spreading oak, notwithstanding the diversity of

shape which they acquire, from their exposure to diifereut

winds, have still a mutual resemblance, in their texture, their

foliage, and their fruit; which they derive, not from each

other, but from the parmt acorn.

Do we not find this primitive character, so deeply impressed

upon the Celtae, so general through their land, and at so

early an age, as to make it impossible for the dj'e to have

been fixt by wandering navigators, or the local settlement of

a few strangers, whose obje6l was profit, and who must them-

selves have been objects of distrust ? As all nations originally

came from one stock, and, at an age, when the habits of

society were developed, would it not be reasonable to conclude,

that some general customs and opinions of the human race

were naturalized in the land, by the first families who settled

in the Western Continent ?

The Greeks had been a powerful people at Marseilles, many

centuries before Csesar's time. The ancient inhabitants, who

remained in the land which tkei/ occupied, may have leaint

several arts and habits from them: But the vicinity of those

Greeks appears not to have eife6led any change in the Religion

or the Charader of the Gaulish Nation.

Abating then for these instances in which histoiy demon-

strates their obligation to exotic aid, I cannot refuse to tlie

Celtaj and their Druids, the lull credit which is due to tliem,

for having preserved tho!>e genuine features of primeval
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hhtory, which they are known to have possessed. These are

features marked, and clear enough, to point them out as a

nation reguUirly constituted under the auspices of its pa-

triarchs. Tiiey could not have oi'iginated in tiiose fugitives

who had been driven out from society, or have reached their

Western destination, in the character of unconneded and

unprincipled savages.

The perplexity and scantiness of ancient evidence leave so

much obscurity in the earliest account of nations, that, when

the subjec^t has been handled by men of consununate abilities

and of accute research, the discussion has generally closed

in doubt at the best. 1 must therefore bespeak the candour of

my Headers, in their judgment of the out/ines which I have

endeavoured to trace, concerning the origin of the Celtae^

and of the arguments which I offer in support of my opinion,

that the fundamental principles of Druidism accompanied that

jiation, from its -eery source. And 1 deem it a fortunate cir-

cumstance, that my objecJii and plan do not require of me to

enter minutely, or deeply, into these topics.

The Celtae, whether under that name, or called Cimmcrii^

Gala, Briges, Brigantes; or known by other, and very nu-

merous designations, appropriated either to the whole, or to

ccitain branches of the nation, are described as an extensive

and powerful Race, of Europe, and as constituting some of

its fiist inhabii.ants. The aiicient Greeks appear to have

pl:i' ed tlicni almost alone, in our \vei:[crn continent, winch

they disUnguished by their name. Ephorus dividing the

world into foui parts, ahotied the Western to the Celtac.

iiilrab. L. i.
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Ptolemy calls that whole part of the worlds which is com-

monly known by the name of Europe^ Celtica, or CtUo-

Qalatia.—Quadripart. L. ii. C. '2.

The Celtge were then the principal Europeans known to tlie

Greeks, exclusive of their own families. We must therefore

inquire into the original population of Europe, in order to

Ihid out the parentage of the Celtae. And this appears to be

delineated in the tenth chapter of Genesis^ that fountuin-head

of universal geography.

The sacred Penman enumerates those heads of separate

families, amongst the Noachida;, by whom the Earth was

divided, after the jiood. He describes them by those names

which the nations that sprung from them, or the countries

they severally occupied, retained in his time. By those

parts of the earth which he calls D'*Un >'K, or the hies ofiltc

Gentiles, it is understood that he means Europe, and its

adjacent Islands. Tiiese were divided by the Sons and

Grandsons of Japjhdh, or rather by Gomer and Javan, azid

their sons—" In tiiehi lands, every one after his tongue,

after their families, in their Nations.'" This division must

have been regularly conducted. It must have taken place in

the time of tlie patriarchs here mentioned, for the act wa)5

theirs, and the nations retained their names to the time of

Moses—nay many of them long afterwards, for we find them

recognized by History and Geography.

Javan is well known as the parent of the Greeks. From him

the name Iwve? was applied anciently to ai! the several branches

of that nation. It extended into Macedon and Thrace*.

I'jjiii; mxXovv. Ihyich. V. Iwvsj.

EtTiEixo;? ^£ 'ci BaroajciTon; EAArijaj luvxq 'hiywa'i, Hesych. V. tana,

UaiToii EA>.xt«s laoKtj 'oi B«^C»go; iKdhcvv, Schol, in Achcrn. Aristoph,
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This family were not called Cdt(R nor Cimmefii. If

CeltaB were known, iii part of their territories, by the names

of T»T«7jf, r>iy«£t?> or natives of the land, they were still re-

garded as intruders, and described as mm of might, who

retained possession rather by force, than by a lawful claim to

itj and who were, upon that account, justly expelled.

We must look then for the Celtae amongst the descendants

of Gomer. The word "lOj implying tofnish, to come, or bring

to an end or conclusion, may intimate the situation intended

for the posterity of this patriarch, at the end of the Earth. A
people named from Gomer would be D'")DJ or >*ioj Gomerini

or Gomeri, and it could be shewn, in a multitude of instances,

that C or iC in the Celtic, and other European languages,

occupies the place of the Hebrew :i. Cymri or Kimnicrii may
then be nothing more than Gomerii.

Were not the name of Celtae acknowledged by the people

of Gaul, it might, with reasonable conjecture, be derived

from n^D, synonymous with *1DJ ; ri^D, A finishing. An End ;

»nVD, Celta, men of the extremity—^"ot tcrpf^urai. Cilct (Kilet)

in the language of the Celtaj themselves, implies Extremt

Corners or Retreats, and \ think also, J^orthern regions.

Be this, however, as it may, Josephus, who may be deemed

ail able critic in Hebrew geography, declares that those whom
the Greeks called Galatse or Celtje were descended from

Gomer.

We read of tbree sons who divided the patrimony of Gomer,

or of three nations which descended from him, namely

Ashkenaz, Riphath and Togarinah. These of course were

equally entitled to the name of GomeritiE. But as the

Western, or ow Celtae, appeaji* to have becu one separated
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nation^ we must endeavour to discriminate their progenitor,

amongst the sons of Gomer.

Tlie original seat of Ashkenaz appears to have been situated

in Bitliynia, which preserved his name to a late period of the

Jewish annals.

Kiphath's patrimony is, at this da}-, acknowledged by the

Jews, who call Germany by his name. It is probable this

name originally applied to the Eastern division of that exten-

sive region, which the ancients entitled Germany, as the part

best known to the Israelites, an Asiatic people. And here

some vestiges of it seem to be retained in the Carpathian

TD^D mountains, and perhaps the Riphean hills, further

^'orth. Here then wc may fix tlie seat of Riphath, whose

descendants, in that situation, could not have been the Goths,

They were not in possession of Germany, in the time of

Mosesv Kiphath was piobably the Sarraatian stock, which,

at this day, continues to occupy that ground, a race which

could not even be attacked without extreme temerity, an<i

whose land presented but little incitement to enterprize.

That the Sarmataj held these territories before the asrsran-

dizement of Gothic power, we have reason to conclude. .

AMietlier some of their colonics had already crossed the

JJanube, and had carried their language into Illyricum or

Pannonia may be more questionable. But tlie Wendi, or

descendants from the ancient f aiedi, speak the Sarmatic

language, at tiiis very moment, though surrounded by Gothic

rations. It is not pretended that, at any time, this handful

of men penetrated into the possessions of the Goths, or ac-

quired an establishment by victories. Conquerors take the

best, the richest, the most accessible juid the most open parts

ef the distji-i(5l obtained, and there maintain a superiority of
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po'wer, ff they mean to hold what they have acquired. But

the situation, as well as the condition, of tliis race, and their

fir^t name, comhine in proving them relics ot" the foruier hi-

habitants, or aboriginal. The SarmattE then, or Sclavones^

were those whom the Goths found in the land of Riphath, or

tiie Eastern division of ancient Germany, and the diversity of

their language proves them no parents of the Western Celta?^

thougii it has a degree of affinity with the Celtic, which

intimates that, once they were contiguous families.

Togarraah is claimed as their patriarch by the inhabitants

of those countries which lie between the Euxine or Caspian

seas. This appears to be demonstrated, in a masterly paper,

the work of Mr. Granville Penn, to which 1 refer my own

Readers for the authorities*. From this country have sprung,

as it is generally understood, the European Scythians, Goths

or Germans. Perhaps they have nearly retained the name of

llieir progenitor. 3 affixed, being equivalent to the prelix

ti, ?n0"ij,, German, must be the same word as nD"ijn, Togarmah,

perhaps from D")J, to be bony or stro?ig. It may at all events

be sarely concluded, from the language of this Race, that in

Togarmah we have no parent of the fVestcrn Celtcc.

We must return tlien to Ashkenaz, whom Josephus calls

A<;y(o^:a,^x.i, aud the Greeks perhaps A<x«v(o?. His name is

understood to keep possession of tlie A&canian or Euxine sea,

as well as of the nook which lies between thatxsea and the

Propontisf. When Ashkenaz occupied this position, the

* Oiient. Coll. v. 2. p. 143.

i Ascania, a city of Troas. Suph of Phrygia. Hesyck.

Ascania; insulas, before Troas. Plin.

Ascanias sinus, by Nicca. Ascanius Lacus, between Phrygia and Mysia.

Arrian.

A liver, and the whole distrifl were known by that tjamc. Strabo, who
cites iroia E^piionou—Mvjoij a:»j' v5\zji> A^icxyr.io,
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^lixine bounded him on one hand, the family of Jatan oti

the other, Lud was placed in his rear and the Thracian

Bosphorus in front. This nook was never intended for the

inlieritance of the Eldest branch of the Noachidae. It was a

mere halting place upon the road.

If the name of Ashkenaz be at all conne<?t<2d witli the Celtic

language, the first of its three syllables must be regarded only

as a demonstrative article, or a particle in composition of a

similar meaning to W>i<j an individual of any kind, which is

sometimes written Wa, as in this name. And accordingly,

the families de:>cendcd from this patriarch seem to hav«

dispensed at pleasure with that article.

Ill this corner of Asia, we find the Ileneti or Vencti,

which, pronounced by a Celt would be Henet, Kyntt, or

Gwe)iet, well known tribes w^herever the Celtce are ibund.

—

The country of these Heneti or Veneti, seems to have been

tire Henydd, the origin, the source or the native region of the

Celta3. In the same district, we have the Cau-Coms, and

the Isles of the Kyahtzi.

Upon the European side of the Propontis, in the Kingdom

of Rhesus, a name which has frequently adorned the Throne

of Siluria, and the songs of the Bards, the prefecture of

Ko^vka is mentioned. Closely adjoining are the Ci-Cones,

who fought with Ulysses and with his Greeks. Their territoiy

was, at ancient periods, called Galaica, and in the time of

Herodotus, Briantic(V^, or Gallic and Brigantic, the middle

G being often melted and dropt in olcl names. This affords

presumptive testimony, and strong of its kind, that the

Ci-Cones (or hither Cones) were Gauls and Brigantes—the

Gomeritaj of whom the Western Celtic were formed.

* Lib. 7. IC7.
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Perhaps Mythology may offer us some hints respecling the

emigration of the Celtas to the West, which took place long

before the commencement of profane history. The Centimani

were ordered to depart from the neighbourhood of Thrace,

into the lower regions. They obeyed the decree without

resistance. Some time afterwards, their relations, the Qiants

who had strengthened themselves in the country, w^ere subduecj

in war, and compelled to follow them. E««To*x«?oy, Centi-.

manus, or a man with a hundred hands, beheld at a distance,

through the mist of antiquity, presents a monstrous figure, but

the character w^as once new, and must have had some resem-

blance in natme. I think these names were translated from

the Cckic.

Canllaw, in 'V^'^elsh, from Cant, a hundred, and Llaw, 9,

land, signifies A Patron, Counsellor, or Advocate.

The oldest political establishment known amongst the

Celtaj, was the Cantrev, or community of a hundred families.

The Canllaw, Centimanus, seems to have been the chief or

patron of such a community.

Tlie subdued Titans were committed to the care of

Centimani. This may imply no more than that they also

were constituted into regular societies, and settl"ed under

sunilar chiefs of their own. But to return.

As the JapetidfE divided the Isles of the Gentiles, in their

lands, after their families, each of those families must have

known its portion, to which it could plead a just claim.

—

Upon the arrival of the Couian or Kynctian family in Europe,

they found the portion of Javan lying to the South, and

reaching to the mountains of Thrace. Riphath was pitching

/«.> tents on the l\orth of the Danube, about the Carpathian
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hills. One branch of Togarmah's famil}'^ seating itself on the

banks of the Boiysthenes (the nurse of Targitaus, or Tlior-

Gut, their great ancestor) and beginning to possess the inter-

mediate region.

Tlie family o^Ashkcnaz did not find, in this neighbourhood,

that ample patrimony which they could retain in peace, and

leave to their children for ever. Their portion lay far to the

West, and the way, as yet, was open for them to go in search

of it. Part of them accordingly did set out upon that expe-

dition. After they had reached their destined acquisitions,

they still retained their generic name, for Herodotus* places

the Cynetai in the Western extremities of Europe, beyond the

Celtaj. As the Danube rises in the country of the Celta,

viewed by him, it is probable that he means the Eastern Gauls;

we must therefore look for his Cj/neta, amongst the \'\^estern

branches of the Celtcc.

The name is acknowledged by the ancient Britons.

Taliesin, a bard of the 6th century, in a poem which he

addresses to Urien, prince of Reged, calls his countrymen

Cj/?j-wys, or Echen Gj/imys—the nation of the Cyn-men.—
Cyn, in British, implying thcjirat, xheforemost part, regularly

forms Cj/wcf, for its plural, both in the Welsh and in the

Aimorican, It may be contracted familiarly to Cynt.

Aneurim, Taliesin's contemporary, in the conclusion of his

Gododin, distributes the Celtae of the British Islands into

" Cynty a Gzcyddil a Phii/diii." The Cj/nt, the Irish and

the North Britons, making the Cynt or Ci/net, the first of the

Celtic families. Amongst our old British Kinijs we find

Cyndav, Cj/netav, &cc.

* L. IV. 49.

I

o'-
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From the descendants then of Ashkeiuiz, in my opinion,

sprung the original CdtOr of the West, who. anciently possessed

the whole of Gaul, the Islands of Britain, part of Germany,

andp«r^ of Spain.

But a considerable body of this people did not leave their

Eastern possessions in peace. After the removal of tiie

Centimani, these remains of the Celtae were distinguished by

the name of Titans, They had perhaps been joined by the

real Titanian Ce/tcc, Celto-ScytJiff, or tiiose branches of the

Celtic family who had assisted in building the tower of Babel,

and had been compelled, at the dispersion, to follow their

brethren. They seem to have mustered a formidable power

against those who deemed themselves the lawful possessors of

Asia Propria, of Thrace and of Macedon*.

The wars, in those countries, between the Gods and the

Titans are themes of the ancient poets. The descriptions of

them contain many particulars, borrowed from antecedent

events and dates. They belong to the original dispersion of

the Giants from Babel. But there is a degree of local con-

sistency in the accounts, which compel me to infer, that a

national history is at the bottom. And I am hap})y to find

this, which has long been my opinion, confirmed by that of

a writer and a critic whose learning and abilities cannot be

enough admired.

Mr. Pennt has some excellent remarks upon " Those frag-

* It was in the charafler of a 'I'itan that Japctus " married Asia," or that.

In other words, a branch of his family took possession of ihe fmall distii£f,

anciently known by that name, which couiprchended little more than Phrygia,
and a pait of lydia. The first-born son oJ this marriage was Atlas, or the

eldest branch of the family were Atlanles.

Albs was the General of the Titan army against ]upTUr, Hygio. Fab. l^o.

•t Oiicnt. Coll, V. J. p. sGj.
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merits of tradition which conne6l the original occupants of

Greece with the Celtic stock."

He demonstrates that Celtic terms are still preserved in the

Orphic Tli/mns, and quotes the following authorities, in which

the Titans are acknowledged as the old Inhabitants, and

which prove, that, in them, we find the parents of tlie Celtse.

TtTr,>6f, yanj? Te, xui ovgavot; ayXaa Tfxva,

UfASTt^uv tffpoyotot <arartp^y, Orph. H. 36. 1.

Titans, illustrious sons of Earth and Heav'n,

Our Sires* Progenitors

Bag^agtxj;)/, KXi KEATON uvx(;nictv'n<; Apra,

'PwccvTa*. Callim. H. in Del. 1/2.

" Against the Greeks, then shall a future race

Of Titans, pouring from the utmost West,

Raise the barbaric sword and Celtic war."

To this I may add, that the old poets regarded the Titans

as the original and primitive race of mankind. Hence

Oj-pheus says,

E| vyum yag 'oraja <mi'Ku yivix kxtcc 3ioi;(io*, H. in Titanas.

Froxnyou are all the tribes thro\ighout the world.

AvTO(; Ksci iir^ort^ri yivtTj. Arati. Phaenom. 10.

Ot ^i 'TO-goTE^av yiytxv Tow; Tnavxi ^ajt. Schol, in Lor,

Some call the Titans the first race.

I 'I
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The names by which they were known, yr,yivn<;, Terrigena,

Sons of the Earth, imply tliat, generally speaking, they were

Indigence. Titanes may be a synonymous term. Tit, in

Hebrew and in Celtic signifies Earth, and in the latter Ilanu,

Geni, Eni—to qningforth, to be born.

These Titans, the sons of the Heaven and the Earth, or of

the Climate and the Country, and the parents of the Celta?,

according to Hesiod's account, were driven into the lozcer

part oixhe Earth, into a land already inhabited by some of

their brethren. They must therefore have been such branches

of the family as had staid behind, and had, by force, kept

possession of a land, intended only as a thoroughfare, but

were compelled, at length, to follow the rest.

The arch of the Heavens was phiced upon the shoulders of

Atlas, the chief of the Titans. The fable perhaps only inti-

mates, that he was driven to the lower or Western region

which, according to mythology, supported Heaven. It was

to the North JVest that Atlas appears to have been doomed.

—

Apollodorus, correcting authors who had written before him,

concerning the Hesperidcs, directs us to look lor Atlas, not in

Lybia, but amongst the Hyperboreans. Tuvra h r,v, ov-^ a^ ws?,

ft AtQv/i, «tA^ iwi Tov ArXavTOj iv t-'arsptofjoij, L, 2. C. 4. ^ 11.

And again—&.? ^' m^ aq Ywe^Co^ioi;?, <a^o<; ArXa^ra. In searching

for Atlas, Hercules proceeds through Illyricum to the River

Eridanus, shaping his course towards the land of the Celta*,

whom Heraclides of Pontus calls Hyperboreans. Plutarch,

in Camilla.

Alias was not then amongst the JJ'rican but the Celtic

Ijl'i/i, Libici or Libici, a people of Gallia Transpadana,

desceucUaUs of the Salui (Liv) perhaps of the S' Alpii, the
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saaie as the Tauiini, Cottii or Lepontiij in whose territory

the Rhine spmng.

The descendants of the Titan ian Japetidae may I think he

recognized in the Waldenses, the Irish, and tlic Brigantes.—
Many proofs may be given that a Celtic dialed:, allied nearly

to the Irish, once prevailed in Thrace. But I shall have oc-

casion to resume that subjedi.

In the mean time, I would offer a few remarks upon the

Goths or Germans, who are sometimes confounded with our

Celtaj, because they acquired possession of the same countries;

but w^ho were a ditTerent people, the conquerors of the Celtae,

and eventually the Lords of all JVesUrn Europe.

]\Ir. Pinkerton, who has made the histor}' of this people the

subje(5i; of his research, delivers it as his opinion, that Asia

gave them birth. To his learned Dissertation I request the

attention of the reader, for proof that the Goths, the Gcta; of

Thrace, and Scythians of Little Tartary were the same.

The Geta3 were, to a late period, seated in a confined part

of Thrace, where their manners, and iheir opinions distin-

{^uished them from the other inhabitants. See Herod. L. IV.

The appellation of Scythians, as used l)y the Greeks,

throws little, if any light upon the origin of a people. Some

authors distinguished iifty nations of that name*, many of

* Timonax De Scythis. Ap. Schol, in Apoil. Argon. IV. v. 320. The
Cimmerii, amongu others, were distinguished by this name. K<jK.fA£giot—To

Xxt'S.?^« £.&yc<. Kustath. In Dionys. v, lG~.

1 3
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whom perhaps were strangers to it. This was the case with

our European Scythians. " Tliey called themselves Scoloti,

after one of their Kings; but the Greeks named them

Scvthse. Herod. iV , 6.

If, by the genuine Scythae, we are to understand, with some

respedlable writers, the old Giants of Babel, it is evident from

the whole tenor of the Edda, that the Goths considered them-

selves as a race perfe6tly distinct from them : with Giants,

answering this description, their Gods and their Heroes were

avowedly acquainted, but held them in such abhorrence, that

it was deemed meritorious to violate solemn oaths, treaties and

the sacred laws of hospiUilit}', that favourite impulse of the

nation, where a Giant was concerned, or secretly to murder

him in cold blood.

Perhaps the real Scythaj, who were dispersed from Babel,

over the face of the Earth, intermixed more or less with their

relations, in every country ; but as the connection wi\s gene-

rally esteemed a disgrace, few nations would own it, or hud

tbem at home. They would rather seem to discover them, at

a little distance, or amongst neighbours.

The account which tlie Scoloti gave of their own origin,

was. That when the country was yet uninhabited, one

Targitaus son of the liiver Borysthencs ( i. e. whose patrimony

lay upon that River) settled there, and that they \^'crc

descended horn the vounofcst of his three sons—that, of all

nations, they were the most recent, and that not more than a

thousand years had elapsed between the time of their founder

Targitaus, and the expedition of Durius. Ilcrod. IV. 5, 0".

We cannot much depend upon the accuracy of their chro-

nology; but as they were fond of Glorv, such a tale, related
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b}'^ tliemselves^ must prove that no distinguished name was

diie to them^ amongst the early nations of Europe.

Their first estabhshment, however, in that country, seems

to have been at least as early as they represented its date.—

•

Then peculiar custom of milking dicir marcs, whisli Herodotus

describes with sonie Greek embellishments, gave them tliQ

name of Jlippc-mo/gi or Mare-mi/kers. They had also tlie

Epithet of Galactophagi or Milk-eaters, because they agitated

the milk, till it was churned or coagulated, and then cat tliQ

part that was concrete. lb. IV. 2.

By these nauies. Homer describes them, as known in the

age of the Trojan war. At the beginning of the 13th Iliadj

Jupiter turns his eyes from the combatants before Troy, lie

views in succession, Thrace, the land of the Mysi (near the

Danube) the Hippcmolgi, illustrious Milk-eaters, and lastly^

the Abii. or those of the Cimmerii, who dwelt bevond them.

As these countries lay in regular succession, upon the Eu-

ropean side of the Euxine, the Hippcmolgi, according to

Homer's geography, were already seated near the Borysthenes,

the nurse of their ancestor Targitaus, and in the ancient

Sci/thia of Herodotus. But as yet they were neither a

powerful nor an extensive race in Europe.

The chief part of European Scythia had been possessed by

the Cimmerii, and had been distinguished by their name.

—

These Cimmerii were probably a devious brunch of Jslikena::,

the parent stock. They possLs.scd not only the celebrated

Crimea and the neighbourhood of the Bo>[)horus, which

preserves their name, but the land on the South of ancient

Sevthia, towards the Tvra and th(! Danube: l"or on the !);ti!k

pf tlie Tyi"i^ hiy the mouumcuts of the Cinnuciii, ^\!l() ha;i
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fallen in a political and great conflidl, which had arisen in

their territories*. From thence, and flying from the Scythians

into Asia, the survivors took their coursd to the Cimmerian

Bospliorus. ^

We have but little account of the state of this people as a

society^ but the defence of their country by walls, or a chain

of ramparts, points them out as a race, comparatively

civilized, and assiduously cultivating the arts of peace.

The time they were dispossessed by the Scythians may be

ascertained. A branch of this people who had occupied the

Soiithern shore of the Caspian sea, being harassed by the

Massa-CietcC, retired across the Araxes and penetrated into

the country of their European brethren. Upon the irru[)-

tion of this multitude, the Cmimerii were thrown into con-

sternation. Their princes took up arms to defend their

country; but the populace, who, perhaps, were held in the

same estimation as in Gaul, thought it a country not worth a

contest, and formed the resoli'.tion to emigrate. The debates

in their councils ended in a battle, and the Cimmerii were

eiilicr beaten by the Scytha>, or, as Herodotus relates it, their

princes, and multitudes of their people fell by mutual wounds.

Tiie survivors, having buried tlieir dead, on the banks of the

Tyra, took their flight over the Cimmerian Bosphorus into

Asia, and the Seytha^ took possession of the territories that

were tints deserted. Unwiiiing, however, to part with so

m;iny vassals, they pursued the fugitives, but mistaking their

wuy, tlicy left Mount Caucasus upon tiie right, and, by a

cir'uiioi'.s course, penetrated into Media. Falhng upon the

araiy of JXioces, King of the Nledes, they obtained a complete

vicicn-y (jvcr liiui, and their spoil w^^s the Sovereignty of Asia,

wh;ch tl'.L'v licld for tuenty-cigb.t years.

*Ib. IV. 11.
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The unanimous voice of Chronologists, places that en«-a^e-

ment, at tlie period of about 630 ytar^ before Christ,

As to tlie other events, namely—the irruption of the

Scythians—the battle—tlie flight of the Cimmerians, and

pui-suit of their enemies, they must in the course of things

have followed in rapid succession.

The Scythaj cannot then have been completely invested

with Cimmeria, the first considerable distrid which they held

in Europe, before the middle of the seventh Century before

Christ.

Nor was it before the Scythians returned from Asia, that a

formidable aspect could have been presented by them, in the

Western continent.

It appears that none but such as were disqualified by old

age, or tender years, had been exempted from attendance

upon the army. In the absence of the men, their women,

w'hom they had leit behind them, found it necessary to rein-

force the population, by the intercourse of their blind slavesy

the general condition oi a Seythian eaptive. By the offspring

of that intercourse, the return of the Veterans froin iVsia was

resohitel3' opposed. No masters had been left at home to

controul the licentiousness of the matrons, or to render the

spurious race harmless in war. Till the return, theieforc, of

this ami}', about 60() years before Christ, tlie Scythian power

could not have been felt in European states, beyond the

territories of the Eastern Ciimnerii.

Even to the time of Herodotus, the Geta' had been pent up

in a corner of Tiirace; and the whole district of the Si ylha^

formed a square of about oOO miles every way, but indented
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by the North West corner of the Euxine sea. It scarce

extended its western course, beyond the boundaries of Little

Tartary and Moldavia. They had not yet, in their progress,

turned the corner of the Surmatae.

It was not then, till after they had successfully derided the

menaces of Darius, and baffled the accumulated force of the

Persian Empire, that we find them beginning to meditate the

sovereignty of Europe.

Tlie name of Asi or Asiatics, that honourable distinction of

the Gothic heroes, in the North-west of Europe, was perhaps,

rather a commemoration of the fame they had gained in the

victory over Deioces, than of their Asiatic origin, which at

least was more obscure, and of which their ancestors had

preserved no tradition, when Herodotus wrote.

The general tradition of a people is seldom to be wholly

despised. If the Scythians represented themselves as natives

of Little Tartary, their descendants, the Goths, boast of tlic

acquisition of Germany, and the North West of Europe, by

their vi6loric3 over other tribes, INIallet's Northern Antiq.

Y. 1. chap. IV.

Tlie time when they lirst penetrated into these regions is

not known ; but they date their decided ^i;|)r'riority in them

from the age of their invincible leader, Odin, whose expe-

dition Torfoeus and jNI. Mallet place about 70 years before

Christ. lb. c. ii.
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Sect. II. Jittiquih/ of ilie Druidical order, amotigst tlit

Celtce—Sptciiinns of Druidical traditions preserved h\f the

JVehh—Remarks upon them—The professors of Druidism

ancient/^ knoicn by the name of Jli/perboreans.

X HE irruption of the Goths into the territories of

the ^\'estern Celtae, being an event comparatively recent,

could have had nothing to do with the national hal)its, or

national institutes of the latter. We must therefore distinijuish

the Celtic establishment Dnddism, from the Gothic mysiicisui

of the Edda,

The order of Druids, under that name, do not appear to

have been traced, or known, out of Gaul and the Islands of

Britain. The name seems to have belonged exclusivclv to

the British order, and to liase extended only where that order

w'as acknowledged. The original and primitive inhabitants of

this Island, at some remote period of antiquity, revised and

reformed their national institutes. Their priest or instructor

had hitherto been simply named Cu^y: or Gicydd, as the term

is retained by Taliesin—'^^ Bum Gwydd yngwarthan." But

it was deemed adviseable, to divide the sacred oflice between

the national or supeiior priest, and a subordinate; character,

whose influence was nujre limited. From henceforth, the

former became Der-ui/dd or Druid, which, in the language

of the people to whom we owe the term, is a compound of

Dar, Siipiii'jr, and CJwydti, a Priest or li;=;pcctor : The lalhr

was Go-hi/dd or Ovi/dd, a Subordinate Instruclor; and \va>

sometimes called .S'-/(*l or Sy-wydd, juimes familiar to the

Jj;a'ds, Tu/ii::-in imd Au< urin.
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These very terms, as well as Greeks and Romans could

spell them, have been recognized by the oldest people and

religion of Europe, and in that very country from whence

the Celtse came.

** Cotes, or according to some, Coes, a priest of the Cabiri.'*

** Samothraces horum (penatium) antistites, Suos vocabant, qui

postea, a Romanis, Salii appellati sunt." Ser'vius, ad ^n. ii.

The name then of Dniid was local, but the Religion had

a very deep root. Indeed under this name, the inliuence and

authority of the order once extended over the Tchole of Gaul.

It covered this extent of territory, as one nation. Tiie seat of

general concourse and Great Sessioji, was fixed in what the

Druids deemed a central spot*—a choice that would have

been absurd, as well as inconvenient, if tlie institution had

been confined to anj'- particular district.

These Druids themselves were Celta, of the Palriairhal or

Equestrian order. Their disciples were nobilissimi Gendsf,

Sons of the noblest families in the Nation. These alone could,

in their turn, become teachers. The order did not then

consist of Strangers, but of the most illustrious descent which

the Celta could boast. They were studious to confine their

mysteries in the Celtic pale, where their opinions were

respected, and exclude i'rom them ail but those who had been

duly initiated.

* Hi (Druidje) ccrto anni tempore, in fimbus Carnuium, qiise regio totiui

Calliae media habdur, c O N s i u e n t, in loco cotisecrato. Hue omnes undique^

^m comioveisia& habcnt, conveniunt, corumque decreiis judiciisquc parent.

Bell. Gal]. VI. J3.

i Mela iii. 2.
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111 Caesar's time, the inhabitants of Gaul had been

disturbed, in some degree, by the intercourse of strangers.

Their sacred groves had been traversed and violated by feet,

which they considered as profane. Druidisin, therefore, was

not so pure in that country as in Britain, the source of

the reformed institution, and many sous of the nobles iii

Gaul were sent hither to finish their Education. De. Bell.

Gall. L. VI.

When the Romans acquired a footing in Britain, they

found the country possessed by two nations ; the Belgaj,

originally Celt<z, but somewhat intennixt with strangers, and

an indigenous race, who declared they were born in the

Island. The title of Native is a distinction claimed by tlie

first race of a country, and justly

—

a. Jamilt/ had originally

settled : but the nation was born in the land. Amon:;st these

pure descendants of the Celtse, the Druidism of Britain was in

the highest repute. The principal seat of the order was found

in illo/w, an interior recess of that ancient race, which was

born iu the Island.

Into that sequestered scene, the Draids, who detested

warfare, had gradually retired, after the irruption of the

Belgae, and the further incroachment of the Romans. They

had retired from their ancient, magnificent seat at Abury, and

from their Circular, Uncovered Temple on Salisbury Plain, in

which the Hyperbonan sages had once chauuted their hymns

to Apollo, or Flenj/z.

An order thus cautiously withdrawing itself, into the bosom

of its primitive nation, of whom it consisted, and for whom it

was calculated, could not have owed its fundamental principles

to any foreigners, or have been willing to adopt their tenets.

The Celtae must have received this institution from their very

earliest parents.
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A mysticism similar to that of the Druids, appears to have

prevailed, amongst the Western Cimmerii or Celtse, from the

remotest antiquity.

Some of their most prominent features were—tlic intercourse,

tliey held widi souls, after death—the judgment which they

passed on the actions of men, and the inference they drew^

from their lives, respcding the changes they would undergo,

and the mode of their ultimate renovation.

In the couj't of Pluto, which alwa3^s held its Judicial seat,

in the land of the Celtai or Cimmerii, causes of this kind were

determined by incorruptible Judges, and there could be no

higher compliment paid to the most sacred chaia6lers, than to

enrol them into this high trust of Judicature. We read of

three personages thus promoted, each of whom appears, from

his birth, from his place of nativity, and from the history of

his lil'e, to have been eminent as a Ko»]{.

When Homer sends Ulysses to consult the dead, he does

not make him touch upon the celebrated shores of Egypt or

Phoenicia, though he had sailed by them. He direels him to

the coast of the IVtsteni Ocean— to Portugal or Spain—to the

land of the Cimmerii or Celtcc, and the Dominions of Pluto

or Di$, whom tlie Celta; acknowledged as their father. In

this devious course, the poet must have been guided by

ancient and prevailing opinion.

The descent of TEiieas into the Regions below, in which he

learns the mysteries of the Metempsychosis, the fortunes—the

changes—the renovations of his descendants—Dodtrines of

pure Druidism—is from a part of Italy, in which, not only

the researches of Strabo, but, perliaps, Virgil himself placed

one branch of the Cimmerii.
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This gi-eat Bard was born in Cis-Alpine Gaul, avA seems,

in his j'outh, to have courted the GauHsh Muse, till he found

that she would not advance his fortune—a very un poetical

ground of desertion

—

Galatea reliquit:

Namque—fatebor enim—dum me Galatea tenebat.

Nee spes libcrtatis erat, nee cura pcculi.

*' Galatea was the mother of the Celta;." Appian. Bell. Illjr.

Tiie same poet mentions the GaUicum Tau, in a passage of

his CatalcSia, which Ausonius, the Gaulish Bard, proposes

as an ainigma to his learned friends. This Tan Wcis the

symbol of the Druidical Jupiter. It consisted of a huge,

giant oak, deprived of all its branches, except only two large

ones, which, though cut off" and separated, were suspended

from the top of its trunk, like extended arms*.

"WTiethcr, from these passages, we do, or do not infer tliafc

Virgil had studied in the mysticism of Druid tore, he, at

least, intimates clearh'^, in the Sixth iEneid, that he was

touching upon Druidical mysteries.

It was necessary the hero should obtain a branch of

misselloe, as the means of his introduction to the court of

Pluto. Tiie poet minutely describes this plant, but instead of

risking a full explanation^ by fixing its name, he says it

resembled the misselloe.

Discolor uncle aurl per ramos aura refulsit.

Quale solet sylvis, brumali frigore, viscum

* Sec Berlese p. 108, for the authorities.
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Fronde virere nova~, quod non sua semlnat arbor,

Et croceo fcetu teretes circumdare truncos;

TaKs erat species auri frondentis, opaca

like. Mn. VI. 204.

Tills was not only misseltoe, but the misseltoe of the oaf:,

which few, besides iEneas and the Dmids, have had the good

fortune to find. Tlie Prince was diredled in his search for it,

by those sacred birds which fed upon its fruit, and in whom
tlie seed was again prepared, for future vegetation.

All the accounts of Orpheus agree with Druidism : and we

could expe6l no less; for the Celtai or Ciinmerii were the first

inhabitants of the country in which Orpheus flourished, and

some of them continued their abode, in the same region, till

this renowned character was no more.

Eusebius mentions an irmption of the Cimmerii into ^4siay

about 100 years after the war of Troy, and Eustathius, alluding

to this irruption, in his comment upon Dionysius, quotes the

authority of Arrian for proof, " That not only the Mysi and

Thri/ges, but also the Thracians went out of Europe into Asia,

with Patarus tiieir leader, when the Cimmerii over-ran

Asia," Under this Generic name, then, the tribes of Thrace

had hitherto been included.

Herodotus, L. IV, 13, cites the testimou}" of Aristeas the

Trocounesian, that the Cimmerii had once dwelt £w» m >ot»:j

SaXa??*;, '^ On the South sea," or " On the South side of the

sea" till they left that country, when disturbed by the

Sci/tliiam, who were pushed forwards by other Northern

invaders.—This Jristeas lived before Homer.

Under die name of Orpheus, who flourished in so many
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ages, and taught so many things, may be iinclerstoocl^ a sacred

order of men, similar to the Magi, the Druids, and others.

—

This celebrated charader is represented as having lost his wife..

The wife of an order of Sages would, in the language of

mythology, imply their Science, dieir doctrine or their dis-

cipline. The very name Eurydicc, which appears to be a

compound of Evgy? Latus, and ^(x^j, mos jure receplus, will

perhaps justify a conjetiure, that in the image of Orpheus'

wife, is typified his coviprehemive discipline.

The bereft husband goes not in search of his wife, into

Phoenicia, Egypt, Chaldea or India. He descends into the

Dominions of Pluto, into the Country of the Cimmerii or

Celta:;; though Virgil, to diversify his picture, sends liiin to

the Cimmerii who dwelt upon the North of the Euxinc.

—

Amongst them, Orpheus discovered his Eurydice, and might

have restored lier to Thrace, if he had not failed in a material

part of his probation.

It is acknowledged that such talcs are not History; but they

are founded upon traditions of the mythological and heroic

ages—traditions which existed long before Greece could boast

of a single historian, and which uniformly intimate, that a

mystical dodlrine, similar to that which Diiiids of the historical

ages are known to have taught, had prevailed amongst the

Celta?, or Cinmierii of Europe, from the remotest periods.

These are some of the reasons which induce me to be of

opinion, that our Druids, either under that name, or the more

ancient and general appellations of Bards and Gicyddiun, had

been the wise men of the West, ever since that continent was

first peopled ; and that our Celtic parents brought the lund;i-

mentals of their religion, when they imported their own

persons and families, into Gaul: though, at later pciiod^,

they modified some particulars, and adopted some innovatioas.
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The monuments, no'vv remaining, of the Oltac, are such

as can be ascribed only to an original and primitive race.

Their Cromlechs, their Logans, the rough pillars, that are

still found, as well in Britain, as upon those parts of the

Continent which the Celta; once occupied, are the ercftions

of an early age, or at least, of a people who had retained the

simplicity of patriarchal times.

The inhabitants of Syria, taken in its most ample extent,

ereded unhewn pillars in their sacred groves :—they had,

theieibre, once, a custom that was common to them, with

many other primitive nations.

But had the works at Abury or Stonehenge displayed their

rude magnificence, in S^'ria, in Egypt, Chaldea or India—
not in Britain; critical discernment would have pronounced

them, of antiquity superior to that of sculptured and lettered

cohunnsL, tlie pyramids and their highly polished marbles, or

any other surviving miracles of those renowned and opulent

countries.

To those antiquaries, who ascribe our British monuments to

any Eastern race whatsoever,! would thereiore take the liberty

of recommeudiiig a more accurate regard for historical truth.

Works like these must have been formed, in the taste of

the age, and the country, of their constru(!:tors. JSone would

have taken such increcUble pains to exiiibit, in a land of

}^trangcrs, a mode and style of arehitectiue which had becom.;

obsohte in their cvmi; and which their ancestors had aban-

doned for a course oi ages.

These monmnents, thus rude in their workmanship, display

that species of dreat and iSinipic united, which is the cha-
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ra(5ler of such designs, at an early age. They must tlicrcfore

have been the work of tlic natives, not of others. lor,

however the arts maj^ liave sunk in the h^ter Celta*, their

patriarch, as well as the father of the Egyptian, Ciiakkan or

Indian, was tlie son of a civihzed i'ainily : and in the hne of

his descendants, tlie scit?ic€ of the Soadduce was, unques-

tionably, in great measiue, preserved.

If the.CeltiD then wanted artificers to execute with elegance,

they could not want musters of design, or of poucr to devise

plans of edifices like these, with judgment and skill.

The nature of Dnddical traditions demonstrate, that the

Druids were Celta?, and that their progenitors had been

present with this nation from its very source. Thus, for

instance, we are told by Ciesar

—

" GalU sc or/incs ab Dite

patrc prognatus predicant, idquc a Dnddibus proditnm

dicujtt." The Gauls afiirm that Pluto or D/s was their

common progenitor, and refer this account of themselves to

the tradition of the Druids.

Had the original Druids been any other than CeltK or

Gauls, they would rather have preserved the history or tradi-

tion of their ozcn origin. They could have given no account

of the /(/^/((tr of a nation whom they found, already formed.

But this was a Celtic and ualioiKtl tradition, and such as

could not have been preserved by strangers.

Yet so much were tlie Druids interested in this account,

that ^ve i'lnd them pros idiug lor its pcrpeiaity by incorporating

it with a national custom, and thus iui|)re.-<N,ng upon the lua^s

of the [jcople, the memory of their (Jcscent—" 0/> cant

caumtu, sp/ilia o/ii)d:; toi.pnri^, noii )iniiuro dicnnu scd

,NoeTii;M, fndnnt : dits ii(ilaU<, it iiniis,uin el unnond)!.

initio, sic oO^uvant, ut noci i.m dies ^idi^uji'jdur.^^

i; '2
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The custom of* measuring periods^ b}- tlic mimLer of iiigbt^^

ill preiercnce to that of days, may not have been peculiar to

the Celta^: but the inference they drew from it is clear—

•

That ill the J I at their common ancestor found his portion

assigned.

In order to shew the nature and tlie aiiflientlcity of tlii;^

account, respecting the origin of the Gauls, it will not be

improper to observe, that, imder the chara(!?ler of "Saturn,

the heatliens preserved the history of Noah. Saturn divide<l

the world amongst his three sons. The eldest of these was

J)is or riuto, and for his share he had Europe—the Western

or lozcer region. Thus he became the parent of tl\e firsl

Europeans, and consequently of the Ga'uh.

This exactly falls into the jNIosaic lilstory.

The whole Earth was divided between three sons ol' Noali.

Japheth,, who was the eldest of them, inherited Europe, or

the Isles of the Gentiles. He was therefore progenitor of the:

Gauls.

Here we have a real history which the Druids, as Celta',

preserved, ever since the period of tiie primary allotment

:

and the device by which it was imprest, prevails amongst the

Welsh to this day. They call a week, zci/th-nos, Eight nights:

a fortnight, pi/fhezcnos, Fifteen nights-^thnt is, they circum-

scribe their periods In' the night on which they commence and

expire, according to the usage of the ancient Gauls.

^' But what—it may be asked—is the peculiar conne6lion

between the night and the portion of Dis r"

I answer, diat, as the \vholc of Europe lay directly west of
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Asia, it was overshadowed by the darkness of the night, ^\;hen

the morning arose upon tlie Eastern habitations of the

Noachidse : and the evening sun would appear to descend, in

its progress towards the zcestcrn continent, as to a lozver' sphere.

Hence the portion of Japheth, or of Dis, obtained the

description of a lower llegion

—

the land of Shades and of

Night.

Such was the huid of the Cimerii, tlie children of Dis.

It has frequently been remarked, that, in tlie general

mysticism of the Druids, and in many of their customs, there

is close analogy to those of the JMagi, the Braclunans, the

Egyptian Priests, Svc. I do not deny thefa6I, but I conceive

that these traits of analogy were impressed upon mankind,

before the families of the Earth were divided. And I cannot

but regret, tliat when pains have been taken, and Fancy

called in, to shew what the Jlborigines of Europe may have

borrowed from the Ea%t, it has hardly been tlie objecl of a

moment's attention, amongst the learned, in this peculiar

class, to ascertain what those Europeans had of their own.—
Many of the fundamental customs, and inveterate opinions

oftheCeltffi, appear to have been once universal. I would

not therefore, unless compelled by the unequivocal decree of

historical proof, refer them to any particular source. And,

as to their general mysticism, 1 have quoted already a well

accredited fragment of iSanchoniathon, which contains the;

elements of all the mystical theology in the ancient world.

—

It is there told us, that the Ilistor//, Theolog// and PhUosopln/

of the first ages had been converted into jnyiitic allegories;,

and this, at so early a period, that hicis, or Mizraini, tiv:

Brother of Canaan, was amongst those who received them in

that form. The Patriarchs of the other Nations, whether in

the East or in tlu' !i est, had an equal opportunity of duino-

the same.
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But, if it must be insisted upon, that a chain of communi-

cation united the Magi, Biachmans and our Druids, it must,

I thiuK, be a chain drawn through Jlsia Blinor, and Thrace

or Macedon, the countries through which the Celtaj came,

and in which tradition acknowledges the remains of their

family and religion.

Tlie Druids are not represented as Inventors. They were

the jealous preservers of early and primitve discipline, tradi-

tions, do6lrines, customs and opinions. Their method of

instruction was by symbols and by enigmas, or dark allegories*,

by ancient songs, and maxims orally delivered, and in

private ; but which they deemed it unlawful to reduce into

writing, or communicate out of their own palef.

Of the lessons thus habitually, and by system, concealed,

few specimens arc to be found in ancient authors. jNlela,

L. iii. c. C. has preserved one of them.

Uinan ex us quae praecipiunt in vulgus offluxit ; Videlicet

—

*' Ut forent ad bella meliores

;

seternas esse anlmas,

vitamque alteram ad manes."

O7K of their precepts has become public, namely, lliat

which bids them remember

—

" to acl bravely in war ;

that souls are immortal,

and there is another life after death."

* Diog. Laert. L. C. Seg. 6.

t Caci. Dc Bel. Gal, L. VI. Mela L. iii. 2.
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Diog. Laertius presents us with another.

XXI [/.fi^iv xuKov J^af,

xxi ccvopuxv ccqzm.

To worship the Gods,

to do no evil,

and to exercise fortitude.

Both of these precepts are Triads; and we may hence con-

je6lure, that such was the general form of their moral and

historical instructions. Ausonius, who respe(!:ted, and seems

occasionally to imitate the Bards of his country, has a whole

poem of Triads.

The philosophy, the comprehension and good sense of the

sentences before us, are such as to inspire a wish, that we

could obtain something xnore, from the hand of those masters.

Amongst the descendants of those who were professors of

Dniidism, it would not be unreasonable to expeCf this gratifi-

cation. A national institute, which had been so deeply rooted,

was not likely to be obliterated from the memory and regard

of the people.

The interdict of Gallic Councils \\o\\\(\, of itself, prove the

lingering obstinacy of Druidism, amongst the people of Gaul,

to the end of the sixth century—" f'l'iu'ratores lapidum,

accctimres facularam, et excolentes sacra jonlium el arborum^

admoncmas"*—Concil. Turon. A. D. 507

.

* Sec Borlase p. no, 121-2.,
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In Britain, it continued longer still, as appear^ from the

Law of Canute—Prohibemus etiain serio—quod quis adoret

Ignem vel Fluvium, Torrens vel Saxa vel alicujus generis

arborum Ligna.— Wilkiiis, Leg. Aug. Sax. p. 134.

Tliese were not Roman or Gothic^ but Celtic superstitions,

of Druidwn.

He who is at all conversant with the remains of ancient

JVehh literature, cannot be at a loss for the reason of these

prohibitory Laws. Our oldest authors avow the most pious

veneration for the Druids—give themselves credit, as initiated

into their mysteries, and profess to deliver their genuine maxims

and traditions.

As Druidism had so many real, though concealed partizans,

long after its public authority was abolislied, may we not

suppose, that some attempts would be made, when the use of

the pen was no longer interdicted, to cherish and preserve its

most valuable rehcs?

Tliis order, for instance, taught the people something of

their own history. Tiie conversion of the native to tlic

Religion of Christ, could not have rendered that history

uninteresting. The people would naturally wish to perpetuate

some account of their ancient independence. Accordingly

ve find, amongst the oldest Welsh manuscripts, many his-

torical notices upon the model of the Druidical Tiiads, and

purporting to be the remains of Druidical ages.

Their contents furnish, in my opinion, strong evidence in

support of their authenticity. I cannot account for them at

all upon other grounds. iVIany collections of these Triads arc

preserved, at this day, in old copies upon vellum,
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Four of these copies, beside transcripts upon paper, were

collated for the JVelsh Arch&ology. London. 1801.

The old copies, now preserved, are not immediately taken

from one, original colle6lion. They vary in the selection,

the number and the order of their Triads. But when the same

Triad occurs, in different copies, it is given to the same effet^t

and, generally, in the same words. We must not then look

to known authors, for die origin of these records. Like the old

histories of Greece, colledled by Apollodorus, they must be

carried further back, to remote periods and primitive traditions.

I shall now lay before my Ivcader, a short selection,

translated from a series, in the second volume of the JVchh

ArchcEology. p. 57.

That series bears the followins: title.o

" These are Triads of the Island of Britain—that is to say.

Triads of memorial and record, and the information of re-

markable men or things, which have been in the Island of

Britain ; and of the events which bciel the IJace of the

Cymry, from the age of ages."

To the copy, from which a transcript w^as made for the

London edition, the following note is annext.

(Translation.) '' These Triads were taken from the book

of Caradoc of Nant2:arvan, and from the book of Jevan

Brechva, by mo, Thomas Jones of l'n\garon—and these ar(;

all 1 could tret oi the three hundred— iGOl."*

• Caradoc of Nantgarvan, or Llangarvan, abovcmcntioned, as the copyist

of one of Jones's originals, lived about the middle of the twelfth century.—
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I. The three pillars of the Race of the Island of Britain.

The flrst^ Hu Gadarii, who first brought the Race of the

C3^mry into, the J slancl of Britain; and they came from the

landof //«!> called Dtfrohani [where Constantinople standsf]

and they passed over MorTawch;]; (the German ocean) to

the Island of Britain, and to Llydaw^, where they remained.

The second, Piydain, the son of Aedd-MaKr, who first

establislicd regal goverimient in the Island of iintain [Before

this, there was no Equity but what was done by gentleness,

nor any Law but that of force.]

The third, Dyvnwal-Moelmud, who first discriminated the

laws and ordinances, customs and privileges of the land

and of the nation. [And for these reasons they were called

the three pillars oi the nation of the Cymry.] (4)

II. The three benevolent tribes of the Island of Britain.

The first were the stock of the Cyniri/, who came, with

Hu Gadarn, into the Island of Britai;i: for He would not

have lands by fighting and contention, but of Equity, and in

peace.

Jevan Brechva wrote a Compendium of the Wehh Annals down to 1150.

N. B. The figures annext, refer to their order in the London edition.

+ The passajcs inclosed between hooks appear to be comments upon the

original Triads, added by some ancii-nt copyists,

X The Coritani lay upon Mor Tawch, it was therefore upon the East of

Britajo—

^ Letivia or Lexovia, the Water-side. This name is confined, at this day,

to the description of Britanji ; but it covered, anciently, the entire coast oi

Gaul.
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The second were tlie race of the Lolegrwys*, who crane

from the land of Gwas-gvvyn, and were sprung from the

primitive stock of the Cymry.

The third were the Britons. Tlicy came from the land of

LlydaWj and were also sprung from the primordial line of the

Cymry.

[And they are called the three peaceful tribes, because they

came by mutual consent and permission, in peace and tran-

quillity.—The three tribes descended from the primitive race

of the Cymry, and the three were of one language and one

speech. (5)

III. Three tribes came, under prote6lion, into tlie Island

of Britain, and by the consent and permission of ihe nation

of the Cynny, without weapon, without assault.

The first was the tribe of the Caledonians^ in the North.

The second was the Gvvyddelian Bace, which are now in

Alban (Scotland.)

The third were the men of Galedin, who came in tlig

naked ships (Canoes r) into the Isle of Wight, when their

country was drowned f, and had lands assigned them by tlie

llace of the Cymiy.

* The dwellers about the Loire or Liger. Gwas-Gwyn or Gwas-Gwyot
the country of the Vencti, about the mouth ot the Loire, ar,d liot Vascoma.—^

It was the rountiv to which thi Britons sent their fleet, in order to assist the

CcltK of Gaul, their relations, against the arms ot Csesar, Triad 14.

t Strabo L. Vn. speaks of the removal, and of the dispersion of the Cimbri,

in consequence of an inundation. This tradition was preserved by the Curibri

of the Cerhsonese; but the event mnst have happened when their ancestors

dwelt in a low country.
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[And tliey had neither privilege nor claim in the Island of

Britai!!, but the huid and protection that were granted, under

Bpecified huiits. xVnd it was decreed. That they should not

enjoy the innnunities of the native Cyniry, before the ninth

generation.] (6)

IV^. Three usurping tribes came into the Island of Britain,

and never departed out of it.

The first were the Coranied, who came from the land of

the Pwyl :j:.

The second were the Gwyddelian Fichti, who came into

Aiban, over the sea of Llychltjn (Denmark.)

Tiie third were the Saxons.

[The Coranied are about the river Humber, and on the

shoie of ]Mo~r Tawcli, and the Gwyddelian Fichti are in

Aiban, on the shore of tlie sea of Llychlyn.—^Tiie Coranied

united with the Saxons; and being partly incorporated with

them, deprived die Lloegrwys of their government, by wrong

and oppression: and afterwards, they deprived tlie liaee of

the Cymry of their crown and sovereignty. All the Lloegrwvs

became Saxons^, except those who are found in Cornwall,

and in the Commot of Carnohaii, in Dtira and Bcriiicia.

The primitive llacc of the Cymry have kept their land and

their language; but tiiey have lost their st^vereignty of the

Island of Britain, through the treachery of the protected

tribes, and the violence of the three usurpmg tribes,] (7)

i ill p. 78 H is added —Ac or A>ta pan kanocddynt. And they originally

came from Ada. Jones declared 200 years ago, that he copied the various

rcadint;s irom which <his passage is taken, just as he found them, in a copy

that was more than 6qo years old in his time. StC W. Arch. v. 2. p. 80,

^i, e. Adopted the Saxon language and manne.s.
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V. The three awful events of the Island of Britain.

First, the hursting of the lake of waters, and the ovcr-

ti-helmhig of the face of all lands ; so that all mankind were

drowned, excepting Dwyvan and Dwyvach, who escaped in

a naked vessel (without sails) and of thcni the Island of Britain

was re-peopled.

The second was the consternation of the tempestuous fire,

when the Earth split asunder, to Annwn (the lower region)

and the greatest part of all living was consumed*.

The third was the scorching summer, when the woods and

plants were set on fire, hy the intense heat of the Sun, and

ijiultitudes of men, and heasts and kinds of birds, and reptiles,

and trees, and plants were irrecoverably lost. (13)

VI. The three chief master works of the Island of Britain.

The ship of Nevj/dd Nav Neivio)i, which carried in it a

male and a female of all living, when the lake of waters burst

forth
;

The drawing of the avaiic to land out of the lake, by the

branching oxen of IIu Gadani, so that the lake burst no

more

;

And the stones of Gwyddon Ganhchon, on which were

read the arts and sciences of the world. (97)

VH. The three great Rci^ulators of the I.^land of Briiain.

* This conflift of the Elements probablv happened, when the Jdpciic'ae

occupied the inflammable soil of Asia Prcpriu' It is perhai-s the i.vcnt so

awfully dfscribcd by Hesiod, Tlieog. 678, iic, and which conmbuted not only

to the defeat, but removal of the Tiiar.s,
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Hn Gadarn, bringing the Race of the Cymiy out of the

land of Hav, which is called Defrobaui, into the Island of

Britain

;

Prydain, the son of Aedd-Mawr, establishing government

and law over the Island of Britain;

And Ehitta Gawr, uho made himself a robe, of the beards

of kings, whom he caused to be shaved (reduced to vassalage)

for their oppressions, and contempt ot justice. (54)

VIII. The three happy controulers of the Island of Britain.

Prydain, the son of Acdd-Mawr, suppressing the Dragon

t3'ranny [Tl.is was a tyranny of pillage and contempt of

Equity, that sprung up in the Island]

Carador, the son of Bran, the son of Llyr, checking the

oppression of the Caesars
;

And Ivhitta Gawr, controuling the tyranny and pillage of

the tumultuaiy kings. (55)

IX. The three benefadors of the Kacc of the Cymry,

The first, Hu Gadarn, who first shewtd the Race of the

Cymry the method of cultivating the ground, when they were

in the land of liav [namely, where Constantinople now

stands] before they came into tiic Island of Britain;

Coll, the son of Coll-Frcwi, v.ho first brought wheat and

barley into the l&Iand of Britain, \\hercj before, there had

only been (Juts and Bye;

And ElUUid the Knight [a holy man of Cor Dewdws] who

improved the manner of cultivating the ground, taught the

Cymry a better method than what had been known bcibre.
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and shewed them the art of plowing which now prevails.

[For before the time of Elidud, land was cultivated onlv with

a mattock and a spade, after the manner of the Gwyddelians.]

-(56)

• X. The three primary Sages of the Race of the Cj-mry.

Hu Gadarn, who first colleded the race of the Cynny and

disposed them into tribes;

DyvHwal-lMoehnud, who first regulated the Law§, privileges

and institutions of the country and nation
;

And Tydain tad Awen, who first introduced order and

method into the memorials and preservation of the Oral art

(poetry) and its properties.

And from that order, the privileges and methodical usages

of the Bards and Bardisni (Druidism) of the Island of Britain,

were first devised. (57)

XI. The three primary Bards of the Island of Britain.

Plcnnydd, Alawn and Gwron.

These were they who devised the privileges and usages,

which belong to Bards and Bardism.

[Yet there had been Bards and Bardism before: but they

were not completely mcthodi/.ed, and tlicy enjcycd nciitijer

privileges nor established customs, but what ihey obtaiiicd

through gentleness and civility, and the ])rotectiou of the

country and the nation, bctbre the tune of these three.

Some say they were in the time of Biydain, tlic son of

Aedd Mawr, others, that they were in the time of his son.
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Dyvnwal-Moelmiul, whom some of the old books call Dyvn-

\aith, the son of Prydain.] (58)

XII. Tiie three Elementary masters of Poetry and Me-

morial, of the Race of the Cymry.

Gwyddon Ganhehon, the first man in the world who

composed poetry

;

Hu Gadarn, who first adapted poetry to the preservation of

record and memorials;

And Tydain T^d Awen, who first developed the art and

stru6iurc of poetry, and the due disposition of thought.

And, from the labours of these three personages, sprung

Bards and Bardisra, and the regulation of their privileges,

and established discipline, by the three primary Bards,

Piennydd, Alawn and Gwron.

XIII. The three primary Baptized (or Christian) Bards.

Merddin Emrys,

Taliesin, the chief of the Bards,

And Merddin, the son of Madawc Morvryn.

XIV. The three mighty Labours of the Island of Britain.

Eredting the stone of Ketti,

Constructing the work of Emrys,

And heaping the pile of Cijvrcuigon.
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XV. The three happy astronomers (Seroni/ddion, -5fl-

ronides) of the Island of Britain,

Idris Gawr,

Gzt^yddion, the son of Don,

And Gwyn, the son of Nudd.

[So great was their knowledge of the stars, and of their

nature and situation, that they could foretel whatever might

be desired to be known, to the day of doom.] (89)

XVI. The three masters of mysterious and secret sci-

ence, of the Island of Britain.

Math, the son of Mathonwy, and he disclosed his secret

to Gwyddion, the son of Don.

Mengw, the son of Teirgzcaedd, who taught his secret to

Vthyr Bendragon.

And Rhuddhem Gawr, and he learned his mystery of

Eiddic ,G6r and Coll, the son of Coll Frezvi. (90)

XVII. The three great modellers of the Island of

Britain.

CorvinzDr, the bard of Ceri Hir, of Llyngrcyn, who first

made a ship, with a sail and a helm, for the race of the

Cymry.

Mordial Gzor Gzveilgi, the architect of Ceram^, the son

of Grddialy who first taught the race of tlie Cymry, the work

L
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©f stone and lime^ [at the time when Alexander the Great

was subduhig the world.]

And Coll, the son of Cyllin, [the son of Caradawc, the

son of B;-a«,] who first made a mill with a wheel, for the

race of the Ci/mry. And these three were hards. (91)

In these documents, as they now stand, some degree of

confusion may be detected. It is the inevitable effect of

transcript and comment, in ages, from which the key of the

knowledge contained in them was, by the mysteries of time,

withheld ; but, upon the whole, they appear to be genuine

memorials of remote antiquity.

From the personifications, which occur in several of them,

it may be inferred, that something more is implied, than a

series of historical events, and that frequently they consist of

such allegories, or anigmata, as Druids are known to have

employed, in teaching their disciples.

Thus the three primary hards, or Druids, Plennydd,

Alawn and Gzcron, No. XI. are, in their literal import, //^^^,

harmony, and energy.

In their national prepossession^ they resemble the genuine

traditions of many other primitive people. The patriarcha^

are made, almost exclusively, the fathers of the Cymry, and

the general events of early ages, are consigned particnlarli/,

to tlie Island of Britain. This may be exemplified in the

account of the deluge. No. V,

'•' The wtiters burst forth—all lands were covered—all
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mankind were drowned, except only two persons, who
escaped in a boat. Of them was repeopled the Island of

Britain.^^ Even the vessel, which carried a male and a

female of all that lived, was, it seems, one of the master-

works of the Island of Britain.

This, which is contradictory to the more temperate ac-

counts of the real progress made by the Cymrxj, illustrates

the nostra-tism of all national traditions.

The personage who survived the deluge, is called Dwy-
van, or Drcyvazcn, and his wife Dzfi/vach—the godlike man
and rcoman. His name, (No. VI.) is ISevydd 'Ndv Neivioji

—the celestial one, the Lord of the zcaters. Our old bards

call him, Dylan ail Mor ; Dylan, or Dyglan,—son of the sea,

from Dy-glaniazc, to land, or come to shore—whence per-

haps, Dcu-calion.—Ha Gadarn, the mighty inspector, is a

very high personage, and supreme agent in these Triads.

He was the God of the Druids. As such, he has always

been acknowledged by the Welsh. A Christian bard thus

marks the religion of his votaries, put in opposition to that

of Christ.—

" Two active impulses truly there are

In the world, and their course is manifest:

An impulse from Christ ; joyful is the theme—

>

Of a right tendency, an energetic principle.

Another impulse there is (indiscreetly sung)

Of falsehood, and base omens:

This, has been obtained by the men of Hu,

The usurping bards of Wales."

TTo woH not. however, without hi-: j.nrtizans long afte?

L 2
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the introduction of Christianity. He is thus elevated, in the

Orphic style, by Jolo Goch, the bard of Ozcen Glandwr»

" Hn Gadarn, the sovereign, the ready protector,

A king, distributing the wine, and the renown,

The emperor of the land and the seas,

J^nd the life of all in the world, was he.

After the deluge, he held

The strong beam'd plough, active and excellent:

This did our Lord of stimulating genius,

That he might shew" to the proud man, and to the humbly wisf,

The most approved art, with the faithful father."

See 0. Diet. V. IIu.

He is thus described by Rh^s Brydydd, in the fifteentl>

^century.

" The smallest, if compared with small,

Is the Mighty IIu, in the world's judgment.

And he is the greatest, and Lord over us,,

And our God of mystery

:

Light is his course, and swift:

A particle of lucid sunshine is Ids car:

He is great on land and seas.

The greatest whom I shall behold

—

jGreater than the worlds—Let us beware

Of mean indignity, to him who deals in bounty."

Sec 0. Diet. V. Mymryn.

Though Jiu Gadarn primarily denoted the Svpreme Being,

I think liis actions have a secondary reference to the history

of Noah. The following particulars are told of him in the

above cited selection.

I. His. branching, or chvaUd oxen, (perhaps his ofTer-
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Tng) at the deluge, drew the destroyer out of the water, so

that the lake hurst forth no more. (No. VI.)

'2. He instructed the primitive race in the cultivation of

the earth. (No. IX.)

3. He first collected and disposed them into various

tribes. (No. X.)

4. He first gave laws, traditions, &c. or adapted verse

to memorials. (No. XII.)

5. He first brought the Cywry into Britain and Gaul,

because he would not have them possess lands, by war and

contention ; but of right, and in peace. (No. II.)

The account before us, of the settlements in Britain, gives

precedency to the Cymry, who came from Gwlad yr Huv,

called Defrohani. These, at present, are veiy obscure

names ; but some commentator, at least, as old as the mid-

dle of the twelfth century, explains them, and repeatedly,

as meaning, " Where Constantinople nozo stands." This

comment would not have been made, without some autho-

rity, and it belongs to an age which possessed many docu-

ments, relating to the history of the Britons, which are no

longer extant.

Hdv, in our old orthography, (as in Lib. Land.) would

be Ham; it may import Hccmus, or Hacmonia. Defrobani

may either be Dy-vro-banau, the land of eminences, or hii^h

points, Thrace in general; ov else Dyvro-Banrcy, the land

or rale of the Penem, Thessaly, Hacmonia. I, have iihewu
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elsewhere, that our ancestors, the Celtic, in their line of

march, traversed those regions.

But though the Cymry remained some time in that country,

where they began the tillage of the earth, (jSo. IX.) it was

not their ultimate, their destined, and proper home. It was

not a land they could possess, " of right, and in peace
"

That part of the family which first came to Gaul and

JBritain, in search of lasting possessions, probably withdrew

towards the Danube,—ascended even to the source of that

river,—and stretched over to the lihine ; which river some of

them perhaps may have crossed, whilst others followed the

main stieam, to its mouth, upon the German Ocean, or Mor
Tdzvch. We are told (]\o. I.) that they came over that sea,

to the Island oi Britain, and Llydazc, or the coast of Gaul,

where they remained.

It appears then, by these documents, that Gaul and

Britain were peopled, originally, by the same race, and

about the same time.

The extent of Britain being imperfectly known, w^hen

its coast was discovered, perhaps only a few of the Cymri/

volunteered themselves to settle there, and these, appear to

have entered the country in detached, as well as little families.

Dot under any one patriarch, of acknowledged authority ; for

Hu Gadarn was only \he\r fgurative conductor, to their

zoestern settlement, and the Draig Ormes, or tumult of their

leaders, threw them into confusion, till the arrival of ano-

ther colony. These were the Lloegrroys, or those who

dwelt upon the Loire. They came under the conduct of

Prydain, the son of Jedd the Great, a prince of the chief

branch of the CeltcK in the West.
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I am very much deceived, if this Aedd was not the Ai,\i of

Greek mythology, the acknowledged patriarch of the Gauh,

and he from whom the AiAOTfoi, Mdui, the first and principai

race in Gaul, took their name.*

Prydain, or Pryd, who came into this island, could not

have been his immediate son, but a lineal representative, or

descendant of Aides, Dis, or Japheth.

The institution of British Druidism, having been com-

pletely established, in the time of a sovereign, who was of

the governing family in Gaul, (No. XI.) that circumstance

may account for its favourable reception there.

The Brj/thon, who gave its (existing) name to this island,

and to its inhabitants, according to some of these Triads, and

the venerable Bede

,

—came from Llydazo ; or, in other words,

from Armorica. They were probably of Ptyd's retinue;

for he brought his fleet, and his Llogcrzcys, " O Dir Gzvas

Gzvynt," from the land of the Veneti, or the mouth of the

Loire, adjoining to Armorica—Gwas Gwynt was the coun-

try to which Britain sent its fleet, for the assistance of the

Gauls, against the Romans. Compare Triad XIV. of the

original series, with Casar, B. G. III. 8, 9.

Tlie Aedui and Veneti, or Aeddwi/s and Gzoynet, were of

* Docebat etiam ut Omni Tempore, fofuts GuZZ/(C principatuin ^tEdui tcnu»

issent, Cas. B. G. I. 43.

Sumiiia auctoritas anliquitus erat in ^>duis. Ih. VI. 12.

Eo statu res erat, ut /oji^e principes yKcui habereiitur. Jh.

CeZfarum clarissinii Hedui. Md. III. 2.

Divitiacus, prince ol' the JEdvi, had a sovereign principality in Britain, na

well as in Gaid. See Borlnse, p. 8;>, and his aullioritics.

The British yEDUi, or Hf.dui, were in Scmcrsc.rUlnrc liic. Corinav. StukeUy.

The Welsh dcuominale this district, after the cradU of the (\l(ic nation,

Ciilad ijr Hue.
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the same stock; for Gwyn, the son of Nudd, or Nevydd,

king of the lower regiomj was the same personage with

Aedd Mawr,

These three colonies of the Cymry, arrived in Britaiji,

before tlieir divided families had forgotten their primitive

tongue, or had lost the original and sound principle of just

a,nd peaceable possession. (No. II.)

Tlie account of Druidism, which these triads present, has

evidently, a mixture of allegory, and it involves ideal, or my-

thological characters. The following particulars^ however,

may be remarked, as worthy of notice,

The Celt(B regarded the materials of this legendary system,

as the relics of the first ages of mankind.

Gzi)yddon Gajihebon, was the first of the human race

who composed poetry, (No. XII.) and he described, by

engraving upon stones, the arts and sciences of the

world. (No. VI,) This character, who forcibly reminds us

of the inscribed pillars of Seth^ Thoth, or Hermes, pre-

ceded Hu Gadarn, zcho zoas present at the deluge—He took

the Cymry under his protect^pn—He taught the aits of

peace, and principles ofjustice ;—He adapted poetry to me-

morials and records.

Tydain, or in more ancient orthography, Titain Tad

jiuen, 'Titan, the father of inspiration or genius, intro-

duced order and method, into the poetry and memorials

of the Cymry.
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This personage, who is identified, by name, and charac-

ter, with Titan, or Apollo, of the Orphic hymns, and of

Greece, forms a connecting link, between the mythologies

of eastern and wester?! Em-ope,

From the labours of those three masters, spmng British

Druidism, with all its privileges, usages, and rules of dis-

cipline. (No. X. XII.)

In this island, was Druidism first regularly established,

and in the time of princes, who are acknowledged as great

legislators, and benefactors of their country, (No. I.)

The names which honour them, are connected witli

inythology.

Prydain, from Pryd, which is Time, Season, Due time—
Beauty, Comeliness, and from Ain, a source or principle

—seems to have been primarily designed as an epithet of

the sun—Father of beauty,—and principle of the seasons.

Prydain is the son of Aedd Mawr, the great AjS'hj, fa-

dier of the Aedui, and of the Gauls,

The name of the other prince, Dyvnwal Moelmud, seems

to be obliterated in the Celtic—lO^a !?y n"7 may signify,

the judge, presiding over instruction. His other name,

Dyvn Farth ah. Prydain, is, the profound bard or priest,

the son of Prydain.

The occasion of the institution, may be collected from

the great act of Prydain, in suppressing the dragon

tyranny, or the turbulence and confusion which had

risen amongst the heads of families, (No. VIII.) and this
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he eflected, by investing a sacred order of men, from whose

definitive sentence there was no appeal, with an authority

and jurisdiction to determine all disputes ; or, in other words,

by committing to the office of priesthood, the administra-

tion of civil power.

The leading principles, upon which these patriarchal sages

began their functions, are highly laudable, if judgment is

to be formed of them by the characters first put into the ju-

dical chair.

—

" Flennydd"—" Alawn^^—a " Gwron"—
light,—harmony,—and energy, or virtue.—(It has the same

relation to gzcr, a man, as virtue has to vir.)

" Plennydd," is, I think, a name of the " Sun," or

" Apollo." The sunbeams which appear to vibrate in a

hot day, are called, '' TSs ys Plennydd,"—the beams of the

radiant one. " Eithinen neud gudd Blennydd." Tal. " A
furzebush would truly hide the sun." And again,

—

'^ Blin

blaen blen Blennydd." " Irksome in front is the radiance

of the sun."

But, though Prydain, or Dyvnwal, invested his Druids

with all that civil authority which they exercised, under

these Presidents, yet their principles of religion did not ori-

ginate here.—There had been Bards, or Druids, before,

though not completely incorporated, or vested with judicial

authority, and with exclusive privileges. (No. II.)

The names of primary bards intimate, that an osten-

sible design of Dr'uidism was, to enlighten the understand-

ing, promote harmony in society, and encourage virtue.

In the institutional triads, published by Mr. E. William'sj
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the design is thus declared. Tri diben Barddoniaeth:

GweUhau moes a devod; cynnal hcddzoch, a moli nob

daionus a rhagor.

" The three ultimate intentions of bardism : To reform

the morals and customs ; to secure peace ; to celebrate (or

encourage) all that is good and excellent."

^JUlMidism, then, in its primitive and pure state, may be

regarded as an edifice, raised upon the basis of the patri-

archal religion, for the purpose of superseding the neces-

sity of recourse to arms, in the contentions of mdependent

States; and of restraining the excesses of individuals—with-

out the aid of penal statutes.

It governed men, by taking hold of their minds, and of

their imaginations;—by suggesting laws which had their

sanction in general opinion—and by teaching its votaries

to expect, in a future state, a just recompence of tlieir ac-

tions ;—an apprehension, which, might serve to regulate their

conduct in their present life.

A system thus constructed, probably attained its meridi-

an prevalence at an early age, and amongst the first un-

mixed colonies of the Cymri/. It could operate with eifect

only amongst the people for whose opinions it was calcu-

lated, and who held the sanctions of it in the most pro-

tbund veneration. When strangers, who paid little defer-

once to the sacred code of these Druids, began to intrude,

necessity would gradually put arms into the hands of the

Oyniry, for self-defence. From that moment, of course,

pure Druidmn began to decline. The inherent principle of

»fcuring peace, must have been occasionally abandoned,

and many eir.endations proposed^ for the purpose of de-
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claiing, in wliat cases it would be lawful to unslieath the

sword, wliich the institutional triads describe as a necessary

but reluctant exercise of dutyy against the latvless and the

depredatory.

Amongst their disciples, these Druids could, at all times,

ensure peace, by holding up the rod of excommunication^

their most rigorous instrument of doom ; the wretch on whom
it fell, was not only menaced with severe punishment here^

after, but was deprived, in tlie mean time, of all social com-

fort and benefit.

But, in the eyes of strangers, who confided in their

own strength, this weapon was disarmed of all its terrors,

and their presence must have opened a secure asylum to

the turbulent amongst the Celtce. In the hour of invasion,

Druids could only withdraw from the field, and permit the

military chiefs, and the people, to defend the region. Their

power, as Druids, and the purity of their discipline, must,

therefore, have been on the decline, long before the time

of Cccsar,

In favour of this institution, considered in a political

view, little can be said. As our nature is constituted, it

seems neither to have been calculated for the liberty of the

individual, or the independence of the nation : and I regard

itSa^irevalence, as one main cause of the general subjugation

of the Celtte. Their country was large and populous. The

inhabitants, trained up to the exercise of that principle which

they called fortitude, could not be deficient in courage.

And we read of several amongst their families, who emigrate

ing with a view of conquest, made good their establish-

ment, in the midst of contending, fierce, and warlike na-

tions. But these, were not attended by their Druids, who
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<leemed conquest unlawful. Within iAe?rjurisdiction, arms

and warfare in general were in disgiace. As a consequence

of tiiis principle, the sword was not ready, nor the soldier

expert, in the day of necessity. Much of their best pos-

sessions was generally lost, before they looked up to the

painful duty, or qualified themselves to discharge it with

due effect. The Celteb were paulatim adsuefacti svperari.

Cas.De.B.G. Yl. 21.

Just so, we may suppose it would happen, to a nation,

composed of a religious tribe, well known, and much re-

ispected in England. Though friends of peace, they would

probably evince, on trying occasions, that the sentiment did

not arise from a defect of courage. Yet, they would not

overcome their scruples, and begin to exert that courage,

till an enemy should have gained such advantage, as would

frustrate and baffle their utmost efforts.

No. XV. mentions the astronomers, or Seronyddion (the

Saronides of the ancients.) The name is British, being a^

compound of ser, stars, and Honi/dd, (PL Ilonyddion,) one

U'ho discriminates and points out.

Of those great astronomers, the first named is Idris the

^iant, whose memory is perpetuated by one of the high-

est and most pointed mountains in North Wales, called

Cader Idris, the chair, or keep, of Idris. It may, perhaps,

have been an observatory, in ancient periods. On the very

summit, we are told there is an excavation in the solid rock,

resembling a couch, and it is pretended that, whoever should

yest a night in that seat, will be fouijd in the morning, either

dead, raving-mad, or endued with supernatural genius.

B/ the side of a lake, near the foot of tlie mountain, are
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three gigantic stones, called Tri greicnyn, which the fable

of the populace describes, as three grains of sand which the

giant shook out of his shoe, before he ascended the chair.

(See }Vyndham's Tour, 4to.) I rather think they obtained

their name from Greian, the sun. iJpi?, in Creek, implies^

an expert, or skilful person, and tin"l>, Iclresh, in Hebrew,

from li^TT, Dresh, to seek, search, hiquire diligently. Hy^
dres has a similar meaning in Vlelsli.

Idris, or Edris, is well known to the Arabians. They

regard him as the prophet Enoch, and say, that he was a

Sabean, the first that wrote with a pen after Enos, the son

of Seth. See Orient. Coll. V. 2. p. 112.

The Eastern Christians tell us, that Idris was the same

with Hermes, or Mercury, the famous Trismegistus of the

Egyptians. See Vallencey's Prospect. V. Dres.

Grecian mythology gives a similar name to Atlas, the

inventor of the sphere, and this personage is the character

with whom I think our British Seronydd, Idris the giant,

has much- connection.

The second astronomer is Czayddion, the son of Don.-"

The Sage, the son of Genius. Without inquiring after the

person dignified by this title, I shall just remark, that our

old bards distinguished tht Galaxy by his name, calling it,

Caer Gzcyddion. See O. Diet. V. Caer.

The last of these luminaries was a person of no small im-

portance ; Gzvyn, the son of Nudd, the same as Aedd, or

Ator,^, father of the Celta, and king of the lower regions.

His dignity is thus acknowledged in a very old mythological.

tale, called, Buchcdd CoUcn.
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A govyn a oedd gwr o vown, yna i dywawd Collon,

" Ydwyv; pwy ai govyn?"— " Myvi, cenad i Wyn ab

Nudd, Brenin Annwn."

And he asking if there was a man within, Collcn replied,

" I am; who asks it?"—'^ It is I, the messenger ofGwyn,

the son of Nudd, king of the lower regions, or of Annzvn."

By this term^ which denotes the deep, the lozo part, I

think the Celta, primarily understood a western situation,

towards which there was an apparent fall, in the course of

nature, and in this primary sense, the term, I think, may

be understood in that remarkable triad, (No. V.)

When the opinion first prevailed, that souls of men de-

scended for a time, to a lower state of existence, the zvest,

or low region was consecrated peculiarly to them,—
Annwn was applied figuratively to the condition of the

dead, or the infernal regions, which comprehended the

Elysium, and the Tartarus of antiquity. Thus we say,

" Nid eir i Annwn ond unwaith." There will be but 07ic

journey to Hell. Czcm Annrcn, are Hell-hounds. Plant

Annzvn, the children of the deep, certain wandering spirits.

As Annwn, or the west, was the peculiar land of the

dead, we find sepulchral monuments most frequent in the

western extremities of those countries, where Druidism was

professed, as in Britany, Cornzoall, and Mona. There was

perhaps a time, when these Druids regarded Ireland as the

land of spirits. The Mabinogion, or institutional tales,

represent Annzvn as lying somewhere off Dyvcd, or Pem-

brokeshire; and the /mA acknowledge Annan, ox Annun,

Hs an old name of their country. See Shaw, Lkeyd, S)-c.
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According to our Bardic documents, the Cymry have

preferred their claim to an ancient connection with not

only the territories, but the mythology of Greece. It will

add much to the influence and credit of British histories, if

it shall appear, that ancient Greece acknowledged the same

acquaintance with our Qymry, and their institutes of religion.

This acknowledgment is clearly intimated in the persons

and characters of the Hyperboreans, a people who revered

the sacred places, the Gods, and the religious rites of an-

cient Greece. To them, in return, Greece confessed her

obligation for some objects of her own worship. Her

ancestors had, therefore, been connected intimately with

such a distant country, and with its inhabitants.

Though once acknowledged, as forming promiftent fea-

tures in Europe, it must be confessed, the latter Greeks were

but imperfectly informed of local facts respecting them.

However, some of their best authors, do furnish us with

particulars, which may assist us in our search for their abode.

Dr. Percy,* in his inimitable preface to the Northern

Antiquities, p. 7, points out a remarkable passage of this

kind, in Strabo, who there informs us, " That, although

tlic old Greek authors, gave to all the northern nations, the

common name of Scythians, or Celto-Scythians ; yet, that

writers still more ancient, divided all the nations

iiho lived beyond the Euxine, the Danube, aiid the Adriatic

sea, into the Hyperboreans, the Sauromatje and Aui-

* Now Bishop of Dromorc. " His Lordship l);is drawn the line of distinction,

between the Gotli and the Celt, with a hand so judicious, and guided by so com-
prehensive a knowledge of the subject, that he has left no ground for debate;
but I cannot help adding, in support of Jiis doctrine, thatsimilar points of derawk-
iition have, ia a general manner, been perceived and acknowledged by the Wchh.'*
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Maspians; ai they did those beyond the Caspian sea, info

Sac!^ and Mass AG^TJE.. These last, the Sac(B and Mas-

sageta, might possibly be the ancestors of the Saxons and

Goths, (as these last Sire proved by indisputable evidence,

to have been the Geta of the ancients) tvho, in the time

of those remote Greek writers, possibly had not penetrated

so far 'westward, as they did afterwards: for as it is

Well known the German ii are considered by Herodotus

as a Persian people; Now the most authentic histori-

ans, and poets, of the Gothic, or Teutonic nations, agree,

in representing their ancestors to have come as emigrants

from the more eastern countries. But as to those three

other nations, the Hyperboreans, the Sauromatce, and the

Arimaspians ; if credit be due to PeUoutier, when he asserts,

that,' under the two former, the Celts and Sarmatians are

plainly designed; yet, when he contends that Arimaspians

are a fabulous race, which never existed, who does not see

that he is blinded with hypothesis? Why may not the

ancient Finns and Laplanders have been intended by this

terra, which he himself interprets, from Herodotus, one-

eyed, and supposes it was descriptive of some nation that

excelled in archery, as closing one eye, for better aim ?

Tacitus expressly assures us, that the Finni were great ar-

chers; and as it is observed in the following book, it is

highly probable, that at some early period of time, both

Finns and Laplanders possessed much larger and better

tracts of country, than the northern dcsarts to which they

are now confined. ^

The Sauromatce, and Arimaspians, were clearly Inha-

bitants of eastern Europe, as they arc described by Strabo

;

and the Tcest has been assigned, by the oldest G/-et' A; writers,

to the Hyperboreans. Before the Goths penetrated into the

M
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west, this was the land of the Celta, whom we must endea-

vour to identify in those ancient inhabitants of that region.

The name Hyperborei, has the import of Tram-Boreani,

©r men tcho lived beyond the north, who resided therefore,

beyond certain districts, or nations to the north, well known

to the ancient Greeks. Yet were they not within the arctic

circle, or in the extremities of the north, as comparatively

recent authors have supposed. For the wheaten straw was

tndispensible in their sacred mysteries ; and this was no pro-

duce of high latitudes. According to Herodotus, the wo-

men of Thrace, and Paonia, never made oblations to Diana,

a. divinity ofthe Hyperboreans, without recourse to this em-

blem. From thence it may be inferred, that Hyperbo-

reans, and the 'inhabitants of these countries, were origi-

nally the same.

The father of history describes the sacred gifts of the Hy-

perboreans, as having been sent from one people to another,

in their way to Greece, t»JtSii/xE»a, or tthhi^iv* tv xa^«/*1J tn^at,

covered or bound by a zcheat straw. L. IV. 33.

Perhaps ratified or confirmed by a wheat straw, in con-

formity with an ancient custom, to whichan old bard alludes.

—

Oni *mddyddan ychwaneg.

Tor y gzcelltyn ain dyn teg.

" If she converses no more, break the straw with my fair

pne." That is

—

break off all conneclion with her.

If he that broke that straw dissolved a compact, he that

gavc,joitied, or exchanged it, 77iade or confirmed a covenant,

vsrhich the Hyperhoreans miiy have done, when they entrusted
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their sacred gifts into the hand of strangers. It is in allusion

to some habit of this kind, that we have stipulor from stipula ;

and^ perhaps, F(£dus,faderis, from the Irish, Fodar, straw.

The ancient Britons, called Ilelmstraw, Cloig, from Clo,

a lock, a conclusion, a conjirmation. They had also Bclys,

from Beli, their Apollo. Belt seems to be derived from

Balu, to shoot, spring, or issue forth.—Exat^oj,

Herodotus having understood that it was the custom of

the Hyperboreans, to deliver their sacred gifts into Scythian

hands, for the purpose of better forwarding them into

Greece, enquired from the Scoloti of Little Tartary, whom
the Greeks of his age eminently termed Scythians, respect-

ing the Hyperboreans. But neither could this branch of

the Scythians, nor any of their neighbours, the Essedones

excepted, give the least account of them, and their trace

of them, in his opinion, amounts to nothing. It therefore is

clear, that no such people resided in the Nor^/tEasf ofJGMrope.

The Essedones, who had this imperfect knowledge of the

Hyperboredns, were, probabl}', an eastern branch of the

people who used the war chariot, called Essedian, or Es-

sedon ; and this was the national distinction of the Sigyntz,*^

or the Celto Scythians, who occupied the South JVest of

Germany, as it was also of their unquestioned Relations, the

British Belga: : which carries us to the North West from

Greece, and at once into contact with Celts, who were

\n-ofessoYs o^ Druidism.

And it was to the North JVest, from Greece, that we find

tliG region of the Hyperboreans lay.

* Jhrodot. L. V, 9.

• M 2
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In the time of jiristeas, (who wrote before Homer) the

Jfi/perboreans dwelt upon the sea^ beyond the Arimaspi,

and theirneighbours, the Essedones. Herod, iv. 13. Her^

cules went from Greece, to the Hyperboreans, through II-

lyrium, and by the river Eridanus, or Po. Apollod,

L. ii. C 4.

Posidoiiius and Protarchus, placed them near the ji/ps.

(Gale in Ant. Liberal, p. 144,) but they were not generally

recognised on the south of these mountains, or very near

them.

After passing from one people to another, their gifts ar-

rived far in the JVest, upon tlie Adriatic, from whence

they were carried in the first period, or stage, of their pro-

gress, to Dodona, but ultimately to Deles. Herod, iv. 33.

They came, then, from the land of the Celta, whom
Heraclides of Pontus calls Hyperboreans. Plutarch, in

Camillo.

It may be asked, how happens it, if the Hyperboreans

were Celta, that the Greeks did not generally recognise

them all over Celtica ?

, It may be answered, that it seems they had conceived a

peculiar character of this people, and which appears to have

been correct, as bearing upon theixprimary families, or tribes

;

but these, were followed by others, of a different cha-

racter, and which materially changed the manners, previ-

ously impressed. Tlie original idea which had been formed

of the nation, was not realized by the Greeks, till they

reached the interior districts, in which the former inhabi-

i-.'iOt?; remained unmixed.
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The most considerable of these has been described by

Hecateus, and by other celebrated authors upon ancient

tradition, cited by Diodorus Siculus,

According to this ancient writer, the country of the Hy^

perboreans, in his day, was a large and fruitful island, in

the ocean, lying to the North, off the coast of Gallia

Celtica. This description, which I shall presently adduce

at large, can agree with no other spot but Britain. Heco'

tens places the Island avrmt^uv, opposite to, the coast of

Celtica, without one intervening region : and should we

seek it further North, a competent fertility of the land, and.

the essential wheat strazv, will not be found.

Neither in this Island, itself, nor in contiguous parts of

Europe, can we find a religious order of ancient celebrity,-

except our Druids, whose Theology conformed, in general,

to that of Greeks and Romans, {C&s. B. G. vi. 17.)

The religion of the Germans was perfectly dissimilar, {Ibid

21.) besides, that, in that part of Europe, MeiV establish-

ments, were comparatively recent, and posterior to the

age of Ilecateus.'O^

Hence it should seem, the Hyperboreans, who brought

their gifts to Apollo, in the Vale of Tempe, down to the

last ages of Paganism, {JEl. Far. Hist. L. iii, C. 1 .) were

our Druids of Britain.

But let us examine if their characters are incorporated.

The chief outline of the Hyperborean ethics, was piety,

inoffensive as well as peaceable conduct, oxid fortitude. The

favorite maxim of Druids, who abstained from contest,

and aljuyed every popular ferment, was, according to Diog,
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Laert (already cited for another purpose,) To z&orship the

Gods—to do no evil—and to exercise fortitude; or, as the

original British runs—" Tri ehynnorion doethineb : ufudd-

had i ddeddfau Duw; ymgais a lies dyn; a dioddef yn

lew pob digvvydd byvvyd."

" Three first principles of wisdom: Obedience to the

laws of God; concern for the good of mankind; and brave-

]y sustaining all the accidents of life."

The sacred rites of the Dclians, originated in the Hyper-

boreans : Their virgins came to Delos, accompanied by their

Gods. Herod, iv. 35.

Tertius (JpoUo) Jove et Latona natus, quem ex Hyper^

horeis Delphos ferant advenisse— Reliqui (JpolUnes)

omnes silentur, omnesque res aliorum gestae ad unum

Jovis et Latonaj filium referuntur. Cic. de Nat. Deor. L. iii.

The legitimate Jpollo of Grecian worship is, therefore,

an accredited Hyperborean.

According to Gaulish tradition, in the time of Casar,

Druidical discipline originated in Britain. The same ac-

count is confirmed by the institutional Triads of that

British order.

" Yn ynys Prydain, y cafvvyd Barddoniaeth gyntaf

—

am na chafwys un gwlad arall eriocd ddcall cyfiawn ar

farddoniaeth—o ba wlad bynnag y bont, Beirdd wrth

fraint a defod Beirdd ynys Prydain au gelwir."

" Bardism, or Druidism, originated in Britain—pure

Bardism was never well understood in other countries—of
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whatever country tliey "may be, they are entitled Bards, ac-

cording to the rights and tlie institutes of the Bards of the

Island of Britain."

Tydain, or Titain Tad Awen, Titan the Father of Getiiui,

the same as Apollo, is claimed as one of the Cymry, and as

British. See above, (No. X. XII.)

The Hyj)erhoreans used the zcheat straw in the rites of

Apollo and of Diana.

The old Britons ascribed peculiar virtues and powers to

this very symbol. " Gwrnerth Ergydlym a laddes yr arth

mwyaf ac a welwyd erioed, a saeth tcelltai." " The keen-

darting Gwi'nerth, (perhaps another title o^ Apollo) slew the

largest bear that was ever seen, with an arrozo of stran>,

W. Arch. V. 2. p. 68.

The arrow which Abaris, the Hijperborean priest of

Apollo, carried round the earth, fasting {Herod. L. iv. oQ.y

WHS probably of this kind.

As the ancients often played upon zcords, particularly

in their mystical accounts of things, owro?, derived from otu

to think or opine, may have conveyed the opinions, as well

as the arrozo of Abaris ; and by what Herodotus expresses,

in the terms, coJev o-mof*f»o?, it may not have been originally

meant, that he eat nothing, but that he made no provision

for his journey, as Druids never did, regarding it as one of

their sacred privileges, to fintl

—

^'•Trwyddedogaeth ble'r elont."

*' maintenance wherever they went." [Institutional Triads.
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It appears, from several passages in Taliesin, tliat our

Druids made use of straw-reeds, and the points, or spicula

of certain trees, in all their sacred rites. Perhaps he alludes

to the Ddian gifts, in telling us

—

Bum ynghaer Fefenydd. (L. Felenydd.')

Yt gryssynt wellt a gzvi/dd. W. Arch. V. I. p.^g,

" I have been in the city of Bdenydd, whither the straws

and sprigs were hastening."

Pythagoras, whose philosophy bore a wonderful resem-

blance to that of Druids, is represented expressly to have

heard the Guuls and J^rachmans :* the foimer, as it should

seem, in the person of Abaris, who delivered his arrow to

hnm, in other words, made a covenant with him, and at

the same time, instructed him in his doctrine. The philo-p

sophy of Greece, originated in the Celt&.-f

The name of Abaris belongs to the Cymry. aS^-oi—
Ki/Ao^of, wj Tn/i? (pscn, Kia^E tot. Sttpk. Jiyzant. De Urb.

ui6fl!77's rnay havp been one of the Abroi; but the term

does not so properly appertain to the Nation, as to the reli-

gion of the Cymry, Abarui, or Avancy, the Contempla-r

live, is a familiar name in the old Welsh. Abaris, consi-

dered as the character, I regard not as a personal name,

but as a description of the order.—In short, as I would un-

derstand Magus, or Druida, I think a short summary of

Druidism, extracted from the institutional triads, of the

order in Britain, will justify this acceptation.

* C!cm. Akxantl. Strom. L. i. Ex. AlcT- Pob/hist.

Diog. LuerU Ex. Aristotclc Borlasc, P. 73.
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Druids divided the whole of existence into three cir-

cks, or spheres. \. Cylch y Ctuganty The circle of space,

which none but God alone can pervade. 2. Cylch yr Abred,

or, as the continental Cymry would say,

—

Aheres, " The

circle of courses," which comprehended the material crea-

tion, and the condition or state of humanity. 3. Cylch y
Grcynfyd, the circle of happiness, which man would ulti-

mately attain.

But most of their philosophy respected the Aired, or the

changes and revolutions to which nature and man were ex-

posed. That circle of existence embraced their famous doc-

trine of the Metempsychosis, which they reconciled with ap-

parently ingenuous efforts, to the immortality, and the ul-

timate felicity of the soul. The circle of Abred was that,

in which man, with all the worics of nature, began in the

Great Deep, or in the lozcer state of existence.—It con-

tained a mixture of good and evil.

But man, endued with a power of choice, between the

evil and the good, by the exercise of his religion—of the

relative duties—of pure virtue and fortitude, could bring all

the passions or propensities of his nature, to a just balance.

This condition of man was termed, the point of liberty,—
he passed from thence, through the gate of mortality, into

the circle of happiness : no more the victim of adversity,

want, or death.

But if he permitted evil affections to govern and pre-

dominate, sucli as pride, falsehood, or cruelty; thsit bias

would sink him down from the circle of happiness. Death

would return him to the circle of courses, allotting him

a punishment, lu due proportion to his moral turpitude,

ih 10 the iowl \\ii- to do penance in ft beast, or in a rtptile.
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or in several of them successively. From this degradation it

rose, at length, and reassumed the human form. RepeatecJ

probations and corrections would, ultimately, subdue all-

evil propensities. The point of liberty would be attained,

and the divine particle would be introduced, by death, to

infinite happiness.*

It has been a litigated question amongst the learned, whe-

ther Pythagoras received the doctiine of the Metempsychosis

from DruidsJ or communicated this doctrine to them. But

as Greeks acknowledge that he was a disciple of the

Celtic Sages—as it is avowed, that he received the arrow of

Abarisy which had been carried round the world—evident

allusions to the mystery of the Abred, which is the corner

stone of Druidism,—and as Aristotle has owned, that phi-

losophy did not emigrate from Greece to Gaul, but vice versa,

I think it safer to conclude, that one individual foreigner

borrowed from this national institute, than to conceive, that

he should have communicated his own speculations, upon

diis very mystical topic of religion, to an order of men, who

were always jealous of novelties.

It may be added, that some of the very oldest Greek

writers refer to similar opinions, as already established, and

prevalent in the north west of Europe.

• The triads from ivhich this epitome is compiled, may be seen in the original-,

and in its version. Erf. William's Poems, V. ii. P- 2L'7.

Ot" liie copy from which they are taken^ that ingenious poet and writer givcij

the following account.
" The triads that arc here selected, are from a manuscript collection, by

I.bfvtelyn f-ion, a bard, of Glamorgan, about A. D. 1560. Of this manuscript, 1

have a transcript. The original is in the possession of Mr. Bichard Bradford,
o{ Bcttus, near Bridgend, in Glamorgan. This collection was made from th-

rions manii'-cripts, ot considerable, and some of great antiquity. These, and
rUeir authors, iire mentioned, and most, or &U of them, are still extant."
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Atlas, the son of Japetus, was an Hifperborean,—^he was

also, a neighbour of the Hesperides. It was, consequently,

in the north west comer of the world, that he supported the

heavens. It was in the same tract, that fountains, and

the origin of the earth, of hell, of the sea, of the sidereal

heaven, and of all things, were placed in the great deep.

Hesiod. Theog. 736.

It was here that Sti/x resided, in a magnificent house,

composed of huge stones, connected, or covered at the top,

(just in the style of our British monuments) and punished,

even the Gods, by degrading them, for a time, to a lozver

state of existence, from whence they were to pass, through

a variety of arduous probations, before they could recover

their primitive divinity.

It was here also, at the ends of the earth, in the islands

of the blessed, and by the deep ocean, that Jupiter assigned,

.

as the reward of the just and the good,—as a recompence

and crown to the heroes who had fallen before Thebes, and

before Troy,—a residence of tranquillity, after death, in

which the fertile soil produced its fruits, thrice every year.

Hesiod. Egy. a. 155, to 171.

These, must not only have been prevalent opinions, in the

age of Hesiod, but must have been considered, by him, as

maxims, rooted in the periods he describes. The road of

the ancient Greeks, to the court of Pluto, to the land of

just retribution, and therefore, the paradise and the hell of

their mythology, pointed at the Islands of Britain.

Tlie country, it is true, as we find it, will not answer

the description, either of wretchedness or felicity; but those

pictures refcried, in their colouring, to religious faith, and
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tliey are verified in the different states of retribution, which

Druidism conferred upon the virtues and vices of men. All

that fair criticism demands, may be attested, and confirmed

in the unequivocal remains of such monuments, and of such

opinions, as the ancients ascribe to our distant progenitors.

Upon the whole, then, I cannot but apply to our Druids

of Britain, the description preserved by Diodorus Siciilus,

L. ii. C. 47, which I here insert, with a few remarks.

Hecateus, and some others, who treat of ancient histories

or traditions, give the following account.

'* Opposite to the coast of Gallia Celtica, tliere is an island

in the ocean,—not smaller than Sicily

y

—lying to the norths

—^which is inhabited by the Hyperboreans, who are so

named, because they dwell beyond the 7iorth wind. Thi^

island is of a happy temperature, rich in soil, and fruitful

in every thing, yielding its produce twice in the year.

*' Tradition says, that Latona was born there, and for

that reason, the inhabitants venerate Apollo, more than any

other God. They are, in a manner, his priests, for they

daily celebrate him with continual songs of praise, and pay

him abundant honours.

" In this island, there is a magnificent grove «/*«»«,-,

(or precinct) of Apollo, and a remarkable temple, of a

round form, adorned with many consecrated gifts. There

is also a city sacred to the same God, most of the inhabi-

tants of which are harpers, who continually play upon their

harps in the temple, and sing hymna to the God, extolling

his actions.
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** The Hyperboreans use a peculiar dialect, and have a

remarkable o»xiioT«Ta, attachment, to the Gret/cs, especially

to the Athenians, and the Delians, deducing their friend-

ship from remote periods. It is related, that some Greeks

formerly visited the Hyperboreans, with whom they left

consecrated gifts, of great value, and also that in ancient

times, Abaris, coming from the Hyperboreans, into Greece,

renewed their friendship, (yvyytnuty) family intercourse, with

the Delians.

*' It is also said, that, in this island, the moon appears very

near to the earth, that certain eminences, of a terrestrial

form, are plainly seen in it, that the God (Apollo) visits

the island, once in a course of nineteen years, in which

period, the stars complete their revolutions, and that for

this reason, the Greeks distinguish the cycle of nineteen

years, by the name of the great year.

**' During the season of his appearance, the God plays up-

on the harp, and dances every night, from the vernal equi-

nox, till the rising of the pleiades, pleased with his own

successes.

" The supreme authority, in that city, and sacred pre^

cinct, is vested in those who are called Borcada:, being the

descendants of Boreas, and their governments have been

uninterruptedly trajismitted in this line."

t

The topography of this island accords, precisely and ex-

clusively, to the local position of Britain. Some have

objected that the words, xxrx ra; a^xTut,?, do not simply

mean, lying towards the north, but imply a higher lati-

tude, than that of Britain. But this island, viewed from

the coast of Gaul, appears to be under the Bear, and the
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same Diodorus; L. V. 21, when speaking expressly of Bri'

fffz'w, describes it as, 'vm' avrnr mv a^krov xstpvur.

—

Ipsi urs^
vSUBJECTAM. In the same chapter, he compares the

island'sjfor;w to that of Sicily ; he asserts that, in ancient

periods, it had remained unmixed by foreign power, for nei-

ther Bacchus, nor Hercules, nor any other hero or poten-

tate of whom we have read, had molested it by war. He re-

marks the simple manners, and singular integrity of the

inhabitants : he adds, that their numerous princes generally

cultivated peace amongst tliemselves.—^These, are distin-

guishing features of the Hyperboreans. Hecateus was

unacquainted with an accurate and real survey of Britain,

but he compares it, naturally and properly, to the largest

island that was known to the Greeks.

As the Celtic year began in July,* Britain may have

been described as producing tzvo harvests, one at the com-

mencement, and the other, at the end of each year ; but,

in the time of the Britons, its most important produce was

pasture, and of this, it continues eminently to afford a

second crop.

The honour of Apollo is not forgotten, in the ancient

monuments of the Cymry. The first name oi Britain, after

it was inhabited, was Vel ynys, the island of Bel. W. Arch.

V. 2. P. 1. Belennydd or Plennydd, was a founder of Druid-

ism, (No. XI.) It was afterwards called ynys prydain, the

islanli of the regulator of seasons. IV. Arch. uhi. sup.

See also a fragment of a Druidical prayer. W. Arch.

V. 1. P. 73.

* PVwy. L. XVI C. 44. The Wehh call this month CorphcJihav, the caw
clnsiori of the summer, or year.
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Llad yn eurgyrn, '

Eurgyin yn Haw, Llaw yn ysci

Ysci ym modrydav

Fur iti iolav, Buddyg Feli,

A Manhogan Rhi

Rhygeidwei deithi, Yni/$ Vel Veli.

<* The gift in the golden horn—the golden horn in the

hand—the hand on the knife—tlie knife on the leader of the

herd—sincerely I worship thee, Beli, giver of good, and

Manhogan, the king, who preserves the honours of BEL,
the hland of Belir

The sacred precinct, and the temple, in its ancient form,

are to be seen, at this day, upon Salisbury plain. It was

called (No. XIV.) Gwaith Emrys, or Emreis, the structure

of the revolution, evidently that of the sun, for the name

has been so contrived, that the letters which form it, when

valued as the Celtic or Greek numerals, mark the day on

which that revolution is completed, viz.

«'8, f*'40, g' 100, fl'8, ' 10, s'200= 36().

The account given ofthe inhabitants of the city of Apollo,

might be deemed sufficient of itself to settle this point.

We discover no considerable Druidical monument, where

the language of Britain is preserved, without finding also,

Tre V Beirdd, the town of the Bards, or a name of similar

import, in its vicinity.

The Bards were Priest and Poet.» The Haitp wa^

their inseparable attribute, and skill upon this instrumen*'

was an irtdispensible qualification for their office.
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The ancient friendship and cpmangiiinifi/ of the HypcT"

boreans and Greeks, are again, strong circumstances.

TheCywry derive their Very origin from the neighbourhood

ofGreece, and they left, as they tell us, the country in peace.

These Islanders, who can, I think, be no longer mistaken,

claim Abaris as their countryman. The intercourse and

friendship which he came to renew, refer to the first ages

of Grecian history—to the days of Argis and Opis, of

whom Greece received the Gods, and learnt the rites from

the Hyperboreans.

The notice which modern discovery has verified so amply,

respecting the appearance of the moon, must be very in-

teresting, in an ancient author, concerning any people what-

soever. It seems to indicate the use of something like teleS'

copes; and whatever may have been intended by it, our

triads mention Drych ah Cibddar, or Cilidazcr, the specu-

lum of the son of pervading glance, or of the sea rc/eer

of mystery, as one of the secrets of the Island oi Britain.

W. Arch. V. 2.

It has been acknowledged, by ancient authors, that our

Druids professed astronomy. This elevated science is posi-

tively insisted upon, in those triads which I have selected.

Learned men are of opinion that even the monuments of

Druidism, in Britain, bear indisputable evidence of their

proficiency in the science. The Greeks call the cycle, here

mentioned, the metonic, from the name of its publisher, about

the eighty-ffth Olympiad; but Ilesiod mentions the Annus

Magnus, as known, long before his time, in the regions

of Pluto. Theog. 799.

The mii-ie, and the niglillv danco of Apollo, were, per-
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haps, pageants of Druidkal device, to celebrate the com-

pletion of tliis period.

Diodorus, and his authorities, did not regard the power

and the institution of these priests as recent, but as what had

continued, without interruption, in the descendants of

Boreas. Our British name of Stonehenge, Gwaith Entrys,

and the name of the neighbouring village, Ambresburi/,

connect this Boreas, with a character well known in Greek

mythology.

It has become a fashion, amongst the learned of this age,

to derive all knowledge and religion, prevalent in the Kest

of Europe, from Hercules.

This opinion, appears to mo, no less inconsistent with

Grecian Mythology, than with Celtic Tradition.

The errands of Hercules to the u^est, are not for the pur-

pose of introducing to the natives, but for that of procuring

from them, what was deemed valuable.

It was to carry off the herds of Gtryon—to rob the or-

chard of the Hesjperides—or steal the guard of Pluto's gate.

These tales, though literally fables, must have meant

something : let us try if the two last cannot be explained

|jy the mythologies of Britain.

Hercules had the task of procuring three yellow apples,

from the garden of the Hesptride>\ These apples wcn^ me-

taphorical, and pointed at >ici< nc*-^ <lisci])lini', or jiiyiUiiv.
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The hero receives directions from Promttheus, how to ob^

tain the fruit, namely, that he sh«||ld attend his brother

Atlas, the Hyperborean, and get him to fetch it, out of

the neighbouring garden of the Hespcrides, Apollodor,

L. ii. C. 4.
*

It will be recollected, that Prometheus was one of the

lapetidce, and son, or native inhabitant, of Asia Propria,

who had been expelled from thence to the neighbourhood

of Mount Caucasus, in Asiatic Scythia, as Atlas himself

had been driven from the same native spot, into the west of

Europe. It appears from hence, to what family these

apples belonged.

We are informed, by our British triads, that the first

name given to this island, before it was inhabited, was Clas

Merdin, the garden of Merddin. IV. Arch. V, 2, P. 1.

The name of Merddin has been conferred upon old bards,

but is originally, a mythological term. His ticin sister is

Gzcenddydd, or the morning star: He must have been

himself some luminary, in a similar character.

Merddin, if Mer-Din, be its root, is dweller of the sea ;

if Mer-dain gives it birth, it is, the comely one of the sea.

It implies, in either sense, the evening star, or Hesperus,

the zcestern luminary.

* Several of the ancientSj who wrote after the Carthageniaiis had extended
their voyages, describe the seat of Atlas and the Hesperides, as attached to

Africa. It is very usual to distinguish newly discovered places, by familiar

names. Thus vte have New England, in America; New Holland, and Kete South
Wales, amongst the Antipodes.

ApoUodorus, the accurate recorder of tradition, corrects the error.

Atlas, aiid the gardens of the Bespcrides, uerc not, as some rcvrcscnt them to

havt been, in Lyhia ; but amongst the Hyperboreans.
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The apple-trees and T/ellow apples of Merddin*s guixden,

that were given to him by liis Lord, Gzcenddolcu ab

Ceidio, the master of thefair bow, the son of preservaiiori,

are famous in British Mythology. In the TV. Arch. V. 1,

JP. 150, there is a mystical poem, given under the character,

of Mtrddin, from which it appears, that, by these trees,

and their fruit, the whole system of Druidical divination

was implied and covered. The first pennill runs thus.

" To no one has been shewn, in one season of twiliglit

What Merddin received before he became old.

Seven fair apple-trees,, and seven score,

Of equal age, equal height, length, and size

:

One maid, %vith crisped locks, guards them

—

Olicedd is her name—of the form oi'lio-ht are her teeth."
'45

Ola, Oliie?i, or Olnedd is Venus. Were not those trees,

constellations, and may not the apples have been stars, M'hich

after they were committed into the charge of the most pre-

eminent in the order, could be discovered by none till

Merddin, or Hesperus appeared?

From hence it should seem, as if the golden apples, which

Hercules procured from the garden of the Hesperides,

pointed at the science of astronomical divination.

The guard of Pluto''s-gute, or three headed Cerberus,

may signify the mystical doctrines of the Hyperboreans,

guarded by their three orders—their Druid, their Bard,

and their Oiydd. And what renders this, not a little pro-

bable is, that Keif), or Kelv, in many ancient languages,

means a dog, and tliat, in Brithh, the stmie v/ord im-

ports a inystertj or science.
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In the volume above cited, p. 45, an old Bard alludes,

perhaps, to this enterprize of Hercules, whom, according

to the doctrine of the Metempsi/shosiSy he supposes to have

reappeared, in the person of Alexander.

Rhyveddav na chiawr, &c.

*' I wonder it is not perceived, that Heaven had promised

the Earth, a mighty chief, Alexander the Great, the

Macedonian,

*' Ilewi/s, the iron genius, the renowned warrior, <Je-'

sccnded into the deep.—Into the deep he went, to search

for the mystery, (Kelv-yddyd). In quest of science, let

his mind be importunate, let him proceed on his way, in

the open air, between two grijfins, to catch a view. No
view he obtained.—^To grant such a present would not be

meet. He saw the wonders of the superior race, in the

fishy seas.—He obtained that portion of the world, which

his mind had coveted, and, in the end, mercy from the

God."

If Prometheus, or the lapetida of Caucasus, could in-

struct the Greeks how to obtain the desired fruit from the

garden of the Ilesperides, it may be suspected, that the

mystical doctrines of the western creed were known to

Asia. And something of this kind must be intimated by

the tale of Aharis, who is allegorically represented, as hav-

ing carried his arrow round the whole world.

It appears, from Anton. Liberal. C. 20. (writing after

Boeus, and Siminias Rhodius) that the inhabitants of f^ff-

h/lon, in Mtsopofnm'ia, often visited the temple of Apollo,

in the lufid of the Hyperboreans, during mythological
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ages, and attempted, even to introduce their 8c^crific^s.

into their own country.

An ingenious friend of mine suggested, that menw ah

Teirgrvaeddf or Menw of the three Feds, one of the mas-

ters of the mysterious and secret science, amongst tlie

Cymri/, (No. XVI.) is the same character and personage

vith Menu, autlijor of the Vedas, in the mj'thology of the

Hindus.

This conjecture seems to have much verisimiUtude, and

may be extended, perhaps, to Minos, King o/'K^nr, (which,

in the old Cottian Celtic, is the earth,) who wascou>tituttd

one of the judges in the court of Pinto.

M<nu, and Minos, may he referred, ultimately, to tiie

patriarch Noah, whose decrees formed the basis of juris-

prudence in the cast and the zcest.

If so, there was, at least, a connection between Druid-

ism, and the religion of India ; and it may not be an im-

probable conjecture, that it was by those Galaiat, or Druids,

under whom Pi/lhagoras had studied, that he was recom-

mended to the scliool of the Drachmans.

This idea oF a mutual intercourse, between the Sages of

the east and the ic-est, is countenanced by Mr. Jii/Jord\

incomparable di.-53eriation, upon J'-g^pt aiul the St/r

.'Isiat. lice. V. 3.

'I'hai mast(;rly writer informs us, that much intercourse

once prevailed, between the territories of India, :ind cer-

Xiun couniries in the u-f^^/.—Thai tlie old Indiana were ac-

quainted wilh nur British Jstand<. which ihnr Look-- Ur-*
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5cnbe as the sacred Islands in the west, calling one of them

Bretashtan, or the seat and place of religious dutj/.—That

one of these Islands, from the earliest periods, ^yas regarded

as the abode of the Pitris, who were fathers of the human

race. And that, in these Islaiids, were two places, in which

those Pitris coiild be seen.

That the old Hindus visited them accordingly, for thi.^

purpose, and that even a certain Yogi, wlio was living when

Mr. JVilford nrote, A. D. 1791, had set out upon that very

design, with his attendant pilgrims, and had proceeded in

liis journey, as far as to Moscozc.

In the same volume, that luminary of science, public

spirit and virtue. Sir William Jones,—'' on the lunar year

of the Hindus,"—tells us, that, " On the day of the conjunc-

tion, obsequies are performed (as offerings) to the manes of

the Pitris, or progenitors of the human race, to whom the

darker fortnight is peculiarly sacred,"—just as the night,

or dark season is consecrated, in Druidical worship.

On these passages I would remark.

That the Pifris of the Tccsf, and these honours to them,

could not liave sprung originally from India.

From tlic earliest periods, their abode had been in the

sacred hiands of the zcest, in which Islands, we find the

('t/mrif, who emphatically call themselves the Jirst, or the

oldest race.

. Ilicso Islands could not have been consecrated bj/ the

Indians. JIud the mysteries ol' the Pifris originated zcith

Hindns, their sncr^d abode woulrl, unquestionably have been
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fixed in a recess of their own countri/, to which an habi-..

tual access would be competent^ and of which their own

tribes would be the political masters. Whereas, the Hindus

could hold no comlnunication with such oracles in the west,

and, in a land of strangers, unless they took upon them-

selves a toilsome pilgrimage, over half the globe, through

many barbarous countries, which intervened, before they

could reach the sacred Islands. \

This veneration, then, for the Pitris, and tlie usage of

consulting them, were necessarily derived, by the Hindus,

from the religion of that race, in whose land those conse-

crated personages were acknowledged, uniformly, to have

resided.

And this, was the country of the same people, to whom
the ancient poets of Greece and Rome, conducted their

heroes, when they were to consult the manes of the dead.
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Sect. III. O/'fAc Coranied or first invaders of lirifairy

•—a discrimination of the Celtic dialects, tcith short re-

marks on the general character of the Celtic language.

o,UR British documents being found agreeable to the

account which the oldest authors give of the Cymry, and of

their institutions, I shall offer a few remarks upon the

Coranied, whom they represent as the first hostile invaders

©f Britain,

These were preceded by the Celyddon, Gtcyddyl and

Gwyr Galedin (No. III.) who amving after the country

had been settled^ were admitted, under some restriction of

privileges.

It ap^irs to me, that the tribes here named, were still of

Celtic origin, came from both banks of the Rhine, and were

pracursores of the Belga, who, at several distinct periods,

obtained, and possessed, by force, great part of the /s/a«^.

lliese people, who make a considerable figure in the liis-

tory of Britain, are styled Coranied, o nlad y pzcyl, and,

in a passage already adduced, it is atlirmed, that, originally,

they came from A&ia.

Though Coranifd be their most general name in these

triadfi, yet we often find one of this nation tenned Cawr,

tha gia7ii, and this name, as often contracted into Cor,

'A hicit forms in it^ pluial, Coried, or Cor^o;^.
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In the same district which the Coranied first occupied,

we also find the Coetanau, one of whose principal towns is

caWedL lzt)j/d Coit, or the fortress of the ^Qptii. This word,

with our British article r/s, forms Yscoit, or S'Coti. It may

not be easy to determine, with precision, the sense of

these very ancient names. Coranied may import shepherds;

for Cor-lan is a sheepfold, and Cor-gi, a sheep dog^ in

IVehh, as Caor is a sheep, in Irish.

Carer is a giant, or mighti/ man : and Coetanau, or Cotti,

seems to be derived from Coet, W. Coat. Arm. and Cuit,

Cornish, a,forest or tvood. The ancients describe a race of

Shepherds, in primitive Europe—as Giants, who dwelt in

thefores, n mountains.

The country, which the Coranied occupied. Is described,

as having been, (Am), round the river Humber, and upon

the shore of Mor Taioch, the German Ocean. In these

districts, their British names are preserved, by tli6 oia Geo-

graphers, in the Coritani, Corii, Coitani, Sec.

But, according to ancient British accounts, tlioir territory

enlarged itself, beyond the local application of these names,

and comprehended not only the inland regions, round the

wkic-spreading arms of the Humber, but also much of the

Kastern coast of England. And I have reason to believe,

the account is just.

When Casar arrived in Britain, the Aborigines werr.

tho:^e of the interior parts, and of the Western coast. Their

character, and their habits were different from those of the

©ther Britons, with whom Ca:sar fought. We are not ap-

prised, and have no reason to conjecture, that he saw the

itirerior inhabitant"=i. The armi^f that opposf^d him, were
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.similar, m 'theif general habits—ih their military art, and

resources, to each other, as they were also to the Belga 6^

Kent) th'dugh h^aiied by a *jitinfce <Jf the Cassii or' Catti,

of Herts' hnd Middlesex, atia thdngh consisting, in part, of

the Ceiii Maghi, or / Ceni, of Norfolk, Sufolk, 8tc.

The monuments we call Driiidical, must be appropriated,

exclusively, to the Aborigines of the midland, and zikstern

divisions. They are found in such corners, and fastnesses, as

have, in all ages, and countries, been the last retreat of the

Conquered, and the last that are occupied by the victorious.

—In Wales, and in Mona, they were used, and venerated,

until the Aborigines were completely subjugated by Roman
arms. In the central counties, and in the west, they per-

petually occur, from Cornzvall to Cumberland : whereas,

comparatively, few traces of them are discovered in the

Eastern part of the Island, which therefore appears to have

been occupied by those people who did not construct build-

ings of this nature, and who obtained possession, before the

Aborigines deeply impressed their character upon the soil.

In that eastern division, besides the Corii, Coitani, 8cc.

we find the race of Brigantes. This name did not confine

itself to the County of York. Galgacus, in Tacitus, ap-

plies it, emphatically, to the Iceni, Ceni-magni, or Tigeni.

They were probably, then, all of the same root, or stock.

After the Iceni, in our maps, come Trinotantes, Cassii, or

Cattii, Cattieu-Chlani, (clans or children of the Cot-

ti,) 8cc.

The very same descriptions of tribes, which are found in

this part of England, frequently occur in Ireland, in Scot-

land,-Q.nd in the known possessions of British Belgce ; but
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scarce ever in Wales, or in those inTanct'cbuhtles of En(fland,

which border upon that principality.

Thus, in Freland, we have Brigantes and Brig'es, Cauciy

S'Coti, Coriondi, Ven-Icnii and Damnii. In Scotland are

found the Novantes, Damnii, Damnonii, Canto:, Carinix

Cattini, S'Coti Atta-Coti.

The Caledonia Si/lva occurs in Scotland, Northampton-

shire, and Sussex; and, I think, every where marks ttiat

people, in whose idiom Coilleadh is a. forest, and Dun, ox

Dunadh (duny) a dzoelling. The Damnii of Ireland, of

Scotland, and of Devonshire, as well as about the wall of

Severus, exemplify the same analogies.

It may be observed, in general, that although in the East

of England the names of tribes, of rivers, of tozcns, and of

men, present the character of the Celtic language, yet they

appertain to a dialect, which is nearer, in its approach to the

Irish, than our old British appears to have been.

I therefore think our Coranied, Coiti, Giants, &,c. were

branches of the same people, who obtained possession of

Ireland and of Scotland, and whose language prevailed in

these countries.

Casar tells us, the invaders of this i-sland retained the

j\ames of the continental tribes, from whom they liad

sprung. This account he must have received from those

Britons with whom he conversed, for, before he landed, he

was ignorant of the country, and of its inhabitants. The

Gauls had been too jealous of his enterprizc to afford him

the least information.
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The Cornnied came into the Island of Britain, o JVlad

y I*wyl, from the land of Pools, or of the Water. This

name aptly describes Holland; and it is acknowledged, that

by Celta: tliat very coast was inhabited, before the appulse of

the Goths. In this neighbourhood we discover tribes, whose

names have been retained m British Islands; such as the

Cauci, who were also a people of Ireland, and, in Pliny's^

account, of the same nation as the Cimbri. To these ad-

join Frisii, whom Whitaker, Baxter, and other authors

of credit, consider as Britons. We have also Bructeri, in

the same line of march, who, in the /r/sA language, are the

Borderers. Baxter has proved, that, in general, the in-

habitants of that neighbourhood were called Britunni. See

the word in his British Glossary.

If I may risk an opinion, our Coried, Cotti, and Giant?,

came into Britain, from this part of the continent. They

constituted part of a race, which established themselves,

more or less, in all the ample divisions of the Celtic terri-

tories, though prevailing chiefly in Belgium, and about the

Rhine; In their approach to the West, 1 consider them as a

second wave of the Cimmerian onigrants.

I havf already observed, that, although some of the Cymrif

left Asia Propria, Thrace, and Ilamonia, in peace, carry-

ing their peculiar customs with them, into these Western

settlements, where tliey were known to the Greeks, in early

times,—yt-t part of the family remained behind.

The Ci-coTics, wlio were al<o Galni, and Brianfea, foutfht

with Ulysses, alter \}icfall of Troy * Tiiere were Brirris, of

* I speak oi th? IVar of Troy, as an mra to wliich tht' ancients familiarly rei'cr
;

but it is not nsy df;if:ii to iD«iiiuate :in opiiiion rospcctiur; tlie reality «if mh event

'which kas e!i;j;tged the snpcrior lei-rnii)?, and -^ag-icitj of JMr. Bkt»>.t.
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tlie Cimmerian family, who crossed over, from Thrace into

jisia, and assmned the name of Phryges, some time after

the war of Troy, whenever that event happened. But long

before Troy had acquired celebrity, lapetus married, or took

possession of j4sia, where he generated a race of Titans, and

those Titans, progenitors of Thrncians andof Ce/^dJ, contest-

ed with Javan's posterity the possession of these countries

;

raising the mountains, that is, their inhabitants, against

the Greeks, or, in poetical description, against their Gods.

Such of them as became partizans for the cause of

Jupiter, were led by Cottus, Briareus, and Gyges—names

which are evidently connected with a Cimmerian, or Celtic

race, whether considered as designations of individual sove-

reigns, or of tribes : in which last view of them, we may

describe the Titans in the terms Cotti, Briarci, and Gygii.

In the civil war between CiEsar and Pompey, Cottus, a king

of Thrace, assisted the latter with five hundred horse. Dc.

B. C. L. iii. In the same age, Cotiis, or Cottus, was prince

of an ancient, and of an honourable tribe, amongst the

^Edui, the chief branch of all the Celtce. De. B. G. L. vii.

This Titanic name had so far preserved its dignity in

the region from which the Celtcz came, and also in that

which constituted their final settlement.

The name of Briareus may have been connected with

Bria, or Briga, which, in Thrace, and all over Celtica,

signified breastrvork, or intrenchmcnt, and hence, a fortified

town. Breyr, pi. 1. Breyrau, is Welsh, for a baron or

nobleman—inaster of a lbrtres.s.

('yges was a name locally attached in that neighbour-

hood. Ilo/fur mentions T^yztv >.tu>r., under tJie mountain
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Tmolus, not far from Troy. II. ii. From the Gygii, Ire-.

land may have obtained the name nyvy^x, which Plutarch,

one of the best Greek antiquaries, bestows upon it.

Perhaps the Ogi/gia of Homer, which lay in a remote

part of the world, upon seas unknown, and was possessed

by a daughter of Atlas, the Hj/perborean, and general of

the Titans, was in reality no other.

The Titans, or Giants, were, after a long struggle, van-

tjuished, and were driven to the JVest, into the regions of

Pluto, the acknowledged progenitor of the Gauls. Thither

they were attended by Cottus, Briareus, and Gijges, to

whose charge they were committed ; that is, their chiefs^ or

theii- tribes, retained their names.

This main contest, perhaps, originated in Asia, where

the Titans were born—In the neighbourhood of Pallene,

and of the mountains which covered the mouth of the

Peneus, victory declared itself on the side of Jupiter, or

his worshipers.—As part of the same people, even after the

conclusion of the war, continued in the country, and re-

tained their national descriptions, it would be difficult, at

this period of time, exactly to ascertain the route of the

retreating parties.

Some of them perhaps may have traced the banks of the

Pencils, upwards, through Thessaly, and into Epirus, from

whence Jlcreiihs afterwards expelled the Celta, and substi-

mtcd a Corinthian colony in their place. Anton. Lib. C. 4.

]\rany of them entered Italy. At Phlegra, in Cam-

pania, they again made a powerful stand, and though sub-

dued, their families remained in the country, for the Latin

language must acknowledge its obligation to that of S'Coii,
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and ive find the Alpim Cotii, in tbe time of Augustus,

occ/upied that very district, in which the language of S'Coti

is still spoken with great purity.

But coming towards the Paymonias, Rhatia, and Vin-

dtlicia, in our direct road towards the North Western Celtce,

we fancy ourselves upon Scottish, or Irish ground.

We must not look to their present inhabitants for the

original or primary occupiers of these countries. No peo-

ple, speaking half Gothic, and the other half Sclavoyiian,

could have imposed such names as the following, which are

chiefly Irish, and several of wiiich occur in our British

Islands.

Cetius Mons.—Ir. Ceide, a hill, mountain.

Albanus Mons.—Ir. Alb, Allan, a height, AlbaJiach,

Scotch, A Scotchman.

Here dwelt the Coletiani—Caledonii.

Gabhanodurum—Ir. Gabhan, a strong hold, inclosure,

and Dur, zcater.

Bragodurum—Ir. Braghadh, a breast, bank, and Dur.

Ectodurum—Ir. Enchda Dur, clean, pure n:atcr,

Ebodurum—Ir. Eban, Eab. mud, and Dur.

Artubriga—Ir. Ard, Art, high, Brcighe, breastwork.
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Gesodunwn—Ir. Oais, a torrent, and Dun, afortre^f

from Dunam, to shut, barricade.

Brixant(B, a people, Brigantes, and the town Brigan-

tiwn—&c. &c.

In the time of Herodotus, the Sigi/na, a Thracian tribe,,

"whose customs, as far as tliey are described, correspond ex-

actly to those of t!ie Belgec in Britain, inhabited these

countries. Tiieir territories bordered upon the Veneti, on

the Adriatic, and extended on the North of the Danube.

L. Y- 9- Part ofthem were neighbours of the Ligitrians, who

called pedlars, Sigyna, perhaps as we nt)w call them Scotch'

men. These Western Sigi/tia, by their situation, must hav«»

beeu the Segusini, Cottii, or Waldenses. The country of

the SigyncD, North of the Danube, according to Casar,

De. B. G. VI. had been occupied, from remote periods, by

the Volca Tectosages, who were Gauls, not Germans.*

These, must have been the same as the Sigyme of liercdotus,

and they were the same as the old Belg<e—

Volae Tectosages, primsevo nomine, Belgtt.

Axison.

Voice seems to come from the Gaulish Bolch, Volck,

(W. Btclch) a pass or defile. They were also called, Are-

eomici, Ar-Com-ec, a word of the very same grammatical

structure as Armorec, and meaning occupiers of the passes

* Diod. Sic. L. V. C. 3c, places proper Celta in the intermediate space,

between the Alps and the Piircnccs, whilst he extends the n8me of Galntt:

to those who dwell htyond the limits of that Cdtica, towards the South,

near the Ocean, alwut the Hcrcynian mountain, and as far as the borders of
Srythia (or of the real Goths.) He compares the manners of these Gnuls, to

tho^o of Britons, who inhahitcd the Island Iris, or Ireland. He identifies

them with ancient Cimmerii, and the Citnbri of his own days; and, in the

bt;:inning of the next chapter, again comprehends them under tUc gcacrul name
•f a/fa.
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ol* defiks. These were their names, amongst the Cdfdz of

middle GauL But their primaeval name, Tectosages, is

purely JmA.-—Teach, teac, a house;—tosach, beginning,

origin^

A little to the north of the Daniibt, not far from the

source, amongst other names which exhibit the Iritih cha-

racter, we have Setua-Cottum. Sithvc, in Irish, means a

<'itj/, or establishment.

In the same tract, Ptolemy has placed the Chret-vori,—
a little further north, parallel to the Rhine, the Chata, and

Cas-vari, are contiguous.

Perhaps we discover the Cotti again, in DurO-Cottomm,

as it is in Ptolemy, a city of the Rhemi, vvlio wcic a people

of Belgium, and also of Britain. Tlie continental Rhemi

had a city, Bibrax

;

—and BritisJi Rhemi were Bibroci. The

Suniei, a ratx; about Limberg, had a city, named Corio-

vallum; and the same people, before they had crossed the

Rhine, were called Catti, and Cassi, (names also of British

tribes). In their neighbourhood, on the East of the Rhine,

and under the Abnoboe monies, were the Carithni of

Ptolemy, and tlie Th, after the Irish manner, being sup-

pressed, the Carini of Pliny, descendants of the I indelici,

who must themselves have been f idelici, or Gwyddelic,

for their geographical names are all Irish.

Brigantes, Corii, Cotti, Catti, Cassi, &)C. were names,

then, which described families of tlie same nation. PVom
the situation of these tribes, they were evidently the people

who were anciently called, Alo-Brites, or Alo~Briges.

Rav. (Aly Brithitys, ov Aly Brigwys,) and who, after they

o
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liad settled about the channel of the Rhine, arid the sea-

coast, had the name of Belgce, Uclga, or Oys^yai

—

Vylgy,

in Cornish, is the sea, Gzceilgi, y zceilgi, in Welsh, isjlood,

stream, sea, beds of water. That this was actually a

British name of the Belga, appears from No. XVII. of

those triads which 1 have selected^ and in which (triad)

a man of this nation is called Gzcr Gweiigi.

The Batavi, from whose territories I would import the

Coried, Cotti, Catti, or Cassi,—were, from the nature of

their country, most likely to equip themselves, at an early

period, with a competent stock of boats, or canoes, to fit

them for expeditions by sea; and they were descendants

of the ancient Catti (Cotti) or Chassi, driven from

home by domestic sedition, in quest of new settlements.

Tacitus.

This, was the popular tradition : and, as accounts of this

kind were unconnected with chronology, a national event

of great, and striking impression, at the distance of a thou-

sand years, may have been as fresh in the memory of the

people, as if it had happened in the time of their grand-

fathers.—This family contest, then, may have been as old

as the Titanic rear.

In the line of march which I have now traced, we find

the Gothic language established, at present; and, perhaps,

the countrv contained some tribes of Gothic oricrin in the

age of the lioman em{)ire; but the Celtcc had gone over

the same ground before them. They had given their names

to the rivers, mountains, and fortresses. During their

gradual retreat, these names became familiar to their suc-

cessors.

It is usual for conquerors to retain such names,—with
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slight variations, which may accommodate them to their

own organs of speech. The Goths, have indulged this

habit. JLondinium, is their Londoti,—Cantium, is Kent. The

Goths, of North Britain, are Scots,—and the EngUshme%

of the Western Isle, Irishmen.

The Celtic nation, at large, may be regarded as com-

prising a race, of two different characters, though sprung

from the same family.

The one sort, were those who took peaceable possession

of a countr}^, which had not been previously inhabited,

where they supported the character ascribed, in history, to

the ancient Ili/perboreans, establishing a national religion,

the best calculated for securing peace among themselves

;

but which, till it was gradually changed by political neces-

sities, rendered its votaries incompetent for the defence of

their country, or the support of their national inde-

pendence,

TVie other sort, were a people, who had less of scruple in

their principles, but who, having been inured habitually to

arms, before they approached the west, and, confiding in

their native prowess, forced their way into many possessions

of their unresisting brethren.

In the Welsh,—the Armoricans,—and the Cornish,—un-

disputed votaries of Druidism,—we recognise the former

of these two branches,—and the latter, in the Irish, or

in the Highlanders, h is not at all necessary to suppose,

that, where these people established themselves, the others

o 2



were either extirpated, or entirely removed. Tliey seem, in

several parts, to have amicably incorporated.

Tlie Cj/mrj/, acknowledge their obligation to many a

Caur, or Cor, for usel'ul arts, for wholesome laws, and for

equitable government: Where a mixture of their dialect*

prevailed, we may reasonably conclude, that both people

were united. E. Lhcyd* Jrchaol. P. 221, furnishes a sin-

gular instance of this mixture, in some ancient triplets,

whose grammar a[)i)roachcs nearer to the Wehh, though

several of the words be Gicj/ddtlian. I shall extract his

account of them.

" The following is the ancient language of Britons in

the north of this Island, 1 found it in the first leaf of an

old Lathi book, on decayed vellum, written in a Gwyddelian

hand, about one thousand years ago (now one thousand

one hundred) By the writing, and by a few more words

of the same language, I am certain, that the book has come

from Scotland; and I can also compute the age of the

manuscript. I know not, whether it is the language of the

Strath-Clti'i/d Britons, or of the Picts, or old Caledonians.

It is the oldest, and strangest British I have yet seen. 1 do

not understand the aim, and meaning of the lines."

By following, however, tlie sound of the letters, and the

connection of the words, Lluyd endeavours to reduce them

into modern Uclsh orthography,—and there he leaves them.

These, are the lines in the original.

>>i guorcosam (1) neiulieunaur (2) henoid

Sec Llwyd's errata.
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Ml telu nit gm-maiir(3)

Mi amfranc dam (.j) an calaur (5)

Ni can ili(6) ni guardam ni cusam(7) lienoid

Cet iben med noucl (8)

Mi amfranc dam an patel

Na mereit un nep leguenid lienoid

Is discinn mi coueidid (9)

Dou nam (10) riceur imguctid. (11)

An acquaintance uitli old orthography of the Wchh,

joined with some knowledge of the Irish, or Gaelic, will

qualify me to offer a version, which, as I think, is not wide

of truth. ^The subject appears to be this :—A principal

otficer, in a household, or a garrison, describes his de-

jection, during the absence of a chief. It is not clear,

whether he gives his real sentiments, or intends a com-

pliment.

*' Spiritless (as I am) I will not study profit, this night.

My household are not valiant

—

I will put away the cauldron.*

The bard shall not sing; 1 will not laugh : I will not feast,

this night.

Let men of renown drink mead together!

I will put away the pan.*

Let no one meddle with mirth, this pight.

Till my supporter comes down

:

[When] my Lord comes, we shall feast to the full."

(1) I.Gor, profit; Cos, consideration ; C.oaani, to study.

(2) /. Keam/i, a negative particle iu composition; Eonaur,

• Tliv caul''.roiiy ll»e pan, used la preparing the feast.
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W. a spirited, bold man. (3) /. Gur, valiant; Gurmhor,

of great valour. (4) Mi ddodav, afranc, W. (5) An,

the, /. (6) /. File, Fhili, (pron. Hi) a bard, or poet. (7) I.

Cus, enough; Cusam, to satisfy; W. Gwestav, I will en-

tertain. (8) /. Nuall, noble, famous. (9) Ayweithydd, W.

a supporter. (10) W. Nav, a lord. (11) W. Ymzoythydd,

dainties.

It has been already intimated, that some respectable

writers, who have treated of the Celta, have not been suffi-

ciently careful^ to discriminate between that race, and pro-

per Germans, or the Gothic families.

The consequence of this indefinite outline, has been a

confused idea, respecting the difterence of language, as re-

ferable to those nations.

The genius of the Celtic speech has not been separately

analyzed: and vocabularies have united words, that have

not the least intercourse, or analogy.

The following remarks, it is hoped, will be calculated, in

some degree, to remove this obscurity.

As the Gauls, or Celtce, proceeded originally to the

zcest, through Germany, long before the Goths occupied

those regions, it is pretty evident, that many of their fami-

lies halted by the way, and consequently, that Abori-

gines, in several parts of that extensive region, were Celtce,

who remained in possession for a long series of ages.

It mus^ also be remembered, that a period existed, in
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which the Celta, of Gaul were the most powerful of nations,

in the west of Europe,—made incursions,—and settled colo-

nies in Germany.* And this, I believe, happened before

the establishment of the Goths in that country.

These peculiar circumstances, together with a defect of

precision, too frequent in describing strangers, will account

for the extent of the term Celta, as covering the north, just

as we speak at present of Tartars, and of Indians, not

adverting, minutely, to distinctions, amongst those who are

imperfectly known to us.

But this indefinite use of the name, can, surely, never be

understood as meaning to impart the idea, that Celtce, and

Goths, constituted one, and the same, people. They are

accurately distinguished, by some of the best authors. They

differed essentially in stature, complexion, habits> manners,

language, as well as in every other character which marks

unconnected nations.

The families of the Goth are sufficiently ascertained : and

the genius of his language is completely known, in its very

numerous dialects.

Those who occupied the interior of Gaul, distinguished

themselves in their own language by the name of Celt(R.-\

This name, then, when used with precision, means to de-

scribe the people, of whom these Gauls constitute a part.

* Goes. De. B. Gal. vi. 24.

t C(Es. De B, Gal. i. 1. This name pertained universally to the Gauls. " The
custom of calling tlicm G<iiute, or G«h/s, lias only prevailed of late ; they were
formerly named Ce/fff, both by themselves, and bv others." Fausan Attic, p. 6,

Ed. Sijlb,
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As this race, has, in its various branches, been subject, for

a series of ages, to masters, who contemplated their lan-

guage, and their national prejudices, with equal jealousy, it

cannot be expected that the Celtic tongue should, at this

day, appear as brilliant, as that of the Gtrman tribes.

If it survives at all, it must be explored amongst the de-

pressed relics of the Celta, either in Gaul, or in those re-

gions that were peopled by tribes of the same nation. Our

British Islands arc some of them. When detected, this lan-

guage must present a character, materially different from;

that of the GVrw«w vocabularies.

In parts of Gaul, and in these Islands, we find the re-

mains of a people, who, for many generations, obstinately

maintained their independence, and who have, to this day,

preserved many peculiarities of national custom, together with

certain, most ancient, and peculiar dialects, connected with

each other, but essentially differing from those of the Gothic

narion, as well as from the Latin. These congenial dialects

must, then, be referred, of consequence, to some parent,

stock ;—which can only be the Celtic.

The dialects of Gaul appear to have been preserved, up

to the period in which the power of the Roman empire de-

clined ;—this too, in parts of the territory, wherein a cha-

racter of national independence could least be expected.

The city of Treves, lay in that part of Gaul, where the"na-

tivc-s wcT', mixed with invaders from Gcrmani/. Before it

became a part of the lioman empire, and the seat of its

provincial irovernment, the chief men of that city aflected

a German origin, yet the populace had preserved their an-

cient language. Si. Jcrorn resided thcie, about A. D. 360,
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and passing through Galatin, in Asia Minor, ten years

afterwards^ he recognised the language of Treves.

These long-separated people must, therefore, have retained

the tongue, which their common ancestors had used a thou-

sand years before; and the Galatians, here described, were

descendants, not of the Goth, or German, but of the Gaul,

'' This," it may he said, " was the Belgic dialect, and there-

fore different from that of Gallia Celtica." But tl\e lansjuase

of the CeltcB, under that name, had also been preserved.

Ausonius, when celebrating the admired cities, after the

death of the tyrant Maxim us, towards the end of the fourth

century, thus addresses a beautiful stream, that watered his

native Burdignla.

Salve, urbis Genius, medico potabilis haustu

DivoNA, Celtarum lingua—'* I'ons addite divis!"

Here we find the Celtic language, in a polished and let-

tered city, in the very o})posite coast of Gaul, quoted with

respect, and upon a favorite subject, by a man of consular

pre-eminence, as presenting the accurate etymology of local

names.

It cannot, then, be doubted, that Celtic had hither-

to flourished, in the retired parts of Gaul, remote from

the Massilian Greeks, from the first province of the Romans,,

from the incursions of the Germans, and from the dialects

of Belgium, or of Aquitania.

That corner of Gaul, which may be included by the sea,

and by a line drawn from the mouth of the Seine, to that of
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the Loire, answers all these descriptions.—It is the most in-

sulated part of Gallia Celtica: And though we are not ex-

pressly told that Celtic was preserved in this quarter, yet

the same ^MSOMZMS gives hints, which evidently import that

proposition. It was thought a compliment, worthy of selec-

tion, to Attius Patera, who was professor of literature, at

Burdigala, to record, not only that he was of Druidical

origin, but that he had been zoarden of Belen's Fane, who

was the Apollo of Druidical Paganism.

Tu, Bagocassis, stirpe Druidarum satus.

Si fama non fallit fidem,

Beleni sacratum ducis e templo genus :

Et inde vobis nomina

—

Tibi Paterae—sic ministros nuncupant

Apollinares mystici. Prof. 4.

And again.

Nee reticebo senem.

Nomine Pheebitium,

Qui Beleni aedituus

Nil opis inde tulit;

Sed tamen, ut placitum,

Stirpe satus Druidum,

Gentis Aremoricce. Prof 10.

Drnidism, then, had found an asylum in Armorica, some

ages after it had been proscribed, and suppressed in the rest

o{' Gaul. The inhabitants of that, region, must, of course,

have retained their national prejudices.

The religion of the Druids, could not have subsisted, with-

out an appropriate language; for the sacred code of the
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order consisted o^poems, and maxims, which had been con-

secrated by agCj and communicated ipsissimis verbis, with

punctilious care. These, it was a part of their superstition,

to withhold from strangers, so as to incur no risk of their

publication, by writing, or translating them. Consequently,

the pure Celtic of Druids had been preserved in Armorica.

Immediately after the time of Ausonius, we find the peo-

ple of this district, self-detached from the tottering empire of

Ro?ne, and, at no distant period, maintaining their inde-

pendence^ against the force of the Barbarians, who invaded,

and possessed the other parts of Gaul.

.

Tlie natural strength, and poverty of their country—the ac-

cession of emigrating nobles, from other provinces—and the

valour inspired by the reflection, that it teas their last re-

treat, enabled them to make a powerful stand. For many
centuries, they remained a sovereign people, and have, to

this da}^, preserved a language, essentially different from

the German, though under few obligations to the Latin.

This can be no other than the Celtic of their progenitors.

The romantic tales, which describe the extermination of

the inhabitants, by those Britons, who accompanied the

tymxitMaximiis—the fifty thousand virgins, who were drown-

ed, or butchered,—the Armorican women, whose tongues

were cut out, Sic. &.c. are not the materials of history.

Maximus passed from Britain to the city of Treves, and

proceeding to Italy, as claimant of the purple, had oc-

casion for all the force he could muster-—but it proved

ineffectual.

The Muse of Ausonius pursues the " Rutupiniis hatro,"

to the field of battle at Aquikia—she is mute, as to this
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hecatomb of the Armoricans, and represents the tempora

tyrannica, as a political storm that occasioned mischief,

but soon blew over.

Armorica, is a relative term, describing the region as a

part of Gaul; but the inhabitants were Britanni in the

time of Pliny, and perhaps before the name was known in

this Island. When they became detached, as well as, inde-

pendent, they drop'd the relative, and used the absolute name.

All that seems to be historical, in the account of settle-

ments from this country, is^ that a race either descended

from British nobility, or connected with it, sat upon the

throne of Britanij, and that an asylum was there given to

noble families of Britain, during the Saxon conquest,

though not so many of them, as to affect the language

of the people.

But the '' Armorican tongue," we are told, " is related

" nearly, to the Welsh, and Cornish." It must be so, if it be

Celtic.—

•

Tlie Gauls, and Britons, were originally one people.

The sons of Gaulish families came to Britain for edu-

cation.* In both countries, the disciples of Druidistn

learnt the same ancient poems, and studied the same oral

maxims. The Druids of Britain, and Gaul, could, there-

fore, have differed but little in their lano-uaoje.

But in so large a country, as the jurisdiction of Druidism,

Cass. d« B. 6al. L.
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there must have been shades of peculiarity, amongsit th«

vernacular idioms of the populace: and the Armorkan, or

Celtogalatian language, in the days of Casar, appears to

have differed from the Welsh, much in the same degree as

at present.

In order to prove this, I must have recourse to Etymo-

logy, who, though a rash leader, is a most valuable sub-

altern. Cttsar calls the district, civitates ArmoriccB. Ar-

moric was, undoubtedly, a Gaulish term, describing the

locality of these states. In Wehh, ar, h upofi,—mor, the.

sea,—whence morig, maritime : the name, in that case,

would import, supirmaritime, a very awkward phrase. In

Bas-Breton, ar,—the, mar, sea,—whence moric, or morec,

maritime—the maritime (states).

The JVchh call tliat country Llydazc, from Lied (Let)

aside, and aw, zcater. But for the Welsh T, the Armori-

caNS, at the end of their words, uniformly substitute S—hard,

which, the Romans frequently mark by the letter X. The

Lexovii are mentioned by Ccesar, as a people by the

water side.

Tliis word is Armorican—Les, a side, and Govea, in com-

position, ovea, water ; litcrully the water side.

Tlie people of Le Perche, in the western extremity of

the country, are called Diablintes. Diahell, in Bas~Brt-

tun, is longinquns, plural, diabeltiut—the remote o:ies. In

JVe/sh, they would have been called Pellenigion

Fioui Biltn, mentioned by Ausonius, m the passatje

abo\c (|uofc<!, comes the Armorican Bcl-cc, priv'^t, pi.

Bcleic/;..—Patera, a minister o'^ ^IpuHo, is notliing more than
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the Armorican, pautr, a hoy, servant, or attendant. Ko^o?

and Ko^vi, are Greek ^ox priest, and priestess, of an inferior

class, and rank. See the Amycl. Inscrip.

DivoJia must come, according to the interpretation of the

Gallic Bard, ivom the Armorican, Due, Godf Di,divi7ie,

andfonn, abundant, overjiozcing.

The Armorican tonirue, having maintained its uninter-

rupted station, in tliat peculiar district, or division of

Gaul, whose inhabitants called themselves emphatically,

and y.xr tl-x""* Celta, gives a rule to determine, what are,

and what are not, Celtic dialects.

Here, the Cornish, and the ffelsh, oft'er themselves as two

sisters. The latter of these, if the uniform consistency of

its preservation be considered;—if it be recollected that

British Druids were more pure than those of Gaul,—and

that Welsh has monuments written, above a thousand years

ago, (several of them evident relics of Druidism) may be

regarded as the fairest copy of the language used, in the

jurisdiction of British, and Gaulish Druids.

It is probable, (and is countenanced by respectable tra-

ditions) that when the Cymry were digesting, and metho-

dizing, their system of Druidisni—selecting their maxims,

and composing those ancient poems, which formed the basis

of their history, theology, pbilosophy, and laws—they cul-

tivated their language with peculiar attention. It became

necessary for them to weigh the import of radical terms,

—to adopt, with selection, such idioms and phrases, and

such rules in derivation, or in com})osition, as would con-

vey their meaning, with force and precision, to future ages.

By those attentions, the vague, and capricious, habits of the
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populace were control'd, and the language of Druidism

received^ in the zeest, a discriminate character.

But no sooner was Druidism completely established, than

of course, it would follow, that such maxims, andpoems, as

had then obtained the sanction of public reverence, must

liave operated, with peculiar efficacy, in ascertaining, pre-

serving, and consecrating the language. They must have

constituted a kind of standard for the words, and style, as

well as for the religious precepts, and moral discipline, of

succeeding Bards—upon the same principle, as thelanguage

of the Pentateuch was the model of composition to the

Jews.

Translation was prohibited. But as the nobles were

educated habitually by their Druid preceptors, they would

naturally converse in that same language, which they had

used in the period of their youth, and which contained, if

I may so term it, their oral grammar.

Their conversation would also have much influence upon

the dialects of the people, with whom they lived.

The people themselves must have been habituated both,

to the language, or style of Druidism, as delivered in thosf

public institutions, that were designed for their use

The knowledge of the dialects, which prevailed amongst

those tribes, who acknowledged the supremacy of British

Druids, will enable us to ascertain the character of the

Celtic language, and, at once, to mark it, wherever it may

be found,

Tliis character strongly appears in the Irish, the Erst\
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and the Waldaisie, which, though long separated from the

Wetah, the Cornish, and the Armorican, still acknowledges

a general alliiiity, and correspondence to these dialects,

in radical terms, and in some essential principles of

grammar.

General Vallancey has proved, that Irhh has a certain

degree of connexion with Cltaldaic, Arabic, Persian, Cop-

tic, and PhccJiician.

From these premises, and from other data, which are in-

geniously argued, he infers, that, in the Irish, we are to

acknowledge emigrants from India, to the coast of Arabia,

Egji/pt, and Phoenicia, and from the latter country, by sea^

through Spain, to the British Islands.

I feel infinite respect for the General's learning and abi-

lities; I acknowledge that much of his reasoning has force

in it; but I am not pre])ared, implicitlyy to receive his com-

plete hypothesis.

Without presmning to decide, whether part of the family

may not have taken the route here traced for them, or at-

tempting, at this distance of time, and space, to read their

monuments in Asia, before they a])pearod upon its western

coast, I w^ould offer the following observations.

The Irish language has a more striking affinity with dia-

lects which are confessedly Celtic, than it has with any oi

the y/.s/^(f/c languages; it may be therefore presumed, that

it is, in the main, a language of that race, and family.

The Ctlt(t, or Gomerita, being an important branch of

the ^oachidce, may have retained a respectable dialect of
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the patriarchal speech, which may have possessed much of

analogy to those primeval dialects of Asia, without incurring

the imputation of a loan from atiy one of them.

The Irish language appears to have arrived at maturity

amongst the lapetida, while they were yet in contact with

Aramean families, and formed a powerful tribe in Asia

Minor, and" in Thrace, It may, therefore, in particular in-

stances, have more similitude, or analogy to the Asiatic

dialects, than what appears in those branches of the Celtic,

that were matured in the zoest of Europe,

Those who used this language, consisted partly of Titans,

of Celto-Scythians, or of those lapetida, who assisted in

building the city of Babel, and must have been habitu-

ated, after the dispersion, to the dialects of the nations

through which they passed, before they joined the society

of their brethren. This, may account for some instances

wherein the Irish corresponds with Eastern language, where

it also differs the most from the Celtic of the Welsh, and

Bas-Bretons,

1 have already remarked, that Irish, t)r a congenial

dialect, once prevailed in Thrace, and was diffused from

thence, all the way to the islands of Britain, whilst, at the

same time, it branched off to the Italian side of the Alps.

"f'art of this family, then, at least, must have reached,

ihcir destination by land.

A fact, which I apprehend has irresistible force, is the.

identity of the Irish, and Waldemic languages. Tlie latter

is in uge amongst those, who inhabit a few Alpine Valleys,

Aear the fountains of the Po, and wliom tke German iii-
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vadcrs (ralledby the n^me of the JVa/dcmes, 1 suppose from

HaIdeny—Fo rtsts, a very apt name for the original, and

primitive occupiers of so wild a region. It appears, frora

their situation, that, unquestionably, they are the very same,

who, in the Anguataii age, were named Cottii, which, if

taken from the Celto-Galatian, is perfectly synonimous

to llaldenses.

Welsh, Coct : Corn,t Ciiit ; Armor, Coat, Sylva. The

Gaulsy who possessed themselves of the neighbouring coun-

try, had then designated them as the Si/Itest res, for the.

same reason :—The ancestors of these Cottii, and of

S'Coti, in British Islands, were indisputably the same

people.

These people iippear, to constitute one branch of the

Titanic Celta, who were bending their course westward from

Thrace, and were therefore ancient inhabitants of Italif

;

but if it should be argued, that they are the remains of those

Gauls, who crossed the yllps, about five hundred years

before Christ, and who are pronounced, (ex cathedra,)

by Mr. Pinkerton, to have been Belga:, still there is no

reason to suppose, they had come from the Islajids of

Britain, or had arrived at that spot, by sea, from the

Bait. The language and the people travelled zcestzcard, and

hi/ land.

Neither history, nor tradition, confirms the hypothesis,

that Phanicians planted a colony in British Islands.

Ptolant/ imports none of their iuliabitants from Egj/pt, or

Pha'nicia, nor Mela, from the Pocni, or the Aborigines of

his native Spain. There is no hint of any PJuenician colo-

nies, in these islands, prompted by the ancient historians, or

geographer?, v/ho collected their intelligence from actual
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remarks, upon the men, or upon the manners, and froia

continental, or insular traditions.

Let the period have been ever so early, in which the

Phaniciaus procured their tin from British Islands, by

the intercourse of the natives with Celtic Relations in

Spain, yet it appears, that Phoenicians had no early ac-

quaintance with Britain. Before the aggrandizement of

Carthage, the power and the influence of these Phcenicians,

even in Spain, must have been very diminutive indeed. If

the pillai's of Hercules had not hitherto constituted the ab-

solute boundary of their navigation, yet their connection

with the exterior coast could have been only that of traders.

Justin asserts, that Phoenicians, when erecting the city

of Gades, in a little island, very near the shore, were so

violently opposed by the natives of Spain, as to call in

auxiliaries from the rising colony of Carthage, who, send-

ing a numerous fleet, as well as army, seconded their opera-

tion, and secured, for themselves, a considerable territory,

in the contiguous province of Batica. Maur. Lid. Ant.

V. vi. P. 272. Justin, lib. xliv.

Their actual intercourse with Britain had not yet

commenced.

We are informed, by Festus Avienus, cited by Bochart,

" that Hamilco, a Carthagenian general, the first of his

name, had been sent, about the time of Darius Nothus,

(four hundred and twenty years before Christ) by the

senate of Carthage, to discover the Western shores, and

ports of Europe: that he successfully accomplished the

voyage, and that he wrote a journal of it, which Festus
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^Vienna had seen : that, in that journal, the Islands of

Britahi arc mentioned, by the name of Oestrymnidis,

Islniids infested by the Oestrum, or Gadflt/. Mciir. ib.

P. 275. From Boch. Canaan, L. i. C. o5, 39.

With Bocharfs leave, I must remark, that Hamilco's

discovery, was rather of the Scilly Islands, than of Britain,

and that it was only afttr the discovery was made, that

either Tartesians, or Carthaginians had visited ^them, for

the purpose of trade. They found the natives rich in tm,

as well as in lead, and addicted strenuously to commerce,

which they had carried on in their national vessels.

-Turbid uni late fretum.

Et belluosi gurgitem oceani secant-

rei ad miraculum,

Navigia junctis semper aptant pellibus,

Corioque vastum sajpe percurrunt salem.

Avienus, quoted in Camden^s Cessiteridos. Ed. Gibson,

The barks, covered with skins, that served them to na-

vigate the rough channel, and the gulj' of the raging oceari,

Were British, or Celtic barks. The natives, then, had been

the carriers from the Cassiterides, which foreigners had

known hitherto by fame alone, and by their produce ; but

which Herodotus, who wrote about forty years before the

voyage of Hamilco, knew not where to find.

Whether the Carthaginian added the Cornish promon-

tories to his discoveries or no, the name, and the etymology

of Oestrymnides constitute a whimsical blunder in trans-

lating from British. Cltr, means Gadflies: but observe

Sinotiier meaniui^ of the word. '^ Cler, Tlio teacher'^.
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or learned men of the Druidical order, who, under the

bardic system, were, by their privilege, employed, in go-

ing periodical circuits, to instruct the people, answering

the purpose of a priesthood." Ozcen, Welsh Diet, in Foe.

It may be concluded, then, I apprehend, that when the

Carthaginians discovered these islands, they found them

infested, not by Gadjfies, but Cler-Drjiids.—This palpable

mistake, accompanied by that name, will acquit them of any

hand in establishing this order.

As these tribes,which formed thelrish nation,bore the names

of those who are known to have been the Belcra so their

language, I think, may be regarded as the ancient Belgic.

Doubts have been entertained respecting this language,

in consequence of Cccsar's assertion, that many of the

J3e/g(e originated from Germany. But this, does not prove

them to have been of the Gothic family, who in the time

of Casar, were not the sole, nor, perhaps, the most nu-

merous, inhabitants of Germany,

Those, of the Belgce, who were called Germans, were

most probably Celtic tribes, whose removal to the Kest of

the Rhine, was in the memory of tradition.

Tacitus held a respectable office in Belgium. The lan-

guage, the persons, and the manners of the Goths, and the

Gauls, were equally familiar to him. But this acute observer,

laughs at the absurdity of those Treviri, who were the

people of most consequence in Belgium, for affecting a

German origin.

—

'' Tanquam, per banc gloriam sanguinis,

a siMiLiTUDiNE ct inertia Gallorum separentur." He
finds no real Germans in Belgium, except a few small

tribes, who inhabited ipsam rheni ripani, the very bank
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of the Rhine, amongst whom were the Ubii, brought over

the Rhine by Agrippa : and again, *' Per ipsam rhcni

ripam colhcati." Tliese, with an absurdity no less re-

diculous, bhished at their origin, and sunk their national

name in that of Agrippincmes.

It is probable, then, that even these tribes, used the

Gaulish language; and indeed it appears, that very few of

those who inhabited the zccst of the Rhine, spoke the German.

The whole of Belgium was a Roman province, in the

time of Caligula. This emperor had the ambition, though

he had not spirit enough, to attempt an invasion of Ge?

-

many. Under that pretence, he went as far as the Rhine.

He then ordered, that some of the German guards might

be ferried over, and suborned by this artifice, and concealed.

It was arranged, that a kind of tumultuous message to him,

after dinner, should announce the enemy at hand. Sallying

forth, he took these willing captives, and some German hos-

tages afterwards, who had been suffered, for this purpose, to

escape, and brought them back, chained, as deserters. These

captives were deemed, by him,a fit subject oiaRoman triumph.

" Conversus hinc in curam triumphi, praeter captivos et

transfugas barbaros, Galliarum quoque procerissimum

quemque, et, ut ipse dicebat, ali&S^txf^i^Ei'TO!', ac nonnullos ex

principibus legit, ac seposuit ad pompam : coegitque non

tantum rutilare et promittere comam, sed et sermonem

Gainanicum addiscere, et nomina barbarica ferre." Sueton

Calig. 47.

*' Turning his thoughts to this triumph, besides the barba-

rian captives, and fugitives, he selected the tallest individuals

of the Gaulish provinces, and some of their chiefs, and set
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(hem apart, for the better grace to his procession, and he

obliged them, not only to redden their hair, and let it grow

long, but also to learn the Girmait language, and assume

barbarous names."

This very peculiar selection, and preparation, would have

been superfluous, had any considerable number of his

Belgian subjects resembled the Germans, in their stature,

in the fashion, or colour of the hair, their languagf., or

their proper names.

It was, therefore, a Gaulish, not a Gothic dialect, which

prevailed in ancient Belgium : and the identity of names

amongst the Belgtc, or Irish tribes, is not the only topic

of resemblance, which induces me to persuade myself, that

the Irish and the ancient Belga were the same. I must

add, the facility which resolves the names of men, rivers,

towns, and other places, in Belgium (Gaulish or British)

or amongst the Tectosages in Aquitania, and on the

banks of the Danube, into Irish.

It is recorded, that many inhabitants of British Belgium,

were pushed fonvards into Cornzcall, or towards its borders,

upon the aggrandizement of the Saxotis.—Accordingly, of

the Welsh, Armorican, or Cornish dialects, tlic latter has

the m ost affinity with Irish.

In the Irish, the Brse, and the Waldensic, I, therefore,

distinguish the Celtic of those tribes, that were not fully

included within the pale of British and Gaulish Druids,

and consequently, whose language was not affected by

the cultivation which those Druidical sages bestowed

upon their national tongue, after their arrival in the zccst

of Europe. - The Irish appears to be, upon the whole.
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better preserved than either the Erse, or Waldensic: it

contains abundantly more of written documents; but as

the difference between them all, is trifling, I shall speak of

them in general as Irish, and shall remark some particular^

in that language, which appear as defects; but yet more

arising from the accidents it has undergone, than as being

the inherent parts of its genius and character.

As it has long been the language of the populace, local

usage has thrown such irregularity upon its verbs, that gram-"

m.arians conceived them to be governed by no rule, till Gene-

ral Vallancey demonstrated the error of that opinion, in

Ireland^ and Mr. Shaw, in Scotland.

The poets have been long in the habit of substituting E
for /, or I for E, and of using ^ O or U indifferently, in

composition, and sometimes in simple primitives. This

habit, which rather savours of the Eastern school^ is evi-

dently injurious.

In opposition to the general usage of ancient languages,

the Irish fall into a compendious method, of making but

one syllable, and frequently but one sound, out of as many

vowels as come together in a single word.

Several of the consonants, in composition, are either

silenced by a point, or an //, or so changed and softened

in the mode of oral delivery, that one's ear is no longer

able to judge of the component parts, in a multitude of

compound words, In this abuse, the neighbouring Scotch

imitate the Irish, because they have been generally in. the

habit of Using /risA books, and masters.

It is evident, that such customs did not prevail ancientl}^^
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in the same degree as at present/and, consequently/that in

their mode of pronouncing, they have innovated upon the

language. For those letters which are equally written by

the Irish, and Welsh, or by the Irish, and Waldemes, are

audible in one language, when they are silent in the other:

and it may be taken for granted, that the common ancestors

of these people, acquired their terms by the ear, not the

eye : or that sounds, like these, originally were uttered, which

are equally retained, by their symbols, in each dialect.

As the Celtic dialects are more valuable, for the purpose

of unfolding antiquity, tha,i? for general use, the zcritten

Irish, and its oldest orthography, are preferable to the

Oral.

To the antiquary, this language is of the utmost im-

portance. It is rich, in pure and simple primitives, and

which are proved such—by the sense and structure of the

longest written compounds—by their supply of many roots

which have long been obsolete, in the Welsh and the

Armorican, but still occur in the compounds of these

languages,—and by their use, in connecting the Celtic

dialects with Xa^W, with Greek, with GoM^c, ^nd perhaps

with some of the Asiatic languages.

I would not be understood as meaning, that our Welsh

came into the possessions of a different family, who spoke

the Irish language; but I do mean, and represent, that

many of the simple primitives, formerly possessed by them,

and still preserved by the Irish, have been generally dis-

used, though occurring in the oldest writers, and in the

derivative, or compounds of their present language. The

case with Irish is exactly parallel—Many words tliat are
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marked as obsolete, in their glossaries, are still understood

by the common people in Wales,

Both of the nations, then, have thrown aside a part of their

ancient stores : But as the Irish retain a more ample num-

ber of simple terms, than we do, and as the several tribes

which use this dialect, or those connected with it, were not

completely received into the pale of British Druidism, it may,

I think, be inferred, that the Irish, after we have discarded

its eastern, and such other adventitious terms, as cannot be

derived from its native roots, presents the most accurate

copy of the Celtic in its original, and primitive state, in

the same manner as the Welsh does that, of the cultivated, or

Druidical Celtic. But in order to obtain a sound and a deep

knowledge, of the general, and the discriminate character

in the Celtic, we should compare all these dialects to-

gether.

I shall add some discriminate marks of the Celtic, con-

sidered as one language.

Its elementary sounds are of two kinds

—

Primary/, ex-

pressed by the sixteen letters used by the ancient Greeks,

with an addition of the Digamma.—Secondary, or inflec-

tions of the former; as, Bh, or V, from B; Ch, or x, from

C; Dh, or Dd, (as th in that) from D, SjC.

All words used absolutely, or out of regimen, begin with

primary sounds, except a few modern corruptions, in

CoDiish, and Armoricany which admit of the V; and Welsh

words in Ch, where the initial, vowel, or syllable, is

dropped.

Primary sounds, in composition, are not only changed
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into their secondaries, but admit also of inflection amongst

themselves, and are changed, in conformity with certain

rules, into others, of the same organ ; as, P into B ; C into

G; T into D,£fc.

These characters distinguish the Celtic from the Gothic,

and most other languages.

The roots are very simple. A single vowel, or a diph-

thong, not only forms a particle, as in other languages;

but frequently a noun, and a verb. There are few, if any,

combinations, consisting of a single primarj/ consonant, fol-

lowed by a vowel, or diphthong, or of any consonant, pre-

ceded by a vowel, or dipthong, which have not their mean-

ing, and which do not even preside at the head of a nu-

merous family. Into such roots as these, we can resolve

the longest words that are purely Celtic.

The roots, must not be considered as absolute, or fixed

names of objects; as earth, zvater, tree, stone, ^c. but as

the expressions, or marks of leading ideas; or as describing

certain modes of existence, or of operation, which present

themselves to our senses : and tlierefore, as agreeing, so

fur, in their nature, to the roots of the Hebren;, as they arc

developed by the learning, and genius of Parkhursf.

Thus, for example, the Irish Ur, signifies, a covering over,

a spreading upoft. Hence it is transferred by tbeni to a va-

riety of objects, 8cc. in which this image presents itself; as

mould, earth, Jire, zoater, verdure, heath, evil, slaughter,

brave, veri/, &jC.

The Welsh verb a, " zcill proceed," or, '^ goforth,'—

-
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hence it signifies^ in a sister dialect—an ascent, hilly pro-

montari/, wairij car, or chariot.

This mode of appropriation, is natural.—If man invented

language, or if he received such rudiments of speech as

were conformable to the laws of hJs nature, his first efforts

must have been, to describe things for which he had, as yet,

no definite names, and which he only knew, by the impres-

sion made upon his nerves and senses.

Compounds, derivatives, and the accidents of Celtic words,

are produced, not by the junction of unmeaning sounds, to

the original term, but by incorporating with it, roots of a

known value.
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Sect. IV. Probability, resulting from the hints of clasr-

steal zcriters, that our Druids were acquainted zcith let-

ters.—National evidence of the Celtic tribes, upon this

topic.—Andfrst; q/"Druidical Tokens, or Symbols.

_LN order to obtain the accurate perception of the arts,

amongst any ancient people, it is necessaiy to fix the at-

tention^ upon certain prominent objects, and consider them

separately. I, therefore, propose, in this, and the follow-

ing sections, to examine the Celtic pretensions to the know-

ledge of letters, previous to the Roman intercourse; and,

as well as I can, to ascertain the means they possessed, as

well as the methods they used, for the purpose of conveying

their ideas, to a distance of time, or place.

No question, relating to this primitive nation, has been

more eagerly discussed, or more unsatisfactorily determined.

According to some antiquaries, these Druids, amongst those

of the Celtic tribes, in which they obtained an establishment,

had an alphabet, either peculiar to their countrymen, or

else borrowed from the Phoenicians, or from Greek schools,

nX Marseilles ; whilst others positively deny, that our Druids,

of these islands, had the use of letters, or any other me-

dium, for the record of their facts, besides oral tradition^

or the songs of the Bards.

For this diversity of opinion, it is easy to account. The

learned can discover no books, nor inscribed monuments

of the Celtcc, previous to the epoch of Christianity. Tliey
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take it for granted, that no ancient, authentic, and well-

accredited accounts, remain amongst the descendants of this

people ; they labour, therefore, to decide the question, by

the single authorities of Greek ^ and Roman writers.

These, furnish a few hints, upcn the subject, which may
serve as grounds of dispute ; but nothing clear, and

positive enough, to silence contradiction. Writers, there-

fore, decide this question, variously, according to their

preconceptions respecting the Celtw.

When I again quote a few passages, which have been

already adduced, and a few observations of my learned

predecessors in this field, I must assume the liberty of con-

sidering the literature of the Gaulish and British Druids,

who composed but one body, as resting upon the same

ground. And it is clear, to me, that Cecsar adveils to the

Druids of both countries, in the following remarks :

—

Neque fas esse existimant ea [quae ad disciplinam perti-

nent} litteris mandart qumn, in reliquis feue rebus, pub'

licis privatisque rationibus, GuiECis utantur litteris.

Id tfii/ii, duabus de causis, instituisse videutur ; quod

ncque in vulgum disciplinam efFerri velint, neque eos qui

discant, Uteris conjisos, minus memorim studere. B. Gal.

L. vi.

'^ Nor do they deem it lawful, to commit those things

(which pertain to their discipline) to writing; though,

general/t/, in other cases, and in their public, and private

accounts, they use Greek letters."

'' Thry appear, to me, to have established this custom.
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for two reasons ; because they would not have their secrets

divtilged, and because they would not have their disciples

depend upon written documents, and neglect the exercise

of memory."

This passage furnishes no more proof, that the Druids

were (even comparatively,) illiterate, than our prohibition

of religious pictures, and images, which prevail in Roman
Catholic Churches, can be received as proof, that we are

(comparatively) ignorant of painting, or sculpture. Casar's

probable reasons, for a marked prohibition of letters in a

certain case, forcibly argue, that our Druid was a master

pf their import: and this prohibition, being an institute, or

fundamental part of his laze, evinces, that such knowledge

was not recent. Nor is it asserted, that his order had

Greek letters alone. The word fere, (generally,) appears

to intimate the reverse. We, for example, generalli/ use

Roman letters ; but, on some occasions, we employ the

national, and the old English characters.

The jRowtf« general wrote a dispatch to Cicero, (Quinfus)

in Greek, that his letter might not be intercepted, and by

that event his enterprize discovered by the Nervii. Bel.

Gal. L. v.

And, I think, it was, principally, that circumstance, which

induced Jos. Scaliger, to expunge the word '' Gracis," in

the passage above cited.

But in this he took a wanton liberty with his text. The

tablets of the Hehetii, a Gaulish people, were '' Littcri^

Gra:cis confects,^^

May it not be supposed, that the Gauls gmeraTly, \vioi«f
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their own language in letters much resembling Greek,

though not exactly the same; artd that, whilst those Gauls,

who attended the Roman army, were explaining the con-

tents of the Helvetian tablets, Caesar having the curiosity^

himself, to look at them, had remarked the affinity between

Gaulish characters, and those of Greece.-

There are solid grounds for tlife inference, that, in Casar^s

age, the alphabets of these two nations were Hot exactly

the same.

Mr. Astle, (who has discussed the subject of ancient

letters, with consummate ability) gives a series of Gaulish

characters, which are somewhat similar to those o^ Greece.

"iTiey WCTC taken from the monumental inscription of

Gordian, the messenger of the Gauls, who suffered mar-

tyrdom, in the third century, with all his family.

The author thus reports of them :
" These ancient GauUsft

characters were generally used, by that })eople, before the

conquest of Gaul by Ca:sar ; but after that period, the

Roman letters were gradually introduced." Origin and

progress of writing. P. 5(), with reference to houveau

Traite de Diploni. V. i. P. 704.

And again, P. 57. '^ The ancient Spaniards used let-

ters, ttearly Greek, before their intercourse with the Ra-

mans, which may be seen in A'. T. de Dipl. V. i. P. 705."^

See other authorities there cited. Astle. P. 86.

The inhabitants of Gaul, and of Spain, had, therefore,

letters, resembling those of Grt'fcc, previously to the intcr^

course willi Rome : and I would thence infer, that Icltcra
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must have been, at least, in some degree, known to our

British Druids, the avowed masters of the Gaulish order.

Tliis inference is counter-signed by positive credentials.

I have already shown, that under the name of Ilj/perbo-

reatis, the older Greeks described the order of Druids,

especially those of this island. And though I have not an

opportunity of authenticating the passage, I confidently

rely upon the evidence of the respectable writer above

named, that '' Plato, somewhere mentions Hyperborean

letters, very different from Greek" Astlc, P. 46,

Whatever difference Plato may have remarked, between

the letters of Greeks, and those of Druids, or Hyperbo-

reans, it appears, that, in the time of this philosopher, they

were so far dissimilar, as to constitute a distinct series, h j

Celtce, therefore, had not, recently, acquired the know-

ledge of letters, from their Greek school at Marseilles.

Some tribes of this nation must have possessed this know-

ledge from remote antiquity. Strabo says, of the Turdi'

tani, in Spain.—" These are the wisest amongst the Ibe-

rians. They have letters, and written histories, of ancient

transactions, and poems, and laws in verse, as tliey assert,

six thousand years old."

This people could not have been the descendants of the

Phanicians, who were obliged, about four hundred years

before the time of Strabo, to employ a Carthagenian fleet,

and army, for their protection, whilst they were building a

single town in one of the Islands, near the shore.

Had the letters of the Turditani, been Phoenician, they

must have been so recognised, and claimed. They could

o
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not, in that case, have been the subject of national boast.

The amval of the Phanician traders, upon tlie coast of

Spain, though an ancient event, was in the reach of his-

tory. The introduction of letters amongst the Turditani,—
as appears from the exaggeration of their chronology, a

little tempered and qualified,—was lost in its antiquity.

When their *' six thousand years," have been reduced

within bounds of probability, it must be acknowledged, that

at least they have claimed the use of letters, from the time

when they first became a distinct society. They seem evi-

dently to have branched from the Celtic stock. Mela, the

geogi-apher, born in the neighbourhood, and, therefore, no

stranger to its inhabitants, omitting their name altogether,

extends the Turduli over those regions, about the banks

of the Jnas, which Ptolemy, and some others, divide be-

tween the Turduli, and the Turditani. This learned

Spaniard, then, regarded them as one people, and he

places their ancestors, or the Turduli veteres, in the middle

of Lmitanid, a coast, as to which he affirms.

—

" Tofam

Celtici colunt." L. iii. 1.

This people, then, had preserved very ancient letters,

which belonged to the Celtic nation : and it has not, alto-

gether, escaped the notice of the learned, that from remote

antiquity, the Celtai possessed letters, not very dissimilar to

those of the ancient Greeks.

Non desunt qui priscos Druidarum characteras, et

elegantes, et Gracis similes, fuisse credunt. Xenophonte,

siipiidem, et Archilocho festihus, literarum Jigura, quas,

in Gra?ciam, e Phoenicia Cadmus intulit, Galaticis,

quam Punicis siie Phocniciis, simiiiores extitere." Bucher.

Fr'>. P. 183.
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*' There are those who think the Druids had ancient cha-

racters, which were both elegant, and similar to those of the

Greeks. For according to the testimony of Xenoplion, and

Archilochus, the figures of those letters, which Cadmus

brought out of Phanicia into Greece, resembled Gaulish,

rather than Punic, or Phostiician characters."

We cannot accuse either Xenophon, or Archilochus, of

recording absolute nonsense. They must have meant, that

the Gauls, or Celta, from remote antiquity, even before

the supposed sera of Cadmus, had possessed letters, that were

similar to those zchich had been ascribed usiiallj/ to that

celebrated personage.

There are some grounds, then, for the opinion, tliat the

Celtee were acquainted with letters, long before the esta-

blishment of the famous Greek school at Marseilles.

Tlie similarity of the two series, is a good argument of

their common origin; but it furnishes no clue. for the dis-

covery of their first proprietors. " Did the Celtec borrow

letters from Greece? or Greece, from the Celtce?

The invention of letters is concealed in the darkness of

time. I, therefore, think it most reasonable to suppose, that

both nations derived them from a common ancestor.

Mr. Astle, having diligently weighed the opinions, and

authorities, of his predecessors, declares—*' It might be im-

proper to assert, that letters were unknown before the de-*

luge, recorded by Moses, '^ P. 46.

He observes, that

—

'' Three opinions have prevailed, re-

specting the origin of the Greek letters j the first, that Cad^

Q 2
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muswas t"he inventor; the second attributes them to Cecrops^j

and the third, zcith more rea$on, to the Felasgi." P. ^66, T^ote.

This general name of Pelasgi, comprehended a very con-

siderable part, of tlie early inhabitants of those countries,

which Moses assigns, exclusively, to the lapefida. Tiicir

character seems to identify them with Titans of this fa-

mily, the Celto-Scytha, or those descendants of Japheth^

who had been concerned in building the tower of Babel.

The same idea is confirmed, by the names of several of

their tribes; Thesproti, Cancones, Macarei, Aegeones, Cy-

naetJii, Titanes, S)C. Apollodor. L. iii. 8.

Their families were, at an early period, spread over

Greece, and several regions oi Europe, or ancient Celtica

;

and these families may, as far as the introduction of an al-

phabet ca have depended upon them, have carried the

same copy, wherever they went.

Mr. Astle pronounces the Etruscan alphabets to be

Pelasgian

;

—he cites the authority of Herodotus, tliat a co-

lony of these, went by sea, from Li/dia, into Ital?/, imder

Tyrrheniis, and he dates this expedition, about A. M. 2011,

or, 1993 years before Christ. P. 53.

Taking this proposition, as I find it stated by him, I

would remark, that such Pefasgi, as came into Europe

from the shores of Asia Minor, in the time of those post

diluvian patriarchs, by zvhom the earth teas divided,—were,

undoubtedly, lapetidce, and probably, comprehended fa-

mihes, both of Gomcr's, and of Javan's house, who had,

thus far, an equal claim to the knowledge of letters.

This little sketch may suffice, to shew the general pro-
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timony of surviving monuments, that, westeim Celta, and

their Druids, were, from remote periods, acquainted with

letters, (however they may have quahfied, or prohibited, the

use of them) and had an alphabet, similar to that of the an-

cient Greeks, which yet, was not recently borrowed from

that people, but sprung from a remote, and common origin

to both nations.

The following observations, di-awn from sourses less ac-

cessible to men of letters, will, perhaps, throw some new
light, upon this interesting subject.

It is a fact, generally known to those who are at all con-

versant in the language, and the history, of the JVelsh,—that

some very old works of British Bards, are still extant,

particularly those of Aneurin, TaUesin, and Llyzvarch Hen,

who lived in the sixth century'. See JE. Llzcyd's Catalogue

of British MSS. Archaol. P. 254, Sec.—and Evans's Spe-

cimens, London, 1764. P. 54, 63, &c.

These works possess all the internal, and the external

marks of authenticity, that can, with reason be demanded.

They agree with Saio?i authors in their account of histo-

rical facts, which the modern Welsh, without their aid,

could never have reached.

Their authors are mentioned in the oldest and best,

copies of l^ennius. Evans, P. 66.

They are frequent objects of allusion, and are often quot-

ed by their successors, in the times of the Welsh princes ;—

-
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many of theih are still preserved, in copies, on vellum, from

five hundred, to eight hundred years old. Llwyd.

It is clear, from the testimony, and the general tone of

these Bards, that the memory of Druids was neither ob-

literated, nor lightly esteemed, amongst Britons .oi their

time. They not only declare, and profess, a veneration for

the doctrine of those reverend sages, but avow their obli-

gation to them for much of their own science.

Taliesin, who is called the chief of the Bards, expressly

declares himself to have been received into the order of

Druids, and professes to inculcate several of their genuine

doctrines. Many of his remaining poems treat largely on

the metempsi/chosis,—the formation of the zoorld, and of

man,—the nature, and first principles of things,—or other

mysterious subjects, which have been ascribed, eminently,

to the order of Druids.

In the works of such Druidical disciples, it will not be

unreasonable to expect more particular information re-

specting the arts, or traditions, of the Drwirfs, than such as

can be obtained from Greek, and Roman, writers.

Respecting the subject before us, it may be collected from,

these documents, that our Druids possessed a general si/S"

tern of tokens, or symbols, which they not only used in their

divinations, by lot, but applied, also, to the purpose of com-^

municating ideas, and thoughts. That system appears to

have been formed upon the following principle.

Discriminative characters, or properties, had been ob-

served in particular species of trees, and plants. These w«re

not of a kind, which demanded the eye of an expert na<*
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turalist, alone, to discover them ; but which presented them-

selves, obviously, to popular, notice and remark : such as, the

expanding boughs, and leaves, of the oak,—the length and

uprightness of the fir,—the quivering motion of the aspen

leaf,—or the hoUoicness of the reed.

These obvious peculiarities, had suggested, naturally

enough, to a simple race, distinct, though general ideas,

of the respective trees, or plants, and had given them a na-

tural hint of comparison, between other objects, and those

plants, whenever the same general idea should present

itself.

Thus, of a man, who possessed an expanded mind, it

would be said,—in perfect agreement with language of poe-

try, at this day,—" He is an oak;"-—of another, who was

liable to be intimidated, was irresolute, and wavering, " He
is an aspen leaf;"—or, of a third, who was hollow, and de-

ceitful, " He is a reed."

Men, in progress of time, had proceeded so far, as to

convey these general ideas, from one place to another, by

means of a leaf, or sprig, of the characteristical tree, or

by several of them, artificially combined. From such rude,

and simple openings, evidently, arose that system of gene-

ral symbols, which had been retained by our Druids, and

which, at last, grew into a science of such importance,

and of such comprehension, that our Bards of Druidism,

vaunted themselves, not a little, upon their complete ac-

quaintance with it,—emphatically denominating the appli-

cation of its principles, rhhi, or rnn, t\\('. secret, ox mystery.

This, profound, secret, they guarded, from the knowledge

of the vulgar, with pecuhar jealousy, and circumspection:
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the i formation^ therefore, which they have left tis, upon

the subject,—though it ascertains the fact, that, unquestion-

abi > they possessed that system,—is not adequate, of itself,

to he task, of developing its practical application.

Their notices consist, only, of such mysterious hints, as

Druids might have communicated safely to their disciples,

during' the infant stages of their probation, and would re-

quire a further explanation, after their admission. Thus,

magnificently, Taliesin speaks of his attainments, in this

deep science

—

Myvi yw Taliesin,

Ben Beirdd y Gorllewin:

Mi advvaen bob corsin,

Yngogov Gorddewin.

W. Arch. V. i. P. 34

*' I am Taliesin,

Chief of the Bards of the irest

;

—<

I am acquainted with every sprig,

In the cave of the Arch-diviner."

In another poem, entitled Angar Cyvyndawd, (Con-

cordia discors) he makes a further boast of his very superior

knowledge

—

Gogwn—Pwy amgyfrawd gwydd,

O aches ammodydd:

Gogwn da a drwg.

Ibid P. 3G.
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" I know the intent of the trees.

In the memorial * of compacts ;

I know good and evil."

And again

—

Atwyn yd rannawd,

<jfvvawd neu mevl, gogyfrawd.

Aches gwydd Gwyddion

—

Gogwn i 'nevawd.

" I know which was decreed.

Praise, or disgrace, by the intention

Of the memorial of the trees of the Sages

—

I understand my institute."

Notwithstanding this occasional boast, of superior know-

ledge, it may be collected from the following quotations,

how little the Bards were disposed, or public spirited

enough, to make strangers as wise as themselves. They are

taken from the Gorzcynion, or Eliicidators, a piece as-

cribed to Ijlywarch Hen, who lived, as I have already ob-

served, in the sixth century.

This piece contains about one hundred lines, in such

triplets, as we ascribe to the ages of Druidism, and it con-

sists of hints, respecting the information, conveyed by the

leaves, and sprigs, of certain trees, and plants. The sub-

ject is confined here, to the use of those leaves, an-d sprigs,

* This sense of Aches is become obsolete in Welsh ; the Cornish retains it,

in the plural form.—^c/ieson, Memoriah, Inscriptions.

Pylat vynnus screfe a vcwnas Crest acheson.

" Pilate would write inscriptions oi the life of Christ." Dr. Pryce's Diet.
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as lotsy or as tokens : and the language has been so guarded,

that, sometimes, the intended plant is only intimated,

by an ambiguous periphrasis; thus, in the iiOth triplet—

Gorwyn blaen brwyn-brigawg wydd.

Pan dyner dan obenydd

—

Meddwi serchog syberw vydd.*

*' The top of the rush-sprigg'd tree, [the birch] declare*.

When drawn under the pillow

—

'The mind of the affectionate rcill be liberal."

10th triplet.

Gorwyn blaen derw, chwervv brig on,

Chweg evwr—" Chwerthiniad ton:-

Ni cliel grudd custudd calon."

*' The top of the oak, the bitter sprig of the ask,

And the sweet brakcweed declare— a broken laugh.

The cheek will not conceal the anguish of the heartJ'

2Cd triplet.

Gorwyn blaen Celli, gogyhyd yswydd,

Adail derw, dygaydyddf

—

A wel a gar gwyn ei vyd.

" The top of hazels—privet of equal length.

Tied vp with oak leaves, declare—
Happy is he who sees wJiotn he loves."

* ir. Arch. V. i. P. 122.

T Dygi/diaw, to connect, or tic tip together.
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The other triplets proceed in the same character—

The Bard is labouring, continually, to guard the main

secret, agreeably to the injunction delivered, in the follow-

ing mystical triplets, upon the same topic, and which have

been regarded, as the oldest remains of the Welsh language,

and as genuine relics of Druidical ages.

Marchwiail bedw briglas

A dyn yy nhroed o wanasj

Nag addev rtn i was.

Marchwiail derw mwynllwyn

A dyn vy nhroed o gadwyn

—

Nag addev rin i vorwyn.

Marchwiail derw deilar

A dyn vy nhroed o garchar

—

Nag addev rin i lavar.

" The shoots of the green-topped birch

Will draw my foot out of a snare

:

Reveal not the secret to a youth.

The shoots of the kindly oak

Will draw my foot out of a chain

:

Reveal not the secret to a maid.

The shoots of the leafy oak

Will draw my foot out of prison

—

Trust not the secret to thy voice."

The above quotations may suffice to shew, that those

Bards, who professed themselves the disciples of Druids,
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assumed their knowledge in a systematical art, of collecting/

and communicating, certain ideas of things, and of their

several relations, by the leaves, and sprigs, of particular

trees, or plants ; and considered the perfect knowledge of

this art, as a valuable accomplishment.

To these authorities, I may add, that the Welsh, a people,-

proverbially tenacious of their ancient customs, and of their

traditions, have, to this day, preserved the vestiges of that

system, though, it appears, they have quite forgotten the

elements, or principles, upon which it was founded.

Mr. Owen, in his Dictionary , of the Welsh language,

records the following fact, under the word, Bedw.—" Tiie

Oirch was an emblem of readiness, or complacency, in

doing a kind act. If a young woman accepted of the ad-

dresses of a lover, she gave him the birchen branch, mostly

formed into a crown ^ but if he was rejected, she gave him

a colleni or hazel."

And again, imder Coll.—" There is an old custorA, of

presenting a forsaken lover with a stick, or tzcig of ha^l,

probably, in allusion to the double meaning of the wordy

—

loss, and the hazel."

I am induced, by some hints, which occur in the old

Bards, to conjecture, that, in those cases, where the use

of common letters was prohibited, the ingenious Druids,

havin2;dulv arranc;ed their svmbolical sprio-s, knotted thtm

up in strings, like tliose of tlie ancient Chinese, or the fa-

mous qu/pos, of the Pcrui/ans.

Upon one of these ancient symbo]<,. Talicain says—
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Gwern, blaen llin,

A wnaent gyssevin

—

>

" The alders, at (he end of the line,

Began the arrangement."

In the Gorzeynion, quoted above, we find,

—

" The tops

jof the hazel, and the privet, of equal length, tied up with

oak leaves." And in Buarth Beirdd, or the Circle of the

Bards, the following remarkable passage occurs

—

Wyv llogell cerdd, wyv lleenydd

:

Carav y gorwydd a gorail clyd,

A bardd a bryd, ni phryn ired,

Nyt ev carav amrysoniad:

A geibl celvydd ni meuedd medd.

Madws myned i'r ymddiod,

A chelvyddeid, am gelvyddyd,

A chanclwm, cystwm Ci/wlad.*

^' I am the depository of song ; I am a man of letters

:

I love the sprigs, with their woven-tops secured.

And the B«r^ who composes,without purchasing his liquoy

I love not him,—the framer of strife

:

He that reproaches the skilful, possesses no mead.

It is time to go to the banquet.

With the artists employed about their mystery.

With a HUNDRED KNOTS, after the manner of our CQun^

fri/mcn;'—ox " Of the Celtce."

W. Arch. V. i. P. 27
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Sect. V^ On the formation of an Alphabet, upon the

principle of general Symbols.

HAT such a system of symbolsy conveyed, in Its ori-

ginal state, and primitive application, the ideas of things,

and their several relations, has been shewn ; but it has

not yet appeared, how it was connected with definite

rcords, or with elementary sounds. Thus, by a leaf, or

sprig of the oak, Druids, in the act of divination, may
have collected, and communicated, (amongst others of the

order,) an image of spreading, expansion, or unfolding

:

sprigs, or leaves of the asp, might present the image of

removing, wavering, fluttering, or inconstancy ; but syw-

bols like these, in the light we have hitherto contemplated

them, may have had no affinities with one, more than

another, oT the synonymous terms, and may have had no

relation to the elementary sounds of any term whatsoever.

Thus far, then, a system of language by symbols, may have

been totally different, in its nature, from alphabetical

writing. It may have been purely hieroglyphical. But the

art, as it may be ascertained, by the evidence of the same

authors, did not rest here.

The system, considered as Druidical, had attained such

a degree of perfection, that the same hieroglyphical

sprigs, were become the symbols of sounds, as well as of

things, or of their several relations ;—and that even deline-

ations of tlicm had been constituted into a regular al-

phabet.
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This task, of improving, and of maturing a series of

general tokens, into elementary letters, seems to have heen

«nn effort of invention, so far surpassing the degree of

acumen, ascribed usually to a rude, and primitive race,

that few, perhaps, will agree to its truth, upon any argu-

ments, that fall short of demonstration. It might, perhaps,

then, be more desirable, to rest the cause, upon evidence

of theyac^,'than to adduce reasons for its probability.

The following observations, however, may serve to shew,

that, at an early period of society, and amongst a people,

who spoke a language, resembling the (radical) Celtic ;

such an invention would have been more natural, and more

obvious, than it could be, in the modern state of cultivated

nations.

Though the system of the Druidical symbols, as far as

we have hitherto traced it, had no visible dependence on

particular words
;
yet, its general connection with language,

was obvious, and was necessary.

Let it be supposed, for instance, that a Druid had con-

sulted his lots of magic, or had received intelligence, by

means of the symbols, or tokens, respecting the intention

of a General. Let it be demanded of him, what informa-

tion he had collected, upon such an occasion, and he

would naturally answer, in the terms of his language,

-either by repeating the names of the lots, or symbols in

due order ; as, the asp, the fir, the furze, the yew, and

quicken tree ; or else, by reciting the characteristical ideas,

under which these emblems were generally viewed; as,

*' He—proceeds—out of-
—his place" Thus it is, that sy/;?-
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bohy like these branches of sprigs, may represent words, as

well as ideas.

But, as most languages have many synonymous terms,

consisting of elementart/ sounds, very diflerent from each

other ; and, as the generality of the words are formed by

combinations of several elementary/ sounds, it will be

replied, that symbols, like these, could not have represented

the simple elements of speech, in a manner so distinct, as

to constitute the rudiments of an alphabet.

The main force of this objection may, however, be a

little broken, by a retrospect into those properties of the

Celtic language, which are mentioned in Sect. III. and

which, perhaps, characterized tire original state of language

in general.

The radicals of this language are of the simplest nature

imaginable. They consist either of single vowels, or of

single consonants, connected with a vocal power.

Before the birth of compounds, and of derivatives, the

zocahula)y of such a language, must, of course, have

been circumscribed, within the narrowest limits, and, per-

haps, it comprised no terms, that were properly synony-

mous. Whenever the mind, therefore, discriminated an

idea, the term, by which it was to be expressed, was limited

and certain.

The Ctlta regarded each of their elementary sounds, arti-

culate, or vocal, as having a natural affinity, or correspon-

dence, to some general image, or perception : and it was

their opinion, that the name of the respective ideas could
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1b& so properly expressed by other sounds. Hence, the^ con*

tinual effort of their Bards, to cherish, and perpetuate, the

characteristical sounds, in their descriptions of strength,

weakness, velocity, slozcness, tocight, smoothness, levitij, as*-

pcrity, (3fc. which the laws of their metre sometimes ren-

dered a very arduous task.

Of the extreme simplicity, which characterised the pri^

mitive Celtic, I may ofier an example, in the message

wiiich 1 have supposed

—

" He proceeds, out of his place," " E a o i /f
."

Let us only imagine, that, a language of the people

wlioever they were, by whom the system of general sym-

bols was firit improved into alphabetical writing, retained

these, or the like properties, and then, we shall bring this

most curious invention, within reach of human abilities.

If ib.e descriptive term, and the idea described, had a na-

tural connexion, between each other, and, were mutually

suggested, tlie symbol of the one, would, ol" course, become

the symbol of the other.

If primitive terms were so simple, as to Oonsist of ele-

mentary sounds, the symbols of those terms, would, at the

K-'inie time, have typified the simple elements of language:

and, consequently, the invention of hieroglyphics, or, of

letters, whilst men spoke one simple language, must have

been one, and the same thing.

Leaving this topic at present, and at the mercy of criti-

cism, 1 shall proceed, and give 'J'aliesins testimony, as to

the fact. Be it still remembered, however, tliat we mu^^t

u
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not expect, here, a testimony, delivered in the languag^f of

an historian. The doctrine is taught by hirriy who is afraid

of exposing his aweful mysteries, to the eyes of the vulgar,

and profane.

Amongst the remaining works of this Bard, there is au

allegorical poem, of near two hundred and fifty lines, en-

titled. Cad Goddeu, the battle of the trees,—or, of inten"

tioiis, designs, or, devices,—for the idiom of the language

will bear either construction. The author begins, in hi»

usual, (that is, in his mystic) strain, with a relation, as it

should seem, at first view, of his own transmigrations, or of

the various forma which he successively assumed. But the

entire poem is an allegory : and from the general design^

it may be collected, that, by these changes, tl»e Bard
means to delineate the ripening progress of art, science, or

invention,, and the successive subjects of investigation. We
may, therefore, consider him, as personifying science, or

the inventive, and contemplative principle, when he says*

—

Bum yn lliaws rhith.

Cyn bum dyscyvrith, &c.

" I was in a multitude of shapes.

Before I assumed a consistent form."

Having enumerated about sixteen of these forms, he

ifiys, in the twenty-third hne.

Bum Gwydd yngwarthan.

*' At last, I became trees,''—or— " A sage."

W. Arch. V. i. p. 28.
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The wbrd gwydd, when plural^ signifies ^rees; ifangti*

iar, a sage, or philosopher.

From this passage, it becomes the main business bf the

poem, though interspersed with mysterious hints, to describe

the allegory of arming the symbolical trees, or plants, and

bringing them out, in order of battle. The device is hot

without sublimity, though ofrather a wild and singular cast ;

—

but this poem is not the only piece, which touches upon

the sulyect.

There is an senigmatical account, of the same battle, m
the first volume of the Welsh Jrchaology, P. 167, to which

I refer the Reader for the original : the following is a

literal translation.

*' The history of the battle of the trees."—

'* These are the versicles which were sung, at the battle

t>f the trees, or, as others call it, the battle of Achren, [L

Crann, a tr'ee; whence, crancliar, a lot, or token, i.e. a

tender tree, or sprig.'] It happened, on account of a white

roebuck, and a whelp, which came from the lower region,

and were taken by Amathaon," [from Math, kind^ species,

and honi, to discriminate,'] " the son of Don," [genius.]

" Por this reason, Amathaon, the son of Don, engaged

withdrawn," {eloquence, the faculti/ of speech,] '' king of

the lower region."

** And there was a man, in the battle, who could not be

Conquered, till his name was known : and, on the other

side, there was a woman, called Achren, [a tree,] whose

party could not be overcome, till her name was discovered.^

R 9,
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And Gwiddion, [the philosopher, another name of Ama'

thaon,'\ the son of Don, devised the name of the man, and

sung these two versicles."

" Surefooted is my steed, before the spur,

—

Thou, with the head of Olgen, save thyself by speedy flight.

Bran, is thy name, thou with the fair locks."

*' Surefooted is thy steed, in the day of battle.

Conspicuous is the alder-top in thy hand,

bran, its cracked bud and sprig are found on thee
!"

*' And the good Ainathaon conquered."

Olgen, Olgwen, or, Olwen, is the Fenus of Britons : Brht

signifies, an omen, or token—

1 shall now quote, and then translate, some of Taliesifi's

lines, wpon this topic

—

Nid mi wyv ni gan

Ceint, er yn vychan,

Ceint ynghad Godeu brig>

Rhag Prydein Wledig.

Gweint veirch canholig

Llynghesoedd meuedig:

Gweint mil mawren,

Arnaw yd oedd can pen,

A chad erddygnawd,

Dan von y tavawd;

A chad arall y sydd,

Yn ei wegilydd.

" I am not lie who cannot sing
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Of the conflict, small though I be.

The conflict, in the engagement of the sprigs of trees.

Before the ruler of Britain.

The central steeds moved

The freighted fleets

—

There moved a bold-spirited creature:

Bearing a hundred heads,

And a battle was contested.

Under the root of his tongues:

And another conflict there is.

In the recesses of his heads,'*

I know not what to make of the central steeds, and

freighted fleets; but, by the wonderful creature, with a

hundred heads, I think it probable, that our British my*

thologist, would mean to illustrate, or typify, tlie human

race, divided into a multitude of its various families; the

topography of battle, in the organs of speech, and in the

seat of the understanding, clearly points out the nature of

his allegory.

The Bard now begins a description of this monster, which

might remind us of the Typhon of the ancients, but the

passage is evidently mutilated.

—

Llyfan du gavlaw.

Cant ewin arnaw

—

Neidr vraith gribawg.

" A black grasping toad.

Armed with a hundred claws

—

A spotted and crested snake."

Are not these the sordid, and the violent passions of
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mankind, which ohstruct the attainments, and progress, of

science? They are, 1 think, resolved by some interpolator,

into the sins, which occasion our punishment in the Jiesh.

But, immediately, Taliesin, resumes hig Druidism, and

proceeds with his allegory.

—

Bum ynghaer vevenydd (L. Vdcfi^dd)

Yt gryssynt wellt a gwydd :

Cenynt gerddorion,

Erysynt cadvaon:

Dadwyrain i vrython,

A oreu Givijddion.

(jfelwysid ar neivon,

iiyd pan gwarettau,

Y rhen rwy digonsai;

As attebwy dov^'dd—

•

Trwy iaith ag elvydd—

-

Rhithwch rieddawg wydd,

Guntaw yn lluydd:

A rhwystraw peblig

Cad, ar Haw annevig.

" I was in the city of Btvenydd,

Whither the reeds, and trees, hastened.

The masters of song will celebrate

The wonders of the combatants.

A re-exaltation to the mixt race

Did the sages accomplish.

They invoked the dweller of heaven.

Till he, the supreme Ruler,

Should succour those who had satisfied him.

The great Regulator gave for answer

—
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Throughout language, and its eltmentSp

Delineate the commanding trees.

In the capacity of warriors.

And restrain the confusion

Of battle, in tlie hand of the inexpert."

Here, the ^ard, unequivocally declares, the general

nature of his great, and profound secret. The symbolical

trees, or sprigs, were delineated, through language, and

through its elements. He regards this device, as being so

important in its use, that it proved a re-exaltation to

the mixed race ; and so ingenious in its contrivance,

that it could be ascribed, by him, to nothing less than a

communication of the Supreme Being, in answer to th$

direct prayer of tlie sages. To this he subjoins ;

Pan swynwyd * godau,

Yg gobeith f an goddau,

Dygyttoroynt godeu,

O bedryddant danau-—

Cwyddynt amaerau.

When the sprigs were marked.

In the plane (or tablet) of devices.

The sprigs uttered their voice.

From theframe of distinct sounds—^

Then ceased the doubtful conflict.

* Swyn, perhaps from Syw, Magus, a sacred, mysterious, or magical

character; a talisman, Swynaw, to delineate such characters; to preserve, or

restore, by their nieans,to chariu. The woids have an apparent afliiiity wilb

t Go—"&«{(/!, dim. of faith, a -plaxii.
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The Bard proceeds to describe the expedient of arming

these trees, or plants, to the number of twenty-four or

five ; to discriminate between their several dispositions, and

the various talents they exerted ; to inforai us, that some of

them came forward voluntarily, and joined the battle, when
others were armed with difficulty, and after a long interval.

In this part of the piece, the metaphors are sometimes

broken, so as to admit a few rays of light, between the

chinks. The Bard is, at one moment, gravely engaged iix

arming his trees; the next, he touches upon the subject, as

a magical device,—a si/stem of symbols, an invention of

Gwyddion, or the Sages ; and he o;cpasionally hints,

that this invention, or device^ was of the highest anti-r

quity,

A'm swynwys sywydd

Sywyddon, cyn byd.

<* I was marked by the Sage

Of Sages, in the primitive world
.'^

We have, afterwards, some account of the armies of ihesq

Vegetable leaders.

Pedwar ugein cant

A gweint, ar eu chwant

:

Nid ynt hyn, nid ynt iau

No mi, 3'n eu banau.

<* Four-Score hundred

Arranged themselves, at their pleasure

:

They are neither older nor younger

Than myself, in their articulations''
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That these eight thousand are to be understood, a$

a detinite, for the indefinite number of tlie words, in

the language of the Sages, is rendered probable, by

the remark, which the Bard makes, in the person

of Science, concerning the equality of their age, and

still more so, by what he adds, upon the device in

general.

Ev gwrith, ev dadwrith,

Ev gwrith ieithoedd,

f' It zmllform, it will decompose,

Jt willform lajiguages."

What I have selected, from this curious allegory, may
suffice to shew, that symbolical sprigs, of J^ruidism,

were actually delineated, in a certain form, and were de-

finitely arranged, in a certain order, to represent the Jirst

principles of language, or to constitute an alphabet. The

fact will appear, still more clearly, from hints, which the

same Taliesin gives elsewhere. Thus, in a poem, to the

sons of Llj/r :—

Bum ynghad goddeu, gan leu a Gwyddion,

Wy a rithwys gwydd elvydd ag elestron*.

" I was in thp battle of devices, with the learned, and the

Sages,

Who delineated the elementary trees, and reeds."

• W. Arch, V. i. P. 67,
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The word lieu, which is here used as a namCy signifies,

to readj or explain.

Again, in a poem, entitled, Priv gyvarch Taliesin, or

The^rSt Greeting of Taliesin :—

, Neu vlaen gwydd falsum^

Py estung mor grum,

I*feu pet anatlon

Yssid yn eu bon

—

Keu leu a Gwyddion,

A vuant gelvyddon,

Neu a roddant lyvron*.

f* Or the points of the counterfeited trees^

What is it they whisper so forcibly ,-

Or zchat various breathings

Are in their trunks ?

These are read by the Sage&

Who were versed in science.

Or zcho delivered books.''

I need not multiply quotations, which all make to the

same point. The passages I have already adduced, may
be deemed sufficient, I should hope, to explain the senti-

ments of the oldest British Bards, now extant, upon this

topic ; namely, that our Druids possessed a kind of al-

phabet, zchich, according to their tradition, and their

doctrine, zvas formed upon the system of their sym-

bolical sprigs, or hieroglyphics, cut, or delineated, in

simple fgures, and adapted, so as to represent the first

^ W. Arch. P. 33.
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principle!, or the elementari/ sounds, of their language.

And this tradition did not become obsolete, immediately

after the age of those Bards : for we find the word gwydd,

or trees, used, long after their time, as a term appropriated

for letters, and zoriting.

Thus, Gwilym Ddu, as late as the year 1460.

Llawer arver a orvydd

Llun ei gorph, wrth ddarllein Gwydd.

*' Many an attitude undergoes

The form of his body, in reading the trees."

Before I close this section, I would just observe, that

^he Bards, uniformly ascribe that system of symbols,

(whether considered as hieroglyphics,—as magic lots, or

means of divin;ition,—or as letters,) to the invention of

the Sages, or Seers,—Gwyddion.

The term Gzvyd, is equivalent, nearly, to that of Bardd,

pne that makes conspicuous, or manifest
;

priest,—philo-

sopher,—teacher.

The appropriation of this term, to denote a man of

science, is of high antiquity, in the language of Britons;

their Dtricydd, or Druid, as it appears to me, being one

of its derivatives.

The word is not confined, however, to the Sages of

Britain, for Taiiesin says^ in a poem, entitled, Jianes,

Talieiin :

—
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Mi a vum yn y Llysdan,

Cyn geni Gwi/ddion.

" I was in Lusitania^

Before the birth of the Sage&.'*
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Sect. VI. Of the Druidical Letters.

w,E have hitherto traced only the general principle,

upon which the symbols of Druidism were constructed, and

the application of that principle, to the formation of ao

alphabet. We have seen, however, nothing, as yet, of the

number, the powers, or the characters, of their letters

;

nor discriminated the individual kind of sprig, or symbol^

by which either of the elementary sounds was represented.

These particulars are as open to investigation, as

those, which have been just explained ; but our intelligence

respecting them, must be obtained from different sources.

In the allegorical poem, quoted above, Taliesin has, in^

deed, given us curious hints, upon this topic. At pre-

sent, I shall defer enlarging upon them, as they are not

clear enough to elucidate the whole plan.

Druidical teachers, of the sixth century, guarded their

secret with too much caution, to divulge their whole mys-

teries in the ears of the uninitiated. But this great arcanum^

as far as relates to that subject, has been laid open by their

successors, and by their neighbours. As the mysterious doc-

trines of Druidism, were held, by degrees, in less idola-

trous veneration, the disclosure of their secrets began, by

the same degrees, to be regarded as less profane : and there

was an order of men still, who could have imparted much

information respecting them.
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The public have repeatedly beert told, that the Druidicat

Bards left a regular chain of successors, in the Jfelsh

Inountains. These, are not, even still, entirely extinct.

They even profess to have preserved the system of Bardism^

or Druidism, entire, to this day. (See Ozien's Introd. to

LI. Hen. Edi Williams's Lyric Poems. Fry's Pantog.

P. 305, 306.)

It will be recollected, that, by the term, Bards^ the

Welsh do not understand merely poets ; but persons reguhxrly

instructed in the institutes, and mysteries, of the original and

primitive Britons.

Respecting the complete preservation of this Druidical

system, by the Bards, at this day, I neither affirm, nor

deny any thing. I think it, however, a certain fact, that

by them are preserved many relics, of high antiquity, andy

most probably, of the Druidical ages. Amongst other

curious notices, they have received, and communicated, a

series of letters, which they distinguish by the name of

Coclbren y Beirdd, the billet of signs, of the Bards, or

the Bardic alphabet. (Fry's Pantog. P. 305.)

The word Coelbren, literally implies, the sticJc of omen,

the token stick. In its plural, it is Coelbreni, lots, of

letters.

Under the word Coelbren, Mr. Ozcen, m his Welsh

Dictionary, thus delineates of the above-mentioned alphabet.'

'* This was the original alphabet of the Britons, which was

cut across the surface of a square piece of wood, being their

way of writing ; which is still preserved by a few of the

descendants of the Bards." And again, in his Introduction

to LI. Hen, P. xl. " Their (the Bards') original alphabet
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is still extant, which may be considered, as a very- great

curiosity. It contains thirty-six letters, sixteen of which,

are radical, and the rest, mutations of these."

" It is singular, that the bardic alphabet should contain,

all the Etruscan letters, without the least deviation of form>

except four or five of the latter, that are Roman"

It must be observed, that, for the purpose of convey-

ing an idea, of some inflective sounds, in the Welsh

language, these Bards made use of twenty-four muta-

tions, or secondary characters j so that tl^e whole series

amounts to forty. But still, the number of the radi-

cal letters, is unvaried, and the same principle is pre-

served throughout, in forming the secondary powers, or

inflections.

In Fri/'s Panfographia, P. 307, we have the following

account of the manner of using these characters, accom-

panied with a most curious, engraved, specimen. '' The ori"»

ginal manner of writing, amongst the ancient Britons, wa9>

by cutting the letters, with a knife, upon sticks, which

were, most commonly, squared, and sometimes formed into

three sides: consequently, a single stick, contained either

four, or three lines. (See Ezek. xxxvii. l6.) The squares

were used for general subjects, and for stanzas, of four lines

in poetry : the trilateral ones were adapted to triades, and

tnglyn milwyr, or the triplet, and the warrior^ verse. Se-

veral sticks, with writing upon them, were put together,

forming a kind of frame> which was called Pcithynen, or

Elucidator."—Peithynen imports any tablet, or small body,

with a flat surface, more especially a brick, which, ancient

authors inform us, was the material used, by the old Baby-

lonians, for the record of their ftxcts.
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Mr. Owen says, further, in a waste leaf, prefixed to the

second part of his Dictionary :
" Each [of the Bardic

letters] had anciently a simple, appropriate, character, and

name, having so much resemblance, in form, to those of

the same chiss, as the analogy of sound pointed out their

degree of athnity."

The annexed plate contains a copy of this alphabet, in

its due order, with the power of each letter, and the names

of the radicals, as I was favoured with them, by the ingeni-

ous antiquary last mentioned.

Such are the omen sticks, tokens, lots, or letters, of the

Bards. Let us only recollect the source, and the origin, of

these characters, as before developed : that they were, in

truth, only delineations of the symhoUcal sprigs, or Dru^

idical tokens, the tops of certain trees, and plants ;—

I

think, it will be acknowledged, that even their countenance

carries the lines of honesty, and marks their genuine

descent.

Each of the radicals (except n perhaps) is the obvi-

ous representation of a cutting of some sprig, and each

of the derivatives is regularly formed, from its appropriate

radical, by the addition of a bud, or shoot, or the junction

of a piece of reed^

And, in this coincidence of the characters with mi/ con-

ception of the Bardic symbols, there certainly was no

(oUusion ; I had written up the two preceding sections, before

I knew that such characters existed. When I communi-

cated the substance of those two sections, to some friends,

in 179B, 1 found that my ideas were nevv, to the best-'

informed U'clshrnan. Tiicy had not minutely investigated
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the extent, and various application of symbol, described

by Taliesin, and by other ancient Bards.

Wlien I maintained, that the Celta certainly possessed

an alphabet, formed of u series of symbolical iprigs, I

was told, that an original British alphabet, still preserved,

would invalidate my opinion. This alphabet, I was ex-

tremely desirous to see. My satisfaction was equal to

mj surprise, when Mr. Ozeen presented me Avitli a com-

plete copy of it, and when I contemplated the magical

sprigs of the Druids, which I had rather wished, than en-

couraged the hope, to discover*

From wliat I have just observed, it must be evident, that

the name of the particular tree, from which each of these

characters was formed, is not likely to be obtiained, froni

the mere tradition of the modern Wekh Bards^

Tliose names, by which the radical consonaats are dii^

tinguished, in this alphabet, are only the simple ex-

pressions of those marked, and specific ideas, which their

emblematical parents, the sprigs, were supposed, severally,

to typify. But all these diminutive names are neither more

nor less, than radical words in the Celtic language, convey-

in"- distinct and clear meanings. Tliey are those nuclei^

round which the Celtic prefixes, prepositions, or ternii-

taations, entwine theinselves, in the formation of the

longest compounds. And this proves, more fully, than by

chains of absti"aet argument, the obvious practicability of

devising such an alphabet, for a language, that arose out of

6uch very simple elements, and principles.

J) lias already been remarked, tijut there were two obvi-
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ous methods of connecting Druidical symbols with Ian*

gnage, or of reducing the information, which they con-

veyed, into words, and sentences.

The first was, by repeating the names of the symbols

themselves, in due order ;—and the second, by expressing

only those characteristical ideas, under which they were

severally viewed. Consequently, there must have been two

sets of nanies of Druidical lots, or letters, equally ob-

vious : the names of the trees, or sprigs, and the expressions

of the intended ideas.

Of the latter, we have a complete list, in the Bardic

alphabet. To obtain a knowledge of the former, we must

hjive recourse to a distinct branch of the old Celtee, whose

language, and learning, have pursued a course, totally,

independent of the CeltcR in South Britain, for a period,

beyond the reach of history, and, certainly, as far back,

as from the ages of Druidism.

Tlie antiquarlcb of Ireland, claim an alphabet of thf-ir

own, which, in all its essential points, agrees lo that of

tiie Bards, in Britain.

1 . It was Druidical.

2, It was a magical alphabet, and used by those Druids,

iu tjieir divinations, and their decisions by lot. ,

3. It consisied of the same, radical, sixteen letters, which

formed the basis of the Druidical alphabet in Britain.

i. Each of fhr?-(i letters received its name, from some tree.
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tr plttnt, 6£ A. ceHain species, regarded as being in some

view, or other, descriptive of its power : and these names

are still retained;

So far, the doctrine of British Druids is exactly re-

cognised, in the Western Island. The same, identical,

system, is completely ascertained, and preserved.

Yet, there are material circumstances, which point out a

very ancient, and remote period> for the separation of these

alphabets from each other. The two series of characters

retain little, or no vestige of similarity : and the L'ish,

besides their cyphers, or secret alphabets, have three sets

of characters, the most modern of which are, nearly the

same as those on the grave-stone of Cadvan, prince of

North Wales, who died about the year Gl6". Their order is

also totally different. The Irish alphabet, begins wdth

J3, L, N, the radical consonants of Belin, the Apollo of

the Celta.

Roderick O'Flaherti/, a learned Irish antiquary, of the

seventeenth century, has collected, from some of the oldest

monuments of literature in his country, the ancient names

of the Irish letters, together with an exact register of the

several trees, and plants, from which they w'ere deno-

minated.

These curious particulars, he has recorded in his Ogygiuy

sivc reriim Ilibernicarum Chrono/ogia : and from this

author, Ed. Llzcyd transcribes them, in their proper places,

in his Dictionary of the Irish language.

Mr, Ledrcich, in Iris Antiquities of Ireland (4to. DubliJif

s 2
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1/90,) describes three sets of characters, and as forming'

three distinct alphabets.

Tlie first, and most ancient, is said to be named Bohthth,

from certain masters, who assisted in forming the Japhetian

language ; but Mr. Ledtcich thinks, it is obviously deno-

minated from Bobfl, Loth, its two first letters, P. 98.

I rather conjecture, it has its title from Boho, or Bohe,

mysterious, and lot,—a lot—a cutting.

Tlie second, an imperfect series, is called, Marcomannic

Runes, and described as having agreed with the Runic,

both in the shape, and the name. P. 97.

Tlie third, which is said to be, (no doubt,) the remains of

an old magical alphabet, is called, Bethluisnion na ogma,

or the alphabet of magical or mysterious letters, the first

three of which are, Betli, Luis, Nion, whence it is named.

P. 99.

The following is the alphabet of Irish radicals, in their

order, together with its names, and symbols, in O'Flalterty,

• CONSONANTS*

'owers. Names. Symboh.

B Beith The Birch

L Luis The Quicken-tree

N Nion Tlie Ash

F Fearn The Alder

S Sail The Willow

H Uath The liawthoni

D Duir Tlif Oak
T Tinne
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c
M
G
P
K

A
O
U
E
I

Sanies, Stimboh.

Coll The Hazel

Muin The Vine

Gort The Ivy

Pethboc

Ruis The Elder-tree

VOWELS.

Ailm The Fir

Onn Furze

Ur Heath

Eadha The Asp

Idho The Yew-tree

Let us connect these with Bardic radicals, and they

will stand as follows, when reduced into the order of the

Jioman Utters.

jwers. British Karnes. Irish Names, and Symholical Tree*.

A A Ailm The Fir

B Bi Berth Tht Birch

C Ci Coll The Hazel

D Di Duir The Oak

E E Eadha The Asp

F Fi Fearn The Alder

G Gi Gort The Ivy

I J Idho The Yew
L Li Luis The Quicken-tree

M Mi Muin The Vine

N Ni Nion The Ash

O O Onn The Furze

V Pi Pethboc

R Ki Ruis The Eldex
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Towtn.

S

British Names.

Si

Irish Naves, ajid Stjmbfilical Tre9t>

Sail The Willow

T Ti Tinne

(U V) IJr The Heath

Now, I think it will no longer be disputed, that we per-

ceive this most cprious, and striking system, in all its partSj,

proceeding, in due order, from its first, and rude, prin-

ciples of sj/w6o/u"rt/ roJs, or sprigs, to the complete for-

mation of an alphabet, which nearly corresponds, in the

number, and power, of its letters, to the oldest European

alphabets. We thus discover, that the Celtcc of the

British Islands, were not only acquainted with letters,

but also derived the art of writing, from its remotest

fountains, in a channel more clear and systematical,

than could even be conceived by tlieir polished neigh-

bours.

In order to give my readers a more compendious view of

their doctrine, upon this topic, I shall briefly recapitulate

the substance of the evidence, adduced in the sections pre-

ceding, and of my reasoning upon it.

1. Certain obvious, and characteristical, properties, and

appearances, in particular kinds of trees, and plants, were

Contemplated, by a simple, and primitive race. As these

appearances presented themselves under distinct, though

general ideas, they naturally suggested the hint of repre-

senting, and connnunicating, such ideas, by means of the

leaves, or sprigs, of the respective phuiis. Hence originated

the custom of using enibleinatical rods, or sprigs. In

the further progress of this custom, a definite mimber of

plants, of the most common growth, was gradually select-
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ed, and agreed upon, for the purpose of transmitting general

information^ with system, and precision.

S. The ideas of things, and of their several relations,

being expressed, in the language of that people, by the

simplest of all the terms that could be uttered, and the

ideas of things, and of the terms, by which they are usually

expressed, naturally connecting themselves in the mind,

the symbols of things, obviously became the symbols

of their names, or of the terms, by which the respective

ideas were dSscribed. And of the peculiar simplicity

of the language, it would be a consequence, to find, that

such, and the same symbols, would, of course^ represent the

simplest of their syllables, or elementary sounds, When
several of these minute radicals were joined, so to form ^

sentence, or a compound word, which originally were the

same thing, a constant practice of connecting the sym-f

hols of the several parts, and of arranging them, in their

due order, must have obviously suggested itself.

,3. When sprigs of the several trees could not be readily

obtained, for the conveyance of information, the most

obvious expedient was, to delineate, upon smooth surfaces,

and characteristical representations of the kinds required,

which could not be mistaken for those of another

species.

4. The peculiar convenience of this expedient soon apt

peared, and suggested a farther hint, for making such re-

presentations more commodious, and better adapted, amongst

other of its uses, to dispatch, by fixing upon certain com-

pendious drafts, so as by one oi" tliem to represent sprigs

of the oak, by another, sprigs of the birch, &,c. These

drafts had still a general nsemblancc oi\sprlgs ; and, though
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t}\ey no longer presented the obvious character of the

several species, yet their vahie was readily appreciated,

throughout the society which had estabhshed them, and

they became as current as the original sprigs themselves.

If Druids after this art was known, continued the use of

the natural si/mhols, h must have been for the purposfe of

secrec}', or a display of mystery, or from a superstitious

veneration for the customs of antiquity.

5. For perpetuating this important art, nnd in order

to facilitate its communication, it was found necessaiy to

arrange the characters in a certain order, and preserve their

several names. The ortier might have been tlie mere sport of

local fancy. The names were, either simple expressions ofthe

ideas, conveyed by the several characters, as in the Hardic

alphabet of Britain ; or else, the names of the natural

symbols, which the characters represented, as in the Beth-

luisnion, or alphabet of the ancient Irish.

It appears, from quotations, in former sections, that

our Druids did retain the original, and primitive use of

sprigs, for certain purposes, though versed in the nature

of letters. These purposes, as I have already hinted,

were, probably, communications amongst themselves, and

pertaining to their interior doctrines, or discipline, which

they deemed it unlawful to feriVe ,•—or connected with

divination by lots. This last use of the sprigs, is inti-

mated still in the terms, by which the Celtic dialects dis-

tinguish their letters .

Thus, in Irish, Feadha, trees, also letters, whence

feadham, I relate, or rehearse : Cranckar, a lot, properly,

a tender tree, or shoot, fiom crann, a tree, and cuTj

tender.

^
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Welsh

—

Gwydd, trees, also letters, Coclbreni, letters,

lots,—literally, omeiiy or token sticks.

Cornish

—

Prejty a tree, a sticky a lot

;

—
'** Because, by sticks, the Druids divined/'

Borlase.

Whilst these Druids regarded the several sticks, or sprigs,

as complete symbols, in themselves, it would have beem

superfluous, to inscribe them with characters, which, at

most, could only have been of synonymous import.

It is probable, however, that sometimes the old Celta

dispensed with such an original primitive use of their lots,

and inscribed the synibolical characters, upon cuttings of

any o?ie tree, as we find this habit prevalent in some of

the Germans, their neighbours, who also had xheix IBarditus,

Barddas, or Bardic institutions. Their manner of djvining

by lots, is thus described by Tacitus, De moribus Germ,

and translated by Dr. Borlase : y^

'' They cut a rod, or twig, taken from a fruitbearing

tree, into little short sticks, or tallies ; and, having distin-

guished them one from the other, by certain marks, lay

them, without any order, as they chance to fall, on a white

garment. Then comes the priest of the state, if the con-

sultation be at the request of die public, but if it be a matter

of private curiosity, the master of the family may serve well

enough, and, having prayed to the gods, looking up to

heaven, he takes up each billet, or stick, three times, and

draws his interpretation from the marks before impressed on

them. If these marks intimate a prohibition to proceed,

there is no further inquiry made that day concerning that
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they then proceed to the auspicia, or divining from birds."

Antiq. of Cornwall, P. 139.

I would just observe, in this place, that, in the course of

my essay, no labour of mine has aimed at the support of

any one preconceived hypothesis, My opinion is not what I

brought with me, to the research, but what has been the result

of inquiries. It was gradually formed, and was impressed,

by the force of evidence. I aim at no conceit of invention.

My utmost pretension is, to re-discQver what has been long

concealed, by collecting facts, which, for many centuries,

have been preserved in an insulated state. In every period and

stage of the disquisition, I have adduced what appears to

me competent evidence. My witnesses tpo, (so far from

having been capable of collusion,) were not conscious of

each other's existence
;
yet, their testimony so well con-

nects, appears so consistent with itself, in its various parts, and

in the general sum? that I cannot hesitate in concluding-r-

it is the evidence of truth.
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Sect. VII. Of the Antiquity of the Druidical Alphabet,

ri-VjLUST it, then, be admitted, as an historical truth, that,

at some remote^ and obscure, period of the Celtic annals^

fhe Druids devised such a system of symbolical sprigs, as

has been now described, improved it, and refined upon
it, so as to complete the invention of an original air

phabet?—That they effected all this, by the means of

some favourable properties in tl^eir own language, and by

the repeated exertions of their own genius, independent of

(extraneous aid, or primitive tradition ?—^This will, by no

means, follow as a consequence.

From all the information we have acquired, respecting the

Druids, it appears to have been their main business, to cherish^

and preserve, more than to improve. They are every where

represented, as extremely tenacious of long-established cusr

toms ; but never as inventors of new arts. We hear

much of their traditions, but nothing of their disco-

veries. Whilst they regarded, with superstitious respect, their

venerable traditions of antiquity, so jealous were they of in-

novations, that they had scarce the courage to extend the

limits ofscience, or of moral philosophy ; much less did they

evince an ambition to keep any pace, in refinement, with

polished neighbours. The subjects of their discussion were

few, but elevated ; their manner of treating them, solemn,

and mysterious. The whole institution carried strong

features of primitive ages. From these considerations, I

am disposed, religiously, to adopt their own tradition, that
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tnc ground work of Druidism had been, at least, coeval ta

the Celtic nation. If this be admitted, it will not seem im-

probable, that the general principles of their symbolical

alphabet, together with all the radicals of the language,

upon which it was founded, were not the invention of the

Druids, as a national order of men, but w^ere preserved

by them, from that period^ zvhen thefamilies of the eurtk

were divided.

That the Druids did in fact preserve the memory of re-

markable things, from this remote age, I have already

shewn, and as the Druids,—indeed the Celtcs, in general,

are represented, not as an inventive people, but as extremely

tenacious of old customs, it may be well presumed, that

this curious system, which unites their hieroglt/phics, and

their letters, had been formed, as to its general principles,

before their migration out of Asia,—and that the Druids

either preserved it, as they found it, or else acted upon an

established principle, in accommodating the symhoh to

their own circumstances, and their own situation.

And this will appear to be confirmed, not in theory alone,

but, in fact, if attention is given, to the Druidical account

of the invention, and so as to compare the system, in its pro-

gressive stages, with those analogies, which may be traced,

in very ancient periods, and in countries, where the

influence of the Gaulish, and British, Druids, as a loca)

order, could not have operated. The former of those topics

I shall touch upon, in this present section.

In Talicsins account of the invention of the system, there

are mythological allusions, that would require considerable

depth of learning, and more habits of leisure than mine to

eiacidate. 1 shall only endeavour to represent a few par^
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liculars, which may serve to point out opinion, and re-

commend the whole, to the notice of the antiquary.

As the Druidical Bard ascribes the perfection of the art>

to the Gzcyddion, or Syuyddion, Sages, or Magicians, in

general ; so, in particular, he tells us, that Math, kind, or

nature, first created it, out of nine principles, or elements^

one of which was, Fricyth Dicw Dechran, thefruit of the

primaval God. Tlie same Math, is allowed to have ha(|

much to do, in maturing the plan.

—

A'm swynysei Math,

Cyn bum diaered.

** Math had mysteriously marked me.

Before [ became immortal."

This Math, I take, to have been the universal genius of

nature, which discriminated all things, according to their

various kinds, or species,—the same, perhaps, as the Meth,

of the Eg i/ptia ns, and the Uxn-;, of the Orphic Bards, whiclk

was, of ail kinds, and the author of a/l things.

Orph. Ht/nvi, 31-

And again—Kai My,rt; 'opxzoc yenrua.

Orph. Frag. 6

The Bard proceeds

—

A'm swynwys i wyddion

Mfiwr, nwr o Brytliou

—
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'^ I was iriysteriously traced by the great Sagesj

In the tower of the mixed race."

O bump pumliwnt celvyddon,

Athrawon, ail Math,

Pan yr ymddygaid,

A'm swynwys i wledig.

Pan vu led losgedig.

'' Out of the multitude of arts.

Of the teachers, children of Math, or nature.

When the removal took place>

I was marked by the chief.

Whilst he was half parched with fire."

The last quotations appear to imply, that the art had been

practised at Babel, and that it was preserved, at the dis-

persion; but its original invention, according to British

tradition, was still more remote: for the Bard immedi-

ately adds.

—

A'm swynwys i Sywydd

Sywedydd, cyn byd.

Pan vei gennyv vi vot.

Pan vei vaint byd, hardd,

Bardd budd an gnawd,

A'r wawd y tueddav

A draetho tavawd:

" I was marked by the Sage

Of Sages, in the primitive world.

At which time I had a being

;

When the inhabitants of the world were in dignity;

It was my custom to befriend the Bard,
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And I dispose the song of praitsc

Which the tongue utters."

We are then told

—

Neu bum yn ysgor,

Gan Ddylan ail Mor,

YnghylchedcJi ymhervedd,

Rhwng deulin teyrnedd,

Yn deu wayvv anchwant,

O nev pan doethant,

Yn annwvn lliveiriant.

" Truly I was in the bark.

With Dylari, the son of the sea.

Embraced in the centre,

Between the royal knees.

When the floods came.

Like the rushing of the hostile spear.

From heaven, to the great deep." }

In another passage of the same poem, the Bard call'

this system

—

IVIwyuv tair argyvryd,

A chweris ym myd ;

Ac un a dderyw,

O* ystyr Dilyw.

" The greatest of the three mental exertions

That disported in the world

;

• PL ofYnoT.
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And die one which was

Amongst the stores of tlie Deluge."

Hence, it is sufficiently clear, that those Bards, wlia

professed themselves Druids, did not claim, for their or-

der, the invention of the system, or its application to the

construction oi an alphabet. They acknowledge tliat it

was anciently known, in other cou»tries, and that it had

been handed down, from the ages beyond the flood, as a

treasure of the greatest importance to mankind.

Let us, then, inquire briefly, what analogies, with such

tnay be ti'aced in ancient history.
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Sect. VIII. Ofgeneral Analogies betzceen the Sj/stem of

Druidical Symbols, considered as a Method of writings

and the similar Practice of other Nations.

w,E learn, from sacred, and profane history, that>

as it was a very general practice of the ancients, to re-

present, and convey their ideas, by means of symbols,

taken from stores of nature ; so there was nb custom^

either more anciently, or more generally established, than

to employ trees, plants, and their various parts, for this

purpose. And for that custom, some very natural reasons

may be adduced, in addition to those which arise from its

peculiar convenience.

In the infancy of the human race, trees, in the gar-

den of Eden, were divinely pointed out, as emblematical

of the most aweful ideas

—

life and happiness, or death and

jnisery.

The abuse which Adam committed, of these consecrated

symbols, and its dreadful consequence, to his early descen-

dants, must have made a forcible impression upon their

minds : and must have suggested the hint, of recourse to

the use of trees, not only in the figurative descriptions of

speech, but in the representation of things, and their se-

veral relations, by visible signs.

And the same idea, that would be impressed upon

such as were present, by the act of pointing at a tre(,

T
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might be conveyed, with precision, to a distance, by a cha-

racteristic al part of the same, or a similar tree.

Agreeably to this notion, the token of reconciliation, which

"Noah received in the ark, was, an olive leaf, and which the

venerable patriarch seems to have regarded, as a symbol of

sacred import, conveying an idea of more than simply the

fact, that trees ingeneral had begun to shoot afresh.

It might be expected, that we should, only discover

slight vestiges of symbols, like these in the history of

the Israelites, as this people were, in great measure, with-

held from the use of such implements, in order- to guard

against their falling into that idolatrous abuse of them,

which prevailed amongst their neighbours: yet there are

several figurative expressions, and plain allusions, in the

Old Testament, which intimate their general acquaintance,

with something of this kind.

Tlie father of that nation says, ^' Joseph is a fruitful

bough, a fiuitful bough, by a well, whose branches run over

the wall." Gen. xlix. 22. The Patriarch's idea would have

been as clear, had he placed the bough, in the situation he

describes, or had represented these images in a picture,

and said,—" This is Joseph." And his manner of expres-

sion plainly alludes to such a custom.

The Lord said unto Jeremiah,—" What hast thou seenr"*

'*"
I see a rod of an almond tree." " Thou hast seen zcellf

for 1 will hasten my word to perform it." Jer. i. 11, 12.

Here the rod of an almond tree must be regarded, as an

acknowledged, and well known symbol, of hastening, or

speed ; for the accomplishment of the divine purpose, uith
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Speed, Is to correspond with such an intimation given by the

symbol. See also the apologue of Jotham, Judges ix.

where the olive tree, the Jig tree, the vine, and bramble,

are described, as the symbols of things ; observe also the

apologue of Jehoash. II. Kingsxiv. 9'

From these, and similar passages, it may be inferred,

that certain trees, and rods, or staves, or branches, taken

from them, were considered as means of information,

or as the symbols of distinct ideas : and therefore, they were

constituted the general badges of certain offices, especially

such as implied a sacredncss of character. Hence the

sceptl'es of kings, the rods of priests, ambassadors, and

magistrates,—the rod of Moses, of Aaron, of the Egi/p-

tian magicians, &c.

These rods were considered, not only as the emblems of

power, and of authority, but as the immediate means of

executing them. ^

The rod of Moses, is called the rod of God, and the AU
mighty tells him :

—'' I'hou sh;ilt take this rod in thine hand,

and therezvith thou shalt do signs." Accordingly, we find

Aaron lifting up his rod over the river, and it became

blood ; Moses, lifting up his rod over the sea, and it

was divided ;

—

Elisha, giving his staff to Gehazi, to lay

on the face of a dead child, that he might revive.

So generally was the emblematical use of a rod, or

staff, admitted, that the words themselves became synony-

mous to poKcr, commission, a message, a sentence, and

the like. And removing, or breaking the rod, or staff,

implied, that authority was abrogated, and power destroyed,

X Si
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Thus, in Psalm ex. '' The Lord shall send the rod ofthi/

power out of Si(yn

;

—he thou ruler even in the midst among

thine enemies" Here the rod clearly implies a commission ;

as, in Micah vi. ^, k imports a decree. *' Hear ye the

rod, and who hath appointed it." Again :

—

^' The Lord

shall take away the staff—the mighty man, the man of

war, the judge, the prophet, the prudent, the ancient,"

&c. Isaiah iii. 1,2.

" The Lord hath broken the s;taff of the wicked, and the

sceptre of the rulers."

'^ Moab is spoiled ; and all ye that are about him, be-

moan him, and all ye that know his name, say. How is

the strong staff broken, and the beautiful rod ! " *

These forms of expression must have alluded, neces-

sarily, to some established customs,—they must be referred

indispensibly to some primitive system, which regarded rods,

branches, and staves, as the symbols of certain ideas, and

as the vehicles of messages, commissions, or the like.

So far the customs of the old Asiatics corresponded in

their prevalence to those of Druids, in Europe.

To this extent, the device was innocent, but the heathens

of ylsia, as well as those of Europe, seem to have abused

it, for the purpose of divination, as we may collect from

the following passages.

'* My people ask counsel at their stocks, and their staff

• The wands, carried by Officers of State at our Court, and at this very time,

adopted, originally, upon the same principle.
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DECLARETH unto tlieiti."
—" They Sacrifice upon the tops

of the mountains, and burn incense upon the hills, under

oakSf and poplars, and elms^ because the shadow thereof

is good." Hos. iv. 12,13.

Again,—Isaiah xix. 11 to 15. The prophet speaks of

the wise men of Egypt being deceived in their divinations,

and declares,—" Neither shall there be any work for

Egypt, which the head, or tail, branch, or rush, may
do." Here is a manifest allusion, not merely to the im-

plements of writing, or of the geometrician; but, evi-

dently, to a superstitious practice, in which rush, and branch

were employed.

Ezekiel terminates his climax of abominations by these

words :

—

'' Lo ! they put the branch to their nose !'*

Ch. viii. 17.

Upon the whole, then, some general, but evident ana-

logies to the symbolical system thus intimated, may be

found in the sacred records, and carried back to very an-

cient periods.

There was another ancient custom amongst the Asiatics,

which approaches to an identity with our Druidical, and

German method of divining by lots, as described by Tacitus,

and quoted above. This practice Avas called, by the Greeks,

Rhahdomantia, or Bclomantia, divination by rods, or by

arrows, either the one or the other being used for this pur-

pose, as it might be most convenient. But, in this appli-

cation, the rods, or the arrows, were marked, or inscribed,

like the German lots : they were no longer viewed, iii

themselves, as symbols of the distinct ideas.
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" The King of Babylon stood—to use divination ; he

made his arrows bright ; he consulted with images ; he

looked in the liver." Ezek. xxi. 21. On this passage,

Jerom observes^ that there was a method of divination, by

marking, or inscribing arrows, with every one's name, and

mixing the-Ti in the quiver, to see whose arrow would come

out first, or what city should be first attacked. To this

fallacious decision, the prophet alludes, in the ISth verse

of the same chapter:

—

'^ Because it is a trial: and what if

the sword contemn even the rod ?"

This inscription of rods appears to have been a refinement

upon the earliest, or primitive custorn, and seems to have

been introduced, when the symbolical species could not be

readily obtained. But the custom was not modern ; it was

known to the Israelites in the days of 3foses, and, perhaps,

• long before. '^ Speak unto the children of Israel, and take

of every one of them a rod, according to the house of their

fathers, of all the princes, according to the house of their

fathers, twelve rods : write thou every man's name upon

his rod." These were laid up for the decision of an im-

portant question. They were not, in this instance, drawn

as lots,—for the Lord himself decided by a miracle. But

the general practice appears to have been adopted fa-

miliarly, in cases of decision, or in the assignment of por-

tions by lot. Hence rod, lot, portion, or inheritance, are

used for s^'nonymous terms.

" The Lord's portion is his people : Jacob is the lot of his

inheritance.'* Dcut. xxxii. 9.

*' Remember thy congregation, which thou hast pur-

chased of old ; the rod of thine inheritance which thou

hast redeemed." Psalm Ixxiv, 2.
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"^ Jsrae/ is the roc^ of his inheritance." Jer. li. 19.

" The rod of the wicked shall not rest upon the lot of the

righteous." Psalm cxxv. 3.

In allusion to this use of inscribed rods, whatever was

assigned by lot, or devised by compact, was represented as

passing under the rod. '' And concerning the tithe of the

herd, or of the flock, even whatsoever passeth under the

rod, the tenth shall be holy unto the Lord." Lev. xxvii. 32,

" And I will cause you to pass under the rod ; and I will

bring you into the bond of the covenant" Ezek. xx. 37.

The same prophet (chap, xxxvii. 16 to 20) particularly

describes the use of such rods, or billets, in forming cove-

nants: he undoubtedly delineates the popular, and the esta-

blished mode of using them ; for the intention is, by fa-

miliar, and by intelligible signs, to represent, for instruc-

tion, to the Jezoish people, the ceremony of making a

solemn covenant. " Take thou one stick, and write upon

it,for Judah, andfor the children of Israel, his companions.

Then take another stick, and write upon it, for Joseph, the

stick of Ephraim, and for all the house of Israel, his com-

panions ; and join them, one to another, into one stick, and

they shall become one, in thitie hand. Say unto them, Thus

saith the Lord : Behold, I will take the stick of Ephraim,

&c. and will put him with the stick of Judah, and make

them one stick, and they shall be one in mine hand : and

the sticks whereon thou writest, shall be one in thine

HAND, BEFORE THEIR EYES."

This usage was nearly the same as that of British Bards,

in the construction of their FcitJu/ncn, already described,

except that, upon solemn, and religious occasions, the lat-
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ter used the rods, uninscribed, regarding them;, in their

specific characters, as the sj/mbols of ideas.

When rods, or billets, were used, amongst the Jews,

in the assignment of inheritance, in confirmation of pur-

chase, dr in other compacts, they were, perhaps, attested,

and laid up for memorials, that, in case of dispute, there

might be an appeal to the voucher : This appears to be

implied, in the expression of the psalmist—*' Thou shalt

maintain my lot.''

Breaking the rod, or staff, seems, also, to have been

the general mode of dissolving compacts. See Zech. xi.

7, 10, 11. ^*^ And I took my s^fl^, even beauty, and cut it

asunder, that I might break my covenant, which I made

with all the people"*.

Perhaps I may have dwelt rather tediously upon this part

of my subject. The design was, to shew, from the sacred

records, that vestiges of a system, resembling that which

Druids possessed, are traced amongst other nations, with

whom that Celtic order had no apparent connection

;

and, consequently, that our Druids were not the original

contrivers, but merely the religious preservers of the

system,

If traditions, and customs, of Pagan Europe are ex-

amined, something of the same kind will be discovered,

as traces of a system, which contemplated particular

species of trees, and plants, as being symbols of distinct

* When the I.ord High Steroard, upon trials in the House of Peers, dissolves

})^i commission, he notjfies the event, by the act of taking the wand into his

h^nd, and breahbig it.
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ideas. This, was indeed so ancient, that Greeks, who had
not preserved any unbroken chain of primitive traditions,

refer us back for its origin, from one stage to another,

till we get beyond the verge of their history, and

their fables, or even the original structure of their lan-

guage.

The following particulars are so generally known, that it

will be sufficient, barely to mention them.

1 . Not only, in general, trees were esteemed sacred ; but

a particular species of tree, was consecrated separately to

each individual god, or, more properly, in other words,

it was regarded as a symbol of the deity, considered in one

of his distinct operations, or characters. For the polytheism

of the ancients appears, in great measure, to have arisen

from the use of descriptive, and relative terms, as well as

from the application of types and symbols, to the object

of pointing out the relations between God and man,

in the works of nature. Amidst all the confusion, intro-

duced by this practice, the unity of the divine Being was

a favourite principle, not forgotten, or overlooked. Thus,

an old poet has declared

:

A^rewJ?, n^ 'ix-xs^yoi; A-nToX^wf ElS 0EOE EETIN.

" Pluto, Proserpine, Ceres, Fenus, Cupid,

Triton, Kerens, Tethys, and Neptune

;

Hermes, Vulcan, Pan, Jupiter, Juno,

Diana, and Apollo, is one god."
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The same doctrine is taught in the hymns, ascribed by

historians to Orpheus. The several forms, and the titles,

under which this one God was worshipped,—acknowledged,

and properly implied, his relative characters ; and of these

characters, the several trees, or plants, consecrated, in

those ages, to him, were considered as the symbols.

2. Branches of trees, and of plants, were formed into

garlands, and crowns, to be worn upon solemn occasions;

they were not indiscriminately used, but every particular

species was appropriated, by a definite usage, to its peculiar

occasion.

3. Rods, or staves, or branches of ^re^s, were carried in

the hand, or borne before persons, in certain offices, or

characters, and these were not borrowed from any one tree

indiscriminately. It was thought of importance, to select

branches of a certain species, for each appropriate claim.

All these things must have had reference to a system,

which recognised a correspondence, between the cha-

racters of the several plants, and the several purposes

to which they were adapted, or the ideas they were to

convey.

But either Greeks, and Romans, had lost the original

principles of the system in the mazes of antiquity,—or

the selection was made by an order of men, who con-

cealed the general system upon which they acted, and pro-

hibited the disclosure of their mysteries, by solemn oaths,

and curses.

The poets, and the historians, were either uninitiated,

or abhorred sacrilege ; wc have, therefore, no satisfactory
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accounts from them. All the information we have ob-

tained, amounts to little more than vague c6njecture, or

mythological fiction. We see t\\Q symbolical system of the

ancients only in its exterior application ; we see a certain

species of crozc?is, and rods, used upon particular occasions
;

we see particular Gods venerated under the symbols of their

appropriate plants, or trees ; and the learned content them-

selves by remarking, in general, as follows :

—

Primis mor-^

talibus maximus erat honos arboribus : nam et pro Deorurn

imaginibus, imo magis, pro ipsis Diis, c^lebantur. Hinc

forsan est, quod, nou modo, singulis Diis, singulce, essent

arbores, verum etiam, singulis arboribus, su(R Nympha, quas

AgoaS'a? et 'A/Aa^gtia^aj superstitiosa antiquitas appellavit.'^

Bax. Gloss. Antiq. Rom. v. Arbor. But, as the super-

stition of these ancients, respecting trees, bore a marked

and striking analogy to the system of Druidical symbols,

we may conchide that it was of the same nature, and sprung

originally from the same fountain.

This analogy may be observed in the terms of Greek and

Roman languages: but, as these terms are more ancient

than grammars of those languages, which are extant,

a latitude must be allowed in the derivation of them.

Thus A^vscq may be derived from ^^v^ arbor, and from

au, spire, sono, loquor : for even the terminations of

nouns were originally expressive terms. Dryades, and

Hamadryades, then, may, in the sacred colleges, have

indicated notiiing more than the voices and consonancies

of trees, or specific ideas, which those trees were severally

to represent, in the symbolical system. This notion of

them is corroboroted, and strongly, supported by a passage,

quoted above. " The points of tlie counterfeited trees :

what is it they nhisper so forcibly ? or, what breathings
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are in their trunks? These are read by the sages, who

were versed in science, and who dehvered books."

And this hypothesis, perhaps, will help us to assign the

Teason, for the following derivations of KXa^oj, a rod, shoot,

or tender branch, which forcibly point out the uses to

which those branches were applied. KXaJiw, I speak. From

the materials of which a hedge is composed, it is called,

KXijJoj, hence xXn^m, a good omen, xXn^on^ofjuti, I prophecy,

divine, or take an omen. Let us recollect, that sprigs

of the Druids were called Coelbreni, omen sticks,—
were equally used, for the purpose of divination by lot,

and of representing sounds, or words,—and were said,

therefore, to speak. As the Hehrero language, and each

of the Celtic dialects, use the same term for a lot, and for

a rod, or stick, it may be conjectured, that xXaS'o? or xXdJc^

a rod, and xx»j§oj a lot, were originally but one term, in

Greek, perhaps, xXd^^oj,—for Cledr, in Welsh, has the sense

of rods for watling.

Again : from y.x«5'.?, the Meenades, or priestesses of

Bacchus, were denominated KXa^w^?. They w^ere esteemed

prophetesses, and probably used the symbolical sprigs, or

lots, as means of divination, like their neighbours, the

Germans, and the Celtce.

The Greeks, who were not in the secret of these Thracian

ladies, mistaking their general name, for a derivative,

sprung from the word i^aivo^ui, represented them as mad, or

furious, whereas, they were properly Ur,vxhi, declarers, oi

indicators.

The name comes from the general European term, Meiij
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which, in present Irish, is mein ; in Welsh, myn, mens,—
will, pleasure, mind, meaning,—and, by way of eminence,

the celestial mind.

The same word seems to be the root of (Greek) fjinwu,

indico, signijico, mentem ostendo : /:a>j>u Luna, indicatrix,

sell. tempoi-um : ^xjixj, Odium,—mentis vis, &c.

To this xXaS'o?, and its derivatives, may be subjoined the

old Latin word, rudis, a rod, whence we have rudi^

mentum, an element, or Jirst principle ; erudio, eruditio,

cruditus, &c.

The most ancient method of using letters, in Greece and

Italy, seems to have been, by cutting them across laths,

or splinters of wood, like inscribed sticks of Ezekiel,

and the peithynen of British Bards.

Pliny says, " table books of wood were in use before the

time of Homer," and refers us, for proof, to the following

words, in the Iliad, concerning Bellerophon.

Plutarch, and Diog. Laert. inform us, that the laws of

Solon were inscribed on tables of wood, and A. Gellius

says of them :

—

In legibus Solonis, illis antiquissimiss, qua,

Athenis, axibus ligneis incisce. erant." Lib. II. C. xii.

I think Hesiod has a covered allusion to this very custom.

The Muses had inspired him with a voice that was divine, so
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that he could sing of things past, or to come, and they com*

manded him to celebrate tlie race of the immortal gods. At

the same time, they gave him a staff, a branch of green

laurel, to cut, or shave, and mark. Theog. V. 30.

This must have been a an implement for inscribing, and

recording the subject of his inspiration ; otherwise his

amusement must have been very ill-timed.

The characters, in the oldest part of the Ami/clean record,,

—Avhich may be regarded as tlie most ancient specimen

of Greek writing, that is known,—consist of strait lines, and

of angles; they were, therefore, evidently adapted for the

purpose of cutting over plain surfaces.

Tlie same is to be observed of the oldest Italian letters.

See No. I. and II. of the inscriptions, copied by Mr. Byres,

from the sepulchral grottos at Corneto, the ancient lar-

quitiii. Gent. Mag. June 1779.

A similar method of writing prevailed araonp;st the bar-

barous nations of Europe. The Scythians conveyed their

ideas, by marking, or cutting, certain figures, and a

variety of lines, upon spUnters, or billets of wood.

E^rjaati'ov 'a. e^sX'.y, n^to'Koi, rnoc kxi ':co?.vnii/i y^aiJii^Kcc, %^axTCi

i7y^-a(povT£?, r^Toi syyAvfai-TE?. Eustath. ill II. Z. P. 48^.

Dr. Borlase, Antiq. of Cornzcall, P. 132, quotes a

passage, in the stor}' of Gretterus, which discovers the

fe^ame practice amongst the Pagans of the North. " The

euchantress, taking a knife, cut the Runic characters,

called the fatalcs liuna, on a slick, or piece of zcood, and

smeared it with .-oine of her own blood ; then singing her
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incantations retrograde, she went round the enchanted

wand, contrary to the course of the sun, and uttered all

lier cursings : she then threw the stick, with observation,

ritually, into the sea, and prayed,—that it might be wafted

to the Island of Drangoa, and carry every kind of curse

to Gretterus." From Barthol. L. III. C. ii. P. 66l ; and

Keyshr, P. 467.

I have long suspected, that Jacob's device, Gen. xxx.

37, alludes to different methods of writing, practised in

his time.

The spotted, and speckled, and ringstraked, amongst the

flocks and herds, were to be the portion of that patriarch.

" And Jacob took him rods, (the term is VpD, mekel, a

tzeig, from b\>, kel, a voice, or sound, perhaps, because

twigs were the si/mbols of sounds) of green poplar, of the

hazel, and of chesnut, and peeled white strakes in them,

and made the white (or Laban pb) appear in the rods,'*

&c. Whether we translate Laban, white, or as the name

of a man, Jacob's ostensible design seems to have been

fair,—it intimated a wish that his uncle's cause should

prosper.

But it was consistent with Jacob's character, to forward

his own interest, by indirect means ; and this he may

have aimed at, by choosing that species of rods, which

may have been regarded as the si/mbols of sounds, and of

ideas, in conformity with his purpose.

The poplar, and the hazel, amongst the Celtic syviboh,

represent E C, and the corresponding Hebrew letters, pn,

denote a circumscribing with Hues, a marking round, and,

therefore, a ringstrakedness.
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pD*^y, ormun, the chesnuti or, as the Sevetity render it>

plane tree, does not occur amongst these
;
yet it may have

been hieroglyphic, or the symbol of an idea. Parkhurst

extracts the term from n"i;^, ore,—to discover, display,

and HJD, mene,—to distinguish, count,—make a distint*

tion of parts.

As the sprig readily suggested the name of the tree, may
not that symbol have intimated a wish, that the cattle would

be coloured with distinct parts, or become spotted, and

speckled.

The characters on the Babylonian bricks, lately published

by Dr. Ilager, were not, perhaps, intended, originally, to

represent nails^ Their component parts are not unlike the

points of sprigs, ixnd prickles of thorns, plucked from their

branches. When I saw them first, they reminded me of

an obscure passage in Herodotus, respecting the builders

of that celebrated city. At« TpmxofTa hf^uv <nrXu3o?, rag^ot^

x;6Xaw4;v otzjTotSa^'VTe?. (L. i. 179.) wliicli Valla thus translates—

Per tricesimam qnemque laterum ordinem, summitates

auundinum:, instipatas, conglutinabant. May not this

point at the impression of those frames, which had been

carved with sprig letters''^

After I had made known my intention of publishing these

essays, many curious tracts, upon philology, and writing.

Mere put into my hands, by liberal friends.—Amongst these,

was, " The prospectus of an Irish Dictionary, with

an Introduction, and Preface, by General Vallancey.

Though I cannot accede, implicitly, to this gentleman's

opinion, I am pioud of acknowledging my obligation to

liiui, for the fuUuwing particulars. They have too close.
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ontt ttiUch too important a connection, with my subject, in

the section before us, to be overlooked.

1. Mr. Hammer, a German, who has travelled, lately, in

Jigypt, and Syria, has brought, it seems, to England, si

manuscript, written in Arabic. It contains a number of

alphabets. Two of these consist entirely of trees. The

book is of authority. Introd. P. 37.

Whatever be the date of this manuscript, or the degree of

credit which it may deserve, it cannot have been fabricated

by the artificer, to confirm the doctrine of the Irish, and

British Bards : it furnishes, therefore, a collateral proofs

that the ancients regarded the symbols oi sounds, in the de-

lineated form of frees and j&/a«?*.

5. The General quotes the authority of Bapcr, " That

each of the Chaldean, or Hebrew letters, derives its name,

from some tree, or shrub ; as, 1, Beth, a thorn; "\ Dalcth,

a vine; fl He, the pomegranate ; 1, Fan, the pdlm', *, Jod,

Ivy; D, Teth, the mulberry tree; D. Samech, the apple

tree; D, Pe, the cedar; "i, Resh, the pine, <3j-c." Preft

P. ^9, 60.

This opinion, is not grounded Upon British, or upon Irishf

tradition i

3. The following quotations, convey the same idea, re-

specting the origin of letters.

" Fructiferarjtm arborum plantatio, hieroglyphice, in

divinis Uteris, accipitur pro disciplind doclorum." Htsyak

Pierius,

V
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Kircher] thus translates an explanation of the tree of

knowledge, by a Chaldean Rabbi, named Naham—

" Arbor magna, in medio paradisi, cujus rami^ dic-

TioNES, ulterius, in ramos parvos, et folia, quje sunt
LiTER.E, extenduntur."—" The great tree in the midst of

Paradise, the sprigs, and leaves of which, were letters, and

the branches, zcords"

' " Theut, a Gr&cis, trismegistus appellatus est—Hune

nsserunt authores, jEgi/ptiis prafuisse, eisque leges, ac lite-

ras tradidisse ; literarum vero cJiaracteres in animantium,

AUBORUMQUE FiGURis iiistituisseJ" Eli. Sched. P. 109.

jPro/. P. 60^ &c.

4. The General gives the following metaphors, from the

Hebrew, and Clialdmc, which make, forcibly, to the same

point.

Ki», Ets, a tree : the root, says Bate, signifies, to take,

or give instruction.

D"1D, Kerem, a vine, a vineyard;—a study, a school, a

college.

Ch. '^'"W, Sharash, Radix,

—

Thema, vox primidva, nude

voces derivatac, instar ramorum expullulant.

Ileb. *^'J^P, Saiph, a branch;—a thought,— (Robertson)

Sniph, Ramus;—Cogitatio;—ramos ajuputaie.—Thorn.

Heb. and Ch. nnr, Zumar, to prune;—to sing a song.—
The Arabs changed M into B, whence Zabar, putaxii.

x;iteni;—intelligentia, liber, scripsit, scriptusa.
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' rbz', Shiiah, Propago,—(\\Citm depldtitA^ arboH mzHenti

ra?nos: in Kal, usurpatum reperio, defalce; de HbrOj de

epistold.

"lU, Gixar, Secure; radix; sj/I/aba; litcrarum com'

prekcnsio,

JtmtZ^, Skuta, Imeai ofdo, stilus, modus et itSus loquendif

structura Verborum : S^7', Sfiita, J^itis; Shuta, fructus ar*

horis ;
—verbum,} sermo,—Shita, Virgula, arbor; phrasist

•versus iibri,

D>p, Kis, ligjium; pp, Kisctn, folium, arboris; ".'iD-D'p

Kistor,—Scriba, notarius^

rnv, Yoreh, a shoot; instruction.

K~)1D, Fora, Ramus fcecundus;—Libcllus.

^2, Bar, de ramis vitis fcecimda, Ezck. jfvli. 6. et de

loqueld humand—Gusset.

In fine, niti', Soa/i, to studi/, is derived from n>'ii*> Siahf

a tree; and from nv, yor, the shoot, or branch—ti',—yarUf

to teach.

Metaphors in Arabic.

The ancient Arabs, said, proverbially,—'^ T know the

wood of the tree, before the fruit is ripened."

—

" I know

his genius, as soon as he speaks."

Alam, science, learning ;—the ci/press tree,

V 2
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Tesnif, A tree, putting forth leaves;—invention, compg-

nition, publishing a book.

Werck, species arboris;—qui scripsit ; folium arboris;

—-scriptura.

Fann, ramus;—modus et ratio orationis; pars artts \'c\

doctrince : Fanun, Rami;—Scientia. Talua,Jiorere, gem-

mart capit arbor

;

—cognovit, consideravit, animum advertit

ad rem.

Even the Chinese use the same metaphor, si, a tree, (siah,

Ckald.) is the key, or the radix of su, a man of erudition ;

of sai, learning, wisdom, a master of arts, a mandarine,—

•

and of su ; a book.—Pref. P. 60—66.

For a more ample catalogue of such authorities, and me-

taphors, a fuller account of them, and a demonstration of

their connection with traditions, and the language of the

Irish, I refer my readers to this curious publication. The

extracts I have now made, in addition to what I have stated

before, may suffice, to shew, that a derivation of alphabetical

cJiaracters, from sprigs,^ and leaves, of trees, and plants, was

not the solitary conceit of a Celtic ancestor; but the genuine

relic of ancientj and, perhaps, universally accredited system.

We can trace, uniformly, in the figures of speech, in the

terms, the customs, traditions, and superstitions of antiquity,

(both in sacred and profane writers,) the vestiges oi symbols,

adopted from various kinds of trees, and communicating

ideas, by parts of those trees. V^e find, that rods, and

sprigs, in some way, or another, have represented the first

princiixles of speech, learning, and science. Tliough wf;

cannot always connect the symbolical '^prig with its cppnj^
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priate letter, id is, perliaps, because the alphabets, ajjpa-

rently founded upon that system, such as the Pelasgky andL

Etruscan, were become obsolete, before Uie time of those

authors who now remain.

Tlie obscure hints upon this topic, seem explained b ytlie

5y7nbols called Driiidical, and so called, not because Druids

invented^ hut singly, because they cherished and, preserved

theok.

Amongst other nations, the dispei^sed and scattered mem-
bers of the system appear, as fragments of high antiquity,

in terms, customs, and superstitions; but its fundamental

principles of remote antiquity, were either forgotten, oe

locked up, amongst the mysteries of the sacred orders. The

secrets of the Magi, the Orpheans, the Priests of the Cabiriy

and of Egypt, perished with each of their institutions. ^'\'^e

cannot, therefore, expect, from Greece, and Home, and much

less from the sacred volume, a complete elucidation of

their arcana. But, abating for some instances of local im-

provements, and corruptions, we may at once pronounce

Druids to have been of the same class. The discipline they

enforced, tlie sciences they taught, and the opinions they

inculcated, were, in general, the same* The source, from

whence they had professed, uniformly, to have derived

them, was the same; viz. from the ship of Dylan, the son

of the sea, who survived, with his single familt/, zvhen the

Ziorld zcas drowned.

Some vestiges of these Druidical institution.s, with some

fragments of their traditions, together with songs of those

Bards, who immediately succeeded them, and who professed

themseWes, with pride, their disciples, have survived, even

to this duv. From these, we have enabled ourselves to
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investigate the reh,l principles of their sym^ls, and^ con**

sequently, ta explaiu the mysterious hints of antiquity.

As we proceed in comparing the letters, ^vhiGh a/om^

from that series of natural symboh, with letters of other

ancient nations, I think, it will further appear, that, not-

withstanding the diversity of characters, of names, and of

series, in the alphabets now extant, the original inventioa of

all those letters, was tlie same ; and equally founded, upon

a system of fiierogfj/phics, or sj/nibolSf taken from the ap-

peariinces, and stores of nature.
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Sect. IX. That all Letters have proceeded from one

original Invention.
'e>'

Jl or the purpose of elucidating this fact, it may not be

improper to inquire, in the first place, into the analogy

that appears between the letters of the Celiac, and those of

their neighbours, the Gertnans; who, as it is known, lay

claim to an alphabet of their own. The invention of their

letters, has, indeed, been ascribed, by some authors, to a

Bishop of the Goths, in the fourth century ; but that, is a

palpable mistake. The Runic alphabet wa.«, unquestion-

ably, known to the German tribes, in the ages of Pa-

ganism, as appears, from numberless inscriptions upoa

rocks, (that primitive kind of records) ail over the north.

And, it is remarkable, that, upon the introduction of

Christianity into those regions, the ancient alphabet had

been so far from being deemed the invention of a Bishop,

that it was reprobated as magical, and profane, so that

even the use of it was discontinued.. The only possible

grounds for such an opinion, and for the consequent pro-

hibition of the Runes, must have been, tliat such letters had

been employed in the Pagan customs of divination, and

sorcery.

The Germans are known to have used characters for these

purposes, and the Runic ones acquired an ill fame in con-

sequence of their profanation. The Runes were, there-

fore, those very riota, or marks, which Tacitus describes

the Germans to have inscribed upon their magic lots^
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Mr. SammeSf Brit. Antiq. P. 439, gives the following

account of the abuse of these letters, and of their disgrace,

*' The Runic characters were made use of by JVodertf

not only for inscriptions, but for magical charms, and im-

precations : and for this reason, after the faith of Christ

was received, the Runic characters began to grow so far

out of credit, that many, spurred on with too much zeal,

not only destroyed such bewitching fooleries, where they

found them, but burnt, without distinction, all sorts of

books written in that letter, and defaced monuments, and

old inscriptions, for no other reason, but because they bore

the character. Yet, nevertheless, the dotage of the vul-

gar, on these uncouth letters, and the opinion, they con-

tained in them a certain power, and energy (which appre-

hension yet remaineth, among the simple, in their charms,

to this day) maintained its ground, so long after Chris»

tianity itself, that Loccenius witnesseth, Sigfrid, an English

bishop, thought it necessary to have them altered, which he

did by the assistance of the Pope, who utterly banished

them from Swedeland, in th»year 1050, and substituted the

Latin character in their room. The same usage they found

in Spain, under Alpkonsus, King of Castile, and Navar,

in the year 1086, and were, at last, finally condemned in

the council of Tholoun, in the year lll6."

The arrangement of the Runic alphabet, was diiFerent

from that of the Irish, or the Bardic ; but this difference,

may have arisen from some local conceit, of either nation.

The Runes had also peculiar names, \»hich, undoubtedly,^

had their meanings, in the dialect which first impose(i

them; as P, Fei ; 0, O^s i Rj Ridhur ; /, Us; S, So.l i

T, Tyv, &c.
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Notwithstanding these marks of distinction, there are

known circumstances, which point out the extreme probu-

bihty of their affinities, and close relations to the Celta.

The general term, by which we distinguish the northern

alphabet, is Run. This term. Sir H. Spelman, as well as

other learned men, traces to the Saxon, Jtynt, which imports

a mystery, or hidden thing. The Celtoi call tlieir system of

symbols. Run, and Rhen, which, in the Irish, and Welsh

languages, have precisely the same import.

Though one, and the same power, be not constantly repre-

sented by a similar character, in both alphabets, yet, the series

of Runic, and Bardic characters, taken altogether, have an

astonishing resemblance, between each other, and, in the

^'arious copies of Runes, taken from old inscriptions, cha-

racters appear^ which are exactly the same as in the Bardic

alphabet.

In those instances, wherein the Runic letters differ from

the Bardic, the former still appear like sketches of the

sprigs of trees, either single, or combined : and the terms,

by which the Gothic nations describe tlieir letters, suggest

the idea, that they were so understood. Thus, an alpha-

betic character in Saxon, or old English, was called boc^

stave, a book-staff'. Versteg. Chap, vii,

Sammes, P. 441, quotes Runic verses, which he thus

translates, " Thou knowest the Runes,, and loose charac-^

ters, radna stajji," rod slaves, or letters, Sic.

And again, P. 443, he thus translates a quotation from the

Jiiddq.

:

—" That, 1?, I know, ii I bce on the top of wood.
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(tre) a ghost walking, so I cut it out, and receive it in the

Run, that tlie man shall come, and speak with me."

From the identity of the general name, by which the

Celtic, and Runic letters are distinguished ; from the iden-

tity of the radical number in both, (sixteen) and the general

agreement of their pow^ers ; from the identity of the uses to

which they were applied, the similarity of several charac-

ters, together with a common tradition, that all of them

originated from staves, rods, or sprigs, cut from the tops

of trees—a fair conclusion maybe formed, that both alpha-

bets, were grafts of the same root, or sprung from the same

stock, and were devised upon the same plan, or system.

Yet, we must not suppose, that characters of Ger"

man Runic, were borrowed from Druids of Gaul, and

Britain. They were used by Gothic tribes, as appears

from tiie language of all Runic inscriptions :
*' The

Northern Goths held their letters in the highest reverence,

—-ascribed the invention of them to their chief deity—and

attributed even to the letters themselves, supernatural virtues."

A veneration so bigotted, and superstitious, demons -rates,

that such letters as these, must have belonged, with shades

of difference, to the same people, from rcnote periods of

antiquity. Their ancient custom of divination was con-

nected with the use of them, and they had not the faintest

hints of tradition, that ever they had borrowed them from any

other nation. Their invention was, at least, ascribed by

them to their chief deity, and the founder of their family-

The exclusive property of a Runic alphabet, is awarded,

in a manner, to the Germans, by the ClUo^ tliemselves.

The old Irish had a series of characters, which they called

Marcomannic Runes, The Marcomanni, who were the sub-
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jects of Ariovistus, in Casar's time, were in the -habit of

divining by lots. (De Bell Gall, i. 53.) They were of

course in possession of the 7iota, or characters, employed

in that practice; and the /risA would not have called them

Marcomannic, had they been altogether the same as the

national characters of the Celta.

We may, therefore, consider the Runic letters of the

north, as only different sketches, or draughts, of the syw-

bolical sprigs, acknowledged by the Celta, and we maif

infer, as, I think, we must, that both nations, with some

accidental chan2;es, derived the system from their common
ancestors. The northern copy is not so uniform, and sim-

ple, as the Bardic ; but, at the same time, it presents marked

and venerable features of antiquity, which are verified by the

oldest inscriptions of Greece, and Italy.

Let me now investigate the affinity between the Celtic

letters, and those of Greece, or of Rome. But I must

premise a little historical epitome of their alphabets, as far

as my information extends. Ancient authors tell us of two

distinct alphabets, which, in different ages, were known to

the inhabitants of Greece. The oldest of these was

called the Pelasgic, the Attic, the Argive, or the uir^

cadian, from the several people, by whom it had been em-

ployed. It appears to have been the same as the Etruscan,

or old Italian, alphabet, which also was called Arcadian,

because it was brought, as they said, out of ylrcadia into

Latiumj by Bvander.

The Pelasgi, from whom this alphabet receives its fa-

miliar title, were some of the most ancient inhabitants of

Greece : but the name was not confined by historians

to that country, nor is it accurately known how far it

extended, or whence it arose. Learned men have ob-
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served a similarity between this word, and the Hebrew

V'ibD, Pelegim, and have supposed it of the same imports

The dividers, or divided.

If this, be founded in truth, we may regard it as a general

name, for those descendants of Japheth, who divided the

isles of the Gentiles. Be that, however, as it may, the

Pelasgi seem to have brought their letters with them into

Europe, upon their first migration : for Eustathius, a writer

of no mean credit, in his commentary on the second Iliad,

V. 841, assigns it, as one reason, why the Pelasgi were

'Called Atot, Divine, because they alone, of all the Greeks,

preserved the use of letters after the deluge.

But, the use of the PeZcrsg/c letters was not confined to the

proper Greeks, any more than the name of Pelasgi; for

Orpheus, and Linus, or the priests of Thrace, are said

to have employed them in their writings. Dio. Sic.

L. III.

The Pela/^gic, in its original form, may, therefore, be

regarded as the general alphabet of tha first European na-

tions, and as coeval to the nations themselves. Conse-

quently, the Attic letters, which unquestionably were the

same as the former, have been uniformly interpreted by

lexicographers, as meaning, A^;^«ia, n«Xat«, Y.ir^x^i^'^i ^^^

old, primitive, native letters of tlie countrj/..

Flom the same old stock sprung, also, the first letters of

the Romans. They were called Etruscan, and were allowed

to be the same as the Pelasgic.

Pliny says:

—

'^ Vctustier autem urhe in P'aticano ilcx,in>

qua Titulus, areis Uteris HetrusGis, religivne arborem,jasi

turn, dignani esse significavit^*
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Dix>n. Hal. L. IV. speaking of the column, upon which

Servius TuUus caused his laws to be written, says, that the

same column remained even to his time, in the temple of

Diana, inscribed with letters, which Greece anciently used^

namely, the Pelasgic.

The other Greek alphabet, and which remains in use,

had the several names of Ionian, Phanician, Cadmean,

or ^olian : and it is represented, as having been imported

into Beeotia, by an Asiatic colony, about 1500 years

before Christ. The Greeks call the conducter of this colony

Cadmus, and the people, who composed it, Ph(enicia?is

;

but, under the former name, we may, perhaps, more pro-

perly understand a people, called Cadmtans, from their

former place of residence. That such a colony did, in fact,

arrive, and wrought a memorable change in tlie alphabet

of Greece, are facts, attested with so general a voice of

antiquity, as to admit of no debate. But, of whom this

colony consisted, and from whence it came, are circum-

stances less evident.

The territory of the Tyrians, and Sidonians, was called

Phanicia by the later Greeks. It was the district best

known to them by that name, and the most celebrated

country, to which the name was applied. Consequently,

ancient authors have acquiesced in the opinion, that

a Theban colony came from the Tyrian coast. To this

opinion, several of the learned moderns have subscribed,

and have concluded these emigrants to have sprung from

the race of the Canaanites.

But, though, it has been a general persuasion, it has

not been universally admitted.
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Baxter, in his letter to Mr. Gardiner, calls CaimUi, a

Carian; and adds,—" It is a grand, though an ancient

mistake, that the old Ootwxs? were Tyrians." Rdiq. Bax.

P. 415.

Had this learned antiquary assigned his reasons for the

above assertion, his opinion might have had a more able

support than my pen can furnish. However, as I rather

adopt his faith on this point, I shall offer the following'

circumstances to my readers.

The name, Pkanicia, which, perhaps, was Greek, and

which imported nothing more than a district, abounding

with palm trets,yf&&uot applied exclusively to the territories

of the Tyriaiis, and Sidoniam, or old Canaanites, which,

in the time of Moses, and of Cadmus, reached no further

Northward, than to Sidon, upon the sea coast. There were

otlicr districts of that name.

There were tv.'o mountainous tracts, in the neighbourhood

of each other, placed in the confines of Ionia, and Caria :

Ptolemy calls one of them Cadmus, and the other Phanix,

Tlie inhabitants of these tracts were, therefore, Cadmians,

and Phoenicians : The contiguity of their native residence,

may have aflbrded them an opportunity of joining in the

same expedition.

The dialect of Thebans, the names of tlieir towns, and

of their oldest princes, do not appear to have had more

aliiniTy with Ti/rian, Si/riac, or Hebrew, than languages

of other Greek states. The Boeotian was a genuine branc4.i

«f the Ionian language, which had been established in
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districts, where Cadmus, and bis Phanicians, never ob-

tained a footing. .»

The Tyriajis, and SidoJiians, did not claim the colo-

lization of Bucotia ; but, in conjunction with other Asiatic

people, called its inhabitants, as well as those of the other

Greek states, by the generic term of lones, or laones—

•

the sons of Javan.

E«Bis»xw5 ot ot Ba^bdc^ot Tov? 'E7lX»}*a^ luit^ Xsyov^i. Hesych. V. lamt.

XlavTxi; EXX>)>«? I«o»sj 'oi Ba^Cago* ty.a.'kavv. Schol. ad Acam. Avistopk'.

Enot xai Towj O^uttctt;, y.ut Ap^aJovj, xa» BOIfiTOYr, Itw? £xa^ot». Hesych,

. it appears, then, tliat Boeotians, or Cadmus, and his

Phoenicians, were considered as lones, and of the §ame

origin as the other G/-eeA;s.

The letters, introduced Into Europe, by these emigrants,

are uniformly called Ionian. They were the same as those

used by the Asiatic lonians, or the Tarshisk of Moses,

Pliny asserts, that a tacit consent of Jiations, introduced

the general use of Ionian letters. This can only mean the

Cadmian, or new Greek characters, which became preva-*

lent, in succession, to the Pelasgic, and Etruscan.

The letters of Cadmus have more similarity of character

to the Pelasgic, or primitive letters of the Europeans, as

they appear on the Euguhian tables, than to any copies of

the Samaritan, or of the Tyrian letters, now extant.

From these premises, I think, a fair Inference may re-

sult, that Cadmus, and his Phanicians, were natives of

tUe country about Mount Cadmus, and Mount Phmiix,
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-^tliat his, and their letters, were those of the loniuns, tyf

descendants from Javan, who had hitherto remained is

Asia. The difference between these letters, and the Pe*

iasgic, in all probability, arose from gradual operations of

time, or from studied refinements, during the separation of

the kindred families.

It may be asked, in objection,—if the colonist, who
occupied Bmotia, was actually Ionian, why do we not

find him distinguished by that name, in preference to the

term Phoenician ?

It may be answered, that, in early ages, the nariie of

lonians was applied so generally to all Greeks, that it

would have conve^yed no distinct idea of a particular dis-

trict, or family ; whereas, the names of Moufit Cadmus,

and Mount Phoenix, were of limited appropriation, which

at once pointed out the origin, as well as the native spot of

the new-comers. It may, further, be remarked, that Eu-

ropean Greeks, of later times, in consequence of some

jealousies between the two countries, disliked the name of

lanes, avoided the use of it, and rcere unwilling to be

called by it. 'Ot fJ-tv »vv aXXo» luvt^, >e*» A^nvxiot, t(pyyof To«;w/*a ow

Siv?^o[jLivoi \uyti; xExXrjjSai. Herodot. L. I.

Some learned men, taking it for granted, that Cadmus

was a Syro-Phoenician, have laboured the point of ex-

plaining, how the letters of Cac?WMS may have been formed_,

upon the old Samaritan, and have insisted upon it, that all

the names of these letters are mere imitations of the Hebrew.

It is not, by me, denied, that a remote affinity may be

discovered, between the two alphabets. They both de-

scended, in my opinion, from one source, and, there-

fore, may have retained a degree of resemblance to each
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other. But the alphabet of Cadmus does not appear to

have been taken from the Hebrew, or from any other>

•which corresponded with it. In the time of Moses, who

was cotcmporary with Cadmus, the Hebrews had aheady

twenty-two potestates, or letters ; the alphabet of Cadmus

was> as yeti in a more primitive, and simple state, consist-

ing only of sixteen letters;

Tliat names of Greek letters are mere imitations of the

sounds, formed by the Hebrew names, or by the Tyrian, is

a very disputable point. It appears to me, that most of

them are old, and genuine, Greek zvords, conveying similar

ideas to those of the corresponding names in the Hebrezc,

and retaining a similarity of sound, only so far as the

two languages had a radical connection between each

other. I shall endeavour to render this proposition more

clear in the sequel.

But the identity between some, at least, of the Ionian

characters, and the Pelasgiayi, or Etruscan, of the Euguhian

tables, and the similarity of others, demonstrate^ that both

of these two alphabets have sprung from the same fountain.

And, it should seem, that a change was not introduced at

once, but gradually effected. In tiie celebrated Sigean in-

scription, we discover nearly equal resemblances of the

Felasgian letters, and the loniari : it was, therefore, en-

graved, at a time, when the former were beginning to

yield with reluctance, and the latter were insinuating

themselves into their place.

But it would be easier to demonstrate the original identity

of these alphabets, than to point out, with distinct ac-

curacy, the changes introduced by the loniens.

X
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They do not seem to have augmented the number of the

letters. Only sixteen are ascribed to Cadtnus. The same

number is claimed by the old Latins, by the old Germans,-^

by the Irish,—and British Bards.

We have not, perhaps, adequate remains of old inscrip-

tions, to ascertain the exact compass of the Pelasgian, or

the Etruscan alphabet, which, there are some authors, who

confine to so few as twelve, or thirteen ^oyfe.rs,\ but it is

probable, that, like the Latin,—as well as other Old jE?/-*

ropean alphabets, which are better known,—it amounted, in

truth, to sixteen.

Diodorus informs us, that Cadmus did not originally in-

vent, but only changed, the figures of the letters. Yet,

from other circumstances, it appears probable, that the

Greeks of Europe were also indebted equally to those

Thebans, for a new arrangement of their letters, and for a

new series of names.

The order of the Ionian alphabet, accords much better

to that of the Hebrew, and of the uestern Asiaties in gene~

ral, than Runic, Irish, or the Bardic ; which latter, in

all other respects, appears to have been a very near ally

to the Pelasgian, or Etruscan.

As to the names, though I have already shewn, that

letters had, anciently, two sets of them,

—

specific, or the

idea expressed by the porctT,-^and hierogh/phic, or symbolic

cal
; yet, we may suppose, tlmt, in every particular state,

one series of the two was more familiarly used than the

otiier, aud that one series only was retained, when
the hicrogh/phical origin of letters was forgotten. The
scries, by wliieh the Ionian letters, and tlic llebrcic, as well
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lis tlie old Irish, are distinguisUed, is clearly ttie hierocrh/^

pldcal. It is formed by names, which are given to certain

productions of art, or of nature. ,

That Pehisgia?is, and the Tuscans, on the contrary, tised

the simple, and specific names,—like our Druids of Britain^

—is probable, from the general affinity of their alphabets,

and, still more so, from the following circumstance*

The old Latins, and the llomans, in the first ages of the

city, as I have already shewn, used the Pelasgian, or

Etruscan characters. These were> I think, the Latin let-

ters ;—whose texture, Plijiy says, resembled those which

Greece had anciently used. They were laid aside, gradually,

for the admission of a series, much the same as the Ionian.

But the Romans neither adopted, nor imitated the names

of the Ionian letters. They used the simple, and mono-

syllabic names, which are to this day retained. **

It cannot be conceived, that, when they altered their

' characters, they originally devised that series of names.

They must have preserved the names of their old letters,

and, therefore, of the Pelasgian, ov the Etruscan characters,

Tliese names have, indeed, been deemed utterly destitute

of meaning, by scholars, who would search for them in

the Hebrew, or Greek, or modern Latin tongue. But it

appears to me a certain fact, that, at least, the latter of

these languages was chiefly formed out of a dialect, very

ancient, and very similar to that of tlu; Cotii, or Waldenscs,

and S'coti, or Ccltce oi' Ireland, in which, a multitude of its

roots nuiy even still be found. In this, and some other Celtic

dialects, the names of the Roman letters, are all signijicnnt,

and rhararterislical terms. They are full of meaning. They

X ^2
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ai'c, also, clearly re-echoed, in the names which are given tot

the lots of Druidism, or the omen sticks of Britain.

We may venture, then, to assert, that, whilst the Romans

imitated the arrangement^ and characters, of the Ionian

alphabet) they cherished, and preserved, for the most

part, the simple, and the original names of their national

letters ; viz. the Arcadian, or Pelasgian, of Evander, the

same as the Etruscan, the Celtic, and primitive letters of

Europe.

With such names, perhaps, all nations had been once ac-

quainted. Even the Hebreiv alphabet is not without simple

names, corres»ponding to the marked, and specific ones of

the Pelasgian, or Bardic alphabet ; as He, in the Pe-

lasgian, or Bardic, E, which denotes, in Celtic, that

jjerson, that thing, as the Hebrew, N»n ; Pe,—in the Bardic,

Pi,—a ^eak, or sharp point,—as the Hebrezi' riD.

The names of some letters, in the modern Greek alpha-

bet, .prove, that this people had known letters of different

powers, distinguished by simple names. Y must have beea

culled Upsilon, slender U, in contradiction to that broad

U, which is found in the Roman, the Pelasgian, the Irish,

fhe Bardic, and tixe Runic alphabets ;—bat not in the Ionian.

So again : removing from Epsilon, Upsilon, Ojnicron,

and Omega, the epithet Psilori, Micron, and Mega, which

constitute no part of the real names, we discover the sim-

ple ejiuntiation^ of the vocal powers,

—

-jE, O, Uj as in the

Pelasgian, Roman, and Bardic alphabets.

It remains, to shew the correspondence of the Pelasgian,

ris well as the Ionian, with Druidical alphabets, as far a?

may demonstrate their common origin.
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A comparison between the names and characters, of al-

iriost every power, in the Bardic, and Pelasgia?!, would,

of itself, terminate all debate respecting their original iden-

tity. Such is their similarity, that it could not well have

been produced without an actual intercourse between the

several people, by whom those powers were used. That

intercourse is acknowledged also to have taken place.

The Hyperboreans (or Druids) repaired regularly to the

banks of the Peneiis, in Thessalt/, to worship tlieir Deity,

^polio, JElian. Far. Hist. L. III. C. i.

We may hazard, without fear, the conjecture, that votaries,

like these, carried with them a knowledge of Druidical sym-

hoh, or lots, wherever they went. Yet it may not follow,

or admit of proof, that, of course, they introduced therii into

the heart of Greece. Their creed of religion must have

had some analogy to that of the people, in whose temples

Uiey worshipped. The Pelasgian priest of the Cahiri, as

well as our Druids, professed a vigilant care of primitive

opinions, and of primitive institutes,—derived, and well au-

thenticated, from the ark. Even their name could, with

some probability, be well traced in the Celtic ; for cabar,

is i\ confederacy ;
—cabartlia, united

;

—cabhair, kelp, aid;

cabhair-am, I help, assist, relieve. Shazc. Be that, as it

may, we can have no doubt that Pelasgiati priests used

Pelasgian letters.

The use ofthese Pelasgian letters has been ascribed expressly

to the Bard, or priest of Thrace. Diodortis, L. III. observes,

that Linus zcrote a history of the acts of the elder Dionu-

MS, and other mi/thological tracts, in Pelasgian letters,

and that Orpheus made use of the sauic.
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Under the name of Orpheus, tlie fanciful Greeks appear

to have described an ancient order of Priests, called Ov"

pheans, who dealt in symbols, and who traversed great part,

of the habitable earth, to instruct the world in divine mys-

teries. They were not only poets, and skilled in harmony,

but theologists, and prophets ; they were also very knowing

in medicine,—and in the history of the heavens. Orpheus,

in HolweVs Mythol, Diet.

Thrace appears to have borrowed from them) one principal

doctrine of Druidism, which prevailed as late as the time

of Mela, the geographer, not as the dogma of a solitary

philosopher, but as a national persuasion.

" Alii redituras putant animus obeuntium ;
—alii, etsinon

redeajit non extingui ta\nen, sed ad beatiora transire,

L. II. C. li.

Our Druids taught, that souls, after being purified by their

transmigration, attained a condition of endless felicity.

In short, it appears,—from the whole account which has been

traced of this order,—that Orpheaiis were Druids, or Druids

Orphcans. Both orders having sprung from one stocky,

they were, })crhaps, in their uncorrupted state, equally the

repositories of primitive arts, and primitive o[)inions.

These orders, in various countries, appear to have had not

only a marked and ceneral resemblance, but also a more

familiar intercourse, and a more actual communication^

tiian has been commonly supposed.

The dance of trees, to the music of the Orphean harp,

ITiay have been an allegory, of the same import^ as Talie-^
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sin's device, of arming the symbolical trees, or letters, and

bringing them into the field of battle.

The Greeks have no tradition of any writings,, knpwn in

their country, anterior to those of Thracian Bards. To
them, we ought, therefore, to ascribe the first publication

of the Pelasgian, and the Etruscan letters,—not their in-,

vention,—but their introduction into popular use.

The names of these letters,—retained by the Romans,—
and their characters, copied from inscriptions, of uncertain

date, prove, indisputably, their common origin, with letters

of British Bards. In No. VIII. of the annexed plate,

they are exhibited, at one view, together. The first line

is formed of Bardic lots ;—the second has been selected from

De Gebelin, and from Astle's Etruscan alphabets

;

—a third,

from the inscriptions of the sepulchral grottos at Corneto,

as they were engraved for the Gentleman's Magazine of

June, 1779.

Most of the Pelasgian, or Etruscan letters liave been re-

versed, because they were taken from inscriptions, which

had been written, from right to left. The old Greeks, and

the Italians, wrote both ways.

It is now, perhaps, no improper stage of the discussion, to

examine the origin, or solution of the testimony given us by

Xenophon, and by Archilochus, which has been cited by

Bucher—viz." that the characters which Cflrf//z/<s introduced

into Greece, were more similar to the Gaulish, than to

the Punic, or Phanician letters."

From what has been stated, I assume it as a just infer-

ence, that ancient Gaulish characters, intimated by these

authors, wercj in general, the same as the Bardic lettcrSj,
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already exhibited. Before I compare them with Cadmcan

characters, or those of the modern Greek, it may not be

improper to contemplate, with a retrospect, those principles,

and that system, upon which they were constructed.

Being originally intended as draughts, or sketches, of the

points, or sprigs, or knots of plants, it is to be remarked,

that simple, and radical characters, represent either a straight

rod,—aforked sprig,—a rod, with a single shoot branching

from it,—or a simple knot on a tzdg ; as No. I. PI. ii.

The fork, or the shoot, always branches off, and with

an acute angle ; the knot breaks the line, with an ob-

tuse angle. In these particulars, the copy is taken from

the model of nature.

The characters of those compound powers, which are

now classed amongst the radicals, are formed by the junc-

tion of two simples: as M from B Uj from ^ U,

No. II.

Derivatives, or mutations, are accomplished, by adding

to their primitives, another shoot, or, else, mutes are changed

into their affinities, the semi-vowels, and the aspirates, by

affixing a reed, whose perforation was the symbol of breath'

ing; as in No. III.

Thus, a fundamental principle is preserved throughout,

with great simplicity, and regularity.

In the loyiian characters of Greece, and of Home, few

vestiges of system, or of homogeneous connection pre-

sent themselves, at the first view ; and yet, upon mature con-

Bideration, their general analogy, to characters of the
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Bardic is perceived. And the evidence of inscrip-

tions, the farther we ascend backwards into antiquity,

amounts to absolute proof, that most of the difference,

which now appears between them, is due to the changes

which took place in Greek, and Roman letters. The

more ancient we find the several specimens, the nearer we

discover their approach to the Bardic sprigs. The reason

is clear. The letters of the more learned people zcere con-

stantly employed. The taste of the age, and study of ex-

pedition,produced their daily effect, in altering Me lines;

—

but the letters of the Celt<B formed an object of supers

stition;—it was their chief study to commemorate the

images.

I shall now exhibit proofs of relation between these al-

phabets.

1. Several of the respective characters retain so much
resemblance of shape, that an original identity is evident,

at the first view ; as in No. IV.

2. In other instances, the Ionian series merely opens

the angles of the Bardic sprigs, into right angles; as at

No. V.

3. Sometimes they merely soften the angles into curves

;

a$ in No. VI.

Thus it appears, that the draught of the Bardic, and

Ionian letters, was, originally, the same, and that, accord-

ing to the authority, cited by Biichcr, Cad)nus's let-

ters resembled the Gaulish, more than Punic, or Phani-

cian. Similar characters had anciently been used in Greece,
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Thracey Italy, and other countries ; but Xenophon, and
Archilochus, nsLOxedi them after the j^eop/e, by whom they

were still retained.

The systematical correspondence of the characters in

the Bardic, with a general principle,—as well as the evi-

dence of ancient inscriptions,—gives the palm of antiquity

in their favour, and the decision is further supported by

a very marked feature.

Several Gre^A;, and Roman characters, do not correspond

with Celtic radicals, but with some of their derivatives, or

mutations. Thus, No. VII. from the Cf/^ic I?, comes its de-

rivative Bh, or V, by a shoot, in addition to its primitive,

as observed before: hence were formed Greek, and Roman
B, by curving the shoots. From the Celtic C. (K) comes

ch guttural, by affixing a reed, and this is precisely the

K of Greece. From the Celtic D, comes Dh, (as Th in that)

by affixing a reed, as before ; hence the Greek a, and the

Roman D, by curving the angular line. From the Celtic

E, comes e, hence the ancient 3 reversed, of Greece, and

of Italy, by opening the angles, and by adding a shoot.

From P, comes Ph, or F, by the addition of a shoot, as

before,—hence the Roman F, and JEolic digamma, as it has

been called. From the same P, comes the mutation Ph,

by affixing a reed, and hence our present Greek n.

From the evidence, adduced in this work, I hope it is

made clear, that the old alphabets, which I have now com-

pared, were originally one and the same, which had been

imported into Europe, by several of the emigrating fa-

milies, who had settled in this western continent ;—that

our Druids, and Bards of the Celta, preserved an authen-

tic, and respectable copy of this general alphabet, and that
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principles, upon ^vbich it was constructed, were known in

primitive ages, before the nations were separated.

It must, then, be inferred, that such principles were,

known to the ancestors of the Chaldeans,—the Israelites,—
and the PlutJiicians. As far as any thing can be demon-
strated, by the terms, and metaphors of language, the fact

has been ascertained.

May I, therefore, hope to be indulged, in a short search,

after some links of original union, between the European

alphabets, and these of the zeestern Asiatic ?

But first, I would observe, that long before the date of

any legible inscription, which has reached our age, the

Asiatics had begun to enlarge the range of the fancy, to

improve, or diversify the arts, and materially to extend the

limits of science.

The paintings of their figurative language had also ac-

quired a magnificence, which the earlier nations of Europe

could never have attained.

As a necessary consequence of tliis, it might be expected,

that our oldest copies of their alphabets would be

more copious, in the number of their letters, and more

complex in their principles, than alphabets, traced from

our more simple ancestors.

Accordingly, we find the Hebrew alphabet, in the time

of Moses, already possessed of trcent^-two powers, when

the European, for a long time after, had but sixteen, at

the most, and, perhaps, only thirteen.
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The learned have generally regarded the names of the

Hebrew letters, which correspoaded with Chaldean, and

Phoenician, as terms of significance, conveying ideas, not

only of the characters themselves, and of their elementary

powers, but also of certain productions in the field of na-

ture or of art; as aleph, an ox

;

—beth, a house ;
—gimel, a

camel;—daleth, a. door, &c. And it has been the opinion

of some very eminent scholars, that characters of these

letters were, originally, intended for sketches of those ob-

jects, (or of their characteristical parts,) after which they

were named.

Of the original characters in the Hebrew letters, we

cannot speak positively. The Chaldaic square characters

were preceded by the old Samaritan, and, in some copies

of this alphabet, we discover such plain drafts of certain

quadrupeds, advancing, and retreating, that the design

cannot be mistaken. See the Jod, and Tsade, Duret,

P. 324; Le C/ebert, P. 517 ; Frfs Pantog. P. 219.

The opinion, therefore, that the old Asiatic letters were

drafts of certain objects, cannot be entirely fanciful ; and

the inference will be, that such letters possessed, in part,

at least, the nature of hieroglyphics, or general symbols,

like those of the Celta:

;

—and were intended, equally io

convey certain ideas, besides their elementary powers in

language.

But, though each of the Chaldaic, Saynaritan, or Pha:-

incian characters, may have originally represented some

object, yet no copy of them, which is known at present,

enables us to say that all of them can be described, or un-

derstood, as representing objects of any one class. They

iirc not uniform drafts of animals,—of plant&,~ox o^pro-
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Auctions hy art. They are of a mixed nature, and can-

not be, with precision, traced from any one homogeneous

plan, or system.

May it not be, then, presumed, tliat Asiatics not only had

augmented the number of their letters, but also had made

some innovations in the series of primitive symbols ? Of

their ancient knowledge in symholical leaves, and sprigs,—
the terms, and metaphors of their languages give most un-

equivocal evidence, and proof.

The names of the Hebrew, and Chaldaic letters evidently

connect their alphabets, witli Greek, an^ with Irish; as,

Aleph Alpha Ailim

Beth Beta Beith

Helh Eta Eadlia

lod Iota Idho

Nun Nun iSion

Resh Rho Ruis, &.C

Are the Irish names, then, to be descendants from the

Hebrew ?—By no means. They are borrowed from no

foreign language. The words are purely Irish, and are

taken from one homogeneous series of sj/mbolical plants.

As for the Hebrew names, they arc intelligible terms in

the Hebrew language. They point out very different ob-

jects, from those, which are pointed out by similar, and cor-

responding names, in the Irish ; but this difference, may

be solved, upon a fundamental principle of language.

All names, described, crigirially, a particular mode of

existing, or of acting.
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' They conveyed the leading ideas, which may generally

be collected from their verbs : and, when appropriated, so

as to denote things, impressed those leading ideas, respecting

the several objects to which they were applied.

It will be shewn, hereafter, that, upon this principle, the

Irish names unite with corresponding terms, in Hebrew,

and Greek. This union of the import, conveyed by similar

sounds, in the names of the letters, demonstrates to me the

original identity of the languages, and of the conceptions

entertained by the several nations, respecting their ele-

mentary characters, or symbols of sounds.

The various applications of the Asiatic terms, may have

supplied them with an opportunity of selecting a more or-

namental series for their symbols. In support of that

system, which is formed of sprigs, it must, however, be

observed, that it is more simple, and more harmonious^

in its parts, than we can allow that of the Chaldeans, or

Ilebrezcs to be, which is prompted by the characters, and

*lie received interpretation of the names which are given to

their letters. It must also have heen more ancient.

* Whatever cause introduced the other series, it must have

operated at a more advanced period of society, when men

were ainad;/ in the habit of delineating, or engraving

their sijralol^, not of applying them in their natural state,

For, it is evident, that Jsiatic symbols were not adapted,

ori2:inally, to the s;ivne primitive mode of application, as

the symbols, thai were Druidical.

The Sagt of Draidism could express, or convey his

ideas, l;y a a-./l sprig of the fir, the birch, the ny, and

the oak, aircagcd upon a filring. A Cha/dcan,ov \h(' nu-

cient Jhbrtrc, could not, so convculcntly, do the -.-rumv
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hy the head of an ox,—the end of a home, tlie h^ad, or

7ieck of a camel,-—and the leaf, or screen of a door. This,

more costly, and magnificent, series, was impracticable,

witliout recourse to delineation, or the art of engravifig,-^

a comparatively modern, and recent practice.

It was designed, originally, for delineation ; and having

been suggested, by the various applications of terms, iit

some ancient dialect, it was probably adopted, for the pur-

pose of decorating public edifices, with inscriptions of

sculpture.

It appears, then, to have been an ambitious refinement,

upon a simple, and primitive system, which has evident

vestiges of it, in the terms, and the metaphors of the East-

ern languages themselves.

But, if the series of symbols was changed,—its mode of

application improved,—and scale enlarged
;
yet, the art of

writing amongst the nations, appears to have sprung,

and flowed from one source. The sipnbols, and letters,

which are locally used, have more analogy to each other,

than such as can be attributed, withjustice, or common sense,

to mere chance. This analogy points out an original identity

in the art of writing, in whatever stage of rudeness, or per-

fection, we now find it ; and further demonstrates, that it is

not the work of independent genius in various countries,

but the remains of a general system. At the same time,

there is, on the other hand, so much local peculiarity in

the elements of this art, and in the manner of using them,

that we cannot suppose it was bonowed iVom any one pco-

'ple, after its attainment of perfect maturity.

The inierence, from the whole, is, manifest, and clear, tlmt
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in simple rudimentsy this important axt existed amongst the

common parents of mankind^—and, from them, it came to

the several famihes of the earth. When the first prin-

ciples of it were known, different countries may have made
their separate improvements upon them, or may have,

occasionally, availed themselves of those, which had been

modelled by their neighbours.

As the most ancient people of Europe were less ambi-

tious of improvement, and were more studious of pre-

serving, unimpaired, what they possessed, than Asians more

celebrated inliabitants ;—as the alphabet of Druidism,

which is related nearly to the Pelasgian, or Etruscan, is,

m its fundamental principles, in its radical characters, in

its primitive use, and in all its properties, more simple, and

more homotonous, than we find those of the Oriental na-

tions, who were, confessedly, the first that innovated upon

these primitive arts
;—I can scarce hesitate in yielding to

the force of such evidence, and concluding, that our an-

cestors, in the western continent, have presented us with

a most authentic transcript of the general alphabet employed

by the Noachida:.

It will be said^ that arts, like these, travelled from the

East.—^This I am ready to concede. They came from that

country, which was the cradle of the nations.

I have not ascribed the invcntio7i of Kritten speech to the

IVcst. In this particular instance, I ask no more tlian

credit for a general maxim :—that, whatever ancient arts

have bren retained.by a people, comparatively simple, and

uncultivated, have been subject, necessarily, to fewer'

cl^'ini/t's, thiui arc made in the seals of luxury and refinement.

\nd the-.e, who m;iy Ji.-aUow my inferences, will be ready to
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admit that Asiatics were the first who extended the h'mlts

of the arts and sciences, derived from the family of Noah,
and, through them, from the antedihtvians. They were,

therefore, the first who innovated on primitive systems, and
who obhterated that impression of respect, which the in-

stitutes of their fathers claimed, in honour to their anti-

quity.

Our very learning has led us into error, upon the sub-

jects of ancient history. It has tempted us to look for the

rudiments of the arts, at those, to whom we are onjy in-

debted, for improvements, and for alterations.

Whilst the sacred orders of men, amongst the less re-

fined states of Europe, revered, and carefully cherished,

the usages of the early ages, Greece, more polished, and,

the Romans, from them, eagerly embraced the improve-

ments, and the innovations of^sea ^2 c refinement,—gave com-

plete credence to the idle boast of their vanity,—and made it

an honour, to borrow of nations, who vaunted of an antiquity,

far beyond the real epoch of the world's creation :—they

despised, they neglected, and almost forgot those primitive

institutions, and simple rudiments of science, which had

been the just pride of th^ir own progenitoi's.

With antiquities of their own country, these more celc*

bratecl^ nations, in the meridian of their learning, and

power^ were but little acquainted. To the Phccnicians, and

Egyptians, their acknowledgmcats were certainly due, for

enlarging their sphere of knowledge; but their gratitude ex-

ceeded all modest bounds. They began, by degrees, to regard'

their instructors, as the original inventors of arts, and the

lirst communicators of science. Modern Europe^ in like

V
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manner, indebted, as it is, to the arts, an4 rouses, of

Greece, and Rome, for much of it$ learning, bus too im»

plicitly adopted their opinions.

It may be expected, that I should here take some notice

of two species, in written Language, which have generally

been considered, as totally distinct from the use of ele-

mentary alphabets. I mean, the Chinese characters, and

the Egi/ptian hieroglyphics. I hope that my short remarks

upon these topics, which have neither been the subject of

my immediate studies, nor have much connection with my
general plan, will be accepted with candour, as mere grounds

of conjecture.

The characters of the Chinese have no elementary con-

nection with a language of that people,—and books, writ-

ten in these characters, may be read in several languages.

Their appearance has impressed me with a notion, that, ori-

ginally, they were nothing but monograms of a polt/-

$i/llahic language, very different from that of the Chinese, and

that the keys, or radical parts of these characters, which

constantly preserve a relation to the same leading ideas,

whatever adventitious touches they have adopted, were

inonograms o^ primitive tt'orc^s, which admit of prepositions,

of terminations, and of other words, in composition.

The Chinese, as I learn from Dr. Hager, have preserved

some remains, and much tradition, of an earher series in

characters more complex, representing natural, or artificial

objects, like the hierogh/phics of the Egyptians. The

people, who supplied their monograms, may have had

letters, designed after such objects,—as in the old Samari-^-

tan alphabet^ already mentioned.
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,. Wlien I recoUect the original sQheme upon which let-

ters were formed,—the early, and primitive nature of their

characters, viewed as drafts of certain things,—and the

general ideas conveyed by their names,—it occurs to me^

that, in their first conceptions, they must have approached

the description of hieroglyphics.

On the other hand, I cannot help imagining, that

Egyptiati hieroglyphics must have possessed analogy to

the nature of letters ; that, in other words, they were sywi-

bols of ideas, connected with elementary sounds, or with

primitive, and simple terms of the Egyptian language, and

that elaborate sculptures on the monuments of Egypt, were

not occasioned by the rudeness of her priest, in the art of

writing, but rather by ostentatious parade, and pretence of

mystery.

Apuleius, Mctam. L. II. speaking of his mitiation into

the mysteries of Isis, informs us, " that he, (the hiero*

phant) drew out certain books, from the repositories of the

sanctuary, which contained the avords of the sacred for-

mula^ compendiously expressed, partly hyJigures of animals,

and partly by certain marks, or notes, intricately knotted,

revolving in the manner of a wheel, and crowded together,

and curled inward, like the tendrils of a vine, so as to hide

THE MEANING FROM THE CURIOSITY OF THE PROFANE."

This, was not their practice, for zcant of the knozeledge

of letters, but was their studied perveriion of the alphabet,

in its proper, and simple use.

The letters of the ancient Egyptians, like those of the

Hclrezis, aivd of several other nations, may have been distlj?-
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guished by names, which, primarily, expressed leading

ideas, and, at the same time, were appropriated also to a

variety of objects, in which those leading ideas presented

themselves. In this case, the term could be representied,

by the figure of either of the, objects to which it was applied.

Let us, for example, suppose, that the letter B was

called Bai, and that such a term primarily imported, beings

or existing^

We are told, that Baiy was the Egyptian denomination

for a branch of iX'it palm-tree, and that this tree was an--

ciently regai'ded as an'emblem of beings existence^ or m-
'niortaiit^.

Again :

—

HorapoUo says, *' Bai, signified a hawk, the

soul, and the zcind [auima] ; therefore, tht Egyptians used

the harokj as a symbol for the souL'^

The word is written Bais,\n the "Nomcnclatura Egyptiaco

—^rafieca, published by Kircker, Dt. Woide follows Kir-

cker; but, in the Lexicon Coptico-Graciim, in the Biblio'

theque du Roi, at Paris, we find, Sm, Bai, species aliqua

accipitrum ; and the same occurs in Cceiius, L. IV, C. l6.

Opinantur Egyptii anima; conceptum esse cor; qua ra-

tione, cum accipitris nomine indicari animara putent

;

illam, vocabulo gentilitio, ^a**;^, Bai-eth nuncupant, quod

animam signat et cor: siquidem, Bai, animaest; eth,

yexbj cor."

Gen. Vallency. Mon. at Lusk,

Transact, of the K. I. Acad. 1788.

,^v deUneation of a sprig of the palm-tree, or of the hawkV
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figure might, then be used, indifferently, to represent the teml

liai, its leading image,—and its various appropriations ;

In writing the Egyptian language, either of these figures

might rcpresent the letter B, vhich teas known by the

same description.

The Hebrew particle 3, denotes presence, or existence)

in any given time, place, or condition,—and the name of

the letter, no, signifies 3l house, abode, or place of being,

unless it be formed out of a more ancient, and simple term,

—O, Bi, or Bai,

The Greeks tfalled the palm-branch, b«wv, or Ba»?i and

But*, or BoiTOj (^he letter B) preserves the sound of the

Hebrew Beth, or the Egyptian Bai ; but the idea of the

name, in Greek, may be collected from Ct-C«» oii, to conjirm,

establish, or place in a permanent state oj existence.

The Latins called this letter Be, nearly the simple name

of the Bai, or symbolical palm-branch. And Be, in the

Celtic, conveys the same leading idea of existence. Irish,

Be, is the term for life ; Cornish, signifies Be, am, ort^

is,—existeiit.

The country of the t)ruids produced no palm-treeSi In

order, therefore, to make their system entire, and preserve

it, they found it necessary to substitute another plant, for

this ancient emblem of being, or immortality. They fixed

upon the birch.

Perhaps it was a supposed coincidence of character, be-

tween this tree and the palm, that gave occasion to its Latin

name, Betula, q. d. the little B,-.*, or b«*t.
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In tlie Celtic of Ireland, the birch is called heith, which

equally signifies being, essence, existence. It seems to be

connected with Ir. Both, Bothan ; W. Bzi)th, (pi. Bi/th)

a hut, cottage ; Booth, a place of abode, or being, equiva-

lent in its meaning, to the Hebrew no. ... -

In Welsh, B^th also signifies, ybr ever, eternitif. '•''
'-

The birch, therefore, ih the Celtic language, being dibtin*

guished byaterm, which, primaril}*, imports, being, or exist'

ence, was constituted the symbol of the term, and of the idea

which it conveyed. It also became the symbol of the letter

B, represented by a sprig of tliis plant ;—and the reason

was clearly this,—that the power of that letter, connected

with its vocal breathing, conveyed the same general idea as

Beith, by which the birch was delineated.

In the Bardic alphabet, this letter is called Bi, which, in

Irish, implies the sense of the Latin fuit ; in Welsh, that

of the Latin erit : in both languages, it is the root of the

essential verb, to Be.

Kecollecting these principles of the symbolical system, we

m.iy infer, that, in the rude, and primitive language, Bi,

Be, or Bai, and even the very power of B, when incor-

porated in the simple terms of the first ages, was to con-

vey the idea of being, or existence,—and that, in the dialects

which came, as branches, from that language, its derivatives

n»n, Batoy, Butr, Beith, Both, Btctk, Byth, Sec. became terms

appropriate iorplace ofbeing—for the self-propagating birch,

—for the immortal palm,—for an eternal duration, &.c.

Such terms, and the general idea which they attracted,

might bo represented, with equal propriety, by the sketch
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of a house,—as in the Hehrcrc 3,—hy the palm-branch of the

Egi/ptians,—or by their figure of a hazck,—by the birch-sprig

of Druidical symbols,—by a draught of that sprig,— as in

tlie Bardic alphabet,—or, indeed, by objects in genera],

viewed, under the same character, and expressed by the

same, or a congenial term.

Thus, different objectSj in different countries, might

become the sjfmbols of the same idea, and of the same

elementary sound,—the hieroglyphics of Egypt may have

been connected with JLgyptiun letters,—just as Druidical

symbols were connected with Celtic language*

The Egyptian priest, either from vanity,— ol- supersti-»

tion,—»or to restore the veil of mystery which the popular

use of letters had, in part, removed, may have devised a

new and magnificent series of symbols, founded upon the

same principle as that of the simple, and primitive charac-

ters,—but which could only be read, where his language

>vas understood.

If I have tonehrd upon the-e abstruse topics, it has been

<o briefly, that 1 may, perhap*^, be pardoned by the liberal,

kud benevolent criii''.
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Sect. I.

—

Subject proposed. On tht principle of natural

expression, or the relation bekoecTt certain sounds, and

certaifi ideas.

An the former essay, I gave my opinion, supported by

the evidence upon w^hich it was formed, tliat an order known

by the name of Druids, to the latest period of their esta-

bhshment, preserved a respectable copy of an alphabet,

which the earliest of those tribes, which had settled in

Europe, brought witli them out of Asia. I also explained

the account, which those Druids left in Britain, respecting

the original, and fundamental principles of this alphabet.

I added, that a similar account is partly recognised by other

primitive nations.

But the importance of the discovery is not limited only to

these facts. It acquires its principal value, from the

opportunity it affords, of illustrating an ancient system in

philology : viz. That each of the elementary sounds in lan-

guage, naturally describes a distinct image, or perception

of the mind, and that latiguage zvas, origijially, formed^

by following nature as the guide, in adapting sounds like

these, to their several, and respective occasions.

That such Druidical symbols,—and the series of letters,

which arose from them,—were intended, both to support thai

!?ystem, and explain its principles in detail,—appears, by tlie

following testimonies.

1. Talitsin says,—with arcferenic to the whole devirf, of

the symbols,

—
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A'm swynysei Math,

Cyn bum diaered.

" I had been marked by Kind,

Before I became immortal."

And again :

—

*' The points of the mimic trees, what do

they whisper so forcibly, and what breathings are in their

roots ?—These are read by the sages."

In another place :—When the removal took place, I was

marked by the chief, amongst the multitude of the arts of

the sages,

—

imitators of nature."

If NATURE marked, or pointed out the several plants, as

appropriate symbols of speech, and of its elements;—if to

them she assigned the office, and province of composing,

and oi analizing languages, it is evident, that every element

oflanguage, was understood, in those days, to have a distinct

character, marked, tind fixed by nature.

Upon this ground^ the same Bard separately describes

the genius, disposition, or action of the symbols,—evidently

implying theforce, or the import, which their correspond-

ing powers were understood then to possess, in the forma-

tion of language.

2. Trees, and plants, that are selected as the symbols,—
present obvious, and very natural characters : they suggest

the same ideas, which are marked in the descriptions of the

Bard.

3. The names, by which these plants,—considered as the

symbols,—are distinguished in the Irish language,—arc
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Calculated for the impresiion of these ideas, in. the most

forcible manner.

4. The suTtple names of the Bardic letters, or counter-

feited sprigs, are amongst the most important, as well as

discriminate roots of the Welsh, and the Irish languages.

They are at the head of numerous families;—they confirm

the descriptions of Taliesin,—tlie hints presented by the

natural characters of those plants,—and the import of the

Irish names.

5. The application of that system is to be supported by

evidence, takou from other languages, in which no collusion

can be suspected.

6. The names of the Roina7i letters, are terms of known

value, in the language of the Celta,—and of an import simi-

lar to tlie names of the Bardic letters Many also of Greek,

and .nost of the Hebrezv, or Chaldaic letters, have expli*

cable names, which may be referred, with ease, to certain

verbs, expressing parallel ideas to the names for the corres-

ponding letters, and symbols of the Celta. A manifest in-

timation, that one, and the same identical system was

known, and was taught, not only in Greece, or in Italy

^

but in Syria, and Ckaldea.

7. An application of these principles, and system, to

the radical terms of the Celtic, Latin, Greek, or Hebrew

language, is found, in most instances, truly to define their

meaning, so as to ascertain the original principles, from

which these languages arose, and prove that the system is

net founded uporj ancient opinion alone,—but upon truth.
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To e'xplain,—^^and verify, these "particulars, will be the btisl-

ness of the following essay.

In a former part of this woik, I enumerated some pro-

perties of the Celtic language, which point out the general

practicability of constructing an elementary alphabet upon

a system of general s^m6o/s. In other words, I remarked

the paucity, and the extreme simplicity of radical words ;

—the general, as well as the obvious ideas conveyed by

them—and the acknowledgment of a natural affinity be-

tween the simple elements of language, and the ideas they

were to convey.

The two former particulars, I shall have occasion to ex-

emplify in the sequel of the essay ;—but, singly, to the latter,

I appropriate the remainder of this present section,—because

some ancient schools, and modern writers, have denied the

existence of any such principle, as natural expression, or

the relation between ideas, and sounds.

In the few books, which accident has thrown in my way,

the negative has been supported by the following arguments.

1. It has been observed, as o. datum, that, nations, different

in language, describe the same object by different words,

and by different elements of sound. It has been further

contended,—that no such diversity could have taken place,

had language, in general, been formed upon a natural ana-

logy, between ideas, and sounds.

2. It has been additionally observed,—that mankind, and

a certain species of birds, arc capable of learning foreign
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sounds, and foreign terms, by imitation; but tliat such

attainments me acquired with extreme difficulty. Hencej

it has been concluded, rather hastily, that sounds, being

purely imitative, and being acquired by the ear, our several

voices, and their several articulations can have no primary,

or natural connection with appropriate ideas ;—that primi-

tive man could have had no impulse to express a distinct

perception of the mind, by one articulate sound, more than

by another ; that, consequently, the rudiments of language

must have been arbitrary, selected by chance, and fixed by

compact alone.

3. From this mode of reasoning, an hypothesis arose, that

man was, originally, destitute of all speech, and that he

laboured, for a series of ages, to acquire the difficult art of

articulation, which he collected, by degrees, from the voices

of ,certain animals, and from the sounds that bodies pro-

duced, in motion, or in collision.

4. To confinn this hypothesis, I have seen it urged, that,

even at this day, there are several nations of savages, or of

men in a zi'ild state of nature, who have not learnt the

power to articulate.

In order to make an end of the debate, by indisputable

facts, the particular case of two savage men, has been pro-

duced, and strenuously insisted upon. One such being was

found, in a forest of Saxony, another, in a deserted wood in

France. They were so remote from acquisition, or natural

speech, that, after they were introduced into society, they

could not even be taught the power to articulate. " Shall

it be, after this, pretended, that man, found in a state of

nature, hadani^ language at all
!"
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5. Remarks, not unlike these, have been extended even

to the feathered race. I have read, that a male bird has

taken a convenient station, before the nest, in full view

of the young brood, having purposed teaching them his

power of song, by lessons, adapted partly to their several

capacities, and partly to their degrees of application ;—that,

in general, the talents of the young birds open, at a very

tender age ; but that, if they be" removed from the nest im-

mediately after they are hatched, they never acquire the

song of the parent at all. This has furnished an argument,

that even the songs of birds, are not inspired by natural

instinct, but acquired by the ear alone, and by observation

upon the manner in which the soun^Js are produced.

These are the chief arguments against natural expression,

which occur to my recollection. I shall offer something in

reply to them all.

The various terms, by which the different languages ex-

press the same thing, may be partly solved, by the different

modes of inflection, of composition, or of contraction

;

which custom has introduced into local dialects, and by

which, the same radical word has been so diversified, that its

identity cannot be immediately recognised. I shall give

an instance of this, in the term for my mother's ion.

Lat. frater y Ital. fratello ; French, frere ; F>ng. bro-

ther; Germ, bruder; Gueld. bruyr ; jB^/g. breeder ; Goth.

brothar ; Dan. Brodre ; Swed. broder ; Welsh, brawd

;

Corn, bredar; Armor, breur,- Irish, brathair ; Manks,

bicyr ; Rnss. brate ; Sclav, and Pol. brat ; Dalmat. brath ;

Lusat. bradt ; Bohem. bradr.

This term undergoes twenty changes, corresponding to
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the genius of the several dialects
;
yet, it preserves, through-

out, evident vestiges of some one original wordi Not

presuming to determine what that wOrd is, or was, I shall

only observe, that in more than one Celtic dialect, bin, sig-

nifies a zcomh ; Ad,

—

iteration, repetition of the same ; and

ur,—a 7nan. Bruad, tlien, is an offspring, or produce of

the same womb ; and bruadar, a man, produced b^ the

same womb.

But, according to my cdnceptlon of the subject, a more

fruitful source of the diversity in terms, must be explored

in the original nature of all terms, which is relative, or de-

scriptive,—not fixed, or absolute. And, for this reason it is,

that, not only a difference of dialects, but one, and the same,

dialect, may have great variety of names for the same

thing ; when it may be viewed under a variety of relative

characters. Thus, a son, in Irish, is called mac, which is

u nursling, from the word macam, I sustain, or suppo?'t.

This is equivalent, in its meaning, to the Latin alumnus:

bar, a shoot, or offspring ; propago : ore, a germ, or seed ;

progenies: luan, a small one, from lu, small; parvulus :

liion, an image, or likeness, &c.

Had five disthict families, been separated from the

Irish nation,—had they colonised as man}"^ desart islands,

in which their posterity retained only one of these terms,

and applied it in the same absolute manner as we do the

word son,—it is evident, that, in this instance, tlie new in-

habitants would no longer be able to recognise the relative,

or descriptive, nature of tliese words,— or the original iden-

tity of their several dialects.

This example is not singular. In the same language,

z
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there arc ten words for a hoy ,•—upwards of twenty, for a

^7/, or mountain ;—and as great a variety, for almost every

object, which an unrefined people, were likely to have con-

templated ; but each of them describes a distinct relation,

or character, of that which it names.

We cannot, therefore, adduce the diversity of tenns, as

an argument against the first principle of natural expression,

and the original identity of languages,— till we have con-

sidered these terms, in the relative, and the descriptive

capacity, not in thejixed, and the absolute.

That mankind have an aptitude, and favourite impulse,

to learn sounds by the ear, is readily admitted. It is a sub-

ject of daily observation. The infant thus acquires the

language of its nurse, as the youth does that of the fo-

reigner. The dialect of a nation thus becomes general,

throughout the several families.

It is further admitted, that a mode of articulation, which

is acquired by the infant, appears, for ever nfterwards, the

most natural, and the most easy to us ; whilst tiie sound*

taught at a more advanced age, are practised with com-

parative difficulty.

By the ear, and frequent elTuris, some have learned :

—

^' liquidas avium voces imitarier oreJ'*

to utter sounds with ease, and Hiiency, that would be found

impracticable, upon the first attempt.—Some kinds of birds,

on the contrary, have imitated the songs of the other spe-

cies, or tlic articulation of the luunan voice.
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But this does not militate against my first principle,

x\hi,ch is, that ice have an origi?ial propensity, horn zcith

us, to express, and communicate, certain perceptions, or

ideas, by appropriate sounds:—that such perceptions, and

sounds, have, therefore, a natural relation between each

tother.

This propensity may have been guide enough to the an-

cestors of the race, in the formation of their simple voca-

bulary ; and that it was, in fact, I think, is demonstrable.

The operation of this principle is perceptible still, in the

simple, and primitive terms^ of most languages; and, as

far as we can ascertain the local inflections, combinations, in

contraction, we can, so far, trace its vestiges, into the

main body of languages.

The voice of nature has not been entirely silenced, or su-

perseded, by imitative accomplishments. Would Signor

RossigJiol wish to communicate an idea, to his audience, he

would immediately, and at once, drop the language of the

nightingale, or blackbird, and have recourse to that of the

society, in which he is placed. Should he have broken

his fiddle, or torn his ruffle, he would, probably, discard

the foreign language, and would bewail his misfortune, in

his native dialect. Were the same person aifected with

surprise, grossly affronted, or exposed, on a sudden, to

violent pain :—were the boy that prepares his negus, to

have spilt some of the boiling water upon his foot, he would,

in a moment, quit the Italian, would forget all his learn-

ing, and would express his agonies, in the language of na-

ture, that is, in such tones, inteijections, or exclamations,

as would be equally understood, by the whole species.
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This langua^^e of nature, we daily distinguish, in the

tones, and warbles of the infant, expressihg its various per-

ceptions, or emotions, before it has learned either to imi-

tate, or comprehend the import of our terms. We also

perceive it, in the tones, and in the exclamations, which

passion, or any violent impulse extorts, from the deaf, and

the dumb.

From a misconception of principles, respecting the ori-

ginal nature of language, mistaken opinions have arisen,

concerning its introduction into society. If mankind had

no predisposing impulse, to communicate their perceptions

of things, and of their several relations, by naturiil, and by

oral signs;—if they could have possessed no rudiments of

languUgc, till they had agreed upon certain arbitrary terms
i

—till they had even digested these terms, into noun, verb,

And particle, with all the accompaniments of number, de-

elemion, tense, mood, and person ; were this true, it is

equally certain, that such creatures must not only have re-

mained, for ages, without tlie use of speech : they must

have continued so, to this day, and forever. Could we ad-

mit the possibility, that men should acquire the faculty of

speech, by mere compact, or studied medianism; why
must it be supposed, they had recourse to the voices of ani-

mals, or the sounds of inanimate things?

*' Because, we are told, it is by no means naturalJor
mav to articulate : it is an art zchich he acquires tcith dij-

ficulty, and imitation alone."

But, as bnitcs are thus elevated into the first masters of

language, let us ask, who taught the first lion to roar, the

first bull to bellow, and the firrst lark to .ing? shall it be

iwid, that God, or naiuio, endowed the first generation ctf
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brutes, with all their various languages, impressed an apti*

tude upon them, to utter certain perceptions, by their cor-

responding sounds, and that he denied all such predisposing

aptitudes to man alone ?

Something of this kind seems to be intimated, when I am
told, that nations of savages, or of men in a state of
nature, have not yet surmounted the difficulty of pronounc-

ing several consonants. However conclusive such an ar-

gument may appear, to some philosophers, I confess, that

for one, I cannot perceive its force, or grant the assump-

tion, that savage life, is a natural state, or, that extreme

depravity, and the ultimate perfection of the human crea-

ture, can be one and the same thing. A natural state is

that which affords the best and fairest opportunity, for a

display of the discriminative character, of this or that

species : and the characteristic of man, is reason, or com-

mon sense. The condition, which affords the best and fair-*

est opportunity for the exercise of this endowment, is the

natural and perfect state of man. Examine that plant!—it

grows in its proper soil, and congenial aspect. There it

will be found in its natural state. From that state, it may

be equally removed, if pampered in a hot-bed, or starved

in a cold steril earth. So man departs as widely from his

nature, by the path of rudeness find brutality, as by tJiat of

luxury and refinement. His intellectual, and his organic

faculties, may be infinitely debased, below the intention

and standard of nature.

If this be the situation of savages, I can acknowledge no

more force, in tlic argument before us, than in that of a

philopher, who should reason with me tiius. " Infants,

who have not acquired the power of erecting themselves,

and some cripples^, who have lost that power, crawl upo»
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their hands aud feet; therefore it cannot be natural forman
to. be upright.

But, as great stress has been laid upon the case of two

savages,—the Saxon, and French, it may not be improper to

bestow some attention upon their story. They are described

as having been deserted, in the forests, by some accident,

in their earliest infancy. When found, they had almost

attained manhood. They had lived unconnected with so-

ciety, and consequently, had formed their habits, with a

perfect independence of its controul. They were taught,—
by their masters,—to sit, stand, and walk upon two feet ; but

their favorite gait, was quadrupedal. They could nei-

ther speak, at first, nor be taught, afterwards, to articulate.

Hence it has been inferred, that man can have no primitive

language, and that all articulation is, with difficulty ac-

quired, even b^' the ear.

If the facts, as they are stated, are true, the conse-

quences, drawn from them, will not follow. An unpro-

tected infant, exposed alone to the horrors of a forest,

could onl}' have acquired sufficient language, to express the

ideas, which arose from his insulated situation. What
could the wretched being have to utter, more than a pierc-

ing cry of distress, groans of anguish, or screams of terror^

and growls of rage ? Even these, he had no opportunity,

and, therefore, could have had no incitement, ever to com-

municate amongst others of his own species. When deprived

of his usual range, and confined amongst men, he had still

his inveterate, and savage, habits about him, which it was im-*

possible for him to overcome. He could not, therefore,

have been disposed, by habits, to acquire the language of

society. His case must have been widely different, from

fhat of the first parents, whose dawn of existence was ip
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the society of each other, ia the enjoyment of happiness, in

the full possession of all their hodily, and of all their intel-

lectual, faculties, unexercised, indeed, but mature, and per-

fect, and with every possible aptitude for exercise. They

were endowed with a native impulse, which directed aJl

their powers to their proper end,—and tney had jio savage

habits to overcome.

Such a distinction ought, unquestionably, to be made,

could we give implicit, and full, credence to the facts, re-^

lated of these two savages. But these facts demand a very

serious reconsideration. Common sense has a voice, more

persuasive than is that of a hundred philosophers. In this

instance, do we not hear it rebuke us, for drawing such nu-

gatory inferences, from absolute impossibilities? Is it not

the post Ilia turn, a ridiculous absurdity, that an infant, de-

serted in a Germcm, or French forest, before it acquired

any ideas of articulation, and consequently, before it could

walk, or stand upon its feet, ever did, or ever could support

its own existence i" But did not a she zcolf condtscend once

tonurse Romulus, and Ronus? might not a site zco/f have

killed the mother of this child, and then have taken com^

passion upon the helpless orphan? Let one absurdity be al-

lowed the commodious privilege of resting upon another!

j'et, in a very few months, the milk of the wolf must have

dried up, and the foster child have been abandoned, by force,

to the necessity of* providing for its own sustenance, was the

infant then, arrived at a competent age, to follow the oc-

cupation of its nurse, to hunt for its daily food, and brave

the horrors of the approaching winter? As all this appears

to me an utter impossibility, I suppose, that, if there be

not some philosophical fraud in their history, these two

jsavages, notwithstanding their near approach to the human

i'oi-m, were half brutes, tlie offspring of abomination. In
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their habits, they seem to have resembled the ape, more

than human creatures.

The observation I of the fact, that a parent bird instructs the

nestlings how to sing, is elegant, and ingenious. I would,

by no means, dispute its authenticity
;
yet I cannot admit

of the consequences which have been drawn from it, in

their full extent. It proves only, that particular modifica-

tions of sound, are most readily acquired by the ear, and by

observing the manner in which they are produced. It

will not follow, that such are the only sources of the vocal

expression, either in the human, or brute creation. Some

indisputable testimonies of the reverse, may be adduced.

A cock, hatched under a duck, crows like his father.

Ducks, hatched under a hen, spontaneously acquire the

voices, as well as the habits of their own species. A cuckoo,

hatched in the nest of a hedge-sparrow, will disregard the

language, and the habits ofhis nurse, but will attach himself

to those of his parasitical parents. A lamb, taken from the

body of its dying mother, and uniformly nursed by the

hand, will yet bleat like another lamb.

Though voices of animals be circumscribed within a

narrow compass, yet they have some variety of tones> and

sounds, by which they express, and communicate, amongst

others of their own kind, the perceptions of anger, plea-

sure, fear, conjidence, zoant, satisfaction, &c. And it is

evident, from the foregoing instances, that they acquire

names of this kind spontaneously, or from an impulse of

nature, without effort, or imitation.

In like manner, an infant, almost as soon as it is born,

Logins to express its feelings, in the language of n-iture.
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without having heard the similar cry of another child, and,

in a few months, long before it has made any efforts, to

learn, or imitate, the language of social compact, it can

inform an attentive nurse, by its tones, and warblings,

whether it is angry, ox phased, in pain, or at ease.

It is, therefore, clear, that an utterance of particular

sounds, adapted, by their nature, to their proper occasions,

whether, by the human, or brute creation, is not invaria-

bly, acquired by the ear, and produced by an imitation of

similar tones ; but may arise, from certain aptitudes, which

God, by the laws of nature, has implanted in the several de-

scriptions of his creatures, for the communication of their

perceptions amongst one another.

Were it practicable to seclude a couple of children,—as an

Egyptian tyrant h said to have done,—without suffering

them to hear the voice of man, or animal, it cannot be

doubted, but they would acquire the use of oral signs,

which they would niutually understand.

It is not pretended, by me, that Hebrew would be their lan-

guage,—as it has been imagined by some ;—but the}' would

surely acquire a few simple notes, to express, intelligibly,

the general sensation excited in them, by objects that pre-

sented themselves, or by emotions of their own minds.

Could their lives be kept up to nine centuries,—like those

of tiie first linguist,—they would unavoidably extendi their

vocabulary, and would improve their grammar, so far as to

jiavc a copious provision of definite, and proper terms, for

the most familiar objects, and a power to communicate

ideas of the most obvious forms in existence, or in actious;
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and from such rudiments, a Language, of considerable

compass, would arise, in a few generations.

In such a tongue, mutual compact would obviously have

much to do ; b^t iti ground-work would be laid, in the natu-

ral, and the untaught, principle, which disposes men, and

brutes, to utter their voices, in certain tones, or modifica-

tions, analogous to their various perceptions, and emotions.

• The operation of this principle, upon the human voice,

may, at once, be perceived. Joij, fear, pain, love, anger,

and all the passions, have their appropriate, and sponta-

neous tones, which are discriminately comprehended, not

only by persons of a different language, but, in some de-

gree, by the intellect of brutes. Our dogs, and horses,

know, by our tones, whether we are angry, or satisfied,

menace, or applaud,—check, or encourage them.

It will, perhaps, be conceded, that our spontancou>i:

tones arc naturally expressive,— and that properties

of the xoicels, are evidently connected with them. But,

it will be urged, that no such impulse extends to the arti-

culation of the consonant. There are many, who will not

either discard, or abjure, the opinion, that every new articu-

lation is artificial, and of difficult acquisition.

To this oracle, I think, we may oppose an argument of

considerable weight, as drawn from the general perception

of an affinity, between one sound, and one sense, in com-

positions, both ancient, and modern.

In all ages, and countries, men of an accurate ear, and a

fine taste,—whether learned, or illiterate,—have acknow-
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kdged, and felt, such an affinity, in the works of their

poets, and orators.

It must, in truth, be perceived, in fact, by those who deny

it in theory.

Of this correspondence,—the most admired, and sagacious

critics upon Homer, Virgil, Miltoji, and many others,

furnish us with copious examples. Tliey all acknowledge

it, as a source of beauty, and of energy, in the works of these

masters,—though few of them have carried their speculations

so far, as to develop the element, or principle, from which

it arises.

It cannot be ascribed, implicitly, or entirely, to an arti-

ficial arrangement of daclyls, and spojidees ; for it will

frequently burst upon us, in the midst of a line, consisting

of pure Iambics. It is perceived in prose compositions,

and in single words. It must, therefore, be rooted in the

powers of the letters,—in the choice of elementary sounds,

which have some peculiarity of relation to the intended

idea. And, if a combination of sounds, possesses a de-

scriptive energy, the elements, and principles of descrip-

tion must exist, in the individual sounds. A multiplica-

tion of mere cyphers, never can produce an efficient

sum.

The perception of such relations, is not an artificial sense,

resulting from the labours of critics, and of rhetoricians.

I never yet knew that schoolboy, who possessed one spark

of genius, that was not immediately roused, by the ma-,

gical power of descriptive sounds, in reading Ovid, or
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Virgil, and who did not, by the animated efforts of his

voice, mark himself a native critic.

Jle that iias any taste for composition in his own tongue,

perceives the natural expression of sweefnesSy or asperity^

delicacyy or sublimity, in hearing a just recital of any verses,

in a foreign language. This perception of correspond-

ence, between sounds, and ideas,-—which is the same, ia

the learned, and illiterate,—must be natural, and spon-

taneous.

That arrangement, and movement, have great effect in

displaying the power of sound, is very certain ; but they

are not equal to all that is required. A line, in which the

powers of jK, /, B, L, N, are predominate, can, by no

management of the Casuray or disposition of poetic mea^

sure, describe the thundring crash, or a shock of arms^

half so forcibly, as if the powers of J, O, U, R, G, M,

P, r, prevailed.

Most languages, indeed, retain so much the expression of

nature, that it would be diflicult for us to select words, upon

which the experiment could be made. If, on the other

hand, this last combination of sounds, were to paint what

is little, soft, smooth, or delicate, the expression would be

ridiculous, and burlesque.

If, then, certain vocal, and articulate sounds, arranged

in words, and sentences, describe certain ideas, with

more effect, and propriety, than others; we must infer,

that, in their own simple nature, they have some peculiar,

and marked relation, to such ideas. This relation, being

founded in principles of nature, must have produced an
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aptitude, in the first contrivers of language, to accommo*

date the sound, and the sense.

That I may not insist, at pi'esent, upon the vocal sounds,

which are supposed, in general, to have obvious connection

with tones of the voice,—we may convince ourselves, by

experiment, of the accuracy that is to be found in this de-

duction, as it respects the powers of the consonants. CVr-

tain actions will be found, of course, to generate, sponta-

neously, their corresponding articulations.

In the art of catching at, or touching an object, that iis

not fairly within reach,—or of holding a large body, with

arms at their utmost extent,—we ask—do Ave not, amongst

other efforts, to exert our whole power, spontaneously, and

forcibly, apply the root of the tongue to the palate, in a fit

situation, to utter the hard sound of C, or K, which is

actually produced, every time that breath if forced out, as

lonff as the effort eontiuues ?
•to

So, in hugging a substance witliin the arms, and, as it

were, forcibly adhering to it, we acquire additional power,

by a position of tlie tongue in the same situation :—but, as

this action is of a less protrusive nature, breath is not pro-

pelled with new force,—and the sound of the hard G is pro-

duced.

During efforts to /»?/.'?/i lieavy bodies before us, or to make

our wav, and thrust ourselves forward, in spite of opposi-

tiom, we naturally collect the air into the lungs, as an internal

support : we, unconciously, endeavour to derive all possible

aid from its elasticity, by giving it the full range of the

mouth. The cheeks are inflated, and the lips pressed to-

getiier, with intense compression of breath, adapted,, with
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force, to express the articulation of P. And, as often as

breath escapes, during the violence of exertion, it will

burst forth, with no articulation but this.

Again:—In tugging, or drawing a line forcibly, tlie

tongue is applied firmly, and spontaneously, to the fore

part of the palate, or the upper gums, to force out a vehe-

jHent articulation of T.

All this proceeds, not from study, and imitation, but

from the pure impulse of nature.

Let us observe a man, exerting his zvholeforce, in eitlier

ef these actions :—let him even be dumb, or who has no op-

portunity of learning sounds by the ear,—and we shall per-

ceive a natural aptitude, in. such a person, to accompany

tl)e effort with its corresponding articulation. Nay, if the

by-standers be at all interested in the event, jjie impression

will be communicated at once to their whole frame; their

organs of speech will be continually, but unconsciously,

catching, grasping, pushing, or tiiggi}ig.

Let us imagine one of the first race, whom we can sup-

pose to have been hitherto without use of speech, wishing

to communicate an idea of these exertions, t© a pei'son

who had been absent. He would, undoubtedly, use ges-

tures ;—but the aim, and the intent of these, would be de-

scription.

In the first instance, he would put forth his hand to its

utmost extent, as in the art of catching, or touching, an

object, high, or distant: or he v/ould extend both arms, to

mimic the act of holding of a bulky substance ;—the very

attitude of exertion, would bring the organs of speech to
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the corresponding situation,—and the hard sound of C, or

K, would be emphatically uttered.

In a description of grasping, or hugging, the arms would

be firmly deposited before the breast, and drawn inwards ;

the lips would fly open spontaneously, and the tongue

cleave to the palate, until the hard power of G was pro-

duced.

To communicate an idea o^ pushing, the body w'ould be

placed in an inclining posture ;—the hands protruded, the

lips pressed together, and forced outwards, as in the very

act of the impulse described,—and the p^/^/^o- sound of P,

would be uttered.

An idea of tension would be expressed, by extending the

hand, closing the fingers, as in laying hold of a line, and

tlrawing the body backwards. At the same instant, the

tongue would be applied spontaneously, as a fulcrum, to

the upper gums, and, whilst the liand is drawn forcibly in-

wards, the tugging articulation of T would be expressed.

Whilst breath escapes, in either of these energetic arti-

culations, a land of vocal sound must arise ; it will be

somewhat like the short obscure JG, before li, in final

syllables ; so as to form Ke, Ght, Pc, and Tt, which

mav, therefore, be regarded as primitive, or natural

v,'ords.

To those who contend, that mankind, at first, commu-

nicated their ideas onlj/ by gestures, I would recommend

the n.'flection, that gestures must liave been e(forts to de-

scribe, and that such an expedient as that of placing the

organs in situations, that would produce, infallibly, the
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corresponding sounds, naturally accompanied actual exef-*

tions, and, therefore, must have been essential parts of

those very gestures, or descriptions. It must follow, that

rudiments of' articulate language, are founded in princi-

ples of nature*

Men warit duly origindl hihts fof the invention of all arts.

Those corresponding sounds would soon have obtruded

themselves upon the notice of the first parents,—^liave super-

seded the use of elaborate gestures,—and have become the

current medium, for the reciprocal communication of their

ideas.

'I'hc force, and the expression, of the other letters^ I

shall have occasion to examine hereafter. The articulations

of C, G, P, and T, have been classed, amongst the more

difficult, and less obvious. What I have said of them will

suffice, to shew, that a faculty of articulating may be

natural,—and that sounds may have aj)propriat€ relations to

the ideas, which the mind intends to convey.

All expressions of the human voice,—the modulative,—
the vocal,—or the articulate, are not, therefore, as many have

supposed, mere imitations of that which has been heard,

—

or unconnected with ideas of things, and of their na-

tural affinities.

There are sounds, naturally descriptive. They are

produced unconsciously, by the various impressions that are

felt, and are calculated for communicating the same im-

pu'ssious, to those wlio liear them. As they undoubtedly

entered into the root of t\ic first language, they retain their

pla(.'(\^, more, or )( ss, in the various dialects, which have

branched from ihii original stCTU.
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In the cultivation of dialects, through all their stages^

this principle has, for many centuries, been overlooked,

end its traces, have, in some degree, been obliterated. In-

flections,—mutations,—and other novel terms, have re-

ceived the sanction of custom, and the authority of gram-

marians, without the least practical reference to the voice

of nature. Still the vital principle itself is perceived, and

is acknowledged by authors, and by readers who are blessed

with an accuracy of taste. It may be remarked, in the un-

solicited expressions, which accompany our natural efforts,

or emotions,—and in the radical words of most languages*

The opinion which I have thus maintained, has nothing

at all new in it. The very same doctrine appears to have

been the general persuasion of remote antiquity, and was

never shaken, till the history of man was abused by fable,

and their maxims confused by philosophical quibbleSi

The Egi/ptia}is are acknowledged by all to have carried

minute inquiry, founded on experiments, to as high a pitch,

as any inhabitants of the ancient worlds

Amongst thetn, an original formation of language, from

spontaneous, and from natural sounds, was received as a

general axiom, from which there could be no appeal. Tliis

appears, from an experiment, made> by a king of Egypt,

for the purpose of determihing the comparative antiquity

of the nation he governed. Tuo infants, zeho, from the

birth, had not bsen suffered once to hear the voice of

ma?i, at the end of tzso years, uttered spontatieously a term,

Khich, in Phrygian, signified bread. From thi.^ incident,

the Egyptians concluded, that Phrygian was the most an-

cient lungnage.

A a
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Whatever objections may be urged against the mechanism

of the term bex, and the abstract idea of bread, the ex-

periment, as it was conducted, and as it was determined,

proves, at least, the estabUshed opinion of tlie Egyptians,

upon this topic,—-that an original, or primary language

of man was founded in spontaneous expressions, and that

a people, who were the most ancient, or unmixed, would

retain such a language.

This, too, was the persuasion of the Platonic school

:

and it was known to the Romans. P. Nigidius, a cele-

brated grammarian,—regarded natural expression as the

root of lansruajire.

That information v:e owe to A. Gellius, L. X. C. iv..

where, after giving several examples, the author adds,

—

^' Ita, in his vocibus, tjuasi Gestus quidam oris, et spiritits

naturalis est. Eadem ratio est, in Grcccis cjuoque vocibus,

quam esse in nostris animadvertimiis."

Amongst the moderns, many learned men, who distin-

guished themselves, by their deep researches into the

origin of language, have acknowledged, and main-

tained principles of natural expression : particularly Da
Brasses, in his Traitc de la Formation Mechaniqut des

Langues,—and JVallis, in his Grammar of the E?iglish

Language.

From the whole of these premises, I would infer, thdV

our primitive order of Druids, and their successors, the

Bards of Britain, are not chargeable with absurdity, iiv

retaining this, witli many other persuasions of antiquity,

•—in Inying down this principle of natural, spontaneous, or

descriptive expression, and in maintaining, that first rudi-
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inents of language neither consisted of terms, arbitrarily

imposed, nor of such, as were the result of studious observ-

ation, and philosophical inquiries, but of such, as arose,

from laws better ascertained, and more universal,—the lazvs

of nature itself.

The formation of language, considered in the abstract,

is a surprising phenomenon. It will, however, appear ac*

countable, if not obvious, by admitting the operation of

this principle. But, without any such principle in our

nature, the acquisition of speech must have been impossible

to man*

Till we have recourse to this principle, etymology will

rest upon nothing. We may unravel compounds, or

derivatives, till we arrive at certain terms, which are enigma-

tical, and wliose precise, or primary import, cannot be sa-

tisfactorily explained.

But, let us once admit natural expressio7i, etymology

will then, like every other legitimate science, rest upon a

solid ground. We shall be guided through all the various

inflections of language, back to nature itself; to that pri-

mordial impression, made, by the hand of the first mover,

and, consequently, as far as true philosophy durst advance.

As the various passions, movements, and perceptions of

the mind, without study, or forethought, predispose the hu-

man frame, to assume their peculiar attitudes, and impress

upon the countenance, their peculiar character, which com-

municates very distinct ideas to the beholder ; so they dispose

the organs of speech, to assume their peculiar attitudes,

productive, necessarily, of corresponding sounds, and arti-

A a 3
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culations, which, in like manner, naturally communicate

very distinct ideas to* the hearer.

And, though such a natural character of sounds be de-

faced, and weakened, by the refinement, or the corruption

of language, yet is it not obliterated. The organs of

speech, in many instances, can still point out a relation be-

tween the ideas we are desirous to express, and corresponding

$oun<ls, which areas fairly subjects of discrimination to the

philologist, as the external characters of the passions are t»

the painter.
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Sect. II. On theformation of language. Nature of the

primitive language.

O the preceding disquisition^ upon the nature of ele-

mentart/ sounds, I shall add a few thoughts respecting the

formation of speech, the nature of primitive language,

and the sense, in which it may be said even still to

exist.

That wonderful phenomenon, in the history of 'man, the

organization of language, has attracted the notice of the

learned, and the ingenious. It has given birth to various

hypotheses, which are supported by an elaborate profusion

of reading, and by acute observations.

There are some, for instance, who regarding language as

entirely of human invention, suppose, as I have already re-

marked, that man borrowed his vocal, and articulate sounds,

from various animals, and from the noise of inanimate things.

—For this reason, they tell us, the letters, which are

the symbols of those sounds, derive their names, and cha-

racters, from the things, to which we owe their several

powers*. This opinion I have already discussed, and, I

hope, refuted.

Many, of great learning, on the other hand, maintain,

t'iiat the TIehreiv, or some very similar language, was

fommunicated by inspiration to our first parents, complete,

in all its parts.

» See Rdi^. Bax. P. 401.
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A third class, take a middle course between these two

opinions, and contend, that man was impressed with an

aptitude by nature, to mark, and report express ideas, and

perceptions, by appropriate sounds ; but that he was left en-

tirely to his own choice, in the application of these principles,

as in the natural use of his hands, feet, or any other organs.

To this opinion, I rather assent; though, perhaps, there

may be something peculiar in my view of the subject, and

my plan of reasoning upon it.

But, lest I should wander in theory, I will first con-

sider the fact, as recorded by a writer, whose periods

never drop idly from his pen. In the very compendious

account of the first age, where nothing is admitted that

is not of the highest importance, Moses thus details the

origin of language.

*^ And the Lord God said. It is not good that man should

be alone ; I will make him an help meet for him. And,

cut of the ground, the Lord God formed every beast of the

field, and every fowl of the air, and brought them unto

Adam, to see what he would call them. And, rvhatsoerer

Adam called every living creature, that teas the 7iame

thereof. And Adam gave names to oil cattle, and to the

fowl of the air, and to every beast of the field ; but for

Adam, there was not found an help meet for him." Gen,

ii. 18, 2vc.

It was undoubtedly intended, that this passage should be

received, in the obvious, and plain sense of the narrative^

with all its attejidant circumstances.

The first thing to be remarked is, the time when Adam
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began to form liis language. It was before the cfeatlon of

Eve, whilst, as yet, there was 7iot foinid an help meetfor

the man. There could not, consequently, have been ^

tacit compact in the first rudiments of speech.

It is pre-supposed, that Adam had a disposition to try

and exercise his oral pozvers. The creatures were not brought

to him, to see ichether he zcould name them, or notj but

to see zchat he would call them. He had, then, a disposition

to call them by some names.

That such names had not been communiatcd previously

to him, is evident. The creatures were brought to the

man, to see what he would call them. Adam
gave them names ; and, whatsoever Adam called every

living creature, that w'as the name thereof.

The man is repeatedly represented, as a. free agent, iix

the choice of his terms, and the historian seems to have

taken particular care, that it should be so understood.

His maker had implanted principles in the man, which

the occasion called forth into action, as his own feelings

prompted, or his judiicment prescribe(I. It may have been

rendered necessar}^ to be thus particular in the record, for

the purpose of obviating some ancient superstition, respect-

inii; a sacred lans^uas^e.

Adam's motive, to exercise his organs of speech, upon

the present occasion, h intimated, by other parts of

the narrative, to have been the implanted love of so-

ciety. '' It is not good that man should be alone," &,c,

AVlien the man saw creatures, endowed^ like himself,
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both with hfe^ and voluntary motion, pass in review before

him, the social character of his disposition prompted him to

attract their attention, by visible, and by audible signs;

—

he carried his efforts of this kind so far, as to call each of

them, by appropriate names ; but their inferior powers,

after all, had left the conviction, that he had not amongst

iheniy a meet associate.

Thus far we are guided by the sacred historian ; but

now the difficulty commences—what kind of names could

have been given, by a man, who was not previously fur-

nished with a language,—and, in what sense could these

names have been appropriate ?

They could not have been mere combinations of elemen-.

tary sounds, conceived at random, and accidentally dis-

tributed, one to the elephant, another to the lioti, a third,

given to the cozv, and a fourth to the sheep. Though Adam
should have modulated his inexperienced organs, and so as to

utter a multitude of such fortuitous combinations, yet they

would have been sounds without meaning. They could

have left no distinct impressions upon his own mind, nor

could they aptly communicate such impression to others.

They would, therefore, have been forgotten^ soon after

they had been imposed.

Neither could the names, given by Adam, have been sci-

entific, and classical terms of a zoologist. He was neither

an expert linguist, nor any thing like a natural historian,.

Tiie animals presented, were such as he had never seen, and

of v.hoin he had never heard. He had experience of no

other kinds, to which they might be compared. He knew

absolutely noticing of them beyond the ideas, under ^yh\cl\
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they had presented themselves to his mind, at the moment,

through the medium of the senses. And^ as the human race,

as yet, centered in himself, alone, the design of his words

must have been rather to express, than to communicate.

These names must, then, have been simply descriptive

terms for obvious, and general ideas, excited immediately,

and suited, naturally, to the inexperience of the nomenclator.

He could have struck out no abstract ideas of any animal

whatsoever ; but he could observe their several motions,

their comparative bulk, or littleness,—their gentle, or awe-

ful aspects,—their pleasing, or disagreeable shapes; and,

for these obvious perceptions, nature itself could supply

him with descriptive terms. Those terms would not only

attach themselves to the memory, but would present

apposite ideas, or images, to those who might afterwards

hear them.

Of some animals, he may have imitated the voices, and

such imitations might become their names. But this rule

could not have been general.

We may, therefore, contemplate primitive man, as prompt-

ed by the innate predilection of taste for social enjoyments,

to detain, in his company, those living creatures, which had

already received their being.

To attract their notice, and conciliate their good will,

he addressed himself to them, severally, by descriptive

gestures. These eflbrts called forth the hitherto, latent

powers of his nature. The organs of speech, moved in

unison, and produced their corresponding articulations,

unless where this * exertion was saved by a simpU
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repetition of the voices which they uttered : and thus it

was that the names of the faniihar objects were acquired,

and the solid ground-work of human language, laid upon

the basis of natural principles.

At the moment that human society commenced, man
was already in possession of language, which, therefore,

could not possibly have originated in a tacit compact

:

though it be admitted, that a compact of this, or of a similar

nature, has much to do, in regulating the copious dialects

of cultivated life. From these dialects, the original speech

of man's first parents must have differed widely, in its com-

pass, and structure.

Language being only a medium for the expression, and

communication of human ideas, and sensations, can be no

further necessary, than as it is conducive to these ends.

And as all hunum societies, however simple, and rude,

possess language enough to communicate their usual range

of ideas,—but no more,—we may, of course, presume that

such was the case with Adam.

The compass of his language could only have been com-

mensurate with his occasions for speech. His memory can-

not have been encumbcrd with a multitude of terms, to which

he could attach no meaning. To what kind of terms could

his inexperience have attached meanings ? It is not pretended

that he was instructed in philosophical mysteries. He could,

then, have had no terms which primarily expressed any sci-

entific, or philosophical ideas.

The numerous arts of civil life were 3'et undiscovered.

The various occupations, and emploj-ments of men, in so-

ciety, which might have demanded their several terms, and

phrases, were, not as yet, known. There were no public
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transactions,—no traffic between man and man,—no ac-

counts of things, or events,—remote in time, or in place,—no

traditions of customs, and of usages, upon which our first

parents could have discoursed. Without ideas ofsuch things,

they could not have devised proper terms to expi*ess them ;

nor could such terms have been divinely communicated ; for

the Almighty never tkught man to utter unmeaning words.

They were surrounded by the works of nature, but with

none of them, could they have been further acquainted,

than as they perceived them by their senses. Whatever

intellectual powers enriched their capacity, their knowledge,

—as human beings, must have been the child of ezvperience,

and its growth must have been gradual.

The original speech of mankind must, therefore, have

been extremely simple. It must have been limited, cxclu-r

sively, to a few terms, and of these, to such as primarily

expressed the most obvious ideas, or sensations. Its words

must have been of the simplest kind.

Sounds naturally expressing ideas, men would first under-

stand the power of simple tones, before they began to fonn

m'tificial combinations.

The fundamental truth of this reasoning, is attested by the

original structure of all the languages that are known. All

tiie native terms of the most copious amongst them, may

be reduced, perhaps, to less than a thousand primitive

terms, of the most obvious import,- and the simplest

form. The more ancient, and pure any language is,

the fewer, and the more simple arc its primitives. It is

therefore evident, that, although some dialects have in-^

dulged in partial contractions, the general progress has beeu
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from the paucity, and simplicity of terms, to copiousness^

and artificial combination.

A curious problem would still remain, as to the manner,

in which the first class of terms conveyed information ; or

the rank which they would claim to hold, in the modern

grammar.

The ancients, in general, regarded verbs, as the roots, or

primitives of language ; but most of our modern philolo-

gists, declare themselves in favour of noims, as the basis of

human language. And, in the passage I have quoted above,

Moses gives no hints of any human words, that were prior to

the names of animals.

It cannot be imagined, that first essays in language

could possess any thing so artificial as our verbs. Men could

not, at once, have modified their words, by discriminating

all the times, and circumstances, of being, or acting. Yet

their nouns must have been something more than sucli arbi-

trary terms, as might name, without describing their

appropriate objects.

Man had erected a shed, as a defence from the sun, and

rain, before the orders of architecture were known ; and

he had begun speech, before principles of grammar were

developed.

His first words', probably, would not have admitted

of an arrangement, under our classes. They had

more general properties, and carried nearly the

sense of the verbal, or participial nouns. They

presentegl an image of a thing, by its mode of

existence, or operation. They marked the form, or
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llie relation, by which the object had presented itself to

the senses.

From terms, descriptive thus of leading ideas, the dis^

criminate classes of the words, in organized language,

would flow ; and without multiplying, or diversifying terms,

the acquisition of substantives, of adjectives, verbs, or

participles, would become naturally obvious.

The same descriptive term would suit its meaning to the

occasion, and would assume the character of a noun, or a

verb, as the circumstances would require.

For example, the simple articulation Ke, produced na-

turally, and spontaneously, by an effort, either to catch,

touch, or hold, would naturally describe an object, which had

been observed in these actions, and would thus become the

name of that which catches,—a dog ; that which touches,

—

a point ; or that which holds,—a cup. When spoken of

an object, il would as obviously signify, to catch,—touch.

or

—

hold. It would again express the qualities of catch-

ing, touching, or holding ; and, lastly, the abstract idea.<

of a catch,—a touch,—ixhold.

So Pe, which is produced by an effort ofpushing, or pro-

truding, would naturally express, the pusher,—to push,—-

pushing,—protrusion. This mode of apphcation would pro-

duce no embarrassment in the hearer. The English word,

shot, in its various connections, is a substantive, an adjective,

a verb, a.nd a. participle : yet its meaning is always under-

stood. And, that such a leading proposition is true, in fact,

as well as in theory, languages, as ae find them, after their

terms have been indefinitely diversified, by art, or tacit

agreement, furnish abundant proof. That Imay not collect
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instances from the modern dialects^—let me only observe^

that in Hebrew, the same term, is generally both a noun,

and a verb ; as in these examples,

Ti'fl Hie, to live ;-^tin ani7?ia I

;

—life.

npb Leke, to take, receive;—a prison;— ti pair of tougs,

OTforceps

;

—a taking ;
—learning.

13^ Hober, to passover

;

—a boat

;

—a passfjge

;

—beyond,

h^y Hopl, to lift 7ip
;—a toicer

;

—haughty ; Sec.

A language, of such extreme simplicity could not fail of

presenting sufficient hints, for gradual organization of a

more precise dialect, as the advancing state of society

should render it necessary ;—whilst, in the mean time, this

primitive tongue must have answered all the exigencies

of an infant race.

Let us put the case, that Ada^a the first man would in-

form his new-created bride, of the elephant. The cha-

racter which he had already described in this animal, in the

act of naming him, was, probably, his enormous bulk. This

description he is now to repeat. Being an inexpert orator,

he would not trust entirel}', and exclusively, to the powers

of his voice. His arms would be elevated, and spread abroad,

—in order to intimate the comprehension of gigantic space.

This descriptive gesture v/ould be aided by an immediate,

and spontaneous inflation of his cheeks, till his breath would

t'iiid i: passage through his nostrils. This natural description

of a liuge bulk would produce the sound B,—M ; and that

.""Hind, rendered articulate by the intervention of a vowel.
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would describe bulkiness, and might he appropriated most

happily, to the elephant^ or great beast.

He would speak next of the horse, whom he had, per-

haps, named, by describing his quick, and his energetic mo-
tion. The idea might be painted by a rapid movement

of the hand, and a sudden hissing effusion of his breath,

like an impetuous utterance of the syllable soos. This

being the Hebrew name of the horse, appears to be intended

as a description of his velocity ;—for it is applied also to the

swallozo, and to a kind of night-moth, which is said to

be agility itself.

Our great progenitor might add an account of some ani-

mals, by imitating their voices, calling the cow. Moo,

and the sheep, or lambs, Ba. He may have described the

dove, by fluttering his hand, so as to intimate the act of

the wing in flight, and by repeating the syllable, Toor,

toor.

He now walks forth, accompanied by the motlicr of

mankind. The elephant presents his enormous bulk ;—the

horse flies over the field ; the bem, and the soo^ are soon,

and readily distinguished. They are saluted by the coze,

the sheep, and the do'cc : the Moo, the Bu, and the Toor,

are immediately recognised. How great must have been

their joy, to find themselves in possession of a social lan-

guage !

These atoms of the simplest words are given, merely to

illustrate my conceptions, respecting primitive names ; that

is, to show, how they had sprung from nature, and in what

manner they described certain states, or actions. The words

accjuired by o/iomatopccia, are not exceptions. They are
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not absolute, but merely descriptive terms. They paint tbe

action of the voice. By the likeness preserved in this oral

picture, the Moo, the Ba, and the Toor are distinguished.

They are the- mooing, the baing, and the tooring animals.

This view of the subject, as I have already hinted, appears

to account best for the formation of language, and for

the acquisition of its two principal parts, nouns, and verbs.

The term, unconsciously generated by the effort it means

to describe, naturally, and obviously pointed out the par-

ticular thing, and its mode of existence,—or the agent, and

the nature of his action. Nouns, and ve7'bs were produced

at a birth.

I deprecate the imputation of impiety, for supposing that

man was not furnished with language at his creation.

Would it have been a more stupendous miracle, or greater

mercy, to constitute a language for man,—than to endow

him with requisite powers, and with pi"e-disposition, to

make one for himself ?

Had primitive language been of divine origin, man would

have been under the sacrilegious necessity of mutilating, or

altering it, every day. No langiiage could have accom-

modated itself, exempted from those changes, to the con-

ditions of society, for which man was designed. Some-

thing would be superfluous, or something deficient. Even

the language of the Old Testament, contains a multitude

of terms, in acceptations, which Adam, during the first

years of his life, could not possibly have understood.

—

How could he then have preserved their meaning?

The language of our first parents must have been

simple, when compared with Hebrew, as that venerable
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tongue is^ compared with ours. But language coiilcl hot

long have been confined within such narrow limits. Being

Cnce put in motion, its use, and properties once under^

stood, it easily kept pace with social progress.

The intellectual exertions of the first ages, were both

rapid, and various. And, as no society of men has beeri

found in the possession of knowledge, without adequate

means for its mutual communication, we may conclude,

that primitive language soon became rich, and compre-

hensive.

It may be further observed, that men Soon divided into

distinct societies, in which they pursued various occupa-

tions, and acquired various branches of knowledge. They

had, consequently, various occasions to call forth oral

powers. These must have produced local terms, local

idioms, and local acceptations of common terms. Various

dialects must, therefore, have existed before the flood.

One alone of these was preserved, by the single house,

c^r tribe, that survived the catastrophe : the whole earth was

^gain of one langua^^e, iind of one s})ecdh, wliilst its in-

habitants formed but one society. But, no sooner were they

separated from each other, and placed «nder a variety of

local circumstances, than the same causes, which had ope-

rated before, and which must always operate, began to ge-

nerate similar effects.

Without calling before us, the miraculous confusion which

affected great part of the human species, it is obvious that

some changes, from the universal root, must have presented

themselves immediately upon the division of the families.

Bb
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New objects, and their new circumstances, appeared.

These must have been described by new terms, and phrases,

or else, by new appropriations of old ones. The foundation

of dialects was laid again.

The nations, by degrees, became settled in their peculiar

dwellings, occupations, and habits of life. The objects,

which had been at first new, became familiar. The popu-

lar usages, to which necessity, or accident, had given

birth, began to acquire prescriptive authority, in all com-

munities, were to be regarded as the legitimate standards of

propriety, and were established by general rules. The /«w-

guages acquired their discriminative character, and compa-

rative stability.

But still, they were nothing more than dialects of the mo-

ther tongue. There were local modes of oral delivery, terms

of expression, combinations, and applications of terms; but

the fundamental principles were universal. Each colony

had planted its own slip of the pa 7'uit tree, in its new pa-

trimony.

These offsets assumed, of course, different shapes, and

flourished, more, or less, according to the soil, the aspect,

climate, or skill, of each planter, and the labour of his

cultivation. Some put forth more luxuriant branches than

others ; but the leaves, and fruit they bore, were still of th«

same class, and species.

Let us examine the natural characters of this plant, in

some of those peculiar specimens, which have neither

been pampered by excess of culture, nor starved by

extreme neglect.
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The very ancient language of the Chinese is comprised,

at this day, in a few simple monosyllables, which are

equally nouns, and verbs. They form no compounds, and

they admit of no unmeaning prefixes, or terminations. The
signs of cases, numbers, voices, moods, tenses, and per-

sons, are distinct words of known value. By their ar-

rangement, and by certain variations, in the tones of the

voice, these few, simple terms, can serve the purpose of a

copious, and precise language.

The sanv? articulate sound appears to convey but one

leading idea, throughout the several tones of it.

Thus Fu, primarily, signifies covering, which idea is

thus diversified by the accents :

—

Fu, a husband ; Fu, to

help, ox protect ; Fu, a tozcn ; Fu, & father ; Fu, to con-

eeal, or cover. Dr. Hager's Element. Char.

Other ancient languages border upon this degree of simpli-

city. All the native terms of the Welsh, and of the Irish,

are fairly reducible to three or four hundred monosyllabic

roots, of the simplest form, frequently both nouns, and

verbs.

Critics in the Hchrezi) language, have declared their

opinion, that all its roots were originally monosyllabic* ; and

that " each Hebrew root has but one leading idea, or mean-
B b 2

* Pleraeque Hebrccorum voces, ab exordio, monosyllabae, plurium postea syl-

labarum luere, vel additis participiorum increiueiuis, vei aiiixis, Niphal,

Jliplial, vel aliis augiiieatis inutilibus. Thorn. G/oi'i. Unvj ad vuc.
I'T;],

Certum est ling\ias omr.es, qutRmonosyllabis constant, esse casteris antiquiores.

-^Salmasim, de Li7ig I'ldicn. P. 390.
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iftg, taken from nature, by our senses, or feelings, which

runs through all the branches, and deflections of it, howevef

numerous, and diversified." Parkhurst.

The nouns of several languages are not declined at all.

The cases are distinguished by terms of known value. Verbs

are varied, in their moods^ and their tenses, by auxiliaries,

and in their persons, by pronouns out of composition, whilst

the term, that simply describes the action, or state, remains

unmoved.

Those prefixes, and final terminations, which abound in

some languages, are, in many instances, evident remains,

or corruptions, of distinct, and significant words, or terms.

Thus prefixes, and suffixes, which distinguish the persons, and

the teilses, of the Hebrew verb, are acknowledged to be

certain puits of their primiti-ce pronouns.

Something of this kind, agreeably to the laws of general

graimnar, must be supposed in all such instances. Men
could never have agreed to vary the known meaning of a

word, in a determinate, and regular manner, by adding ta

it sounds, to which they attached no meaning at all.

Are we not warranted in concluding, that the parent of

those languages, which retain the characters here described.

Was founded in v.fcrc simple terms, descriptive either of lead-

inu; ideas, or obvious perceptions, and so constructed, as to

serve the purposes, equally, of nouns, and verbs ?

That it made no variance of its nouns, and verbs, by the

help oi' unmeaning prefixes,—of insertions,—and of ter-

minations, but singly by the application of other terms,whicb,

however simple, had their known, and perceptible import.
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And that, if it formed compound words, it must have pie-

served their several parts entire and perfectly distinct, so as to

be immediately reducible to their primitives, as in the -Ewg/^'s/*

words, pen-knife, horse-man : instead of rendering them

obscure by contraction, or corrupt pronunciation ; as

lovely, for love-like ; worship, for ziorth-shapc ; bosn, for

boatswain ; or huzzif, for house-wife ?

It cannot, perhaps, be ascertained, in what instances we
have preserved the actual terms of the universal language

;

but if it should be competent for us to ascertain the value of its

elementary sounds, and the rules, by which those elements

were combined, wc may regard its principles as fairly re-

stored.

The individual problems, which Euclid solved amongst

his friends, are unknown ; but, imderstanding the definite

properties of his figures, and made once intimately ac-

quainted with his elements, we may be sure of determining,,

as this great geometrician would have done, upon similar

<)C^asions,
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Sect. III. Of the material accidents and changes which

have affected elementary sounds, and characters, in pri-

' mitive zcords.

X3EF0RE I attempt an explanation of the several names

of the letters, and consider the force of their several, and

respective, elementary sounds, in the formation of language,

I think it necessary to take some notice, of the more

general accidents, and changes in utterance, and in or-

thography.

In subjects that are so complex, exceptions, and ano-

malies must be supposed : but we may observe, in most of

the dialects, whilst undergoing the operation of culture,

and refinement, a general progress, from simp licit}/ of

terms, to artijicial combiiiatio??, and from strength, or

energy of sounds, to delicacy, and softness. This progress

must have begun, long before the complete formation of

those languages, which come under our notice.

When men first communicated their thoughts to each

other, by such tones, and articulations, as were produced

naturally, and spontaneously, by their various perceptions,

and emotions, accompanied with strong gestures, their

elementary sounds were probably few ; but they must have

been the most energetic, and, therefore, the most perfect,

as w ell as distinct, of their kind.

Those obscure, and short breathings, which merely sen'e

to assist articulation, and which are neglectedj in the or-
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thography of the old A&iatic languages, must be degraded

from the rank of elements. But, it is probable, that, in the

infancy of language, the textual vowels, intended for de-

scription, were generally uttered with strong aspiration.

This energetic utterance has adhered so closely to the

Hebrew vowels, that several grammarians have, since the

introduction of points, regarded them as consonants.

In Greek, the aspiration is the constant attendant of

the initial T, and, frequently, of the other initial vowels.

The case was the same in the old Latin—" H, literam,

sive illam, spiritum, magls quam literam, dici oportet, in-

serebant vetercs nostri, plerisque vocibus verborum firman-

dis, roborandisque, ut sonuseorumessctvividior^ vegetiorque.**

A. GelL ii. 3.

Every noun, and verb, in the Welsh language, that be-

gins with a vowel, has that vowel regularly aspirated, after

certiiin pronouns; sls ylrglzci/dd, a lord; Ei Harglui/ddy

her lord; Eu Harghcydd, their lord; Achuh, to save;

Ei Hachub, to save her ; Eu Hachuh, to save them.

The Iri>ih also aspirate the initial vowels of their nouns

feminine, after the article na ; and their initial vowels, in

o-eneral, admit of the aspiration, in certain positions, re-

gulated bv the grammar.

From this general consent of old languages, it may be

inferred, that man's first efforts to express, by vocal signs^

were attended with strong, and forcible aspirations.

These primary vowel-toiies appear, from a comparison of
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their symbols, in the oldest alphabets, to h?ive only been

five, each produced, in its pecviliar seat of utterance. Per-

haps they were nearly as follows :

—

A, as Ha, in half ; or

A, mfather, uttered from our throat, without contraction

of the tongue, or lips.

JS, somewhat broader than hca, in heat, or ea, in beatf

from the root of the palate, by a contraction of the tongue

in that part.

/, as the pronoun he, or se, in meet,—rfrom the fore part

of the palate, by keeping the tongue nearly in contact, and

thrusting it forwards.

O, as ho, in hold, or the interjection 0,—from the lips,,

by forming them into a round orifice, thrusting them for-t

wards, and retracting the tongue.

U, as hoo, in hoot, or O^ in move, resulted from the coin-

cave sound of the whole mouth, by a retraction of the

tongue, and an elevation of the cheeks, and lips, in which

the latter were almost closed.

Amongst these volatile elements of language, great

changes have been introduced. Their powers have so much

varied, as to have bpen mistaken for each other : and or-

thography, which, in all countries, creeps but slowly after

the mode of utterance, has frequently substituted one

vocal symbol for the other. The variations from the vowels

qf primitive words, in the formation of Gi^eek verbs, for

instance, are so numerous, that it would be difficult, if

not impracticable, to reduce them into any system. But,

with such changes, 1 have little to do in my essay : for my

tusincis, only is with primitive teruib, which; in general.
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may have received their present form, before the terms of

languages, and the accidents of terms, became so numerous,

as to render anomalous changes necessary, for the sake

of distinction.

In the fundamentals of speech, we may expect, naturally,

to find the changes of the vowels more simple, and less irre-

gular. But here, it must be owned, we have no op-

portunity of detecting those changes, but on grounds of

general analogy.

The first change that took place was, probably, an

occasional omission of the aspirate.

Primitive man uttered simple, but energetic terms, ac-

companied with strong gestures. The frequent repetitions of

these, upon similar occasions, must have given them a

Jknown, and a current value.

It became, therefore, no longer necessary, to impress the

idea, by the emphasis of the voice, and of the gesture : it

might be sufficiently intimated, by a bare repetition of the

term itself. Practice introduced ease of expression ; and

the indulgence of ease is natural to man. It was found

practicable to speak intelligibly, not only without violent

gesture, but without an intense exertion of breath ; con-

sequently, the aspiration of the vowels might be occa-

sionally omitted.

And we find this omission still gains ground, more and

more, as men study the softness, and delicacy of language.

Some centuries ago, the Italians frequently sounded the
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aspirate H : at presentj 'they hardly know what is meant

by it.

Thus Ha, lit, Hi, 116, Hu, became a, e, I, 6, ii ; but

this change occasioned little, or no confusion in language.

The vowels retained their essential powers, in utter-

ance, and their proper symbols in orthography.

Other innovations were gradually introduced, which ren-

dered the natural expression of the vocal sound less per-

ceptible. The general progress from energy to delicacy,

and from the latter to indolence, in place of the primi-

tive open A, substituted the power of the slender English A^

This power, the ancient Hebrezcs, perhaps, represented

by n ; but, as in most alphabets, it wants an appropriate

character, it has been generally represented by E. Thus,

in Latin, Ago forms Egi, and several compounds change

A into E. The same change regularly takes place in the

JVehh language.

E was also reduced, occasionally, to the more delicate

and slender sound of /, (cc.) Hence, the Latin verbs,

Egeo, Teneo, Emo, &.c. in their compounds, regularly

take /, in the place of E. And, as A was mutable into

E, and E into /, so the power of the first of these vowels

-was reduced frequently to that of /. In Latin, there

arc not fewer than about twenty simple verbs, which as

often as they are compounded, regularly change A into i.

I, as ee, being, in its own nature, the most slender sound

we can utter, has retained its place, and its power, more

generally than the others.
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By neglecting to form the orifice of the lips, with cine

rotundity, the power of was reduced into an obscure sound,

like that of tlo, in honey, or of 0, in come ; consequent-

ly, it was olten confounded with U, both in delivery,

andin orthography; as custom had reduced that vowel also,

to the same obscure sound, by neglecting to put the lips

near enough together.

U was often reduced into a more slender sound, approach-

ing that of /, or ee ; but still retaining, in some degree, its

natural hollow tone.

This power, the Greeks represented by y ; and the Welsh,

in their popular orthography, by the single U. The simi-

larity of this tone to that of /, has given the Welsh, and

the Greeks, frequent occasion to confound it with i.

The Roman U, often corresponded with Y, (Greek)

and the simple U of the Welsh.'&'

Their best authors, at an age, in which oral delinquency

would have been intolerable, wrote Sulla, or Sijlla, Lubet,

or Libtt, Optumus, or Optimiis, and umus, or imns, in

the termination of all superlatives. /, was the general

centre of the vowels, to which they ail tended, when tliey

left their proper sphere.

A negligent utterance, would, sometimes, reduce either

of the vowels into the obscure sound of 0, in come.

Thus, in English, altar, alter, bird, come, sum ; and,

in Welsh, J, E, 0, and U, are, in certain situations, mu-

table into Y, which represents this obscure sound.

Such innovations, whether introduced by either refine-
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jnent, or by negligence, have proved injurious, by con-

founding powers, which ought invariably to have been dis-

tinct, and by weakening the force of natural expression

;

but we must take these things as we find them.

The following table presents a general view of the changes

I have remarked.

Primitive

Aspirate,

A

E

"{

Hi

He

Hee

Ho

U
{

Hoo

Soft

Breathing.

ea .

ee

00

Mutation,

He, Hi .

e, i . . .

Hi . . . ,

Ho ...

6 . . . .

'f ....

'f ....

Obscure
Utterance,

Ho

Ho

Ho

Ho

Ho, as in honey ; o, as o in come.

Of the consonants, those arc the most forcibly des,criptivc,

and best accommodated by their natural tones to the language
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of gesture, which require a perfect contact of the organs of

speech, at the point of articulation, and the energetic im*

pulse of breath: But of these, one only can be ever pro-

duced, in any one part of the mouth. These were, there-

fore, primitives, necessarily.

P was a labial primitive ;—it was produced by a contact

of the lips, and a forcible impulse of breath.

Twas a dental primitive, and formed by a contact of

the tip of the tongue, with the roots of the upper teeth.

-S may be called sub-dental, formed by the act of pressing

the lower teeth with the tip of the tongue, so forciblyjas to

bend its surface almost into contact with the upper gums.

*L, pronounced as the Welsh hi, may be named a gin-

gival. It is formed, by the act of placing the tongue evenly

against the upper gums, and forcing out breath ou

both sides.

*Il, delivered as Greek 'P, was a palatal primitive. It

is uttered, by fixing the sides of the tongue firmly against the

sides of the palate, and by impelling our breath so forcibly,

as to make the tip of the tongue vibrate against the upper gums.

C, or iv, was a guttural primitive, formed by the con-

tact of the tongue, and the root of the pahiie.

Tlie vocal, and the articulate primitives, already men-

tioned, our first parents must have possessed, in the first

yeari of their existence. Their natin-al efforts, to de-

scribe by ge-jturc; would necessarily call them forth inti*

action.
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As I have already observed, in the vowel, familiarity

of language mu9t have superseded the constant necessity

of energetic exertion. It must have been soon found

practicable, to articulate intelligibly, wiihout uniformly,

forcible impulse of breath. And t\\e organs of speech,

placed in the same points of contact, with a soft breathing,

produce a duplicate of articulations. Thus P is softened

into B, T into i), S into Z, 'L into jL, *it into R, and C
into G.

If these powers are to be regarded as less ancient than

the others, it is evident, that still they followed them at

no great interval. They are less emphatical, and are not

so likely to have accompanied the vehement gestures of

mankind, in \\\e\x first efforts to describe their thoughts ; but

still they are expressions of nature, and fitted admirably to

convey distinct ideas. These, soft articulations may,

for distinction, be denominated sub-primitives.

From these, again, arose another class of powers, which

may be termed refracted, rather than nasal sounds; be-

cause their distinction, amongst themselves, depends upon

the configuration of certain parts in the mouth. Still the

organs of speech are kept in contact, and in their proper

position ; but our breath is refracted in its course, and

passes through the nostrils. Thus B produces M, D pro-

duces N, and G produces ng. All these powers, except,

perhaps, ng, have their appropriate characters in the oldest

alphabets.

But the indulgence of ease in expression did not rest here.

It proceeded, from softening the sounds, by an ease of

breathing, to a negligent formation, as well as a careless

utterance of them.
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Men disused the necessary pains, to put the organs

of speech into complete contact, at the point of ar-

ticulation. Some portion of breath escaped, and vibrated

in the interstice ; a kind of secondary consonants, or semi'

powers were produced. Tims P was reduced to *, or F; B
and M, to V; T to or Th; D to Dh; C to x ox Ch,

guttural, &c.

Tliese, which I would call secondary consonants, may be

deemed of considerable antiquity. They are admitted, in

the utterance of the oldest languages that now remain,

if our mode of delivering them can be depended upon ; butj

their introduction, must have been posterior to the inven-

tion of writing. In most of the old alphabets, we find, that

some, or all of them, w"ant their appropriate characters.

Not one of them is acknowledged, amongst the sixteen

ancient letters of the Greeks :—0, ^, and X, are late addi-

tions, to the alphabet of that people.

As the Asiatics took the lead, in the augmentation of

their alphabets, we find some of the secondary powers, or

aspirates, amongst the series of letters, in which the law

of ilfOSes was written; as, D, ID, and f; but before the in-

troduction of points, they had no appropriate character

for the sound of F or Ph, Bh or V, Dh, &c.

If the Masoret^ mark their primitive mute, with a point,

and if they distinguish the aspirate, or secondary power,

by the simple character, this can prove nothing. The old

letters had no points at all. The nev.' mode of discrimination

was arbitrary; or, at best, could only resolve itself into the

taste of a corrupt age.

Th« change of primitive articulations by the consonanti
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flitherto reinarked, had their use, in supplying copious ma-

terials, for the construction of language, and in affording an

opportunity, for the discrimination of terms. As the se-

condary powers were easily referable to their primitives, no

confusion could arise from their use.

But the love of ease is too prone to degenerate into

vicious indolence. The organs of speech, were suffered,

occasionally, to hang back, so far from the point of con-^

tact, that they could no longer vibrate a distinct intimatioit

of the intended power. Only a kind of obscurely vocal, or

liquid sound was produced ; or breath escaped, either in total

silence, or with a mere aspiration. Thus, in pronouncing

B, or M, the lips are brought into complete contact, if

the contact be imperfect, these powers change to F: if the

lips rest further apart, these powers vanish, in the obscure

U, which is not heard, when mixed with other sounds, ia

rapid utterance.

Let us proceed, in like manner, with the other articu-

lations, but still preserving a due stress of breathing; it will

be found that P first changes into F, and then Hi T into

TA, and H; D into Dh, and a soft breathing; N into a

soft breathing; S into Sh, and H; Z into Zh (like S in mea-

sure) and into a soft breathing ; 'R into H ; R into a soft

breathing; 'L into //; L into a soft breathing; C into Ch

or x> ^^^ ii^to //,• G into Gh, and F, and then into a soft

breathing.

This carel(;oS mode of utterance, which may be called the

solution of sounds, has occasioned confusion of elemen-

tary powers, which ought uniformly to be distinct; as the

obscure U, for B and il/, and Y for G. It has also made

the aspirate JJ, a common representative of several articu-
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lations, and has rendered others totally silent. Hence,

many letters, in all the living dialects, which formerly were

pronounced, as well as written, have now lost their power.

Such letters, orthography often rejects, as expletive, and su-

perfluous, to the detriment of etymology.

The reduction of the consonants to a mere breathing,

whether soft, or aspirate, may be termed an evanescence of

the power. It is a disease, which particularly affects the

language of a people during their descent into the vale of

savage life, in which they daily find less occasion for co-

-pious expressions, for neatnessj and for precision of speech.

c c
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The following scheme presents a general view of

primitive articulations, with inflections, and changes, abov©

enumerated.

CO

to

to

O

«o

S

«o

R

O
CO

Evanescence.

Labial . . . p3

Dental . . .t\

Sub-dental . S)

Gin<i:ivaL . . *L)

Palatal . . .'11

5

Guttural . . C\

F . .

V. .

iTh

2Dh

Sh .

4Zh

U. .B . . . M .

D . . . N. .

3Z . .

L . . .

R . . .

Chz

5Gh Y .G . . . Ng-

1. As in thing. 2. As t/i, in that. 3. As .S'_, in reason.

4. As S, in measure. 5. Northumbrian Hurl.
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Thus, we find an uniform progress, from strength, and
energy, to softness, and tenuity of sound, and, from distinct

precision, to indolent obscurity. Men. being determined

not to take too much pains to speak, contracted a habit of

not taking sufficient pains to speak distinctly. The
indulgence of ease, leads naturally to listless indolence-;

till it ends in slovenly negligence.

For the satisfaction of those who have not considered this

topic, it may not be improper to add some proofs, that

changes like these have actually taken place, in the manner
here described.

In the Cambro-British, there are several mutations of

the letters, which are perfectly regular, throughout the whole

of the language. They have been reduced into a system,

from remote antiquity
;
good writers, and speakers, make no

deviation from them, for the perspicuity of speech de-

pends upon a due regard to them, and they all follow the

order I have delineated.

A changes into E, Ei, and Y; E into 7, £/, Y; inta

Y; W (the broad U) into U (y) and Y; P into P, M, B;

B into M, V; D into N, Dh ; C into G, Ch ; G into

Ng, and a sofi breathing ; 'L into L; 'R into R; and T^

into r/i, Nh, and D.

All these changes are constantly recognised by the usage>

and grammar of this one Celtic dialect ; and, if the col-

lateral dialects be compared with each other, we shall

fmd the mutations extend, as far as the length of the

preceding scale.

In the Irish language, P is mutable into Ph ; T into

c c 2
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Th ; D into Dk ; S into Sh ; C into Ck ; and G into Gk :

and, according to the mode of pronouncing them at pre-

sent, these derivative secondary powers for the most part

have degenerated, either into simple aspiration,—an ob-

scure y,—or total silence.

The old Celtic *Latn, a hand—is, in Irish, pronounced

Lav, and in Welsh, 'Law. 'Lainin, a blade, is, in JVehh,

*Lnvin, in Irish, Lann. Avian, or Amon, a river, in

Irish, is pronounced Avan ; in Welsh, Avon ; in Cornish,

Auon; and in Manks, A'on.

The same observations may be abundantly exemplified,

by the result of comparing the oral, and written languages,

in most countries, especially, accompanied by recourse to

the old orthographies.

Another irregularity of oral language, which has often

affected orthography, maybe te.nne(\. contraction, or the act

cf compounding two elementary sounds into one. In

this kind of anomaly, the organs of speech are not pro-

perly adjusted, so as to utter the two elementary sounds, in

succession, but are placed in some intermediate situation,

which produces a power, paniiking of both. This has fre-

quently happened, in the vowels, which, at first, were all

distinci in their sound, and belonged exclusively to their dif-

ferent syllables. When contracted into diphthongs, one

(or both) of them, loses generally something of its proper

sound; or eke they are both uttered as one power, dif-

ferent from that of their primary effect.

Thus ai, were contracted into an open and broad e, some-

what like the English a, in mane: This contraction, the

Jio-nans fiequt^ntly represented by a single c, and the Greeks
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hy »). That this was the genuuie power of n, appears, by

their mode of spelUng the sound uttered by their bleating

sheep—which is b? ; for, I presume, it will be granted, that

sheep sj^eak their Greek at this day, just as they did two

thousand years ago.

The long i of the Romans, except where it is long by

position, is generally a contraction of ei. Qui is Quei

;

and Virtuti, Firtutti, on the sarcophagus of C. L. Scipio

Barbatus. Si was anciently Sci ; Sive, Seive ; Captiviy

Captdvd, Sec.

This- contraction is, therefore, pronounced, by the Lu'

gfish, more accurately than by the Italians, and French.

SD, or DS, have been thus contracted, by neglecting

to put the tip of the tongue, successively, in contact with

the tipper, and lower teeth, and suftering it to rest in the

intermediate space, which, together with a soft breathing

of D, produces a sound not unlike Z.

In like manner, St, or Ts, were contracted into a

power, approaching to S, hard, and strong, or Ss, but some-

what more lisping, and obscure.

This contraction, was, perhaps, what the IlcbrcziS ex-

pressed by their i'.

Such a metliod of contracting the elements of language,

has produced confusion. Such composite powers fre-

quently want their appropriate characters. Hence, the

necessity of using the symbols ofpure sounds, occasionally,

to rrprcBcnt something different from what they were de-

''it.nied, orii^uially, to denottr.
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Those which 1 have now remarked, are, perhaps, the

chief accidents which have affected the dehvery, and

orthograpliy of primitive, or simple terms. They have

altered the elementary sounds of many terms, and, conse-

quently, the letters, or symbols of those sounds : for, or-

thography too often connives at oral delinquency.

These changes in language, orally delivered, and written,

may present great obstacles to the complete analysis of

original words, and the discovery of their natural ex-

piession.

But, it does not follow, that, because there are diffi-

culties, nothing should be attempted, or that, because there

are such atiomaHes, no regularity can be ever traced. Let

us only find the direction of the current, however devious

the clianncl, it will furnish a clue for the discovery of its

own source.

In this investigation, the following observations may be

of use.

The first principles of a language are to be examined in

Its most natural, and simple terms ; from which terms, all

declinable termiriations are to be removed.

In order to express distinctly the indefinite variety of

ideas, gradually unfolded by the social progress, it was

found expedient, in early periods, to combine with

n leading term, some other, of an equally simple na-

ture, and thus to extend, qualify, diversify, or confine the

meaning.

These adventitious terms are now found, in the shape of
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initial, oxfinal letters, adhering so closely to their princi-

pals, that generally they have been regarded as inseparable

parts.

By analogical comparison, however, it may be discover-

ed, that the same terms, with dillerent initial, ovjinal Ut-

ters, still convey similar ideas ; and tliat the initials hud,

originally, the force of articles, prepositions, or adverbs,

and the final letters, that of terminutive nouns, adjectives,

'participles, etc. This being recollected, it will be evident,

that any individual people, or different nations, may have

compounded their terms variously, or have used very different

prejixes, insertions, and Jinal letters, yet, may not* be

chargeable, with a total confusion of primitive terms.
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Sect. IV. On the names, and natural expressions of the

vowels.

JL NOW proceed to explain the several names of the let-

tersj and to investigate their force and import, in the for-

mation of language. Andfirst of the Vowels,

A.

1. •Primitive power. As Ha, in half, or as n, in

father,

2. Mechanical formation. This power is uttered, by

opening the lips, and the interior part of the mouth, mo-

derately, and evenly, and breathing iirmly, freely, and

steadily, from the larynx, whilst the tongue rests, in its

natural situation, at the bottom of the mouth.

3. By this oral gesture, and this open, uninterrupted sownd,

men may be conceived, naturally, and spontaneously, to

have expressed the ideas of a tendency forwards—positive

continuance, in a uniform state, whether of motion, of ac-

tion, or of rest.

4. Its name, in the Draidical alphabet, and its force,

in the structure of the Celtic language.

The specific name of this letter is, simply, the repetition

of its power. A; but this sound, in the Celtic language,

constitutes a complete and characteristical term, conveying
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the general idea of proceeding, going forth, tending for^

ivards—a positive agency, or state; as appears, by the

following appropriations.

Welsh, A, will go, or proceed forth. It must be re-

membered, that, in this dialect, the third person, future,

is the root of the verb. This is also the case, in the Cor-

7iish, where ^ has the same meaning ; as. My a, I will go

;

Ty a, thou zcilt go.

In Irish, A is a. substantive, with the following appro-

priations: A, Si car, or chariot; a promontory ; a hill; an.

ascent.—What goes, proceeds, or terids forzcards, or 7ip-

zcards ; for, in most languages, the ideas of ascending, and

of being conspicuous, are connected with those o^proceed-

ing, and standingforth: so, on the contrary, terms which

imply a retrograde motion, or a negative tendency, are, also,

frequently used, to signify descent, concealment, or ob-

scuriti/.

A has many other several meanings, but all of them di-

rect and positive. When placed between the nominative

case, and the verb, in either of the Celtic dialects, it lias

the force of the pcrso7ia I and relative pronouns combined,

as Mi a av, " I am he who will proceed." After the verb,

it has the same force, in the objective case, Gunav a

xvnelwijv, '* I will do that ichich I will do." In this po-

sition, it also points out the instrument, or cause; as,

Lladdwyd a chleddyv, *^ He was killed nlth a sword." In

Welsh, .^ is a conjunction, and, also, both; and, in Irish,

a demonstrative article—still conveying a positive, and a

direct meaning.

5. In the Latin and Greek languages, the same principle
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is traced. This element has, evidently, a similar force, in

some of their most primitive terms, to that which has been

remarked in Celtic.

Thus A-io, I affirm, or declare.

A-», Alzcays,forever, continually.

A-u, I breatheforth ; I speak, or declare.

By the admission of different initials, each of wliich ivill

be shewn hereafter, to have its appropriate meaning, thiii

verb forms several compounds, which are generally ranked

amongst primitives. Tliough modified, agreeably to the

nature of their several initials, they all convey the leading

idea of issuing, ox putting forth, a direct a.nd positive ten-

dency ; as,

B-au), I go, orproceed forth.

T-au), I am born, I comeforth; I bring forth.

E-aa', I permit, I let go.

Z-»u, I live, I thrive, I go on.

Qi-»u), I gazeforwards.

K'di), I kindle—cause to moveforth.

A-xu, I i-ee, \ desire—tend forrcards.

M-Ki-, I earnest li/ <ff sire.
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"s-etuj \JlozQ—proceed forth,

T-«w, whence Ta<« (Eustath) I extend.

^'ctu, I shineforth, I affirm, or declare.

6. The symbohcal plant, which represented this power,

was the jir-tree, whose remarkable length and straitness,

are eminently characteristical of continuance, uniformity,

a direct teiidency, a positive state, or proceeding.

The Irish name of this tree, and, consequently, of the

letter, is Ailm, or Ailim, which may be thus derived. Ail,

he hath desired, or willed. It is to be observed, that, in

this dialect, the third person preterite, is the root of the

verb.

Ail, signifies the will, desire, or disposition, to any thing;

also a prominent point:—what tends, or proceeds forwards.

The final jn, or im, in this, and many other words, seems to

be from the old Celtic Em, He,—that, which,—equivalent

to o;, the Greek relative, and termination of nouns: so that

the whole name, Ailim, implies, that which proceeds forth,

or tendsforwards.

Al, in old JFcM, signifies will go or proceed, whence tlie

subjunctive. El, still in use, and Em is written, ev, or ef.

In the orthography of the Welsh Bible, the name would be

Alef, very similar to that of the Hebrew j<.

In Cad Goddau, the allegorical poem, already men-

tioned, Taliesin speaks thus of tl'.e fir-tree, the symbol of

this power.
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Fenidwydd, ynghyntedd,

•
,

Cadeir gyngwrysedd,

O mi goreu ardderchedd,

Ger bron teyrnedd.

" The fir-tree^ in the porch,

" In the seat of the leader of enterprize,

'* Where he acquired renown,

" In the presence of princes."

Here the bard seats this power, in x\\c front of the series,

and recognises his office as a leader.

7. The Greek and Hebrew names of this letter present

similar ideas.

AAip» must be nearly related to A>^-n, honour, precedence ;

Axtpu, I discover, take the lead, or teach a new art ; AXf«;

iihite, clear—what stands forth, or is conspicuous.

^a, Aleph, to direct, guide, teach ; a director, leader.

—Parkhurst.

As the Hebrezcs were careful to distinguish tliis^, and tlieir

other letters, by names of known, and of definite import, it

may be presumed that they were aware of some adequate

reason, for such an accurate distinction. Tlie most obvious

reason must be, that, in the structure of their language, the

power of each letter was perceived to have a force, ana-

lo2:ous to the meaning' of the name assigned to it. A\ e

might, therefore, expect, tl:ar Ahph IickI something of a

positive, demonstrative, or intensive quality—that it tended

and directed forwards, or enhanced the meaning ol: the

powers, Vr-ith which it stood connected. And such a quality
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is, I think, very perceptible, in several tenns of the Ilebrerv

lanouajre.o o

To those who arc critically acquainted with it, I recom-

mend such instances as the following.

12 Bed, alone, single, simple:

12H Abed, to perish—^to be simplified, or decomposed.

n33 Bene, to build

:

DK Aben, a. 7naso}i's level ; ti stone—^n implement, ox ma-

terial for building—what serves to carry on the design.

'i)> Ish, is, are; !i*'X, Aish, a. Juan, an individual. That

which is.

rrDT Deme, to think, to resemble

:

Via, Adam, Man : he zcho was peculiarly endowed witb.

the faculty of thinking—and who was formed, in the like-

ness, or resemblance of his maker.

Thus K, prefixed to nouns or verbs, does not invert, but

rather enhances and confirms the idea, expressed by the

other elements, having the meaning of the preposition to,

and the relative he who,—that which, 8vC.

The middle x conveys the idea of proceeding—or tending

forwards; as, *]1 bed, one, only, alone—the idea of these

elements is rather negative,

1N3 Bad, to explain, declare; a spring—^by the intro-
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duction of K, the idea becomes positive, and tends forwards

nna gee, to repair, cure, restore to its former state; riKa

Gae, to increase, to be lifted up ; proud. mT Dede, to g©

softly \ nm, D'de, tofy swiftly ; si. vulture.

3n> Jbeb, to cry out, with terror, or abhorrence.

3K» Jab, to rfesiVe earnestly, to Zowg ^br.

nVi^ Shle, to be quiet,free, careless.

/N'ly iSAa/, to flsA*, require, demand.

N.B. In expressing the jfiTeftreay words by Roman letters,

I follow Parkhurst, except that I represent n by he, or f//,

not by a simple aspirate

—

e, or a, is sometimes inserted, lo

assist the articulation.

E.

1. As Ilea, in heat, or as Ea, in beat.

2. Let this power be uttered immediately after, or alter-

nately, with an open j4, and it will be found, that all the

organs of speech retain the same position, except that your

tongue is now bent forcibly towards the root of the palate,

as if it were intended, by nature, to arrest, or check the

egress, and free passage of breath.

5. It is, therefore, an evident contrast of tones, and ofsounds,,

to these above intimated, and should convey ideas, diame-

trically opposite. Instead of representing uniform, andfree

continuance o? motion, or agency, a direct, andpositive state,

or tendency; it seems, naturally, to express a sudden
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chrck, motion, or act interrupted, or broken, an indirtct,

perverted, or negative state, or tendency.

4. Its Bardic name is £, and the force of the vowel, in

the Celtic language, is opposed constantly to that of A.

In Irish, it forms an adjective, importing negative qualities

alone, such as leati, thin, miserable. In the same dialect, a

bird is named E-an, perhaps, from its Jiitting, unsteady

motion. In all the dialects, it implies a segregated indivi-

dual, or thing, or an indefinite agent, such as it, before

English impersonals. E, prefixed, in every instance, unless

where it is a mutation of A, is a complete negative, or pri-

vative, and perverts the meaning of the simple word ; as,

JV. Ang. strait, narrozo, confined, whence Anghcn,

distress, need, necessity; Angau, death, (as, in Latin,

angor, angulus, Stc.) but E-ang, wide, spacious, ample

:

angu, to coop up, confine; E-angu, to set at large: Ovn,

fear; E-ovn, bold, intrepid. So in Irish, Ce, dark, con-

cealed; E-ce, clear, manifest: Dearbh, sure, certain;

E-dearbh, false, wrong, uncertain—and so on, through the

language.

It mav hence be gathered, that primary ideas, expressed

by jG, in the old Celtic, were those of a sudden check, an in-

terrupted, or broken act, an indirect, perverted state, or fen-

deucy, and, therefore, negation, segregation, oy privation.

5. The same appears to have been its import, in the

formation of the Latin and Greek languages. Hence,

Gr. E. adv. of complaining

—

Koe! alas! H. adv. of

doubting, or hesitation, or, either. Lat. E, prep, of re-

moval, and jiiivative particle, as in c-nodus. In both lan-

guages, E, with (livers initials, retains the same negative,

privative, and rcif nc^rt'e qualities; as the Latin adv. nc,
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and the Greek vi, in composition; ^vi, adv. prohibitory;

de, re, se, &c. privative, or segregative particles. E, in

Latin, is sometimes an intensive prefix ; as in e-durus

;

but here, it must be regarded as a mutation of A. £«, in

Greek, has anomalous meanings; probably, because, in

the confusion of vowels, in that language, it is put for other

verbs : as, for Au, to go on, to be, or continue, and for lu,

to send to, or place. E«, may primarily have implied, ta

move, remove, take.

The common, and, comparatively, modern Greek, often

substitutes t or x, for the a of the old Doric ; and, on the

contrary, a for the jj of the Doric ; »» or • of the Ionic, and

f of the JEoIic. The cause of this anomaly, was, that, in

the rapidity of utterance, «, t, and », were often reduced into

an obscure sound, which had no appropriate character, and

w^as, therefore, variously represented. However this may
have been, I think, general analogy will warrant the con-

clusion, that the Greek a. privative, was a substitution for

f or«. The positive element a, still retains its intensive, or

augmentative force, as the initial of several words, and it '\i

not probable, that the same power was employed, originally,

to express ideas diametrically opposite.

The same kind of substitution has gained admittance in

the Welsh lano;uagf^, and, 1 think, for the same reason.

We now use the negative particles ad, am, av, an, for the

f.d, em, en, of our oldest manuscripts.

The Lat. preo. a, ah, was probably Ap or aw:, wliich is

lic.^t explained by the Celtic, ap-o, sj)ringi)tg from or

Clit of.

6- The si/mlol, or the reprcicntative of thic power, was the
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asp, or white poplar. The quivering leaves of this tree vfery

aptly represent an intemtpttd, broken motion, or action—''

ftn indirect, perverted state, or tendency,

The Irish liame of this tree, and of the letter, is Eddfidi

From Ad, one and the same, comes Adh, a lanj^ felicitif,

prosperity—what is positive and established—also^ Jit, or

apt to do any thing. By prefixing the negative E, the word

becomes Eadh, unestablished, indirect, unapt, inconstant)

undetermined.

It is sometimes called Ebhadh, which amounts to the

same thing. Eb, without absque, and adh, as befoie.

Of this symbol, Taliesin allegorically remarks.

Gwiwydd gorthorad^

Gorthorysid ynghad.

*' The asp was broken;

" ItwascM^ off, in the conflict."

This is an evident hint, at the inefficient, broken, inter:'

rupted, nature of this element,

7. The Greek E, when deprived of its epithet, retains

only the simple name of the Bardic, and Etruscan letter.

Hra seems to have conveyed an idea oi privation,frustration,

restriction, Sec. Restore the derivative S, to its primativer,

and r,T<x. must be a strainer, whence -n^ttj, -n^i^, to stuain

liquor

—

r^-i^ per coium mittere eto», ?« tai/i, come* near to

this name.

f> d
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It has already been observed, that the primitive vowels

v.ere strongly aspirated, and that this aspiration, has adhered

so closely to the Ilebrezo vowels, as to occasion the mistake

of them for consonants: yet, I think, we can safely pro-

nounce n to have been originally a symbol of the power,

E, He, or Tlih. And the name it bears seems to imply,

that it was acknowledged to have the same general force, in

the structure of the oriental tongues, which it discovers, in

those of Europe.

m Iltth, terror, dread, aversion.

r<Tn Ilcthe, to tahc arcay, remote, hurn,diiSolve,

r\rn Iletheth, to break,frighten, discourage, descend.

And as tlie force of K, in Hebrew words, corresponds to

the import of its name, so does that of n, in an eminent

and peculiar degree. As an initial, it is an absolute nega-

tive, or privative. It perverts the general import of the

elements, with which it is connected ; changes positive ideas

into negative, and negative into positive. I oiler the follow-

ing examples.

yi Bcq, to lay waste, empty

,

pnn Ilebeq, iofold, embrace.

"Xl Ber, to separate, cleanse, char out

,

>2rr Heber, to associate, join.

i-z Bash, tofade, he abashed, iicgkct;

TZir, }Iobash> to hind. gird, hraL govern.
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•ii Ger, to rtmove, pluck arcaif ;

"Un Heger, to gird, strengthen ; a girdle.

pr Zeq, to melt, dissolve, separate

;

p\n Hezeq, to lay hold, be strong.

ntt'D Peshe, to spread, diffuse over

;

Si'Drr Hepesh, to strip, divest.

Di Rab, to multiply, be great;

nin Herab, to ravage, destroy, dry up, rrastCi,

nb^ Sbele, to hefree, quiet, secure;

hivn Heshel, to defeat, break,fatigue.

mt:' Shere, to iinti£, send forth;

nm Hesher, to bind, condense, constipate

A similar contrast, between the words which begin with

n, and those which have not that letter, may be regularly

observed, throughout the langtiage. The negative, or pri-

vative import of n is perceptible, though, perhaps, not so

invariably and obviously, in other situations ; as,

nbn Bele, to mix, mingle

;

bn:i Belli, to nauseate, retch.

n33 Bene, to build, compose

;

jn3 Behn, to try, examine, prove, take apart,

nJ> Ge, to heal, close;

n."5 Geh, to break, burst forth.

D d2
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So, in the third order.

7\i\ Zene, to incircle, unfold, gird round;

nJT Zenebj to cast off, remove, put away.

It is clear, then, that this letter has, in the Hebrew lan-

guage, a discriminate force, which i» clearly marked by its

name, and tliat, in all respects, it is analogous to the

Celtic E.

This furnishes an argument, that the a privative of the

Greeks, as was intimated above, is, in fact, a substitution

for I or 11.

As A was regularly mutable into E, in the old European

languages, so, I think, it evident, that, the Hebrezv n was

intended, as a mutation of k.

H or n is often used indifferently, at the end of words;

as, KtD3 or nLD3, Beta, or Bete, to speak, NDl or n31, Deka,

or Deke, to smite, bniise, stDD or nDO, Meta, or Mete

(chald) to come, una or nnx, Atha or Athe, to come.

These two forms could not have been coexistent from the

beginning. One of them must be regarded as a mutation of

the other; and general analogy points out n, as the muta-

tion of K.

N or n final, has been regarded as equivalent to the re*

petition of the second radical; n cannot, therefore, have

the negative quality of n, but must be of the same nature

as X.

Tt has the force of that power. It is a demonstrative
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particle, and, as an initial, it confirms the meaning of the

other elements; as, "71 Dek, to bruise; "7in Edek, to bruise,

crush. n3D Peke, and TDH to change, overthrow.

Itsname is related to the Chald. adv. Nn Ea, Lo, Behold,

and to the Heb. personal, N»n Eia, he, she, that, this, both

which may be referred to the verb n'n Eie, to be, to come

to pass,

I.

1. As the English pronoun. He, or ee, in meet.

2. In uttering this tone, or sound, the tongue is thrust for-

wards, till it rests against the lower teeth, at the same time, it

closes the whole interior of the mouth, except a confined

and a direct passage for breath, along the middle of the

palate,

3. By this oral gesture, and the sound it produces, might

be naturally described, the application or direction of a

tiling, to hsproper object ov place. A being, or becoming,

appropriate or internal—what approaches, is applicable,

subservient, inherent, &c.

4. The Bards named this letter^ by the mere repetition of

its power, which, in Welsh, implies into, to, for, totcards,

pertaining to; as, / fordd, into a road; I ddyn, to or for

a man; / lawr, tozcards the flat surface—downwards; Mae

J mi, there is pertaining to me^

When used without an external object of direction, it

refers to solf; as nid av i, I will not go, as to myself; mi

ddywedais i, I said myself.
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In Irish, I signifies, an art or science—skill or knowledge,

that is appropriated and inherent, and applicable to its

proper purpose; an island—that is^ internal, or encom-

passed (land) ; loze, inward.

5. The same force of this power appears in the Greek i-j,

whence tfi; and »»!/>oi, to send, to place; and in its derivative,

»o?, a missile zoeapon, an arrow, or a spear, which is directed

to a certain object. It seems to have the same meaning,

as a preiix; as, t-aarw, to send to, shoot at, i-xXhu, to send, to

aim at. But what more decidedly marks its force, in this

language, is the circumstance of its forming the termination

of the dative case singular, in all the various declensions of

substantives, adjectives, pronouns, and participles, of what-

ever gender : and its returning again, in the same case, in

the plural, either alone, or accompanied by the emphatic

<;, or K When it is recollected, that the termination of

cases, were originally separable terms, importing relative

ideas, it must appear, that the framers of the Greek lan-

guage regarded /, in the same light that our Celttz did, as

implying an appropriation, application, or direction, to a

certain object—into, to, for, ioicards, pertaining to. The

preceding observation may be extended to most of the

Latin declensions.

6. The symbol of I was the i/ew tree, the peculiar use of

which, in the construction of the bow, suthciently cha-

racterizes the force and the import of this element. The

name is Idho, perhaps from Id, direct, upright, just—
ceilainty and precision. Idh implies z/sc, fruition, appro-

priation, and Idho, in Welsh, to him, to or for it.

Of this symbolical tree, Talicsin says, in the allegorical

poem, quoted above

—
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Gwrthodi gwrthodes,

Ereill tylles,

Pan goreu gormes,

Vm jnhlymnw3'd maes,

Gorwythawg Gyvv-wyd^.

" Disdaining those who avoided him,

And transpiercing others.

When he made his ini-oad,

In the strife of the field,

Was the fiercely-impelhng yew.'*

7. lura,, according to Ilesych, imphes a prominentpoint.

It may signify direction to a thing, from »« to send : or

rather, admitting the general force of the clement, let us

prefix it to uBiw, anciently, «t«w, and we shall have turxu, to

push forwards, to thrust into, exactly corresponding to the

Celtic idea, and almost a synonym of the Hebrew T, or m>
Id, or Ide, to cast, or shoot at. This verb also implies, to

praise, to love, to confess; which have no other perceptible

afhnity, with the former appropriations, than that they

denote actions, peculiarlj/ directed to a discriminate

object.

But we must regard T, Id, a hand, as tl)e Ilchrczc repre-

sentative of this power ; for, in ihe Ethiupic alphabet,- it is

called ]D', Imen, the right hand.

The force of >, in the Ilehrezc language, may be inferred

from its use, in forming the future, or approaching tcjise of

all verbs—in forming appellative and proper names, where

it denotes the application or inherenci/ of a certain quality—

•

in pointing out the effect, or consequence of the particij)lc

active, when inserted after the first radical, as from riTT-
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Ruek, breathing, nn Odour or exhalation

:

—in importing

the effect, or consequence of the participle passive, when

inserted after the second radical ; as from liyp Ketsur, cut

down, I^J^p Ketsir^ harvest; and from its being the cha-

racteristic of the conjugation Hiphil, which imports to

cause to do, or imphes an especial direction, or application

of the agent, or subject;, to the action or intent of the

verb,

O.

i, As Ho, in hold, or as o, in go.

2- In uttering this power, alternately with the preceding,

it may be observed, that the organs of speech entirely re-,

verse their position. The tongue which, in pronouncing

ee, advanced to the teeth, almost closed up the mouth, and

confined the breath to a direct and narrow passage, is now
retracted, retires from the palate, and leaves the way open.

The lips, at the same time, are forcibly projected outwards,

with a large and circular opening.

The whole mouth is adjusted, as nature itself would dis-

pose it, for the act of vomiting, or casting forth.

S. By this gesture, and its correspondent sound, an ide«,

diametrically opposed to that of /, or ee, would be sponta-

neously expressed—a casting, yielding, ox putting forth—
an emanation, or projection, from a certain thing ; instead of

(applicationy direction, or relation, to a peculiar object.

4, The jJOKvr of this letter, which constitutes its Bardic

name, has appropriations in the Celtic, exactly contrasted

to those of I ; as, W, I, to, for, toxcards, into, pertaini>ig
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to; O, in all the dialects of, from, out of, resulting from.
Irish, I, internal skill, or knowledge ; lorv,Jlat, inward—O,
an auricle, or ear, an event—what projects, proceeds, or

emanatesfrom. I-ar, the west, in-going (of the sun) O-ar,
the east, out-going; also, a voice, effusion o^ sound.

These examples may suffice, to ascertain the fact, that o,

in the Celtic, expresses the general idea of casting, yield-

ing, or putting forth—emanation or projection from a
thins:.

5. In the same light, this power seems to have heen re-

garded, hy the first framcrs of the Latin and Greek lan-

guages. I give the following examples.

0-men, properly, a voice—effusion of sound

—

*' Voces hominum qute vocant omina." Cic.

0» fMi, a Kai/, path ; voice, singing,

O-dor, o^-^r), o^-y.-n, scent—issuingfrom,

nu, the border of a garment—what extends from—n-«;

Ov-^;, an ear, or auricle—what projects or extends jrom—
whence, Ov-ccnoc, Orph. exlrcme, it/timate. P.-ov, o-.-um, an

egg,—what is yielded, or put forth.

0-<?, Ot-/.s a slieep—what goes forth from the fold. This

meaning of the \s ord, may be inferred, from its synonym,

r c?aT&>, EX- -jTi^o ct Qxw. A sheep, in Irish, is Oi, in the old

Celtic, it seems to have been O, whence the Welsh, 0-en,

the Cornish and Jrmonian, O-an, and the Irish u-an,coi-
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ruptly for 0-an, a lamb, q. d. a little sheep. An and e« are

diminutive terminations, sufficiently known.

6. This power was represented by two several symbolical

plants; and consequently, had two symbolical names. which

shews that the Celtce varied their symbols, for local con-

venience. At the same time, the nature of these symbols

indicates their scrupulous adherence to the original idea.

The most general symbol was the furze. The sharp

prickles of this plant characterize the force of this oral

sound, as they are not determined to any certain direction,

but diverge and radiate every way, from the stem. lt»

name is Onn, or Oin. On, and Oin, import any thing knty

also, gain profit—what is yielded forth, what emanates or

results from any thing. Onn, a stone, or a point of a

rock—saxum; a horse—\yhai projects, or springs forth.

The other symbol was the spindle tree, or prick-wood.

Irs name is Oir, which also signifies an issuing forth, as in

Oir-thir, the east—the land of the out going—Or and Oir,

imply a t'Oic^,- an extreme bor-der ox edge—w^At i^ssucs oi

projects from.

Of the furze, TaUesin, says

—

Eithin ni bu vfid,

Er hynny gvverinad.

*' The furze did not do well.

Nevertheless let it spread abroad.'^

7. The Greek names of o and n, when stript of thi-Ja?
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epithets, px^oy and ^iy«, amount to nothing more than the

simple Bardic name of this element.

The Hebrew y has been regarded as a consonant,, repre-

senting the sound of ng, gn, &c. and it has been variously

rendered, in proper names, by the translators of the

Bible into Greek. It may hence be conjectured, that

it generally retained a strong aspiration, and that its vocal

power was obscurely uttered, during the latter ages of the

Jewish nation.

There are, however, grammarians who acknowledge it,

as a vowel, equivalent to o, and this opinion is confirmed, by

its place in the alphabet, and by the frequent representation

of it, in proper names, by that letter.

Its name y^, Oin, which implies a spring, ox fountain,

affords a stronger proof of its real identity with the Celtic

O : for no object in nature can be more characteristical of

casting, yielding, or putting forth—emanation, or projec-

tion. In De Gebelins Monde Primitif, there is a

Phanician inscription, in which this letter seems to be in-

tended, as an image of the sun. It is a circle, encompassed

with rays.

In Older to discover the force of y, in the structure of

Hthrczo terms, 1 would first oiler a lew instances, in which

it stands contrasted with the positive K.

3K Ab, a father, author, cause ;

ny Ob, a cloud, a beam—obstruction put forth,

ms Abed, to perish—ceasefrom exertion;

l^y Obcd, to serve, till, labour—put forth, exertion.
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The same contrast returns in,

^OK Amel, to perish, languish

;

Voy Omel, to labour, exert,

»K Ai, an Island—retiredplace ;

»j; a heap—prominent.

«1^K Aleph, to direct, guide, teach

;

«]/y Olep, to cover, conceal—put away, direction.

y\i^ Arb, to lie in ambush—meditate injury, to view;

i"iy Orb, to become surety—protect from injury; to

darken—removefrom view.

The contrast between K and y, in these and similar in-

stances, is sufficiently obvious. The former leads on and

accompanies the force of the other elements, whether po-

sitive or negative ; the latter pw^s away, puts forth from, or

out of.

The same property of the initial y may be perceived,,

where it is not opposed to K ; as,

T\Q1 Bete, to he confident, rash;

E)3j; Obetj toborrow upon pledge.

n"i3 Bere, to cleanse, purify

;

"tuy Ober, to pass over, die—clear out—depart,

p? Zeq, to strain, separate, melt;

pry Ozeq, to fence round—fix, conjirm.

n2f"i Retse, to accept, delight in : to run;

pi? Orets, to dismay, tcrrifj/j bruise, break topiecffS^
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The middle y is generally found in verbs, which imply a

requiringfrom, 2i putting forth, or issuingfrom, or out of,

excepting where it is connected with powers,, which, of

themselves, import such actions j as,

nys Boe, to seek, requirefrom,; to boil up-^issuc forth,

£5yn Bot, to kick.

no Bith, a house, abode, settlement:

nys Both, tofrighten, disturb—drive from,

Ti?T Zok, to cut of, Dy? Zom, furi/, rage,

fjyr Zop, to rage, tohefurious.

7}jfD Toe, to seduce—leadfrom,

ny' Joe, to remove, sweep azcay,

HDD Kese, to include, contain, DO Kis, a hag;

DVD Kos, to be enraged—incontinent.

*iyD Sor, to be violent, tumultuous; a storm, whirhK:ind,

nyxTsoe, to spread, stretch out—wander.

•f^X Tsod, to go, proceed, march—depart.

\$)i Tson, to remote-—depart.

pyjf Tsoq, to cry aloud, exclaim—putforth the voice.

f]j;"l i^op> to drop, distil—run out.
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3Nn Thab, to /dng/dr ;

3yn, Thob^ to loathe, abominate.

Pi)n Thne, to mark, lintit;

rf]}n Thoe, to err, go astray.

As there are more freqtient duplicates of the third radical

than of any other, it might be conjectured, that it is less

cgsential, in fixing, or determining, the import of the word

;

yet, in this situation, y, of, from, out of, preserves its entire

force ; as,

Tr{iGedie,to penetfat€,dUt;

y*7J, to cut off, cut awayfrom.

ni:j Gue, to form into a body, >u Gui, a nation; jfM Guo,

to die, expire—go out,

nir Zue, a store-house, granary—secure place;

yir Zuo, to move, remove,

n:i' Ige, to afflict, grieve; y:i» Igo, labour exertion,

nnV Lethe, a n'ardrohc, a repository

;

Vrb Lclho, to pull out, break.

213 Nub, to blossom, germinate

;

3/33 Nebo, to gitsh out, be ejected, thrown off,

r,-u Nue, to dzccll; ;^13 Nuo, to nander, move.

HDJ Ncse, \o try, furore; i^pa '^QSOftoJavrney, depart.

•^'Q Pid, dr.iamiiy ; ;*73 Pedo, to deliver, extricate.
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n*>D Pre, to increase, bear fruit; no Pri, fruit

;

yiD Pro, to make bare, strip off",

n*t2^D Peshe, to spread, diffuse, grozo

;

yit'OPesho, to rebel, transgress; go away.

3f? Kab, a. measure, nip Kabe, a receptacle;

j^npKaho, to pierce, bereave, rob, spoil.

^np Kel, to assemble, gather together;

ybp Kelo, to sling, a slinger, carver, graver—throzving,

cutting out.

Such examples regularly occur, to th« end of the

alphabet.

U.

J. As IIoo, in hoof, or as oo, in food.

2. In uttering this sound, the organs of speech are nearly

in tlie same situation as they were in o, excepting that the

lips are not so forcibly projected, are nearly closed, and

somewhat raised from the exterior gums, so as to form the

whole mouth into a complete cavern, with a low entrance,

through which the breath reverberates, with a hollow

sound.

3. There is, therefore, a specitic difference between tiie

powers of o and u. The former expresses an emaiiation, or

projection; the latter naturally describes a circumfusion,

an envelope, or loose covering, consQC[U(ini\y im'ide holloti'

nfss, capacitj/, orpme.trability.
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4. The Bardic name is ocf, or zd, which, at |ifesent, con-

stitutes no complete term, in the Celtic language, I must

here remark, that there seems to be some error, in the con-

ception of our late Bards, respecting this vocal power.

They regard it Hot as a primitive, but as an inflection or

derivative of o; yet it is distinguished in their alphabet, by

a simple character, the general criterion of their radical

letters, whilst the character of o is an evident compound

of their a and broad u; and the Welsh language, in more

than a thousand instances, regularly contracts are? into o.

The broad u, on the other hand, has frequently usurped the

province of the ancient o, to the detriment of etymology.

Notwithstanding this irregularity, the genuine force and

import of u may be distinguished, in a multitude of very

simple terms.

Thus, in Welsh—

Hu, an overlooker, or guardian : Hud, illusion : Hudd,

a covert, shade : Hiiv, a mantling, or coveri?tg : Hvg, a

coat, loose gow7i : llul, a cover, coverlet: Hun, a ft of

sleep, slumber: Hzvv, a hood, or cozcl: Hws, a covering

f

housing, horsecloth.

U, or W, retains its peculiar force, with different initials

and finals; as, Bw, an overseer: Bid, a round, hollow

body : jBsct, an enclosure : Bwt, a hole, concavifi/ ; Czjc,

concavity : Czcb, concavity, a cup : Czech, any round hollozi)

vessel, a boat : Czcd, a bag, poucli: Cudd, darkness, gloom :

Czcv, rising over, compressing : Czcdl, the stomach : Ca'w, a

hvllozi', shelter: Czcr, a border, nook: Czct, a cot, stri

:

Du, black: Dzib, mortar, plaster.
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Ta, a veiling over : Fa-ant, disguise : Fug, delusion^ dis^

guise, Sfc. to the end of the alphabet*

So, in /;7*sy^, uagh, n grave, den, cave: Um, about, sur-

rounding: uniha,i\ cave,aholtotCi

Corn. U-ag, W. Gjrag, empty, hollorc, &c.-

These words possess no elementary power, in eommon, but

t{, or zc, yet the idea of circumfusiou, enveloping, covering,

or hollozcness, uniformly pervades them all. It consequently

appears, that such are the general expressions of this/io//ory

sound, in the Celtic languagCi

5. And it had evidently the same force, in the Latin and

Greek. Hence 'vu, to rain, to circumj'use, or sprinkle over^

'dvu, (from a, priv. and'i^) to dry, or parch up—to deprive,

of moisture ; xtp-vu, to draw zvater, &c.

Water being a most penetrable substance, and very apt by

its nature, to overzchehn, or diiluse itself about other bodies,

has appropriated many terms which, primarily, implied cir-

CHiiifu&ion, covering, hollozi'ness, &.c. in general; as,

\^-u};^,'vJ-o<;,'vo-ixi zcatcr ; hu-mor, s'ud-or, zi-dus, (}). uidus)

Sec. 'i? (t'-»:) .s'/<.s, a, szcine—delighting in j/tirc, or moisture.

Yet several compounds, or derivatives of 'vu, iui})ort an

enveloping, or covering, v/here water is not concerned ; as,

Q-vcc, to stop up, to cover : x-vu to cam/ in the womb : o-vu, to

zcet, soak, drorcn; ;dso, to. pat on a garment—go under any

envelope, or cover, whence, ^.v-Cvu, to put on, a-rro-ovu^ ik-'^vu^

to put o//'. The Latin tongue rejects the adventitious d,

in exuo, exnvlte.
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6. Tlie symbol of this power was the Heath. It Is the

pecuhar property of this plant and well known, to diffuse

itself, 0VC7' the mrface of the earth, to which it forms a loose

and very hollow covering. Its name is Ur, which term has

also the following significations. Noble, goiej'ous—supe-

rior in quality; green, verdure—which spreads over, in-

vests the trees and fields

—

mould, earth—which diffuses it-

self over the surface—a border, or brim—which extends

round

—

mischief', slaughter—which overrc helms : In short,

any thing which covers, overwhelms, or spreads over, and

therefore, renter is included amongst its meanings, as ap-

pears from the following derivatives; ur-ach, a rcater vessel,

huttie, pail, bucket. L'ir-?ieis, yi furnace, or boiler; iiir-

treana, pools left in the sand, at low water.

W. C. A. D\c-r, rcater : C. ur-anach, a frog, q. d,

aquatic. In the Basque, or old Ca?ifabriait tongue, lira

isicater; but the term seems to regard this element, only in

its covering, or circumfusive capacitij ; for, in the same

language, aria, is a surrounding fence, a walled city.

Y^, ovp and ur, conveyed tlie same general meaning, in Greek

and Latin, as appears from v^-ov, ASicarm; ^'§-^o^, a honey-

comb; vfP-ic, a basket : or, with the dipiitliong ot,, which ge-

nerally represented the primary, and proper power of u,

o-jp oc, aj)rosperous rcind: a guard: ov^-ctvoq, heaven, the air;

tlie roof of the mouth—what covers over: otp-oi/, urine,

neater, Lat, nr-ina. But ur, in Latin, as in Celtic, sig-

nified zcater, in general. Hence, ur-ccus a pitcher, pot

for water: Ur-na, a nater vessel; a measure for liquids:

lir-ino, to dive, szcim wider zcater: ur-ica hurt coming to

corn I'roni too much moisture. These last words intimate,

that ur, as a principle of tiie J^atin tongue, regards water

as a eircunifusion—enveloping, or coveri)ig. Lr-o, to l)urn,

or overuhebu with fire, comes back to the general meaning
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of ur. Tigurium, a cottage, is, probaWy, a Celtic word,

for tigh, in Irish, is a house, and ur, heath, or earth. Aur^

um,gold—W. Armor, aur, n-ur, that which cotters, or is

spread over the surface.

This precious metal may have been so named, from its

ancient use in overlaying. Should this name be referred

rather to "^IK, Aur, to shine, or give light, it amounts to the

same thing—a circumfusion of rays.

That %pv?o? originally meant an oterlaT/, will, perhaps, ap-

pear probable, if it be compared with certain other Greek,

and Celtic, terms; as, j(S'oo« ^^ov?, ^^^^ ; "V^'. Croen; Corn.

Crohan; Arm. Crochen; I. Croione, a slci)t, or hide; W.
Crys, a shirt; (envelope;) Arm. Cres, a garment; I,

Creas, a girdle—^^oa, ^^'mij.x, colour, an outside appearance.

These words, in their sound, and in their meaning, have an

obvious affinity with each other, and with %.•''««?• They all

present the idea of compressing, enveloping, or covering.

Of the heath, which is the symbol of u, Taliesin, says,

Grug bu ddyddamnad,

Dy werin swynad,

Hyd gwyr erlyuiad.

" The heath was a defender on all sides—

•

" Thy sc[uadron was protected,

" Till pursuit turned aside."

7. 1, Fan, or //, in ]Jel>rcrc, constitutes a particle, sig-

nifying, and, for, therefore, icith, ik.c. including and coa-

nrcting the rubjects of discourse.

K C li
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p flu, h rendered a hook, the capital of a pillar—what

goes round or coven.

1 Occupies the place of a radical, only in the middle of

Ilebrezo verbs ; but in this situation, it seems to impress the

same general idea of circumfusiou, passing on the surface,

covering, inside kolloz&ness, which we have remarked, in the

ancient languages of Europe. The following examples,

in which 1 stands before 3, may suffice to ascertain this fact,

and furnishes additional proofs that the Hehrezc lan-

guage arose from principles, moi'e simple and natural, than

those roots, which have generally been the last resort of

etymology; and that these principles are the very same

which the Celtic dialects, so eminently claim.

DIN Aub, a conjuror, a ventriloquist—who covers, or con-

ceals his mj'stery—a bottle.

DO Bub, to be holloa:, to make hollozc.

HU Gub, a cistern, cave, scale of a fish; pridt ; a locu$(.,

2)"] Dub, a bear, arctus. 2)1 Zub, iojloic, filth.

2in Ileub, to be hid, a debtor, guilt
ij, (n priv.)

2VlO Tub, good, godltj—of any superior qualifj/.

2)^ Nub, to blossom, germinate—cover ziithjiozcers. See.

2))} Oub, to cloud, cover.

nVuL' Shub, and Chald. mn Thub, to render, return, re^

Zi;ard, rcplij—cover a lurnier action.
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Ub, In the Celtic, liowever connected, gives tlie idea of a

coverings overwhelming, circunifusive thing.

W. Tcb, violence, oppression: B' zcb-ach, a bugbear, ter~

fifier : Cwb, a cup, concaviti/, a hut,

Dzcb, mortar, plaister : G zcb, a moan, a hollow cri/.

Irish. Bub-tadh, threatning, frowning upon.

Bubh-ach, sly, crafty, wily—covering his designs.

Cubh-ar,froth : Cub-et, scorn, superciliousness.

Dubhf black, dark, ink; great—superior.

JDubh-ach, a. tub: Dubh-ar, a hook, snare; spider.

Dub-la, a sheath, a case.

Fub-al, a tent : Fubha, a scar, incrustation^

Gubh-a, mourning; a bottle.

Lub, craft, deceit, subtlety ; aplait, or fold.

Rubh-a, a hurt, wound: Subh-a, moisture, juice, sap.

Tub-ag, a tub, vat.

Tubh-a, a shezc, appearance : Tubhe, thatch.

So, in Latin, Bubo, an owl—covering itself.

Cuba, to lie along or upon: Dubium, a doubt—obscu-
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Tit)/: NubeSf a cloud: Nuho, to many a man—to veil:

Pubca—suber, a cork : Tuber, fungus^ excrescence : Vber^^

an udder, fruitfulness.

I offer a few examplesj in which 1^ stands between vari-

ous initials and finals.

:11V Lugj a measure of liquids.

31D Sug, Chald. to inclose, force rouyid.

-fID Sud^ secret, council, compam/.

*7l2f Tsud, to lie in zvait; a net.

^^Vil'' Shud, to plaister : r\)b hut, to cover, hide.

riVul* Slmt^ to go about, vieu' round.

"J1D Suk, to anoint, cover: yD Puk, pumt.

*]ir Shuk, to hedge : '-\yo Thuk, covered, nickednesa

;

b)^ Kul^ to measure, contain.

^iy Tsui, to shroud, shade, cover.

^ip Kill, a noise, thunder.

bV'L' Shul, iheborder, orfringe of a garment.

DV Jum, day : D13 Num, slumber.

DID Pum, Chald. a mouth, cavity : \v Jun, mire, mud.
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\)D Pun, dubious: DD Cus, a covered cup, an owl,

y)2 Niio^ to 77iove, zcander—-jpr/ss over.

*)U Gup, to shutJ inclose—cover.

f))if Oup, iojii/,flutter ; darkness ; an cj/elid.

*]Mi Tsup, to inclose, overspread, overlay^ oveifloxVf cmn'

prthend ; scorn; a honeijcomb.

f]lp Kup, to surround, encompass, inclose

f])\:} Siiup, (chald) to hide, to cover.

I'lD jNIuts, 7<«s/t-s, c/<ff^; pD Puts, to overflow.

yiW Shuk, to overflow ; to desire. Sec.

When due allowance has been made f-^r the diversities of

the meaning, produced by th^^ force of the initial, and final

letters, it must be observed, that the general idea oi' circunifu-

sion, zcandering over, covering—or the relative idea of inside

hotlowness, or capacity, presents itself in every one of

these examples, which admit of the middle i. 1, therefore,

deem that element, an essential part of the terms,

thougli it be often dispensed with, in the forming the

verbs. See.

It will beremarked, that, in expressing the Ilebrcw wo^dii

by JioMrtn characters, I constantly give the same power to

each letter, without regard to the masoretic points. 1 mean

to enter into no debate respecting them, or to deny,

that they convey the authentic pronunciation of the Jews^
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during certain ages; but, in a work of this- kind, which en-

ters into the elementar}" principles of language, their use is

inadmissible. The Hebrew letters, like all others, must

originally have been symbols of certain, and appropriate

sounds. The Jezcs have preserved the ancient orthography

of their sacred records; but the tumultuary circumstances

of that nation, must have introduced numberless anomalies

and corruptions of pronunciation, whilst they, as yet, con-

tinued to speak Hebrezc. How abundantly must those ir-

regularities have been multiplied afterwards

!

I trust, the examples I have adduced, under the vowels,

will suffice to prove—that the Hebreic and European vowels,

which 1 have classed together, were originally the same, as

to their main /o;'cc; and effect.

That the oriential and Europeayi languages arose from the

same principles; which principles are founded in nature—

-

and that, however xoral sounds may have been varied by

dialects, or disregarded by philologists, they were once

understood to im.press a tone upon the meaning, as weJl as

upon tlie sound of the words,
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Sect. V. Of the names of the consonants, and the natural

force and expression of their respective powers.

T,HIS subject I shall touch briefly, at present, as it is my
intention, to subjoin some examples of the force of the con-

sonants, in connection with the several vowels respectively.

B.

This articulation is formed, by an easy and a natural

openinp; of the mouth, without any forcible impulse of

breath, or protrusion of the lips, or of any othcir vocal

organ.

It may, therefore, be naturally applied to express the idea

of simple jjerception—the being of any thing, in a

quiescent stiite or condition, and hence receive the following

appropriations.

—

Being, to be, thing, or zchat is, condition,

or state of being.

Its name, in the Bardic alphabet, is Bi. This term,

in Welsh, signifies, f^^V/ be; in Irish, haih been: in both

languages, it is the root of the essential verb, to be.

Bi, seems to have had the same meaning in the formation

of tiie Greek and Latin tongues; whence Bt-ou, to live, or

£tist: B»-c?, life—existence; sustenance, or means of being ;

goods, or 7iecessaries of life.

J.at. Bivo, to live; Bita, life. Bixit and Bita, are
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still found in Roman inscriptions, and in some of their

manuscripts, for vixit and vita. The Latin v is frequently

a mutation of B.

The symbol of this jx)wer was the Birch, which a local

necessity seems to have substituted, for the Palm. Its

name, in Irish, is Beith, which implies, also, to be, being,

essence, existence.

The termmay be resolved intoij^-

—

is—and ite—similitude,,

or ith,—sustaining. Perhaps the Birch was so named, from

the circumstance of its re-producing its species, from the

fibres of the root.

The characteristical property, which entitled it to re-

present the power of B, and the idea of existence, was not

considered, by the British Bards, as very obvious; foi

Ta/icsin says

—

Bcdw, er ei vawr-vryd,

Bu hwyr gwisgyssyd

;

Nid er ei lyvrder,

Namyn er ci vawredd.

" The Birch, notwithstanding his great intent

—

It was long ere he was arrayed

;

Not because of his dullness.

But because of his <2:reatness."O'

The names of n>2, Bith, and By;T«, are similar to the

Celtic Beith, in their orthography, and, perhaps, in their

primary import. The force of n, in designing a limit, or

inclosure, will be shewn hereafter ; and, therefore, DO, a

house, ox abode, may be defined a limit, ox place of being.
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or existing, JB»Ta, Btira, or Br^rx, in old Greek, may have

been the same as b»ot>5, life, and yet have had a retrospect to

Bxi;, or BaiTflt, the palm branch.

Pronounced as K, or as C in cofne.

This articulation is made, by fixing the root of the

tongue, firmly, against the root of the palate, so as, entirely,

to fill, and close up the interior part of the mouth, till

breath forces its way with strong impulse.

It has already been shewn, that such an oral gesture, and

its correspondent sound, attend of course any efforts to

hold, or contain, a large mass with both arms, and also to

catch, reach, or touch a distant object.

This tone, therefore, is not limited to the expression of

one sijuph idea ; but naturally describes a holding, contain-

ing, or comprehending—a reaching, touching, or catching—'

attaining to, or apprehending.

Its name, in the lots of Druidism is Ci (Ki)

The term, in Irish, imports to perceive, or apprehend, to

see ; to lament, or feel the touch of zcoc.

Ci-aw, in J\ ehh, is to perceive, comprehend, or ap^

prchend.

" Rhyveddav na chi-awr." Tal.

" I wonder it is not perceived.*'
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Tiie root Ci, then, signifies, will perceive, comprehend,

or apprehend. Hence, in Welsh, Cornish, and Armorican,

a dog, is called Ci, from the quickness of his senses, or

from his use in catching and holding.

The symbol of this power was the Hazel, a tree which

collects its fruit into clusters, holds it in a deep calix, and

finally, shuts it up, in an impervious case, or shell. Its

name, in Irish and Welsh, is Coll, which, in the former

dialect, signifies a ^earf, also the end of a thing; hence,

coll means loss, destruction—ending, or conclusion. Col,

in Welsh, signifies a projecting bodi/, a sharp hillock, or

peak ,• a promontory ; a sting, or point.

But, agreeably to the genius of the Ce/^/c language, col,

or coll, may be regarded as mutations of cul, or czcll,

which are highly characteristic of the hazel, and of the

import of this elementary sound.

I. Cul, custody ; a chariot; a cover: Culla, ti hood, or

cover—W. Czell, the stomach—receiver ; also, the head,

whence Czocczoll, (Czed-czcll) a cap, or bonnet, q. d.

hcadcase.

Hebrew ^D Cul, to comprehend, contain, include.

Of this symbol, Taliesin pertinently says

—

Collwydd, barnyssid

Eiryv (\y argyfryd.

" Hazel, it might be deemed.

Thy comprehensions are numerous »"
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The name of Kawwa, was, probably, equivalent to jta/xa-u,

a hcnding round, an inclosing, or to Ka/*v]/a, a chest, coffer,

box, capsa.

X'hacl a similar meaning: %»«, a lurking hole, a receptacle,

from ^liu (p. x'«) to hold, contain : Eustath. JSearly allied

to these, and to each other, were the Caph and the Koph of

the Hebrew : n>DD Caphe, to curve, inflect, whence f]D Cop,

the hollow of any thing, a c/i-p, vessel of capacity ; pi. D>D3

Caphim, caves, caverns, receptacles.

F)lp Kup, to surround, encompass.

We may, then, regard C, Q, K, X, 2 and p, as originally

one element, expressing the general ideas of containing, or

comprelicnding, and touching, attaining to, or apprehending.

D.

The articulation of this letter, before a vowel, is formed,

and uttered, by closing the edges of the tongue to the

upper gums, thioughout their whole extent, and suddenly

laying it open, cliher wholly or in part, according to the

nature of the vowel. Before e and i, on]y the tip requires

to be removed; but before the broad vowels, the separation

must be complete.

In describing, by gesture, and communicating an idea of

expa)i:/ion, or uifolding; the hund.s are brought close to-

gether-, and laid flat, and then sudden I v sj)read, or ex-

panc'cd different waj's. A natural aptitude, to express

idcj's ijy the voice, would s])ontancous!y dispose the organs

of speech, at the same instant, to mimic this gesture, the
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necessary consequence of which would be the utterance of

the power, D, accompanied by some vocal sound.

We may, therefore, consider this power, as descriptive,

naturally, of expanding, spreading, unfolding, laying open,

distribution, or division.

Its Bardic name is Di, which, at present, is used, in the

Welsh language, only as a privative prefix ; as, achates, a

cause, di-achazvs, causeless—separate from a causer AchleSf

succour, di-achles, unsaccoured—separate from succour, &,c.

Di had anciently other appropriations. It was a term for

the Deity, instead of which we now have Dai, the disposer,

the distributer. Di, also, implied day, as it still doea, in the

Armorican.

Dia, in Irish, signifies God; day—what unfolds, lays

open. >"7, De, in Chaldaic, signifies the Omnipotent, ins xt

also does in Hebrew, with the relative li' prefixed. It

was therefore an epithet of the Divine Being, in the early

ages.

The symbol of D was the expatisive oak. Its name was

Duir, which may be a compound of Du, spreading over,

and air, he arose. This derivation is confirmed by the

JVelsh Dzvijr, a rising and expanding—the duicning of light

:

Dzcyre, to rise into viezo, expand, open, unfold. An old

Bard SOX?-, of tlie blade of corn—

" Dcwr cgin drryreoedd yn das."

'' The vigorous shoot expansively rose into a pile."
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Of this symbol Taliesiii speaks, in the following remark-

able terms

—

Dcrw, Bnanawr,

Rhagddaw cryneu nev a Llawrt

Gelyn glew—Dryssawr

Ei enw, ym peullawr.

'' The oak, the mover

!

Before him heaven and earth would tremble

—

A severe foe.—The door-guard

Is his name, in the table hook."

We may here observe, that the Bard, speaking as a

Drtiid, describes the oak as the supreme Being. Max.

Ti/rius, says, that the old Celta, nors/tippcd a huge oak as

Jupiter—they regarded it, as a symbol of the Dicty.—
Talicsin, then, dehvers the genuine doctrine of the Druids.

But he is now treating of tlie oak, as the symbol of tiie

element D: the same term, Di, as I liave already shewn,

was the name of the Deili/, and of that letter. In order

to comprehend his meaning, when he says its name was a

door, or door guard, we must recollect that J) was anciently

distinguished by a term, which also signified a door, or

any board, table, or open surface. Its llebrerc name, rb"]

Dahth, means a door, and its character, in some old

alphabets, evidently represents a door or portal. See Frt/'i

Pantograph, p. l(i2, &c. Of these circumstances, it ap-

pears ihcxt Talicsin was duly aware.

The Greek name A=-xt» implies a board, tabic, or open

surface. Hence oiXnx^i-jv' h>.rM, oeAto.;, a tablet, a table-book.

I think tliese were not so named i'rom their resemblance of

the character a, as some etvmolotiists pretend, but from
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their ejcpanshe siu-face, and their unfolding. Tlie terms

seem to be related to ^nMu, to unfold, declare, make known

;

^nXo;, open, known, manfest. This conjecture is reinforced

by the Celtic language, which certainly contains many
Greek primitives.

Irish, Dail, he hath opened, unfolded, given, distributed,

divided: Dailthe, (part of the same verb) unfolded, di-

vided, dealt, distributed.

Welsh, Delltu to open, split, divide; make into shimmies,

flakes, or laths: Dellt, Lanimu:, fake^, shingles, split

boards, lattices, lath. These \vords_, surely, have no ;y-

fcrence to the character a.

Sclavon. Djeliti, to divide ; Dil, a portion
;

Diglien, divided, laid open.

See De Gcbelin, Monde Prim. V. III. IQS..

G.

Pronounced as in Go.

The mechanical fonnation of tl'.is power. mikI its natural

aptitude to describe the ideas of appetite, i\ grasp, adhesion,

cohesion, mutual attachment, cotnpcnsation, &.c. hav(> id-

ready been treated of, in Sect. 1.

Its Bardic name i> Gi (7:) which implies a s/nrrc, or

tendon—the cause of connection and cohesion in the

joints,

lis symbcl was the Ivi/, a plant peculiarly disposed to

embrace, and adhere to tiie treC;, by which it is su})[>orted.
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as a compensation for the favour. The Irish name is Gorf,

which term also signifies corn in the ear, mutually cohering

—and it seems, anciently, to have had the same meaning

in Greek ; for the plant, yo^rv^, had the name ?t«%vw5~))?, from

its resemblance to an ear of corn, Gort also means hunger,

ov appetite, in general : Gortach, eager, greedy, desirous;

a greyhound—so named from his eager pursuit—whence the

vertagus of the Romans.

The Greek name, toiiA.ixix, must be refefred to yajjLoi;, a

wedding, wedlock—mutual cohesion, or attacliment. Ta.u.iui

is, perhaps, a compound of >«, certe and f*2«, vthementcrf

cupio, quaro. If so, the name is perfectly synonymous

to Gort.

The //fi/'tjc' name ^DJ G/wf/, signifies a frtwf/, no unapt

Symbol o^mutual attacliment

;

—but the term implies retrihu^

tion, or compensation, in general.

L.

This power, whether expressed, as in English words, or

aspirated, as iiie IVcUh hi, is formed by fixing the tip of tlie

tongue against the upper gums, whilst both sides of it hang

open, surtering the air to be poured out, and equally dispers-

ed, through all the extremities of the mouth. Such an action

of the vocal organs naturally accompanies the act of throwing

open the hands, and the arms, to describe solution, effusion,

evanescence, open space, g/iding, softness, smoothness, levity.

The Bardic name of the letter, is T,li, or /.?', which tei in

conveys the ideas above specified ; as, in JVclsli, Lli,jfu.v, or

_//oo(/,6^/'(.'«//i—effusion of that .vhich is fiuid;—glidingelement

r f
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"-Lliv (lli-av) Siflood, deluge, &c. Llivo, to flow, overflow;

also, to dj/e, or colour—give an external hue : Lllin), colour;

whence Liveo, Livor, Lividus, &c.

Ijlyvn, (Lli-min) smooth, sleek, soft, slipper}/, plain:

Lly-u, Lily-tu, to lick with the tongue : Llyn (lli-in) liquor,

drink, a lake, pool, pond. Armor. Li-va, to dye, tinge

:

Li-ou, colour. Linva, toflow : Linvat, inundation. Irish,

Li,t\ie sea,zcater ; colour: Li-ach, a, spoon—from its use.

Li-a, a stream, flood : Li-athram (W. Llithraw) to 'slide,

glide. Lin, a pool; flax—smooth and soft

—

Li-omb, he

hath flled, polished, made smooth.

Li-on, liquor, fluid; he hvith flowed: Ligh, he hath

licked, &c.

Gr. Ai-1/.nv, a port, haven—smooth xeater : Aj|c«h) a pool, ox

lake : ^»55of, smooth, sleek : >^i-ix,u, Xtcc^u, I scatter, mix,

Latin, Li-aculum, a joiner's plane—the smoother,

Li-bella, a line, level: fW. Lliv. I. Liom), a.file, polish:

Limo, I polish, smooth.

Linum, Amy, W. LUn, I. Lin,flax.

Liquo, I melt, dissolve, liquor, a liquid, &c.

The Romans called this letter El; hut I must observe,

once for all, that the initial E, in the names of their semi-

vowels, is a ^Mffl^iow of A. A sim^]e negative, or privative,

(which E is found to have been) could not, when prefixed

to the articulation, have expressed the positive force of any
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letter. Whereas, on the contrary, it maybe perceived, that

Al does represent the perfect nature of this element, in

Latin, as well as in other languages ; as,

Hal-o, to breathe, ox steam: Halitus, breath, vapour—
solution, effusion of subtle fluid, evanescent matter. And
tills Hal is actually changed into Ilel, in anhelo, anhelus.

Ala, the wing of a bird, metaphorically, of an army:
Alacer, cheerful, brisk, moving lightly, &c.

bn A\,vain, nothing—evanescent.

n^x, Al-e, to hozcl, swear—send forth wind.

AA-ao|*«», I wander, move about loosely/—vagor.

A\u;, a court, open space : A^txj warmth, heat of the sun—

»

subtle effusion.

Welsh, Armor. Al-an, breath—vapour. Al, and, by

mutation. El, an angel, spirit—evanescent being.

Irish, A I, nurture; he hath yiourished—hence,

Latin, yllo, I adminider nurture—which diffuses itself

through the whole frame.

The symbol of this power was the Quickbenm; the pe-

culiar quality of this tree, which entitled it iu that spirit of ana-

logy, to such a distinction, was, perhaps, its flexibility, or lax

texture, its name is Luis, which also implies drink—Jiuid

;

an ffusion of herbs, or weeds; an open hand. The tenn is,

perhaps, a compound of Lu, and the substantive verb h
r f 2
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Lv,—small, light, thin, srcift. Lua, zcatcr, thin glid-

ing fluid. W. Llwys, a shedding, pouring forth.

The Welsh call the Quickbeam, Cerddin, a plural form

of Cardden,—zehat goes away, vanishes.

Of this symbol, and of the willow, which is the symbol of

s, Taliesin, only, says

—

Helyg a cherddin

Buant hwyr ir vyddyn,

" The Willozcs and Quickbeams,

Came late into the army."

Axj^Q^a, probably, had the same general import as. Dor.

>uu^(choy, a skijf, or light, gliding vessel, or x«/i>i7ra?, >.a,fA.iTcih.,

a torch, or lamp—pouring forth a subtle diffusion. The

Latin verb Lamho, seems best to express the force of this

element, no^ Lamed, the Llebreic name of L, siguifieSj

to learn, or teach—perhaps, to lay open.

M.

The most natural and obvious gesture, to intimate, that one

substance is entirely shut up, inclosed and comprehended

another, must have been, to form both hands into cuplike

figures, and placing one upon the other, present them to

notice, with significant looks, or nods of the httad.

As it was intended that man should learn to communicate

his ideas, I y the voice; the organs of speech would join

vohmtarily, in these efforts to describe. Tiie lips would close

togetiier, the checks would swell moderately, into the imita-
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tion of capacity^ and breath would endeavour to attract

notice, by sounding the power of M, through tlie nostrils.

Were a dumb person to point at a chest, or vessel, and then

repeat his descriptive gesture, it would, in general, be at-

tended with such a descriptive sound : and we should readily

comprehend his meaning, that the chestji or vessel, con-

tained something.

M is, therefore, a natural expression of comprehending^

including) embracing, or surrounding.

Its Bardic name was Mi, which appears anciently to have

signified any thing that includes, or comprehends ; as, the

bed of a river, in JLlyn-vi, Tei-vi, Dy-vi, &c. The Welsh

V, is a mutation of M, or B. Min (mi-in) the edge, or

bank of a river, an edge, the lip, the mouth. Mid, an in-

closure, a vessel of capacity ; Midd, an inclosed place, &c.

But the general import of the term will appear, more

clearly, from the Irish.

Mif a mouth—what comprehends, contains.

Mi-ach, a bag, or budget—including, containing.

Mi-adh, honour, ornament—what surrounds,

Mi-an, mind, will, desire, purpose, intent..

Mi-anach, ore; comprehending in itself,

Mi-as, a dish, charger, &c^

The Romans called this letter Em, for Am : See under

L, Hebrew DK, Am, a moMtr^conUiining within herself^ em-
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bracing. Latin X. Am, a mother, whence Amita. '* ylm,

praepositio loquelaris significat circum.^' Festus. The an-

cients said Am itrbem, for circum urbem,—and the like.

Hama, a leather bucket ; a hook.

Ilamus, a hook; ring; kitchen bason—surrounding

—

containing: Ambo,both; a, pulpit; a cup—comprehending.

Am-o, I love, cherish—embrace with desire.

Ambio, (am-bi) to court—be compassing, Sic.

Greek, a/*«, together with—comprehending.

A/x-aga, an aqueduct, sewer—surrounding chunnel.

AiJi.-ci^M, a chariot : Ap-G|, a pot, a cup.

Ai^Y), a sickle—going round, wlience «/xaa>, I reap.

A/A-^», about, round-about : ccfA-^u, both, &c.

Welsh, Am, about, round about. It has this meaning

out of composition, and prefixed to some ^?/«^rff/s 0/ words.

4- dm, (av) a river.

4. Flam, (Lib. Land.) summer, season.

Cornish, Am, cin embrace: ambos, a covenant, contract.

Irish, Aia, time, season, convenience/—what comprehends

—

hence, T'cmp-us.
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Ama, a horse collar. Amli, ^fishing net; the ocean—'

whence the dim : am-an, amh-ain, a river, &c.

The symbol of this power was the vine, which zcinds

round, and embraces its supporter, and is the mother of the

most generous of hquors.

Its name is Main, which signifies also, the neck, the

back—pliable parts—he hath taught, or instructed—made

to comprehend.

Muin-tir, comprehension of the land—peop/e, men, pa-

rents, family, clan, tribe.

Muin-eog, enjoyment, possession.

Welsh, Mzi)i/n, the ore of any metal 5 also, enjoyment,

possession, use, 8cc.

The meaning of the Greek Mo is sufficiently obvious,

from lAvu, to shut np, close the lips, or eyelids; /ave«, to

initiate, introduce to the sacred mysteries: ^y%o?, an inward

recess, &c.

The Hebrezo name D'D Mim, signifies water, which the

ancients regarded as the mother of all things, comprehend-

ing their first principles. See Gen. i.

The Britons, having, probably, no vines before the com-

ing of the Romans, changed this symbol for the raspberry

tree, of which Taliesin, says

—
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Avanwy(Id gwneithyt,

Ni gorau emwyt,

Er amgelwch bywyd.

f' The raspberry tree caused.

That the best of things should be tasted,

ror the protection of hfe.'*

N.

When we put forth the hand, or extend the finger, to

discriminate a simple, or minute object, the eye is naturally

directed the same way: we look stedfastly at that which we

wish anotlier to observe. 1 he tongue, at the same instant,

spontaneously mimics the action of the hand and the eye,

by thrusting forward its point, m the same direction, till it

Tests against the upper gums. The breath, being denied a

passage through the mouth, tends towards the same spot,

through the nostrils, with the sound of «, or Hn,

This sound is, then, a natural interjection for look f

lo there ! and it is as naturally answered by iV, or llni—

I

observe, or comprehend.

Mav we not, then, pronounce, that the poMer n, is a na-

tural expression of an object, subject, thing produced, or

«f?c'

—

discriminated, or simplijied—the selfsame, simple,

email?

Its Bardic nAxne\syi. The most general appropriation

of this term is, as a negative, )ioi : but thi-. is, by the same.

kind of figure which produced sAx^i^ra, iVom E^>;;^»;Tof,

minime from niiminus, and the French negative, po?»/ and

pas^ from nouns of a cvnfned meaning.
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Ni signified a particular thing; as in Tallesins, Ni goraUy.

the best thing.

In composition^ it still implies a particular, an identical

thing, or subject ; as^ Dyrys, intricate, perplexed; Dyrys-

ni, intricacy, perplexity—tlie intricate self.

The true import of this simple term appears, more clearly,

in the Irish.

Ni, he hath made,formed, produced.

Ni, a thing—the subject formed, ox produced.

Nigh, 2l daughter; Nia, a, sister's son.

W. Nith, a niece ; Nai, a nephezv—progeny in the

family.

W. Nyth: Corn. 4, A^/J; Armor. Neith:

I. Nead (p. ni-ad) Nidus, a 7iest—a were construction, or

constructioji for young, progeny, as veo^i;nt, no<;co:, a 7iest, a

young bird, from no(;,nezc, J'resh, young, &c.

The Romans called this letter ILn, and they used the in-

terjection En! Lo! Behold! in pointing out, or discrimi-

pating.

The Irish say, Enne, for an-ni, Lo! Behold the thing*

W. Ena, there, lo there !

Gr. iv, one, the same, the individual thing-^there, the

point, of place, or time,
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Chald. ]n En, behold! Heb. n3n Ene, here! there! be-

hold! but in all these instances, JE is a mutation of A:
whence, we may observe, that these mutations began to

take place very early, and became widely extended.

The original An, is still to be traced

—

Heb. ^K An, zchen,

zehere—point of time, or place. niK Ane, to give cause, or

occasion; toproduce ; to happen.

Gr. a» if, granting ^Aaf; ava singly, one, hy one; through

—from one to one, a,ya, ava, upwards, rising into view—

•

awui, I make, perform, produce, obtain,

Lat. An"? an ne? that thing! that particular? 1. C.

An, the one—discriminating, simplifying.

W. Han, that proceeds from, is produced, new, discri-

minate—prep, from, out of. Hanvod (han-bod) to be

derived from, to become existent. Han has the same

meaning

—

simple origination, in a multitude of compounds.

See Ozoens Diet.

The symbol of this power was the ash, the material, of

which the spears, missile weapons, and other implements of

the CeltcB were made. This circumstance may, perhaps,

account for its being selected, on this occasion, and its ob-

taining the name of nion, from ni, a thing formed, orpro-

duced, and On, gain, acquisition. Nion, also, implies a

daughter, thing produced; a letter; a wave; a spot, a

speck, a point, (whence nion-ach, spotted, forked, or

pointed)—discriminate, marked object. Also, prey, booty

—acquisition—Ision-am, to get booty—rem facere.

The idea offered by the Greek Kv^ is of the same class.
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Viv, vvv,now, new, present, at this point of time—It admits

the articles, and has, therefore, the construction of a noun

—

i\\Q present, the particular, or the point—the new—wliat

just presents itself—the object, or subject of consideration.

Hence, woq a bride, a daughter-in-laic—the new, the lately

made, ox acquired: t-^<p*j, a bride, a.n insect, in hs incipient

state—(cuv-faw, yvy-<pca, OX (ptu),—ncwly appearing-—newly

produced, or made.

From vv, a point, comes k^ttw or n^^u, (w-xtu) to prick,

penetrate with a point. Nu, conveys the idea of nezeme^s,

the present thing, or point, in nunc, nuncio, nuper,

uurus, 8c c.

Irish, nua, nu-adh, new: nu-air, when, point of time.

The Hebrew name |'3, Isin. a son; to propagate, or

produce ; is characteristical of each of the ideas, presented

by this power.

P.

It has been shewn (Sect. I.) that the power of P, na-

turally describes a thing, springing, or pushing forwards.

It must be remarked, in addition, that the most obvious ges-

ture to convey the idea of jjlumpness, protuberance, or con^

vexity, is to swell and puff" out the cheeks, till this articu-

lation is produced.

P, may, therefore, be regarded as naturally descriptive of

springing, putting forth, pushing, penetrating, prominence,

convexity.
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Pi is its general name, in the Bardic, Latin, Greek, and

Hebrew alpliabets.

This word, in Welsh, signifies the magpie, q. d. the

pricker: pic, a dart, javelin, pig, a beak, bill, sting, or

point. Armor.—a mattock.

Pid, a point ; pidyn, penis : pill, a stake ; pin, a pin—
prominent points. ^

Piw, an iidder—prominent, protuberant cover. Irish,

Pi-an, pain: pianta, pangs—penetrating; pi-ona, a pin,

peg, point.

Lat. pica, a magpi/e: picas, a wood-pecker.

Piget, it grieves—penetrates.

Pila, a ball, globe; a mole, or dam—protuberant : a

pillar, pile—prominent: Pilo, to push: pilum, ajavelin—
the pusher^ penetrator ; springing forth: piper, pepper—<

pungent.

Pingnis,fat—protuberant, convex.

Gr. nf-a?w. Dor. I overtake—push after.

nifia.i., ?ifountain—springing forth.

Tii.'^vu, I spring forth, flow forth, pour forth xcatcr.

Tl'J^rw, 1 fallforwards; strive.

^'^'y, fat, plump—protuberant

,
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Heb. HD, pe, or >D, pi, a mauth, face, edge, or point—
prominent, projecting.

D'D Pirn, fat, fatness—protuberant, convex.

The name of this letter, in the Irish alphabet, is peth-boc.

As this language is rather deficient in radicals, under p,

peth is not to be found, without having recourse to the

sister dialects.

In Cornish, pethav signifies, I am, hence peth, (w. andc.^

a thing—what is, essence, being. Peth, conveys, therefore,

the same idea as beith, the Irish name of B, to be, being,

essence, zohat is: so that the discriminative title of this let-

ter must depend upon boc, which signifies—he hath swelled,

he hath budded, or sprung. A buck, or he-goat, is named

boc, in allusion to his projecting horns, or his bounding

motion. Peth-boc, then, implies a thing szcelling out, or

springing forth, what is prominent, protuberant, orjutting

forwards. The symbol of this power is not named. The

Ui--rv^, pinus, ox pine, \\\nc\\ occurs in Taliesin's catalogue,

seems referable top. Of this the Bard observes,

Morawg a Moryd

Fawydd fyniesyd.

" The mariner and the sea vessel,

The pine propelled."

I regard F, merely as a mutation of P.

In the Hebrew and the ancient Greek alphabet, this

power had no appropriate character, and those which it has

at present, in the Bardic, and the Roman alphabet, clearly
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point out its origin. P was anciently written, both in

Greece and Italy, as the present capital gamma, or else

with an acute angle, as in the Bardic alphabet. The

jEolic digamma, or F, is, therefore, nothing more than the

ancient/?, with a simple dash, or mark of derivation added

to it.

The Bards called it Fi, and the Greek name <t«, is the

same : Fi, in Welsh, signifies the act of casting of, putting

forth: Fy (fi) aptness to move, or impel: it is used as a

prefix, in the composition of words denoting agency, or

cause. Owen's Diet.

\

Irish, Fi, anger, indignation—bursting forth.

Fiac-ail, a tooth—penetrating point.

Fi-adh, & putting forth, tx relating.

Gr. (^vu, to generate, produce, put forth, bring forth,

to be horn, or come forth, is a corruption of <pix', Lat. fo;
for we have still ^trfw, to generate; (ptrt?, n father ; <pnvfAx,

a germ, stem, ofspring, Sec. (pt, is, therefore, equivalent

to the Irish peth-boc, a thing szcclling out, budding, spring-

ing, or putting forth.

By the Romans it was called Ef, for Jf which amounts

to the same thing as Pi, Fi, Sec.

Heb. »^X Jp, or jdph, the nose, face ; indignation,fun/
•—what is prominent, conspicuous-^what bursts iortli.

Gr. azj, a<p, ti-abj aziUi/, from, out of; azrayt, apage!
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awai/ Tilth it! ap-ex, a top, point, cre$t. Ap-is, a bee,

itinsi—insect.

The symbol of F, was the Alder, which was used for the

masts of the little vessels of the Celtcs, and, therefore,

Gwernen, in Welsh, Cornish, and Armorican, is both aa

alder and a mast.

The Irish name is Fearn, which also signifies a shield—
put forth to propel; and, hence, Fearna, the mast oi a

ship, as in the other dialects. Taliesin says, of this

symbol

—

Gwern blaen llni

A wnaent gyssevin

" The Alders, heading the line,

Composed the van."

R.

Pronounced as the initial R, in Greek, and Welsh.

This sound is produced, by fixing the sides of the tongue,

firmly, against those of the palate, and forcing out the

breath, in front; so as to cause a rough and strong vibration,

between the tip of the tongue, and the upper gums. Its

mechanical production is a direct contrast to that of L.

By tliis energetic power, the first linguists would na-

turally describe force, prevalence, or superiority ; a mO'

tion, or action performed by main strength—rubbijig, tear^

ing, pervading, breaking.
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Its Bardic name is Rhi, or Ri, whiclij in Welsh and

Irishj implies a king, a chief, a ruler.

W. HAy, ^00 WMcA, ejrcesszff

—

prevalent ovef^

Irish, JJe'rt, before, rather than, more than.

Ri-adh, correction, taming, subduing—prevalence over,

Ri-adh, Ri-oth, running—exertion of force.

Arm. Ri-ou,frost, cold,—rough, rigid, pervading.

Gr. Vvyot;, rigor—rigeo, tohe hard, rigid.

Vtov, a mountain top, promontory : Ptv», a nose, beak-"

rough above the surface.

Vnn, afle, rasp—rough, tearing.

The Romans called this power Ar, which appropriates

the same ideas.

Heb. n"X Are, to crop, tear of: ON Ari, a lion, strong,

prevalent in force.

A^-ot.<^t;u,\ cut off, strike, drive: Af^n^, mars, ziui', «fow,

Aro, I plozc, break open.

W. C. I. Ar, upon, over above—in composition, chief

head. W. I. ylr, a plozci/ig, breaking open, subduing.

I. Ar, slaughter, plague, slain—breaking—broken. C.

Ar, slaughter. I. Ar-ach, sitperioritj/, strength, puissancCf

power j ii briar—teartr.
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Cantabrian : Arra, the male—siiperior, stronger : Hara,

slaughter; Harris a stone, a rock—rough and rigid.

The symbol of R was the rough, rigid, and pervaded

Elder. Its name is Rids, which signifies, a zcai/, a road,

a passageforced open.

Ruis, he hath rent asunder, torn to pieces.

Ruisg, he smote, tore off", made bare; a skirmish.

W. Rhys, force, vehemence-^ strong (Ilhi-us) Rhys-wr,

a champion, hero, zcarrior.

The Bards regarded the privet as the symbol of this

power. Taliesin thus speaks of it.

Gwyros, gwyn ei vyd!

Tarw trin, Teyrn byd,

" The privet, happy his condition !

The bull of battle; the chief of the world."

The Greek name Rho, also signifies the possession, or

exertion of force, or superiority—endowing zcith force^^

prevailing byforce, &c.

Heb. j^"i, Ro, to break, break off, break in pieces, rend,

destroy—prevail by force.

Gr. Pw, I am able: I rush—-m^e an assault.

p«w, I strengthen—endow with force.

Vw^ci,^u-(Ari, vehemence, exertion, force, strength: ?»<;, &-
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head, summit. Lat. Robur, force, strength; ttodo, t©

gnaw, tear, &c.

I. Ro, too much, exceeding, Jirst, before.

With these also agree the Hebrew name^ li^n Rish.

nii'"i, Reshe, to have pozcer, ox force—a ^oz'sow^ prevalHng

hy force—to be poor—stript, reduced by force. ti'N"i,

Rash, the head, superior, chief, bcginyiing; a ruler; a

capital, or deadli/ poison—prior^ superior, forcibly pre-

valent. Syr. *Z'n, Rishi, chief, excellent—Arab. R'dis, sl

prince, chief

S.

Wlicn wc design to point out some particular object, in a

private manner, so as not to attract general observation, the

finger is not immediately directed to it, but held low,

and pointed towards the ground. The countenance inclines

downwards; the eye is directed below the object itself,

and shaded by the eyebrow. The same kind of action is

copied spontaneously, by the imitative organs of speech.

The point of the tongue drops downv/ards, and rests against

the lower teeth. The upper teeth close over it, as it were,

to conceal the unavowed design ; and the loic, insinuating^

hissing sound of S, is produced.

This power, is, therefore, naturally descriptive of secret

discrimination, insinuation, a private marking, and dis-

tinguishing. Consequently, it expresses those idtas of a

thing, v.ith which such observation is generally made.

These may sometimes be connected with azcr, and respect;

h\itf more generally, with contempt, scorn, or some insidiom
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flesign. Its expressions ought to be segregate, apart, distant

,

posterior, inferior, lozv, little, mean, and the hke.

Its Bardic name is 8i, which, in Welsh, imphes a hissino'

expression of contempt. Si-arad, or Si-arawd, prating,

backbiting: from Si, and arazvd, speech, eloquence: Si~

hrwd, a lozo murmur, or zchisper, from *S7, and Brud, an;

account, a chronicle.

I. Si, ultimate, distant; whence, Sia, the remotest,

farthest from you. Si-ar, the zctst, hackzcards, behind,

azory. Si-air, aside; Si-dean, infamtj; from Si and

Dean, colour, appearance; Si-ona, delay, being behind;

Si-omach,—a fox—plotting in the rear.

Os, above, over, vpon; Si-os, dozen, beloza.

Amor. Si-gea, to sit, lurk; Si-oul, silent.

The Romans called this letter Es, for As, Avhich signi-

fies one, a simple thing, a simple whole, segregated and

discriminated from others.

Gr. A?-€oAi5> a?-?oXo,', soot, ashes, &c. off-cast. A^-ii, dross,

dregs, mud, dirt, sediment.

Chald. i^ii'N, Ash-ia,foundations—iinder-part.

Heh. ?K, ylz, then—distant poi)it of time.

]?K, Azn, to z£eigh, discriminate; the ear.

Z^i{, Ai>h,f.re—what separates, simpUfi&s.

€ g 2
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W. u4s, a small, simple, separate things annniti/^ a

whisper : As-tdd, a slicing, cutting off.

C. As, to undergo, suffer.

\

I. As,from, out of—separate; milk—what is separated.

As, a shoe, placed under—a foundation. As, also implies

fire—what separates, or simplifies ; wlience^ As-am, I kindli

afire—a separation; as in As-aidh, rebellion, revolt ; As-

aitigham, I abandon, j'vacuate.: As-anta, sedition, &c.

In this language, the termination As, like the Latin Tas,

ijnplies a discriminate state^ or condition.

The symbol of this power was the lozc, stooping zcillow,

which bends under every opposition^ and which formed tiie

foundation, or ground-work of the Ct /ific coracles.

Its name is sail, which also signifies a beam; a heel—
foundation, orunderpart; n guard—who tacitly observes at

a distance. Sail-spiorad, a genius, or guardian spirit.

With these are connected sail, salann, sal, salt—the searcher..

W. sail, 11foundation, ground-work.

The meaning of Xs7/x« may be perceived in ^r/atr, I jirn

silent, I conceal, dissemble, ity^, silence, secretly, privately.

•]0D Satnech, to sustain, or support—to undergo, to be

placed beneathj as a foundation.

The present Greek and Hebrew alphabets contain some

derivatives from tliis power ; as_,

Zr.rx, the seeker, searcher : Zr,7uo, I seek, search, investigate^

foUozo after.
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S», the corroder, detractor; |«w, li^^ I shave, plane, scrape

—take froiiij detract.

|r Zain, Chald. species, sort—separate, discriminate: Hir,

Zene, iopartake o/—take from.

]Z^ Shin, the marker—pointer, yi*, a tooth, a sharp

point. \Y<:: Shenen, to. whet, sharpen. m"ii> Shena, to

hate.

The meclianisra, and the natural properties of this power.

Lave been already explained.

It describes tension, drazeing, or straining, in whatever

manner. Extension, stretching, or drazcing out. Inten-

sion, or drawing to a point, drawing tight, or close. Drazo-

ing a line, or bound round any thing

—

conjining, straitening,

limiting, circumscribing.

Its Bardic name is Ti, the meaning of which may be

perceived in Tid (ti-ad), a chain; Tid-azc, to tether, tie, or

conjine witli a line, chain, &c. Irish Ti, To, unto ; tending

to a point: design, intention; he,—he who,—him that—
limiting the agent, or subject.

Ti-mhor, the Great He—the- supreme Being. (I have

observed that the Celtic representation of Jupiter was the

trunk of q^.huge oak, with two branches suspended from the

top, presenting the character, and distinguished by the

name of Tat;) Ti-as, id. tide; tigh, contciidit—he went, came

debated, strove.
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Ti-me, heat, zcarmth—tenseness: Ti-atan, Tithin, the

sun—intense, powerful.

Gr. Ti-oi, I honour, esteem, estimate, weigh, consider,

publish, avenge, mulct, or fine. I attend to; hence, Ti-p.„,

honour, praise, price, punishment, revenge, ov satisfaction—
attention, a reaching, or extending to.

Timeo, Ifear, apprehend, stand'in. azve.

The symbol of this power is not named ; but it was pro-

bably the sacred oak, as I have already suggested. Its

Irish name is Tinne, which also signifies a chain—instrument

of drawing, or binding. 'Teann-am, or Tinn-im, I strain,

press, bind strait, embrace. TV. Tynnu (Armor. Tenna)

to draw, strain, stretch; tj/mi, strait, tight, tense, stretched,

strained.

In Greek, T<y-v, has the same identical meaning; for it

must be referred to rau), whence, rttvu, I stretch, strain, drazc.

The Greeks may have had such a verb as ravu, of the same

import as raoi, rxwu) Tnw, extendo, intendo, contendo.

The Ilehrczo name n*D Teth, is a verbal noun from niD,

Tuc, to spi)i—'Aso, thread, a line, &c. draicing, stretching

;

whence, niO], to tend, extend, stretch.

G-nrci, as well as ^^irra, a zcaiting zcoman, may be derived

foip. B cj, i run, strain; also, place, constitute—circum-

s.-,lbe with a line, ox limit, in Tau, has the same import.

. 1 T)!( .
-o mark; to limit, or circumscribe. • HNn Tae,

nil, Lio/d, circumscribe—co/?////(' within a line.

I comprehension of the sounds of D and V, the
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Hebrew formed another derivative power, )£, which coiii^.

piises the force of its two compounding elements—an

indirect, or secret drazouig, hounding, or coii/ining.

"]!£ Tsed, aside, lateral extent: TMH Tsadc, io bind m-.

ddrect/j/, or sccretli/, with a 7iet, a snare, 8cc.

Having noW;, to the best of my abilities, accounted for

the names and symbols of the elementary powers in speech,

I would pause for a moment, and make a few general

reflections.

1. It must, I think, have occurred, that our primitive

ancestors, were particularly careful, to distinguish each of

their letters by a descriptive term—by a term, which, not

only described the letter, and its elementary power, but had

also a definite, and familiar import of its own.

2. This designation appears in several countries, in se-

veral languages, and amongst nations who seem never to

have studied in one common school. It cannot, then, be

ascribed either to local fancy, or to the humour of any

whimsical grammarian, and which became prevalent after

the nations, with all their languages, were separated;—but it;

must have been founded upon some primitive, and general

reason.

3. The names by which the several nations distinguished

any individual power, arc differently formed, according to

the genius of each particular language and people; yet

they amount uniformly to the same thing, or communicate

tlie same prominent idea»

These names must, therefore, have been adjusted after

the languages became distinct: because every nation ex-
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presses the same leading image, by a term of its own

%vinacular dialect. J3ut, as the several nations act upon

tlie same principle, this adjustment must have taken place,

not only when the reason for such an accurate, and clear

designatioa was generally understood, but also, when the

separate families had the same, invariable notice of that

reason.

4. A due attention to the nature and meaning of the se-

veral names for each letter, and of the words connected

with them, will, I think, explain the reason for that pre-

cision which appears in the choice of those names ; wliich

reason was this—In those primitive ages, it was acknow-

ledged, as a fundamental principle, that each of the ele-

mentary sounds had a disci imiuate import, and force, in the

super-structure of language ; and as the different languages

of the nations were, hitherto, regarded as dialects of the

mother tongue, the same principle was admitted still.

5. My endeavours to ascertain this principle of iiaturah

expression, may suffice to shew, in general, that there is a

rehition betw'een certain sounds, and certain ideas of things;

and may also induce a conclusion, that a choice of elemen-

tary powers, in tlie formation of primitive terms, was con-

formable to the acknozcledgmcnt of this relation.

6. If these premises are granted, we may venture to

affirm, that, in the symbols, and the descriptive names of

elementary powders, we are still presented with an authentic

system oF the etymology, as well as grammar, which go-

verned the most ancient;, and primitive language of the

"Workt,
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Sect. VI. The import of sounds that bear the simplest

combinatio7is, deducedfrom theforce of the elements that

form them—exemplified in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and

Celtic terms.—Conclusion,

H.AVING been guided tlius far in my research, by in-

ference from authorities, and facts, I may conclude that

analogy between the sound and the sense, has not confined

itself to those terms, which are immediately connected with

names of the elementary powers; but was carried, accord-

ing to some general system, into the main body of pri-

mitive language ; from whence it has descended into the

several dialects, in which it can still be discovered, in some

degree, by a due investigation of the system.

As the most obvious, and concise method of ascertaining

the regular application of this principle,—1 shall mark each

of the consonants, connected successively with the several

vowels; and then combine the force of the elementsy

already developed, with all the simplicity, as well as all the

acciwac}', which the subject admits. To each of these

combinations, I shall add a few examples of simple, and

primitive terms, in those languages which I compare, to-

gether with received approbations of each—I shall ul-

timately submit the consequence of this analysis to the

judgment of my readers.

The character, and the antiquity of the Hebrczc, entitle

that language to superior deference in such a comparison;
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but there seems to be a difficulty in trying it by a

scale, better calculated for the European languages. The

textual, or the written vowels of this tongue, are such, only,

as contribute something to the import of its terms ; whilst

those vocal breathings^ which merely facilitate the ut-

terance, are left at random, to the chance of being supplied^

as local, or temporary usage may direct.

But the terms of the zcestern languages, consist, either of

the vowels alone, or else, of regular combinations, which

unite the vowels, and the consonants:—their orthography

may, therefore, acknowledge vocal powers, which are

merely auxiliarits to the voice.

With an humble reliance upon the candour of my
judges, in weighing these differences^ I commit the cause to

their decision.

AB, HAB, AV, IIAV.

It appears, from what has been observed upon the mu-

tations of elementary sounds, that these four syllables may
be regarded as perfectly synonymous, or, as constituting but

one root—mid j^rimitite term.

The nature of its elements has been explained, y/,- the

first in order, expresses direct tcudencj/, positive agenci/,

perseverance, augment, &c. B imports being, existence^

—what is,—in a definite state, or condition.

Ab should, therefore, signify, conducive to existence—

a

cause; tending to establish; progressive mode of beings

and the like.
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In the languages which I have compared, it has the fol-

lowuig appropriate senses.

Heb. :2i< ylb, a. father, the nnthoY, the origin; verdure,

or youthful vigour, which imports a tendency to a mature

state.

nsx Abe, he willed, he desired.

Gr. 'aS-«; (Dor. p. '»)?»;) therefore uQuu, I grow towards

manhood, or maturity.

Lj^t. Av-us, an ancestor; a ya^Aer, {\y\\encc, avunculuSy

q. avusculus)—cause of being.

Av-eo, I covet, desire—wish the existence of a thing to

me : habeo, I possess

—

there positive/j/ is to me.

Welsh, ri^, aptness to any thing: Av, pjrogrcssive, or

augmentative state—the superlative form of adjectives.

Irish, ylb, a lord, n father: Aba, afather, a cause:

Abh-ar, a cause, or motive.

Armor. Ab-tc, a cause, or occasion.

BA, VA.

The elements are the same as in the former, but the

order is reversed ; so that, instead of conducive, or tending

to the existence, we have being directfj/ j^^'Ogressive—an

ifecl—what is coming, or going forth.

Ilcb. H2, Ba, he came, advanced, zcoit—zcas progressive.
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Gr, Ba-w (whence Cxivu) I go^ proceed : ^a-»j, a branch

—

thing proceeding forth. Lai. ^ Bado (whence Badisso)

wadoj I go^ walk J am progressive.

Irish. Ba, good, fruit, ox profit arising from any thing:

death—going forth.

EB, IIEB, EV, HEV.

Privation, negation, or the removal of being : a negative,

a retiring condition.

Heb. TOT}, lieb-e, he hid, lay hid : Knn, Heb-a, he hid

himself: nnn, Heb-eb, he hid entirely. Lat. Heb-eo, to

be dull, sluggish—to exist negatively.

Welsh. Eb, a withdrawing, retiring.

Welsh. Corn. Armor.

—

Ileb, without, absque..

BE, VE.

It must he observed, once for all, that E is often sub-

joined to a consonant, in the languages of Europe, as a

mere auxiliary to the voice, without affecting the import, and

force of the articulation: where it retains its proper import,

after B, it should import^ existence removed, dimitiished, put

away, &c.

Ileb. bnz, Beh-l, he nauseated, loathed, detested.

Lat. Vf, negative particle^ as in vecors, &c.
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Teho, to carry forth ; Veloy to veil, hide ; Veneo, to be

sold, ahenated ; Veto, to forbid, &,c.

Irish. Bcy Be-an, a woman^ one of the smaller sex:

Be-ag, httle.

Armor. Be-gaf, (q. d. small piece) a bit, morsel.

IB, IV, HIB, HIV.

Pointing to a being or condition: approaching: meet,

subservient, applying to existence.

Heb. ia>, Ib-b, he cried out—applied for help, or com-

passion: I'N, A-ib, to be an enemy—disposed to seek the

life.

Gr. »? seems to imply a suctio?i of water, &c. whence

i?-^»j?, a plug ; tS-ii", Ibis, a stork, or snipe, feeding itself by

suction—bibulous.

Lat, Ib-i, there—the very spot to which I point,

Sibi, to himself, or themselves.

B'ibo, I drink, imbibe.

Welsh, yv, 4-) tt) he will drink, or imbibe.

Cet ib-en med nouel.

^^ Iict heroes drink mead together."

E. Lloyd, p. 22L
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Hh, a skin-^adhering, applying to the body.

Irish. lbh,yoii—beings pointed to,

Ihh, he hath itnbibed; a drinking. The imbibing of

liquids is subservient to being, botli in animals, and vege-

tables.

Armor. Ib-oudn, io graft—'put into; Ib-ouden, ix graft.

BI, VI.

Being inherent, appropriated. — See examples above,

under B.

OB, OV, HOB, HOV.

The emanating, projecting, extending, or putting forth

of an existence, or condition.

Heb. nj; Ob, a beam, a cloud : n3j; Ob-e, he was thick,

gross; he became bulky.

tD3>% Ob-et, he lent; a pledge: "iny, Ob-er, he passed

over. Sec.

Gr. c?-sAo?, a spit

—

extending forth: u'^-yi (vox Lacon.) ;*

tribe, or clan—issuing forth.

Lat. Ob, for, on account of, Obba, a bottle, or jug,

with a great belly, Ob-co, I die

—

go forth.

Welsh. Ob, a rising, sucIUng, or throwing out.
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Hob, apt to rise, throw, or swell out—a swine—a mea-

sure of capacity. Hob-el, a shaft, or arrow.

Irish. Ob, he hath disowned, rejected, put forth

—

Ob-

ann, quick, rash. Obh, the point of a sword. Ob-air

(Corn, and Armor. Ob-er) work, labour, cxertio7i.

BO, VO.

Being projective—issuing, or swelling out; putting, or

put forth.

Heb. ni^H, Bo-e, to gush out, as water.

)}1Z, Xe-bo, to be tliroziu off, or out, ejected, emitted; to

gush out, spring forth.

Gr. Bc-:c, Bo-?, an ox—an animal furnished with project-

ing horns ; and, when wild, disposed to use them offensively.

Lat. Bo-a, a pimple, d'nease ; a kind of serpent

Vo-mo, to vomit, eject : J omer, a plowshare.

"Welsh. Bo, a bugbear, terrifier; Bod (bo-ad,) a kite.

Uu^, a swelling, rising: IV. A. Boch. C. jBo/i, a check.

Irish, Bo, an ox, or cow. Bgc, he hath budded, swelled,

sprung. The same word implies a buck, a he goat, in

Irish and Cornish.

i^. i, (bo-ad), racmbrum virile.

Corn. Bo-an, an ox. Bom, a smith's sledge.
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Armor. Bo-as, custom, fashion : Boc-an, a plague, pes-

tilence : Bojrij a bank, or causeway.

UB, UV, HUB, HUV»

A covering, overshadowing, being, or -UaU,—See un-

der U.

BU, VU.

Being over; covering. Sometimes covering itself,

hiding.

Gr. Bv-«, I shut up, cover: ?y-a?. Bubo, an owl—being

in cover: Sf?-?«, a hide, or skin: Su->>j, steeped, covered

barley.

Lat. Buc-ca, the hollow part of the cheek: Bulla, a

great head of a nail \ a seal ; a bubble of water.

Welsh. Budd, (Bu-add), super ioriti/, advantage.

Irish. Bu-adh, superiority: Bu-aidh, victory: Bu-al,

water, overwhelming fluid.

AC, ACH.

It must be recollected, that the power of C, implies

capacitj/, inclusion, or comprehension; and aho, reaching,

touching, or apprehension. Though these ideas, in their

primary import, be nearly related to each other, yet, in

practical application, they separate widely. Comprehension,

and apprehension, are almost synonymous; but capacity,

or coitcavity, seems very remote from a point, or acutencss.
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Jc, should signify, 1. Tending to hold, contain, or com-

pwhend: 2. Tending to reach, touch, penetrate, apprehend.

Heb. "jf< Akj indeed, surehf, particle of comprehension,

or apprehension.

Gr. 1. Ah-o?, a cure, a closin'r; ux-Tn, a shore, or bank:

»X-^»} f/za//", or husks : ax^uvri, (vox persica), a corn measure
—closing, including: also, «x-ft> (i pro a), 1 have, or possess.

2. An-yi, an edge, or point : a.y.-y^y,, a point : a.y.-uv, a dart

:

*X~'5:, g^'itfi &-C. Tending to touch, or penetrate.

Lat. 1. Ac, and, indeed: ac-us, cha(j^: s'ae-er, devoted:

fac-eo, 1 conceal—tending to include, or contain.

2. Ac-US, a needle : ac-uo, I sharpen : ac-ies, an ed^e

:

iic-or, sharpness, SvC.

—

tending to touch, or penetrate. .

V» elsh. ] . Ac, also, likewise : ach, a relation, stem, pedi-

gree :
—inclusion, comprehension.

2. Hue, a cut, hack. Corn. Ilacho, cruel—touchijig,

pemtratiiig.

Iri:~h. ]. Ac, a sun; a uithholding : ach-a, a mound,

hunk : ach-adh, an enclosure : ac-or, aiarice, retention.

Ach, joined to nouns, forms adjectives of appropriation,

and sii^nilies /ifri.'//?g, ov possessing (unde £;,;;;ii; q r)

2. Ae-ar, sour, sharp: ach, a. skirmish: ue-ai%, poison

:

aclil, danger, peril ; u )iail, a c(aK—Lending to ivuch, or

jjc/iciratc.

Hh
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CA.

Comprehending, or apprehending positively.

Gr. K«», and, also : y-» {« ('«*«) capio, capax sum.

Lat. Capio, I contain, {ake, catch.

The Greeks begin the names of several measures of ca-

pacity, with ii», and the Latins, with ca,

Welsh. Ca, will get, have; a keep, hold, he.

Ca-ad, ii getting, having, holding: Ca^t, a hedge; ew-

closure; garland—adj. enclosed, shut: Ca-u, to shut, e«-

close: adj. sAz/?.

Irish. Ca, cai, & house. I. A. Ca-f, a hedge, a feasts

C. W. A. Ca-er, a city—fortified place.

C. Ca-id, W. Caeth, a bondman—Af/^, coti/ined.

EC, ECH.

Negatively holding, comprehending, or touching.

Ileb. riDn, Hek-e, he gaped, opened the mouth ; waited

in expectation.

Gr. Ex, fj", 02<? o/": iKei,;,far off, distant.

Lat. 6'\co, I f/^^, c«f 0^, Sfif?'.
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Welsh. Ech,s\^x\\^es, will lose, relinquish.

*' Tudvwlch Hir eck, y dir ae drevydd." Anenrin.

** Tudvwlcli Hir will lose his land, and his towns."

Irish. Ec, in the beginning of words h privative.

S'each, he passed hy, avoided.

CE, CHE,

Comprehension, or touch, removed, diminished, taken

away.

Chald. nj, Keh, to spit out.

Heb. *7n3, Ke-d, to cut off, remove, take away, hide.

2'nD, Ke-sh,\.ofail, be wanting.

Gr. Ks-wj to fpiit, tear open, burn: Xi-u, to pour out,

dissolve.

Lat. Ce-do, to yield, give place.

Itisli. Ce, night, dark : ce-as, obscurity, sadness. Ce-ad,

leave, permission.

IC, ICH.

Pointing to a comprehension, or hold. Directing to a

point. Meet for, approaching to a comprehension, or

touch.

n h 2
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Heb. np* Ik-e, to yield obedience, submit.

Gr. U'M, to come, approach: m-uvoi, meet, proper: w.n'xr,^,

a petitioner.

Lat. Ic-o, I strike, ratify; Icere foedus.—Cicer. Hie,—
this person, ot thing: Hie, here, in this place, or time—
directing to a point.

Welsh. Ic, pointed, touching: Ic-zcr, «x-«^s> a sharp,

penetrating iiumour.

Irish. Ic, a cure, remedif—meet to close, or heal. loc

(ic) payment : S'ie, s'ioc,frost ; the groin—closing, holding.

CI, CHI,

Holding, or comprehending; touching, or apprehending

—intrinsically/.

Heb. >D, Ki, for, because, therefore, seeing that.

Gr. Kii^>, a column, or pillar—holding, touching inter-

na Hi/ : y-t-x^^'} I discover, obtain.

Lat. Ci-o, Ci-eo, to incite—cause internal perception

.

S'ci-o, I know, comprehend: Ci-tra, Cis, on tliis side

—

comprehended within.

Welsh. Ci, w'lW perceive, apprehend, comprehend : hence^

AV. C. A. Ci, a dog: Ci, dri/ghin, the vveatlier's ei/e.

lllivveddav na chi-an'r. Taliesin.
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^'^ I wonder it is not perceived."

Irish, a, he hath seen : ci-m, I see, apprehend^ perceive,

a, a husband: ci-al, sense, ox meaning.

OQ, OCH.

The extending, putting forth, of a comprehension, or

touch. Protuberance ; Vi projecting point..

Ileb. 7^0, Ok-e, a battlement—outward fence.

Gr. Oxp oya., hugely, abundantly.

0%-Hw, \ carry forth: ox,-o<;) a. car, or chariot: ox-ir-q, ti

channel, water course—comprehending, ov containing, and

car 7'i/ingforth.

Lat. Oc-ca, a harrow—with projecting points.

S'oc-ius, a companion: s'ocio, to unite^ associate—cj^r

tend, a comprehension.

Welsh. Oc-yr, usury, profits

Irish. Oc, a poet—a setterforth.

Oc-aid, business, occasion : oc-ar, oc-as, interest, usury,

annual rent. S'och-ar, profit, emolument. I. A. .S'oc;

C. ^och, a plow-share.

CO,

Comprehension, or touch—projecting, swelling out, issue-

ing, or put forth.
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Heb. i'pi'p, Koko, a marJdtig, or stigmatizing,

Gr. Ko-iK>?, common, general: xo-fx-n, co-ma, hair : yp-u, to

educate: to ccfs^ //p a mound: xu-u, to excite to wrath:

yj-'-y^r,, anger, &.c.

Lai. Co, com, or con, in composition

—

mutual, general,

altogether, See. Co, coim, con, in Irish, and Cj/, ci/v, cyn,

in Welsh, (O being regularly changed into i'^ are applied

in the same manner.

Co-mes, a companion ; copia, plenty, pozcer, liberty,

Welsh. Co-ed, C. A. co-at, rcood, trees.

W. C. Cov, memory. W. Col, any projecting body;

a sharp hillock, apeak, a promontory ; a sting; the beard

of corn.

Irish. Cob, plenty : Cobh, Cod, victory, triumph: Co-

dul, friendship, amity; kinsfolk, relations; an assembly

y

or conveiition :. from Co, and Dal, a share, or portion.

UC, UCH.

A covering, hold, or touch—reaching over.

lleb. "]iu:', Sh-uc, he hedged; a fence, or enclosure.

'/Z', Sh-uk, he overfowed, he coveted ; a skin.

Gr. i:'ty.Y:, the fg free.

^^ elsh. Lc//, over: ucho, uchod, above, catering: huch^

n cover, or pt Hide : huch, a ship ; a cofcr.
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Irlsli. Vc-aire, a napper offrize, &fuller.

Uch'd, the breasty bosom : S'uch-adh, a wave, evapora"

tion : uachdar, the top, surface,, cream, summit.

eu.

Closing over: touching the surface.

lleb. ip, Ku, a measuring line..

Gr. Kv-u, to carry in the womb : •)(y-u, to pour over.

Lat. Cu-do, a cap: cu-pa, a citp ; cura, cave: cu-tis^

a skin.

Irish. Cu-a, flesh: cu^ach, a bozvl, a cup; he hath

folded: cu-an, a baij, haven: cu-as, a cav^; cu-im, a

skirt, covert.

Welsh. Cu, dear, beloved—embraced, 8ic.

Cudd, a hiding place, a hoard: cw, cwb, czep, a cup t

Czech, any round vessel: crcd, a bag, sack, pouch: czcdd,

a concavity, shelter, See. &,c.

Corn. Cu-as, a shozcer : cusc (W. casg^, sleep: cw
tha, to cover, hide, keep close.

Armor. Cuz, secret, hidden : cuz, cuza, to hide, cover,

AD, ADH, HAD, HADII.

Tending to expand, unfold, spread, distribute, divide.
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Heb. yA, Ad, a vapour, exhalation.

P«, Jd-en, a hinge: '."^H, Ad-er, to become magtri-

ficent, pompons, glorious—to expand.

Gr. a'^ ui, I satiate,Jill: a^-iu, I please, satisfy: ao-r,:,

abundantlif.

Lat. Ad, augment, in comp. as ad-unio.

Welsh. Ad-av, a. pinion, m\ open hand.

Ad-ain, a King : Ad-en, a zcing, a Jin ; the sjwke of a

rvhcel : Had, seed—expanding, unfolding : Ad-wy, a pass,

or opening.

Irish. Ad, renter—spreading element: Ad-a, victory:

adh,feliciiij, prosperity ; a laze : Adh-as, good, abuiulttnce.

Armor. Ad-a, \o seed : Ilad-u, to sow.

Corn. Ad-en, the leaf of a book—unfolding.

DA.

Expanding, unfolding, spreading, distributing, or divid-

ing, positively.

Heh. nNI, Da-e, to spread the zcings, fly ricijtly ; hence,

a vulture, or kite.

Gr. A«.-t^. to learn, (untold) divide} kindle, (cause to

sprcnci)..
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' Lat. Do (da-o), with its frequentive, Da-to, to give, ot

flistribute.

"Welsh. Da, good, a good; xcealth, stock.

Irish. Da, (W. Da-n, A. Da-ou) two, the first dis-

tributive, or divisible number : 4- ^^^ good : Da-igh, to

gi'ce, grant, distribute.

Corn. Da, good, a good; evident, plain—u7ifolded.

ED, EDII, RED, HEDH.

Kegativcij/ expanding, unfolding, spreading, distribut'

ing, or dividing.

Heb. n'^n, Ilcd-e, to be sharp, narrozo, or close, as the

edge of a weapon.

^ns I-ed, to unite, make one—negativehj unfold, or

distribute.

Gr. E^-w, Ed-o, I eat, corrode, consume.

Lat. S\'d, but: s'edeo, I sit, subside : s'-edo, I allay.

Welsh. Ed-zci, to consume, decay, zcither : Edd, ft

moment, instant : Hedd, peace, a s^afe of rest.

Irish. J^t/, //e caught, took, received: private property

;

gain, cattle, See. Ed-can, a receptacle.
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DE.

An expanse, spread, distribution, or division—with-

drawn, taken away, or separated.

Heb. nn"7, De-e, to drive away, thrust forth.

*TT^, De-i, St.fall, a stumbling.

tin, N-de, to impel,force off, thrust, strike.

Gr. A£-67, to bi/id, or chain ; to be compelled—to have

freedom removed: h-i^a, to fear—to shrink: ^t-iXv, after-

noon,fa II of the day.

Lat. De, from out of—part removed : De-beo, I am
bound, or obliged.

Welsh. De, to partfrom, to be separate; to be proper,

OY peculiar.

Corn. De, A. De'ch, yesterday—space zcithdrazcH.

Irish. De, from whence, therefore—separation: De-adk,

duty, obligation.

ID.

Pointing to an expanse, unfolding, distribution, or

division.

Ileb. "7>j Id, a hand, means, pozcer, dominion, a tract,

a portion, &c. ~'^>, Id-e, to shoot, or cast at, to praise—
give, or distribute to ; to confess, or unfold.
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Gr. i^-ti), I sec, discover : »?-£«, idea, perception, discri-

mination.

Lat, Id-oneus, meet, convenient, sufficient.

Welsh. Id, stretched, or extended to: Idd, to,fori to-

zvards, unto : Hyd, length, duration, to, asfar as, until,

Irish. Id, use,fruition ; good, just, meet : Idh, a wreath

a chainfor the neck ; a ring.

Expanding, nrfolding, distributing, or dividing, inter-

nally, or intrinsically.—Set under D.

OD, ODH, HOD.

Extending, enlarging, putting forth an expanse, or

distribution.

Heb. *iy, Od, to be beyond, beside, further, additional

—uet, moreover, again, until; futuriti/, eternity; to bear

ziit/iess ; to put on, or adorn.

Gr. 0%o;, a rcay, a road, ^journey, o^-^*;, odor, a, smell,

or perfume.

Welsh. Od, excellent, choice; the falling snow: od-i,

to snow. Ilod-i, to shoot out as corn, to ear.

Irish. Odh, music, the point of a spear; a stranger.
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DO.

An expanse, distribution, or division—extending, put

forth.

Heb. y% Do, knowledge^ yf>, I-do, to know, to >'e-

gard, to punish i to perceive with the outward senses.

Gr. Ao-w/to gitJe, present, distribute. Au-^ov, a present.

Lat. Do-no, donum; Doto, dos—distribution.

Welsh. Do, it is true, yes. Do-di, to place, appoint,

give.

Irish. Do, to, two, therefore.

Armor. Do-e, God> Do-are, nervs: Do-ar, the earth.

Do-en, to bearfruit, bringforth.

UD, HUD.

Covering, and expanding, unfolding, distributing, or

dividing.

Heb. TINj A-ud, a firebrand. ^1^, E-ud, the beaming

forth of light ; majesty, glory, honour; a vehement noise,

or sound.

Or. 'jo-o;^ to celebrate, sing: v^-uf, water—overwhelming,

and spreadingfiuid.

Lat. f7c/-0j a Zoose OM^er garment; S'udor, sweat, siir-

rounding moisture.
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Welsh. Hud, illusion, fascination ; a secret, or occult

science : Hudd, shade, gloom.

DU.

Expanding, spreading over. Distributive superiority/.

Heb. •7i'7, Du-d, beloved ; an uncle; a basket: ^n,

Du-ti, tojudge.

nr], Du-e, languor, faintness.

Gr. Au-n, destruction, desolation.

^v-m, ^v-u, I jjut on, spread over me.

^u-yxjAoii, I am able, superior to.

Lat. Du-co, I lead, preside over.—Dux, a leader, a

chief': Du-mus, a bush, a grove.

Welsh, (and A.) Du, black, glooms/, overspread.—

Dure, God : Dzcv, moving, gliding over ; a bird.

Irish. Du, ink, a law ; ordinance; duty; office; a land,

or country ; a village.

Corn. Du, God ; a day ; a side^ or border.

Duf. (W. Dug) a leader.

See primitives in F, under P.
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AG, HAG.

Tending to grasp, adhere, cohere, collect, compensate,

Heb. "IJK, ^g-er, to gather, collect.

Gr. Ay-u, I lead, bring together, earn/ : uy-u^u, Igather,

collect. ay-rt>-n, a herd, jiock, collection : uy-unf a con-

flict ; assembly.

Lat. -Ag-o, I do, take in hand: jig-men, an army,

crowd, herd, Jiock—assemblage,

Welsh. Ag, with, having, holding .- W. and C. ag,

and : Ag-aws, Ag-os, near, proximate.

Corn. Ag-os, a neighbour.

Irish. Ag, with, at: Ag-as, and Ag-an, precious,

dear: Ag-ag, a settlement, habitation: Agh, goodfor-

tune ; an ox (gregarious animal), a conflict, a buttle^

conzressus.

GA.

Grasping, adhering, cohering, collecting, or compensating

positively—zchat is grasped, &c.

Heb. nw, Ga-e, to iticrease, lift up, arise; pride;

proud.

Gr. Tcc-u, to beget; to be born, to contain; to rejoice:

•yu-tu, to boast, to be proud. ya-<;x, riches, treasure, accu-

mulation, (a Persian word), ya-j/ju, to marry.
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Welsh. Ga, an angle—^the junction of two lines : Ga-

vael, a hold, grasp.

Corn. Gfl, lift up, stand.

Irish. Ga, a spear, javelin—what is grasped. Gahh,

take, receive, hold: Gach, (Ga-ach) every—collectivs

particle.

EG, HEG.

Negativelj/ grasping, adhering, cohering, collecting, or

compensating.

Heb. ran, Heg-e, to turn round, stagger, dance; a

cleft, a hole jjn, Heg-eg, 10 dance round and round:

HJiH, Heg-a, commotion, circumagitation.

Gr. 'Eyn-u, to arcahe, to rousefrom the grasp of sleep.

Lat. Eg-eo, to be destitute : S'egnis, slothful—negatively

adhesive.

Welsh. Eg, open, plain, opened— with many com-

pounds. Eg-awr, to open, ziiden : Eg-in, the blade of

corn—opening of the seed. Heg-yl, a leg, shank.

Irish. Eag, death. Eag and Eg, in composition,-^^

leaving, quitting, &c.

Armor. Heg-ea, to shake, toss : Eg-eri, to open.

Corn. Eg-ery, to open : Eg-erys, opened.
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GE.

A grasp, adhesion, cohesion, or collection, removed, tahtn

away, separated.

Heb. ru, Ge, to break, burst forth; bring, or thrust

forth. nj3, N-ge, to push, strike zcith horns.

Gr. Ti-vix, a generation, progeny : yipz?, a gift—zchat U
putforth.

Lat. Ge-mo, to utter groans : Cemmo, to bud, nr sprout

;

Genero, to beget—putforth.

Welsh. Gen, an opening, a mouth: W, C. A. Gen,

the chin—projecting pointy. W. Ge-ni, C. Gc-ny, to

comeforth, be born.

Irish. Ge, zcho? what'? either— particle of donbtinp;.

Ge-ac, spending, scattering : Ge-ac-ach, a spendthrift

:

Ge-ag, he budded, a branch : Ge-in, he generated ; an

offspring : Gein-eadh, a generation—springing forth.

^ IG, HIG.

Pointing to a grasp, Sec. Disposed to gra.^p, adltcn,

cohere, or collect.

H'efe. r,y, Jg-e, to cjfiict, oppress—grasp, squeeze.

Gr. ly-K*, the groin : ty-iJ^-'-i, I aj/proach—come into coh'

tact: c^y.-ciij, I suppress, conceal.
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Lat. Ig-niSf fire, grasping dement. Ig-itur, therefore

quasi ab igior, teneor. S'ignum, a sign, mark, standard.

Irish. Igh, a ring—grasping round ; tallow—accumu-

lating matter.

Corn. Jg-, a hook.

Armor. Ig-uen, a flesh-hook.

GI.

Graspitig, adhering, cohering, collecting—ijitriimcalli/f

internally.—See examples under G.

OG, HOG.

Projecting, extending, putforth from a grasp, coliesion^

or collection.

Heb. njy, Og-e, a cake.

Gr. Oyy-o^, swelling, pride ; a mass, mound ; eminence

Oy^of, a furrow, road.

Irish. Og, young, the young—springing forth. Og-an,

a bough, branch—perhaps the true etymology of their

ogam, or tree alphabet. Ogh, the ear.

Welsh. Og, a harrow
;
young.

r I
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GO. ^

A grasp, adhesion, cohesion, collection extended, pro*

jecting, putforth, or yielded up.

Heb. 1% Go, to expire : yji', I-go, to labour, exert.

yj3, N-go, to touch, Wound, reach, smite.

Gr. To-v(, an enchantor. yo-w, a knee— projecting

joint.

Welsh, Go, an approach, reaching towards: Gub, a

heap, mound.

Go-hyr, a compensation, reward.

Irish. Go, the sea; a spear; to, unto, until; sign of the

optative mood. Gob, a bill, beak, snout : Gob-am, I

bud, sprout forth.

A, Go, ferment, leaven.

VG, HUG.

A covering grasp, adhenon, cohesion, eolhction,

0i. Yy-jy^-j whole, cntirc.

Welsh, lliig, a coat, a loose gown, Jl^^g} a hook, *

bending over.

i'oin, L';:>-, uporu
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Iri^h. Ug-a, choice, election : Ugh, an egg. Ugh-aim,

horse harness, trappings.

GU. .

Grasping and covering. Adhering, cohering to the sur-

face. Accumulating from without.

Heb. i:j, Gu, a body, a society : nj, Giii, a multitude,

nation, people.

Chald. nu, Gu-e, elevation, pride.

Gr. Tv-x, a trench with high edges, a fenced road.

Iv-cchot, a cavity, the hollow of the hand. yv-a\%j ropes,

sails.

Lat. Gu-ln, the gullet, gluttony : Ga-mia, a glutton,

gluttony: Gum-mi, gum. Gur-ges, a whirlpool^ gulf;

glutton, &c-

Welsh. Gzo-ach, a cavity, cell. Gxc-e, a web : Gzs-r,

a husband.

Armor. Gut-a, to weave: Gue-at, a web.

Corn. Gu, a reward, desert.

Irish. Gu, a lie : Gu-as, peril, danger.

I X 2
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AL, HAL.

Tending to a gliding motion, dissolution, emptiness, open-

ness, laxity, smoothness.—See examples under L.

LA.

Positivelj/—gliding, dissolvi?ig, empty, open, lax, or

smooth.

Heb. i6, La, no, not, without. nX7, La-e, to faint; to

be weary, spent.

. Gr. Aa-u, I see—I enjoy—it is open to me : I am will-

JriG:—-G:ive loose to.

^£x•o,', the common people—dissolute mobility.

?^x-yuy, the flank—lax part.

Lat. La-bor^, I slide, glide: Lam-Lo, I lick—glide

over : La-vo, I wash_, dissolve. Lac-vis, smooth, sleek.

Welsh. Lla, expanding, opening, light, clear : Lla-c,

a quick sand ; slack, loose, lax. Lla-chur, a gleam,

gleaming. Lla-cs, slack, loose, remiss : Lla-ith, moist,

wet— soluiion, eJiusion : Lla-etli, (C. La-it, L La-ith)

milk, a rujuid.

Irish. Xfl, a d?iy, day—light, open ; also, water—whence

La-bheir, a laver, ewer, from La, and Btir, he brought,

carried. I'(i-g, weak, faint, feeble, hollow.

* The opposite meimjiig of Labor, work, toil, may be accoiiutcd for, hy
tOiiceiviiig the roul to be Ab, to cuusc> or produce effects. L'ahor.
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EL, HEL.

Negatively gliding, dissolving, or loosing : privation of
emptintss, optnntss, laxity, smoothness.

Heb. n^rr, Ilel-e, to wound, pierce; be in labour, or

violent pain ; to violate, profane.

bn*, I-el, to stay, Avait, be firm..

hr\1, N-el, to inherit, take, receive, possess.

/

Gr. Ex-w, I take, catch : tT^-u^, booty, a catching,

taking : tX-Jo/xat, I desh^e, covet : ex-v}u, I draw: ix-uvu, Dar»

I take, lead away : rA-o?, a nail, bolt, fastener.

Lat. Helluo, a glutton, greedy person.

Welsh. Ilel, a gathering, collecting, taking, seeking

—

with many compounds : El-arcVf (C. El-ar, I. El-eatk'

rain) abler, fere trum ^ ^

W. C. A. EUn, an elbow—-juncture.

Corn. EI, he can, is able : Ilelh-ia, to hunt : Ilelh-iat^

pursuit, a hunter.

Armor. El-guez, the chin, q. d, face-angle..

Irish. JB//,* a string, latchet, thong—fastener ; a battle,

engagement; hazard, danger: JEa//, a trial, proof: El-^

ton, steep, uphill.

Ileace E'ellum, Du-elluia, B'ellua, 6cc«
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LE.

Solution, looseness, emptiness, openness, laxity, smoothness^

li'ithdrazcn, removed,

Ileb. nnV, Le-e, to be vigorous, fresh, green.

Tib, Le~i, the jaw-bone—holder.

Gr. Ai-tx, a prey, capture : Xn-Kru, I catch, get booty*

7.rrux, purpose, intent, courage, valour, rigour of mind *,

7.r,^-^iix., an assumption : >.i-m, a lion, devourer.

Lat. Le-go, I gather^ choose : JLe-na, a bawd : Le-no.

a pimp, catcher.

Welsh. Lie (C. Le, A. Le'ch), a place, receptacle, re-

pository : Lh'-u, to place, fix, set, lay. Lle-w, a lion

:

Lleic-a, to eat : LUs (lie-as) advantage, profit, gain

—

what is taken, or received.

•

Corn. JLe-al, true, trusty, firm : Le-as, sufficient, meet.

Le-ana, to fill : Len, full ; faithful, trusty.

1. Le, with, having : Le-an, he adhered, followed;,,

imitated, pursued; Le-as, profit: Le-atha, gain.

IL, HIL.

Pointing to, approaching dissolution, emptiness, openness,

laxity, smoothness.

Ileb. bb', III, to cry out j Yell—unless perhaps from

the sound.
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Gr. iK'uoi, to be propitiousj mild.

4X-60O a hole, cavity: (k-v^, mud, dirt—solution of earth.

Lat. Il-c, the flank—lax, soft part. Hil-iim, a mere

nothing.

Welsh. Htl, a particle, piece, fragment-tissue, off-

spring. //, a ferment, resolution, decomposition : Hi, Sk

separate particle.

Irish. //, in composition, variety, ' diversity of parts:

Il-e, a multitude, diversity, diflerence : Il-each, dung,

dirt.

LI.

Gliding, dissolving, loose, empty, open, lax, smooth—
intrinsically, internally.—See under />..

Oh, HOL.

The emanating, extending, puttingforth of solution^ open,--

ness, laxity, or smoothness, &c.

Ileb. nVy, Ol-e, to mount, ascend as a vapour — a

burnt offering, b^, 01, upon, over, &:c. ^y, I-ol, profit,

advantage.

Gr. 07>.-vuj to destroy ; loose, ox-o?, whole, entire.

Lat. Ol-eo, to smell, to yield a smell : Ol-or, a strong;

smell : Ol-irn, long since ; hereafter.
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Welsh. O/, a track ; the hinder part ; the rear. Hoi,

to fetch. W. A. Holl, all, the whole.

Irish. OZ, a drinking, drink : Ol-an, wool ; Oil, great,

grand.

N. B. O,

—

of, from, out of,—^has sometimes the force of

a privative, but more frequently it implies an emanation^

extent, production.

- LO.

A gliding motion, solution, openness, laxity, smoothness^

emanating, extending, put forth.

Ileb. yV, Lo, to lick, absorb.

Gr. Ao-vw, to wash : ^o-^yof, destruction ; ^o-i/^to?, pesti-

lence, contagion.

Welsh. Llo-er (C. Lo-er, A. Lo-ar), the moon.

Irish. Lo, water ; a lock of wool ; a day.

Armor. Lo-a, a spoon : Lo-va, to row : Lo-ui, to wax
mouldy: Lo-us, vile, filthy.

Corn. Lo, a pool ; standing water ; a spoon : Lo-oh^

slime^ sludge.
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UL, IIUL.

A covering solution, or loose substance, &,c. or covering

solution, laxity, smoothness.

Heb. >b):, N-Ul-i, a dunghill ; to defile. P.

Gr. 'YX-flj a wood^ or forest.

Lat. Ul-igo, moisture, ooziness-: Ul-cus, a boil, or sor«

;

Ul-va, sea grass : Vll-ns, any one.

Welsh. Hul, a cover, or mat.

Irish. Ul-achd, colour, dye : Ul-cha, a beard : Ull-Oji a

burying ground.

LU.

A gliding motion, solution, laxity, &c. covering, or over-*

whelming—gliding, diffusing itself on the surface.

IJeb. iV, Lu, would ! O that—particle of wishing.

Gr. Av-yn, obscurity, darkness : \v-iJM, dirt, filth ; At;-/*»j>

contagion, destruction, Lu-cs, >>v-a, to loose.

Lat. Lu-cus, a grove—loose, hollow cover.

Lu-ceo, to shine, give light—diffuse a loose, subtle maU

ter over the surface, whence Lux—Lu-men.

Luo, to pay, expiate, wash : Lu-tum, clay, mire*
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tVelsh. Liu, an army, multitude: Llu-g, light, the

dawn ; a plague, pestilence—subtle, diffusion over

—

Llu-n,

form shape, figure, outward appearance : Llw-chf an ex-

panse of water ; also dust, a cloiid of dust.

Irish. Xm, small, light, quick—flying, gliding over tlic

surface : iw-a, water : Lu-ath, ashes,

Armor."^ Lu-ia, to mix, compound.

AM, HAM.

Tending to embrace, comprehend, surround.

See examples under M.

MA.

Embracing, comprehending posititelt/—Tchat is embraced^

or comprehended. Real substance.

Heb. nKD, Mn-e, a hundred—comprehensive number,

"TKD, Ma-d, might, greatness, copiousness; very muchj

hugely.

Gr. M*-w, I greatly covet—embrace with desire: Mx,

sheep, substance—a Phrygian term, y.^-yoq, a sage, man

of science—a Persian v.ord. /^.«-^«, hugely, abundantly

:

f^x, and its mutation y.n, in the termination of words—co7?i-

prehending, containiiig, substance, 6cc.

Lat. ilf«-^er,mcf?t'r/a—comprehending the substance: so

magnus, tnagis, malo, manus, &Lc.

• Welsh. Ma, a place, space^ state : Mddj good; benefit.
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A. Mat, goodj wealth, riches. W. Ma-e, C. Md,'h U,

there is. W. Ma-er, a superintendant. W. C. A. Ma-es,

a field. W. A. Ma-eth, nourishment.

W. Ma-int, magnitude, quantity : Ma-ith, large, huge,

Ma-nu, to prosper, thrive. W. C. A. Mam. a mother.

C. Ma-er, much : ma-ge, wonderous : ma-7i, td will, de**

sire : ma-ne, enough,

Irish. 3Ia, magh, a field : Ma-is, a sheep, a mass : Ma-
ith, good, excellent. Mam, strength, might, power; a

jiaountain.

EM, HEM.

Negativeli/ comprehending, or embracing—privation of

substance—simplicity, sma llness,

Heb. r\rin, TIem-e, to be hot : heat, wrath, fury—incon-

tinence; a wall, or separation—parting off. non. Hem"

fM, acrid, corroding poison. DTO, N-em, he repented.

Gr. ifji-eu), I vomit ; ^:-'-vu, I lean, fall : r,iA.-\<;vq, S'emi,

half.

Lat. Em-o, I buy; that is, take from, extricate from the

former possessor—whence, Ex-imo, to deliver, release:

per-imo, to cut-ojf ; ad-imo, to take away. Sec.

Welsh. 4, Em, ev, he, this—a simple object. Em, a

rarity, scarce, or small thing. Em-id, rare, unique : Em-

ig, a toy, little jewel.
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. Corn. Hem, Armor. Hema, this.

ME.

Embrace, comprehension, substance withdrawn, removed^

Heb. nno, Me-t, to wipe off, blot out, put away. >nD,

Me-i, an engine to batter and destroy walls.

Gr, M»), no, not: if-i-wv^ smaller. /i*f-»,-w, I part, divide;

am deprived.

Lat. Me-o, to go, glide away, ilow out, waste» Mc-io,

urinam reddo. Me-to, to reap, cut off—remove substance

;

Me-tuo, to dread.

Welsli. Me-di, to reap : Me-thu, to fail, decay, perish.

Me-itin, a moment; while, past.

Irish. Me-ath,\ie. failed; a decay: Me-ahhal, shame,

deceit : Mt-as, a pair of shears ; fruit removed from the

tree ; an orphan—cutting, cut off.

IM, HIM.

Pointing to an embrace, comprehension, or substance—

.

meet, disposed to embrace, or comprehend.

Heb. D», Ln, the sea. D>^f, Imim, days, a year; giants.

P. C, Im, termination of the noun masculine^ in the

plural, or comprehensive number.

P', Im-an, the right hancT*
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Gr. i|*-*f, a thong, or latchet : i«-«, a garment, cbVeN

ing : tjA-tiia, desire, covet.

Lat. Im-agd, an image. Im-itor, I imitate ; /??i-o,

rather, more than ; Imus, with the Celtic article is prefixed,

forms the superlative termination, utmost^ extreme,

Welsh. HiVj 4* Hintj a skin, surface. " .*v

Irish. Im, about, surrounding ; butter. lom-ad, Im-ad,

much, many, plenty, a multitude. Im-eal, (W. ym-yl)

a border, brim, coast.

MI.
.

,

Hinhracingy comprehending, intrinsically. Substance ap»

propriatei.—See under M, • -

OM, HOM.

The extending, j)utting forth of an embrace, eomprc"

hension, or substance,

Heb. Di>, O/n, a people, multitude, swann ; with, to-

gether with.
'

Di'3, IV-ow, to be sweet, pleasant ; sweetness.

Gr. Ow-vyf/», I swear: o/A-i?.oc, an assembly, multitude.

CjiA-c?, like, equal.

Lat. Om-entiim, the caul of the bowels. Om-tiis, all,,

every one. Hom-o, man, rational being.
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©ak; a spear, or lance. . ^.^

,,\A[eldi. J^pt?, banging over, mtimidating.

An embracing, or comprehending,, and extending, or carry-

ingforth.—Comprehension, matter, substance, emanating,

' ^rSS^o^ingi Jp'^t forth.

Heb. *^n, Mo-i, the bowels.

Gr. Mo->o;, po-^of, ^o-Xo?, p.w-Xo?, labour, trouble, war, bat-

'tle. fAo-To?, a bandage for wounds.

Lat. Mo'Veo, to move, remove.

Mo'dus, mos, a manner, custom.

Mo-Ics, a mass : ^l-
Mo-erus, a wall.

Mo-enia, walls of a city.

Welsh. Mo, more : Moc?, a circle, enclosure.

Mo-dur, a protector, a sovereign.

Modd, a mode, manner, custom.

ilfo-es, general conduct, behaviour.

Irish. Mo, a man : Jlfo, Mo-ff, greater, greatest : Modh,

a manner, fashion ; vy^ork.
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A circumfusive embrace, or comprehension. A coverin<r

substance, or matter.

Heb. DirTj E-um, multitude, tumult^ trouble': t3Y, I-wn^

day.

D13, N-um, slumber ; to dose.

Gr. Y/*-*}!-, a membrane, or akin,

ty-»of, Hymnus, a song of praise.

Lat. f7w-6o, the boss of a shield: Um-hra, a shadow;

Hiim-or, moisture : Hum-o, to bury : S'ttm^o, I take, re-

ceive—embrace and cover. Shim-en, the pap, or udder.

Welsh. TIuv, a mantle, cover. Hum, a racket, bat,

IIuv, a hood, cowl.

Irish. Ui7i, about, surrounding, covering; with, to-

gether with. JJmh-a, a cave, den : Um-ar, a trough,

vessel.

MU.

ComiJrehending and covering : substance, or matter zchich

covers, difuses itself round. Sometimes—substance, co*

vering itself, or Zihich is covered ; as,

Heb. niD, Mu-Cf marrow, brain.
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Gr. Mu-tf, to shut, close, cover: [xviu, to initiate into

mysteries : /xs-Jaw, to moisten : ^v-Xn, a mill, covering

mass.

Lat. Mu-cor, mouldiness ; mu-nio, to enclose, fortify

;

murus, a wall, &c.

Welsh. Mu, a large measure of liquids : Mw, a sur-

rounding substance : Mwdj an arch, or vaulted roof.

Mwg, smoke. Mzcy, A. Mui, more^ greater, larger.

Irish. Mu-adhy a cloud ; noble, great, good : Mu-al, a

top, summit.

Corn. Muy much : Muij great.

AN, HAN.

Tending to produce, discriminate, or simplify.—
See examples under N.

,-: NA.

Producing, discriminating, simplifying—in a positive

manner : or, zchat is produced, simplified.

{ Heb. K3, Na, now—the present point.

Gr. K«-D,', a temple : vx-v;, a ship—a fabric—thing formed

or produced : hence, ca-jw, I inhabit—occupy a fabric :

v:ti, verily, certainly, Nae, particle of discrimination.

Lat. Nac-viis, a natural mark : Na-vo, I do, make, pro-
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duce : Na-vis, a ship : Na-scor, (q. incept, from Na-or)

I am born, produced, come forth: Na-tura, nature; the

producer.

Welsh. Na-zos, nature — the producer : Na-v, the

creator : Na-in, a grandmother (I. a mother), which pro-

duces. Na-ddu, to cut into form.

Irish. Na-e, a man, individual : Na-duir, nature : Na^

mdhc, an infant : Na-oi, (W. 4- Naw) a ship.

Mai ymsawd yn llyn heb nazc\ Tal.

'* lake contending in the water without a ship."

EN, HEN.

"Negatively new, or present. ~Not produced, disci-iminated,

or simjylijied.

Heb. r\:in, Hen-e, to compass, close, shut up ; a cell.

Gi". Ev, in, Muthin—not produced, or brought forth

:

s»-S>o?, noon—point of receding.

Lat. ^S'en-er, an old person : »S'enesco, I begin to decay.

Welsh. C. lien, old, decaying: En, in composition,

in, zeithin : Corn. Armor. E?i, in : En-a, there, therein.

Armor. En-e, the soul—internal, invisible principle.

Irish. E/i, in composition. In: S'ean, old; he declined,

rfifused : S'eji, a net.

K k
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NE.

A produclion, discriminate thing, perception—removed, or

withdrazcn.

Heb. nn3, 'Ne-e, to rest, cease from motion, or action

;

also, to lead forth.

Gr. Ne, in comp. negat.

Lat. Ne, not, neither: Ke-co, I slay, cut off: Ne-go,

I deny, refuse.

Welsh. Ne, not; Ne-marcr, not, much. Ne-b, no one ;

any one—indiscriminately.

Corn. Ne, no, nor, not : Ne-ghij, to deny.

IN, HIN.

Pointing to a discriminate, or dmple object. Aptitude to

produce, discriminate, simjjlijy.

Heb. n:*, In-e, to press, squeeze out.

\'\, I-in, wine—produced by jjressing.

Gr. iv, a fibre—simple substance: iv-a, that, for, to the

end that—conj. causal: ivan, »>-£tv, to empty, cleanse—
bring forth the contents : »>-»,-, a son, infant, grandson ; tt-n,

u daughter ; »v->o?, a colt, foal—thing produced.

Lat. S'in-cerus, sincere simple : S'ingulus, one by one—

•

discriminatciy.
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Welsh. Hin, season, weather, state of the air.

Irish. /«, fit, proper for any thing; a country: Inn, &

wave. In, Ion, in composition, fitness, meekness, aptitude.

NI.

The act, or subject of producing, discriminating, simplify^

ing.—See under N.

ON, HON.

The extending, projecting, emanating, putting forth of a

production, a discriminate, or simple object.

He]). T\1Vi On-e, to act upon another person, or thing

;

to effect
;
produce effects upon, py, On-n, a cloud.

Gr. Ov-cc^, a dream, vision: cn-xui, I help, profit, reprove:

ty-oijicc, a name, fame, renown: ov-vl, a naiL

Lat. On-us, a burden—lifted and carried forth. Ilon-or,

honour, distinction.

Welsh. Ilon-i, to make manifest, publish : On, a spear,

iance—the ash.

Iri:.h. On, gain, advantage; a loan; blame: Onn, a

stone, a iiorse—springing forth.

Com. Ilnn-or, enough, sulficient.

K k 2
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NO.

A production, a nezv, simple, or discriminate thing-^

emanating, extending, 'put forth.

iieb. y3, to move remove—go forth ; a wanderer.

Gr. No-^of, a law, custom: vo-sj, a mind, thought,

memory.

Lat. No-vi, 1 know, discriminate : No-men, a name,

fame: No-ta, a mark: No-vo, to produce, make new;

No~vus, new.

Welsh. No, than: Nod, a characteristic, token, mark.

No-eth, (A. No-az, C. No-ath,) naked, bare, open. I.

No-tha, discovered.

Corn. No-va, to make, produce : Nozv, a noise : No-i,

a nephew: No-it, a niece: No-ar, the earth: No-den,

thread.

Irish. No, Ncii\ No-dam, I understand. No-is, a cus-

tom, manner, behaviour ; noble, excellent.

UN, HUN.

Covering, embracing, a thing 'produced, or a simple, dis'

criminate thing. Covering discrimination,

Ileb. pn, E-un, sufficiency, substance, wealthi

Gr. fv-vK, a plowshare—covering the seed.
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Lat. Un-uSj one : Vn-da, a wave.

"Welsh. Un, one, the same : Un-aw, to unite. Hun,

self—the same person, or thing ; alone : Hum, this one.

W. C. A. Hun, sleep, a nap of sleep.

Corn. Un, one, a, an.

Armor. Un, the same : Un-o, to unite : Un-an, one.

NU.

Discriminating and covering. The simple discriminate

thing, or point which the attention covers, or rests upon..

See examples under iV»

AP, HAP, AF, HAF.

Tending to a 'prominence, or co7tvex—to a pushing,

springing, or putting forth.

Heb. p|K, Ap, the nose, face ; fire ; wrath, fury—cer-

tainly, apparently.

fiDK, Ap-ap, to flow, rush upon, with force and violence.

Gr. K-a-dyt, forth ! away with it ! ap-age ! aw-o, from,

forth of

—

y.'S7-(pv<;, a father, natural source, or spring : a?)-«p,

quick, suddenly : a-sr-Tw, I kindle, inflame.

Lat. Ap-er, a wild boar: Ap-is, a bee—stinging insect:

Ap-ex, a sharp pointy top : Ap-sis, the rim—prominent part

of a whef I.
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Welsh. Ap, a son, springing forth ; whence Eppil, (Ap-

hil) offspring. Ap, a ferment, whence Ep-les, leaven.

Irish. Af-raighe, Off-rking, rising to battle : Ap-rnn,

an apron—fore part. Ce-apj a tribe, family, head, stock.

Corn. Aff-hen, issue, offspring.

Armor. Aff, a kiss ; Afftt, to kiss.

PA, FA.

Positively/ prominent, convex, pushing, springing, or put-

ting forth.

Heb. ND, Pa, here, at this point, or extremity.

nXD, Pa-e, an angle, extreme part of a thing.

IND, Pa-r, to adorn ; a mitre ; the shoot of a tree.

Gr. <^x-u, I shine, speak, declare : b7«-kj a boy, girl—
springing up.

«

lia-tw, I strike, smite : -cra-yo?, a mount, hill, prominence.

Uurno, a father—putting forth.

The same idea presents itself in Latin, Pan-do, Pa-teo,

Pa-tcr, Pa-vo, Fa-ber, Fa-cio, Fa-cies, Fa-ma, &c. Fa-

ha, W. Fa, beams—prominent, convex, pods.

AVclsh, F<i-zc, honour, credit : Fa-rcd, prosperity : Pa~

zcb, al], every one; W. Pa, what—C. when_, what—A.
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seeing that^ whereas. W. A. Pa-utiy a peacock. W.
Paiceii, A. Pau, a paw.

Armor. Paut, enough, abundance.

EP, HEP, EF, HEF.

Negative/i/ prominent, convex, pushing, springing, or put-

ting forth.

Heb. f]n. Hep, secure, covered.

HDn, Ilep-e, to cover, overlay; a covering; a secret

chamber ; a bed chamber.

p]rr7, Jlep-ep, to cover, shelter entirely.

j^Dii, llep-a, to conceal, secrete.

Gr. Etir-«, E^-o/Axi, I follow, come after,

£::-£(, after, since—posteriority.

Lat. S'ep-io, I enclose : S'epes, a hedge.

Welsh. Hep, a nodding, slumbering: C. A. JZt'^, witli«

out. C. Ej)h-an, June—point of the sun's receding.

Armor. Bp-at,?i stopping, staying.

PE, FE.

Prominence, projection, a push, or springy restrained, icith-

draicn, removed; but in many instances, the force of P»
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remains undiminished, so that Pe signifies projectin<r,

pushing, extend^hig, springing forth.—See the note un-

der Be.

Heb. riD, Peh, seems to imply a covering, spreading

over—hence, a thin plate, or overlay ; a net, or snare ; a

governor, or controller.

nD3, N-peh, to blow, blast, pant for breath.

Welsh. Pe, if. Corn. Pe, what.

Armor. Pe, or, what ? particles, expressing condition,

doubting, or hesitation.

Irish. Fe, a hedge, pound, pinfold
;
park, or enclosure

;

a gage, Oi rod, to measure graves ; under.

JP, HIP, IF, HIF.

Pointing to a prominence, projection, or spring. Meet, or

disposed to project, spring, or push forth,

Heb. ns^, Ip-e, beautiful, fair, slightly,

riD>, Ip-eth, a prodigy, sign.

Gr. i-cr-BTo?, a horse : itt-to, to hurt, injure : perhaps, let

fi\)
at ; whence, »9r-Ta/Aa«, I fly: Kp-ij strenuously, mightily^

magnanimously.

if-to?, i*-K, robust, strong, fat ; also, swift.

Lat. fy-se, self—the object pointed to.
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Welsh. Hip, a sudden stroke. Hif, a flake, drift

;

Hif-ian, to throw in flakes. If, thrown off", sent forcibly.

«

Irish. Ip^-in, a gooseberry tree.

• PI, FI.

The act or subject of projecting, swelling, pushing, or

springing.—See under P.

OP, HOP, OF, HOF.

The extending, or putting foj-th of projection, prominence,

convexity, a push, or spring.

Ileb. nsi^, Op-e, to fly, as a bird, as an arrow^, as the

glance of an eye
;
quick, vigorous.

HSy, Op-a, a branch.

J^Dj;, Op-ep, to fly swiftly ; to vibrate, or brandish.

»D>'Dy, Opop-i, the eyelids ; beams of light.

fDy, Op-i, the shoots and foliage of a tree.

Gr. o-nr-a^w, I pursuc, urge : oth'v, a peep-hole : ow-ij, re-

venge, divine vengeance.

O^-To), I see, behold : o-^, the eye, view ; a voice,

singing.

Oro-o?, sap, juice—pushing forwards.
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•^»j, a serpentj snake—darting forth.

Lat. Op-era, Op-us, work, labour, exertion. Sec,

Op-is, Ops, 0/:fs, pov/cr, might, dominion, help, strength,

forces, riches, Sec.

Op-to, I wish, desire.

Welsh. OJ-er, tools, instruments.

ro, ro.

Trominence, convexity, a push, or spring—extended, put

forth.

Hch, ^'D', I-po, to radiate, irradiate, beam forth ; lustre.

j;ds*, A-po, a viper.

n^'D, Po-e, to cry, shriek out.

Gr. Yio-x, grass, pasture— springing forth: 'cw-j,ft;>, ;;.

beard : p-Qr,, hair, mane.

no-i=&', I make, produce.

<j)u->rj, a voice ; (pi.-^', a thief; a speculator : (pa^, light.

Lat. Po-ena, pain, punishment : Po-mum, a fruit.

Fo-etus, the young of any thing : Fo-eto, to bring forth

young
;
put forth a smell.
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Fo-emim, hay : Fo-enus, interest upon money : Fo-liumf

a leaf: Foil-is, a pair of bellows: Fo-7is, a spring, foun-

tain.

Welsh. F6, flight; he will fly, runaway.

Po, by how much : Fob, every ; Fo~tth, hot, fiery.

Irish. Fo, a king, prince, sovereign: honour, esteem;

good.

Corn. Fo, to swear : Po-an (A. id. W. Po-en) pain,

punishment. Po-er (A. Po-es) weight.

Armor. Fo-eri, hay : Fonna, to abound.

UP, HUP, UF, iiur.

A covering projection, push, or sjjring.

Heb. ^)V, Sh-up, to bruise, hide, cover.

Gr. r-sj-cc', a vision : \-m-ir, upon, above, over : 'vvr-mn,

a beard : 'tz^-vo?, sleep.

''£:p-xui, to weave.

'X^z-o-:, lieight, altitude, summit.

Lat. Cpupa, a lapwing, crested bird ; a mattock to dig out

stones,

S'upcr, upon, over, above : iS^up-cro, to overcome,

prevail upon, pass over.
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Welsh. Hup-ynt, a shock, a sudden effort, a push.

llwp, a sudden effort, push.

Irish. Up-tha, sorcery, enchantment, witchcraft.

Armor. Hup-erij a tuft, lock : Ilupen-bha, a lock of

hair.

PU, FU.

A projecting, swelling, pushing, or springing over^

Heb. ID, Pu, on this or that side—over the boundary.

Gr. Uvyr, the haunches, buttocks, nt-?.n, the gate, or

entrance of a city, tcvg, fire. <pv-u, (pv-oy.a.i, to be born^

arise, spring forth.

Lat. Pu-bcs—Pu-dor, shame—which covers the face
j

Pu~er, Pu-ella, a boy, girl, springing up, &cc.

Welsh. Fu, a veiling over : Fu-ant, disguise, hypocrisy.

Fw, volatility.

Corn. Fu, a shackle, fetter ; the form, shape, out-

ward appearance of a thing; was (Fuit).

Fu-e, to fly— run away.

AR, HAR.

Tending to bcjirm, forcible, superior, prevalent—to act

or move with energy.—Sec under i?.
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RA, RHA.

Tending to be firm, forcible, superior, prevalent—that

which acts or moves with energy.

Heb. ^^<'^, Ra-e, to see, perceive, understand ; a hawk,

©r vulture.

DN"), Ra-m, to be exalted, elevated.

Wi<-\, Ra-sh, the beginning; a head, principal, chief,

most excellent.

Gr. '?x-M, I chase, destroy—prevail over.

'Pct-yn, vigour, force, energy.

Lat. Ra-tio, reason—rule of action.

Ra-dius, a sun-beam ; spoke of a wheel.

Ra-miis, a branch : Ra-pio, I take by force.

Welsh. Rhag, before, cliicf, 4- ^ prince, leader : Rha-

gor, excellency : Rha-id, urgent necessity.

Irish. Ra, a going, moving : Ra-i, motion ; he arose.

Rac, a king, prince. Ra-e, a lield ; battle ; much, plenty;

a salmon, Ra-ha, a bidding, commanding.
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ER, HER.

Negatively firm, forcible, superior, prevalent.—Privation

of ener^ in motion, or action.

Heb. n-;n, Her-e, to burn violently, be enraged, grow

pale.

Tin, Her-er, to be burnt up.

i<~in, Her-a, dung, excrement.

Din, Iler-eh, to waste, diminish, consume, to be waste,

or desolate.

jnrr and I'^n, Herg, Herd, to shake, shudder, tremble

with fear.

Gr. Ej-*, the earth—what is under foot.

E^-ww, I creep, crawl : e^ ^w, I go with difficulty, am
afflicted, perish.

E^-»f, strife, division.

Lat. Iler-i, yesterday : S'er-o, late, too late.

S'er-po, I creep: S'er-vio, I serve, am in subjection;

Err-o, I wander, mistake.

"W^elsh. Ifcr, provocation, defiance.

W. A. Er, from, since.
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A. Err-es, a flat, floor.

Irish. Er?; the tail, end. Ear, he refused. Ear-adh,

fear, mistrust. Ear-ais, the end; Ear-hall, the tail;

Ear-aid, Err-aid, error.

RE, RHE.

Firmness, force, snperioritij, prevalence, removed.—Forci-

hli) moving off
—broken, separated, reverted, iterated.

Heb. ni', I-re, a moon, month—division, or iteration.

Gr, Pc-w, I pour out, flow, vanish.

p«-/^«, a thing, deed, word—-separate subject.

Pi5?-?i.', I break, tear asunder.

L'-it. Ft.c, in conip. hach, again. Sec. reversion, separa-

tion, iteration : Pt.es, a se])aratc thing, or business : Re-

tro'', backwards : Ile-as, obnoxious, guilt}'. Re-te, a net.

Irish. Rr^ tiic moon ; a space of time—division, .itera-

tion : Re-ab, he hath torn to pieces: Re-ac, he hath sold,

iilirnated.

WcUh. t RJie, he will run. flovr' ofl'.

Rhezx, A. Re-o, frost.

Riitg, a gift", prcseut.

C, Re, A, Rc-i, ': give, alienate.
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Corn. Re, some one, somewhat ; by, through ; running.

Re-ese, to flit, rush out.

IR, HIR.

Pointing tofirmness, force, superiority, or prevalence.

Disposed to act or moveforcibly.

Heb. riT, Ir-e, to erect, set up; to cast, throw, w
shoot—to place or move vf'iXhforce.

N"i>, Ir-a, to be terrified—forcibly moved.

Gr. ig-at, pubhc harangues—forcibly moving.

i^-tyyff, arteries.

Lat. Ir-a, anger, rage,

Ir-ptx, a rake, harrow—forcibly moving, tearing.

Irish. Ir, anger; a satire.

Ir-e, ground, firm land.

Ir-ionn, Id. Ir-is, brass ; a hen-roost ; a friend ; a

lover ; an assignation ; a description ; a record, or chronicle ;

an ccra, epoch ; justice, judgment, equity—(firm, Jixed.)

Welsh. Ir-ad, passion, rage
;
pathetic.

Ir-ai, a good—forcibly moving, instigating.
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RI.

firmness, force, superiority, or prevalence inherent, or in-

trinsic. The property of acting, or moving with energy.

See examples under jR»

OR, HOR.

Projecting, extending, or puttingforth, eminently, or

forcibly.

Heb. iy. Or, to excite, rouse, raise, or stir up ; to

exert ; to pour out, or forth ; an enemy ; to strip.

Gr. Of-a«, I see, discover, understand.

O^-yctuy I vehemently desire.

Op"yv>, anger, punishment ; the ruling passion.

0^'iyu, I Stretch, extend : o^-So^, erect, direct : og-f^ij, im-

petuosity, bent of the mind : o^-o?, a mountain : '&§-:;?, a

limit, boundary : o^-u, I excite, rouse, &c.

Lat. Or-a, a coast, border—utmost extent.

Or-ior, I arise, begin, spring, or shoot forth, &c.

Welsh. Or, a limit, boundary, coast, margin
;

prep.

(jr, out of the—Or-aza, to utter ; send forth.

L I
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Hor, bulky, round.

Irish. Or, a voice, a sound ; border, coast.

RO.

Firmness, force, prevalence, extending, put forth.—Forci-

hli/, eminently extending.—See examples under R.

UR, HUR.

Covering eminently, orforcibly

.

—See under U.

RU.

Forcibly overzchelming. Eminently covering. Prevailing

over.

Heb. r\'\~\, Ru-e, to enebriatc; overcome with liquor ;^

to drench, soak ; idolatry.

Gr. Pv-a, to draw along ; to flow ; to protest.

Lat. Ru-o, lo rush over, or upon the surface.

Ru-beo, to blush, redden : Ru-bus, a bush, bramble :

Ru-ga, a Avrinkle, fold : Rii-ma, the cud ; a pap : Ru-men,

tlie cud ; belly, paunch.

Ru-mor, rumour, report, fame.

Corn. Ru, a street, covered way: Ru-an, a river:

Ru-id, a net : Ruse, a rind, or bark : Rug, a king.
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Armor. Ru, a street : Rusqueen, a rind^ or bark.

Welsh. Rhzsd, rust. Rhwg, a rough outer garment.

Rhwyd, a net : Rkwyv, a king.

Irish. Ru, a secret, or mystery.

AS, HAS.

Tending to mark, or distinguish—a discriminate object—
a whole.—See examples under S.

SA.

Marking, distinguishing positiveli/.

Heb. nSD, Sa-e, to measure, mete; a measure of ca-

pacity.

KDXD, Sa-sa, to measure exactly.

Gr. Sa-cj, I preserve whole, or entire.

€(t-(pyi<;, manifest, open, certain—marked.

Lat. Sa-gio, to perceive quickly, discriminate ; smell

out : whence Sagax, and Sa-ga, a subtle woman, witch

—

marker.

Sa-pio, to savour, taste, know—discriminate : Sa-ne,

evidently, truly, discriminatcly.

Irish. 6'a, self.

J. 1 2
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Welsh. Sa-tr, an architect, marker, artist.

ES, HES.

Negatively discrimiuating, or pointing out—utifixing—
removing a distinct object.

Heh. iiDrr, Hes-e, to hide, cover.

TlZ'n, TIesh-e, to hurry, to he confounded,

n?r7, Hez-e, to comprehend, enclose ; a compact.

Gr. "Ea-^a, I eat, devour, corrode.

K??-a;i', less, smaller.

Lat. Es, thou eatest, devourest, corrodest.

Jles-ternus, yesterday—time removed.

Irish. jEs, in comp. forsaking, leaving; as Ileim, a road,.

Es-reim-each, deviating.

Ess. death, a ship—departure, departing,

Welsh. ES) divergency, departure, separation.

SE, ZE.

Discriminately removing, or removed. Segregated, de-

pressed.

Heb. nr, Ze, to be loosed from, withdrawn, separated.
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nriD, Se-e, to sweep^ scrape, tear off.

nnii', She-e, to bend down, stoop, couch, crouch

nnti', Shc-ch, to prostrate oneself.

Gr. "Zi-Qu, to adore, bow down

ert-n), to sliake, remove, move.

^i-bi, to boil, spring forth separate.

Lat. Se, in comp. separately^ apart ; half; privation.

Se-cO) to cut, divide : Se-mi, half,

Se-rum, whey—separating from.

Irish. Se, he, it, him.

Corn. Se, she, her; a seat.

Welsh. 4- Se, that—that particular,

IS, HIS.

Pointing to discrimination, or distinction ; to a foimda^

tion, orJirst principle. The marking,

Heb. )r>, Ish, Is, are.

Gr. I?, a fibre: i^-y.^o 1 know, discern.

Lat, Is, the same : Js-ce, even he.
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Welsh. Ys,4-Is, na, certainly; a demonstrative par-

ticle.

Is, below, under, inferior.

Is-el, Amor. Is-d, Corn. Is-al, low, humble.

Irish. Is. The substantive verb—is, am.

Is, under—fundamental.

SI.

Discrimination, distinction; internal, or lozo situation,

&c.—See under S.

OS, HOS, OZ.

Projecting, extending, putting, or coming forth dis-

criminately.

Heb. py, Os, to trample upon—project, or rise over.

U'J^, Osh, to make, form, fashion, perform; to bear, or

produce fruit.

Gr, o?, who.

c;?-«, a voice, fame, report.

t^-a, to cast a smell.

cf-oc, a branch ; a champion.
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Lat. 05, the mouth, face, countenance, speech.

Os-cen, a foreboding bird.

Os-tium, a door ; the mouth of a river.

Welsh. Os, that tends from, out, or forward ; that tenda

to increase ; an increment. O. D.

Irish. Os, above, over, upon ; a deer.

SO.

Discriminately extending, projecting, enlarged, put fovtlK

Heb. nv?:. Zo-e, to move, remove, shake.

V?yf> Zo-zo, to put into violent motion.

nyD, So-e, impetus, impulse.

yD3, 1:^-80, to move, be removed ; to journey.

)JZ', Sho, to look, have regard.

Gr, So-w, iu-u, to chase, put to flight.

ro-Qtu, to expel, put forth.

cu>-iJi.ct, a body : (tw-^-o?, a heap—homogeneous mas*.

Lat. So-boks, issue, offspring.

So-cio, to join^ associate : So-daks, a companion.
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Sol, the sun. So-no, to sound.

Irish. So, young, the young—produced, put forth : So^

in comp. apt, meet.

Corn. So, he, him.

C. A. So-a, suet, fatness.

US, HUS.

Covering a marked, or particular objects

Gr. Yc?-o?, a pike, or javehn—raised over the foe.

Lut. Us-us, use, profit, advantage.

Welsh. liws, a covering, horse-cloth.

Us, C. Us-ion, chafF—husks of corn,

Irish. Us, news, tidings of a thing lost ; a narrative—

about a distinct subject,

Discriminately covering, or being over.

Gr. 'Zv-ufi, the fig-tree : jy-Xr, prey, booty.

iv-^ti, a kind of cloak, or hood.

iv-<pa^, a snake's skin—pellicle.
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3L.at. Suadeo, to advise : Su'ber, a cork.

Su-dum, fair weather ; the clear expanse.

Su-men, an udder, tlie paps,

Su-per, upon, above,

Sit-ra, the calf of the leg ; a boot, buskin.

Sus, upwards,

Welsh. Su-der, a horse-cloth, saddle-cloth.

Su-lzi), C. Sul, sight, view.

Irish. Su-as, up, upwards.

Su-adh, a learned man ; counsel, advice
;

prudent,

discrete.

Su'il, the eye ; hope, expectation ; tackle.

AT, HAT.

Tending to draw, strain, stretch, hind, circumscribe, or

draw round, limit.

Heb. tDX, u4t, a magician.

i'[5K, At-in, a cord, rope—implement of drawing.

nriK, Ath-c, to approach—draw towards.
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Gr. at-«j, (At, Lat.) but—particle of limiting.

Welsh. At, to, towards—approaching.

Irish. At, a swelling—tension.

At-a, At-an, a cap, garland.

Com. At-is, persuasion, advice.

TA.

Extending, straining, drawing, circumscribing, positivelj/.

Heb. NDKO, Ta-ta, to sweep—draw forth.

riKn, Tha-e, to limit—circumscribe with lines.

HD, Tha, a chamber.

Gr. Ta-Uy Tct-^i), I draw, strain, extend.

Taj-^w, I set in order—draw out in ranks.

Ta-fc'j, a peacock—displaying his plumage.

Lat. Ta-beo, to be ex-hausted.

Ta-bula, a table, plank—extended surface.

Ta-pes, Ta-iTTj?, tapestry.

Irish. Ta, is, am.
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Welsh. Ta-er, importunate^ urgent.

Corn. Potent, powerful—exerting.

W. C. A. Tan, fire.

ET, HET.

Negatively drawing, straining, limiting, or circum-

scribing with a line. Privation of tension.

Heb. SDn, Het-a, to miss ; deviate from the line.-

Parkhurst.

Gr. Et-«j moreover—besides: tT-t^oq, another.

jT-«?, £T-atgoo ^ companion—additional.

Lat. Et, and, moreover, besides—not limiting.

Irish. Et, in comp. privation.

Welsh. Et-to, yet, still, moreover—^besides.

Eth-u, to go, depart, vanish.

Het-ys, a short space \ an instant.

Corn. Eth, he went, departed, vanished.

Eth-om, want, need.

JJeth-as, a carrying away.
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TE.

Tension removed. Drawing away, Sec.

Heb. no, to plaster, daub with mortar, S^c. but fie»

quently it has the contrary meaning.—See the note

under Be^

IT, HIT.

Aptitude to draw, strain, stretch—poiriting to a straight

line.

Heb. 310% It-b, to be good, right, &c,

Gr. It-»)j, bold, rash—going straight forwards^

iT-vc, the rim of a wheel—uniformly binding.

S-vi, straight, direct—impetuosity.

i^-va, 1 proceed straight forwards—I rush with impet*

uosity.

Lat. It-a, in like manner

—

directly sq.

It-em, likewise.

It-er, a road, journey, way—direction.

It-io, It-US, a going forwards.

Irish. It-e, a wing, Jin— equally stretching, moving

forth : It-e, in like manner.
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Welsh. Ith, C. It, Hit. I. Ith, Corn, wheat, rye^

&c.—growing straight, direct.

TI.

Dj'citc'ing to. Having the property of drazeing, stretching,

binding, &c.—See under T.

OT, HOT.

Forth-drawing, or straining. Outzcardly stretching, «r

binding.

11eb. IDi^, Ot, to fly swiftly ; rush forth ; spread a gar-

ment over.

ViV, 0th, time, season, opportunity ; to pervert, distort

—

draw aside, or awry.

Gr. oB-u, to move, remove.

oS-ot«, a sail, a linen cloth—stretched out.

u^-iu, to drive, thrust forth.

Welsh. 0th, exterior, extreme.

Iri^~h. Ot-ar, labour, exertion.

0/-ir, a ridge juttins; into the sea.
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TO.

Drawing, stretching, strainingforth—binding, or strain^

ing outwardly.

Heb. T\)i\!i, To-e, to wander, go astray.

nyn, Tho-e, to err, wander, go astray.

ynj^n, Tho-tho, to err greatly, or repeatedly.

Gr. Gii, I run : 60-05, swift.

^-vss0, I cry out ; rush with impetuous rage.

To|ov, a bow—straining, and casting forth.

Lat. To-mex, to-mix, a cord.

Ton-sa, the blade of an oar.

Torrens, a torrent ; rash, violent, headlong.

Corn. Tof, I go, stretch forth.

W. C. To, A. To-m, thatch, tile, &c.—stretching

binding outwardly.

W. To-es, A. To-na, Dough—heaving, swelling out.

Irish. Toi, a bearing, birth.
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UT, HUT.

A cover, stretching, extending, or binding.

Gr. fr-yov, a swelling ; a funguSj &,c.

Lat. Ut-er, a bladder, bag, bottle.

Uter-us, the womb.

Irish. Uth, an udder, dug.

Corn. Ut, Uth, a swelling : Huth-n, to cover.

Huth-y, to lift up, exalt.

Uth-ic, Uthy, huge, very great.

TU.

Drawing, stretching, extending over.

Hcb. niD, Tue, to spin—what is spun.

mn, Tku-e, to mark, limit, circumscribe.—Draw the

line over.

Gr. Dor. Tv, Lat. Tu, thou—the person over whom I

extend the hand, or the eye.

rv-^um:, Tij-rcnmus, a king : Tfe"?'?, a fort, bulwark

—

defence, protection,

d-.-iy^.x, a wliirlwind : Gn-xxy.'., a sack, or pouch : ()•.-?«, a
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gate, or door : ^v-u, I sacrifice, slay ; I rush impetuousl/

—stretch over.

Lat. Tu-ber, a pufF, fungus, swelling.

Tu-eor, Tu-or, to protect—stretch over; to beliold

—

extend the eye over.

Tu-meo, to swell—distend the surface.

Tu-mex, a rope, cord—drawn over.

Tu-7iica, a coat, cover, &c.

Irish. Tu, tliou; Tu-adh, an axe; fame, renown—ex-

tending over.

Tu-agh, dominion ; a hook, or crook.

Tii-as, above, before.

Welsh. Til, a coast, or border.

W. C. Ty, or Tu, a house.

In explaining the import of the combinations here exem-

])lified, I have attached myself closely to the natural ex-

pre!^sio?2 of the several elements^ as it has been marked by

the ancients, in their names, and their symbols.

With such a design,—elegance, or neatness of expres-

sion may not have been compatible. My aim was, to
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be understood, and let my reader perceive from whence I

drew my definitions.

Tlie words that exempHfy these primitives are copied,

with each of the received acceptations, from lexicons,

and from dictionaries of the best credit ; the Hebrezo

generally from Parkhurst. My short, and occasional

comments are separated from the words of my author, by
a line of demarcation.

I would not bias the judgment of the public upon the

result : but I may be allowed brietly to remark, that,where-

ever the Hebrew offers an opportunity of comparison, the

meaning of the term, in almost every instance, exactly

falls into tliis plan, or system. The Irish also furnishes

instances of analogy, so powerful, and frequent, as to cor-

rect the operation of that grammatical licence, which per*-

mits broad vowels. A, O, and U, or the narrow ones

JE, and /, to be substituted for each other, even in simple

primitives.

'' Tiie same principles appear with equal force, though not

with equal uniformity, iu tlie other languages.

Where n comes after a consonant in Ilehrezv words, it

expresses a removal of the force produced by that con-

sonant. In the other languages, E, after a consonant,

is at one time privative, at another, inert:—for this ir-

regularity I have accounted.

niat vowels had, originally, their appropriate force, and

meaning, in the formation of the word, 1 think, will ap-

pear indisputable, from the tables I have annexed. Pei'-

jm: m.
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haps their mutation amongst themselves was the first con-»

fusioii that language underwent. •

The substitution of the privative E for the positive J, anclt

vice versa, might, of itself, have answered the design of

the confusion at Babel.

I have shewn, that Hebrews, and Greeks, the old inha-

bitants of italif, and the Celtic nations^ were peculiarly

careful to distinguish each of their elementary sounds, by

a. descriptive name, or to represent it by some natural, and

characteristical object;—that names and symbols, of each

individual power, evidently pointed at the same image, ii\

all tliese languages.

From thence I inferred, that an age, however distant

from ours, once existed, in which the ancestors of all thes<j:

nations had a distinct perception of the force denoted by each

of their primitive sounds, and when they regarded that

import as marked by nature itself.

As the peculiar correspondence, or the natural affinity

between certain sounds, and certain ideas, was admitted

so generally by ages thus remote, I made a further in-

duction, that primitive man acted uj)on the general prin-

ciple of natural expression, in assigning to each of the

elementary sounds, its peculiar province in the formation

of language.

I applied myself to the task ofdiscovering what antiquity had

taught upon the subject, and 1 developed the habitual, or

practical application of this principle. I had not bestowed

much labour upon this field, before I observed the operation
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of a removing, Andpricative power, in the body of primitive,

Hnd simple terms.

This discovery enabled me to assign the reason, why Jb
and Eb, Ac and Ec, &.c. present contrary ideas; and wliy

Ar and jE/, may import similar meanings ; the former

being positive/^ Jif'ff^) the other uegntively weak and re-

iaxi'd. This induced me to inquire minutely into the im-

port of the several vowels, in order to murk their most

frequent mutationSi

i have now pursued the Investigation so far as to explain

the import of simple sounds, and first combinations, or to

arrive at the formation of such primitive terms, as con-

stitute the basis of the Ilcbrcrv, Greek, Latin, and Celtic

languages, (links, which had been missed between ety-

mrtlogy, and principles of nature)> and 1 have shewn, that

all these languages actually arose from the same prin-

ciples.

The subject might be carried further, and so as to ad-

vance nearer to perfection: but I am anxious to learn the

fate of that which I have already written :—I, therefore,

with ingenuous diffidence, resign these humble Essays to

fhe judgment of the public,—but I take my leave of the

reader with a general reflection.

The identity of fundamental principles, which pervade

the general mass of the old languages, demonstrates, that

all of them sprung from one parent,—and that mankind

are, what Scripture declares them to be—the children of

one family.—^lay the conviction of this affinity between

us all, dispose the human race to mutual t)ffices of charity

;«nd forbcorance !
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APPENDIX.

-L HAVE, in tlie pages now closed, and at tlie mercy of

the reader, prompted some arguments in support of an

opinion, that, in reaiitj, and in fact, the celebrated llypev'

bortans of antiquity were professors of Dniidism, in its

earliest, and least-adulterated state. It must not, however,

be dissembled, that M. Mallet, in his Noi'tJieru Jntiquitioi,.

and that other very eminent writers have contemplated the

subject in a different view.

They regard the character of Boreas, the father of the

Ilj/perOorea/i priesthood, as identified, in the Bore of

Got/lie mythology, and from this position have argued,

that, in the Runic Eclda, we discover the religious tracts,

and system of those Boreadte. In addition to the reasons

which I have already given, for dissenting from that hy-

pothesis, 1 beg leave to suggest the following remarks.

The Gothic system places the age of Bore at some

remote period, befoi'e the creation of man, or of the visible

world. His character has no analogy to that of Boreas,

who, together with his brethren, has been represented as

a dwarf, and the oilspri ng of a comparatively recent

period.
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Should I be called upon to adduce, from our British

vocabulaiiy, those identical words, which, in Greek, hav

been rendered Boreas, and Boreada, I could answer, that,

of Celtic mythology, we know but little.

But the language at least of that race will afford a per-

tinent similitude of terms, from which I shall extract, or

select a few, without presuming to decide upon their claims.

From Bard, the character in which Druidism originated,

the system Wcis called Barddas, and the most familiar term

for Druid in their Triads, was Mub Bardd, a son of the

Bard.

Por-Jas, or Bnrias, is Lord of the pervading blast, or

of inspiration. As Bar, whence Bardd is derived, sig-

nifies a relatively high situation. Ar-varydd, may equally

import Chief Bard, or Druid, or Ili/perborcan.

So, in Irish, the North being regarded as the highest

region, has the name of Tuath, or Tuadh ; but the term

also indicates fame, renown, a lordship, dominion, &c.

Hence, Ard-Tuathach is literally Hyperborean, or su^

jjerior lord, and regulator.

The fanciful, and careless Greeks, as it has often hap-

pened, may have translated a Celtic term in the wrong

acceptation, and this be mislead into the corollary, that

Ilijperhoreans were those Avho resided beijond the north

wind, or under the very pole,

The cotcmporaries of TIerodofushud a confused idea, that

Jhjptrborean'6 were to be found somewhere upon the
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jiorthern confines of Eiu-ope, and of Asie. Tlie notioRi

may have arisen from a mistake of the nama, as relative^

to mere Greece : or, their tradition may have sprang from,

the period at which the Cimmerii, were the most remote, in

that Hne of direction, who were known to the Helladians.

The diUgent, and curious DtodomiSy when he describes,

the North-west of Ada, merely hints at this vague opi-

nion. He discards it, as unworthy of a comment, and';

places the Hyperboreans where they had been found by

respectable writers of more authentic tradition, and who^

]iad written expressly upon the subject ;—namely, in the

large island upon the ocean, lying north from the coast

of Gaul. They must have been, therefore, known in that

situation many centuries before the time of Diodorus*.

If this account be compared with Runic tradition, it

will appear that llifperhoreans were no worshippers of

Odin.

In the Edda of Snorro, the whole fabric is built upon

the illusions practised on GijJJe, King of Sweden,

This prince lived at the time of Odin's expedition, which

Torfceus and Mallet place about seventy years before

Christ. We find him a perfect stranger to the gods, and

* After the Boman conquest of South Britahi, many of the venerahle Druid$

retired from that region to the Hchridea, in wliich islands their monuments are

>till extant. And the sea that surrounds them is called the Hyperborean ocean^

ky Ptolemii. Lib. II. C. ii.

So also Claudian, speaking of Throdosius, the Elder, says—

Scortum/jiie vago mucronc sccutu':,

Fregit liijptrhorcus, rcuiis audacibus,-- uud-ij.
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the religion " of the new-comers from Asiuy' till he un-

dertook a journey to Asgard for information. It was,

therefore, clearly the opinion of the writer, who compiled

the Edda, that the gods, and the religion which he de-

scribes, did pot anciently belong to the north-west of Eu-

rope, but were imported recently out of yhia.

It was the most prominent characteristic of the Hyper'

boreans, that they never molested their neighbours. They

made no conquest,—they displaced no other tribes, or

nations,—they Avere the aboriginal possessors of the land

which they occupied : whereas the Goths represent them-

selves, and have been represented by others, not as the

first inhabitants, but as the conquerors of those north"

western regions, in which they established their tenets of

religion.

The Runic Scalds preserve traditions of a more ancient

religion, which prevailed in those very countries, and

which embraced the system of transmigration.

The manners of a people always bear analogy to their

sentiments of religion. That of the Goths, was calculated

with peculiar address, to inspire active heroism, and mili-

tary enterprise. It was, therefore, absolutely incompatible

with Hyperborean zealots, who placed their heroism in

passive courage, and patient forbearance. Odin, or either

of his relations, could never have been a god of their

creed.

Tl^eir whole history declares, that none of them could

have b.en enrolled under the banner of " The terrible and
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$evere God ; the father of slaughter ; the God that car"

rietli desolation, andjire ; the active, and roaring deity,

who giveth victory, and reviveth courage in the conjiictf

rcho nameth such as are to die." N. Ant. V. I. C. vi.

The Hyperhoreans must rather have acknowledged a

leader, sunilar, and congenialto Hu Gadarn, the peaceful

ploughman, the explorer of unoccupied regions, whose at-

tributes I have already described, and who seems to be

the Utrculcs of the Gauls, mentioned by Lucian. Ogrnius

(Sulcius) from Oy/xo,-, a furroto, seems to be an evident

Greek version of his epithet Arddwr ; Corn. Ardhur, a

ploughman.

• I think, a candid, and skilful investigation of the literary

vestiges, left us by the ancient Britons, would furnish

irresistible evidence of the identity between Druids, and

Hyperboreans. 1 sluill only olFcr one specimen, extracted

from a poem, entitled Angar Cyvyndaicd. W. Arch,

V. i. P. M.

It must be, however, premised, that British historians

often borrowed names from their national religion. Caw,

and Angar, in this mystical piece, are not referable to the

-family of Geraint ab Erbin, Prince of Devon. They are

evidently mythological characters.

Caxc, imports a band, what goes round, or encloses.*

Hence, a Bard, or Druid, who had completed his in-

itiation, and was admitted into all the elevated, and hal-
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lowed privileges of tlie order,—had the title of Bardd

Caw, or Cewydd, (perhaps the same as Koms.)

Angar, which Mr. Owen interprets, receptacle of heat,

may come from Angu, to comprise, contain. Be that as

it may, he is here styled third of the equal judges. He
was therefore the same personage as Tydain Tad Awen—
Titan, thefather of ijispiration,—or Apollo, who is third

of the chief regulators, and third generator of Bardic

kre. W. A. V. ii. P. 67 and 71.

But what is most remarkable in this poem, is the cha-

racter of Lldd, benejit ; or Lladon, beneficent, who seems

to be identified by name, parentage, and office, with La-

tona, the mother of the Hyperborean Apollo.

Llad was Uch Llyii Llathrazcd—Daughter of the Fluid

of Splendour y—and again, she is called Lladon verclk

Lliant (Caw) Laton, daughter of the water of Cazc.

liutona was the daughter of 4>o4C))—Splendour, and of

Koio?. Apollodor, L. I. C. ii.

X/«t/o« was Priestess of Angar—(Apollo) in the origin

of land, or primitive age.

Latona was mother of the Hyperborean Apollo ; but

this can only mean that she was tbe^rs^, or cA/(/"Priestess

of Apollo, in some national temple, or grove, and, in the-

Amyclean Record, we find the term Mntij^ thus appropriated^

from age to age.
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Angar, vtf the Social Union.

'* A 7?arrf is present. No man can recite his song, t^iough

!ie begin when it is concluded, unless he be a Stfuedyddf

(soothsayer.)

" Let the srenerous ones disown me—let there be none too
honour me with a present : yet Taliesin* declares, it was

a day of irradiation, when Cian (the Percipient) sung the

praise of Lliaws,

*' Be it proclaimed—then was the dissolution of Avagdda\^

With skill he brought to light inestimable principles.

" Gwion (the scientific) and the mysterious birds, dis-

closed what proved the dead to be living, though he be

^divested of power.

* Taliesin implies, radiantfront, or Uiminous head. This was eitlier a title of

dignity in Vniidicul csVablisliments, or else, the system of transiiiigration re-

cognised a distinguished, and primitive soul, in a succession of corporeal

dwellinj^s. For Taliesin, like Orpheus of old, was conversant with a variety of

ages. The Bard of Uricii, \n the sixth century, is well known. In the fourth

jceutury, Taliesin sung the elegy of Cnnedda^ tlie son of Edcyrn, from whom he
had received ptisoualj'acours. \V. Anh. V. i. P. 7l.

Taliesin accompanied Bran, Manawi/dan, &c. in the first century. See Mr.
Turner's I'iiidiciition, P. £84.

Talic^'ii, the son of Cyridwni, the first woman, was born in the year when
the catddion of .4ti-<«, a Gwiibodau—Ceniui, and Science, was first prepared.

Tl*'. ^l;'c/i. \^ i. F 17. The Sages, and Heroes of Druidism, were happily

riiLuinbtanccd Wliat porapliment could equal that of being discovered tlius to

}>e the same personage who had already enjoyed a thousand years of renown, or

had signalised himself on a thousand occasions • Observations like tliese, may
/extend their auaiosiy to other characters, mcaiioned in the Alysticai Poems and
'J*les.

i Aiapldix— nursli'ig) or accwnulutien of darkness, perhaps, mental dc^rhncitt
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" Then men caused their furnaces * to boil without water,

and prepared their solid substance, to endure for the age-

of ages.

" The progress has been,traced from the deep promulgator

of song ; and, truly, it was Angar, of the Social Union,

who first instituted the custom. So much of the national

song your tongue has retained. Why will ye not recite the

story of JLlad, the daughter of the fluid of Brightness/

(the theme of every one's rhapsody f) ?

" In that theme I shall be found expert. He (Jngar) was

a profound judge. He came, after his periodical custom,

third of the judges of equal rank. For threescore years

did he maintain a connection with the earth, in the water

of Caw, with the populace, in the first origin of lands.

A hundred attendants sung around ; a hundred chiefs in-

voked him with vows. When it was that they departed, or

when they approached, it was with a hundred minstrels,

imd this vaticination was delivered by LadonX, the daugh-

ter of the stream, who was but little desirous of gold, and

silver.

—

" Every living man who departs from him, with

blood on the bosom (sprinkled with sacrificial blood, after

the accredited custom of the Celta) has a claim to be men-

tioned with distinguished praise."

" I am Taliesin. I will record a true string, which shall

remain to the end, as a pattern to Eljin (the spirit).

* Tlic furnaces of renovation. See Mr, Turner's Vindication, P. 283.

^ It appears by the rhyme, that this is either spurious, or corrupted.

* Lladdan, in the London edition, is Lladdon in Mr. Walter's copy.^ In oM
MSS. we should have had IJadon, or Laton. For bijch, in the next liiiCj Mr,
U 's copy has bijchan, whicli the measure proves to be right.
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*' A royal tribute of gold, duly counted, may be abhorred
;

because perjury and treachery are odious. I seek not to

procure advantage, by undermining the laws of our song.

No one shall discover the secret which is committed to me
by a brother, a man of wisdom, eminently skilled in the

studies of the Syzoedydd. Concerning the bird of wrath*,

concerning the resolvent -j-—concerning the changes of the

descriher of man, and concerning men well versed in our

hymns. It is the mystery of the god, who has appreciated

the desert of the transgression of Bardism, which he

gave, together with its secret, the Awen, not to be di-

vulged.

" And seven score personifications pertain to the Awen :

—

hi the deep, which is void of wrath—in tiie deep, where

extreme indignation dwells— in the deej), beneath the ele-

ments—and in the ski/, above the elements.

*' There is, who knows that state of pensive meditation,

which is better than cheerfuhiess. I know the laws of tiie

endowments of the Azccn, when they stream forth—con-

cerning the secrets of the understanding—concerning the

blessed days, or gods (Diau)—concerning an inoffensive

course of life—concerning the ages of deliverance—con-

cerning that w^hich beseems princes, and tlie duration of

their bliss,—and concerning the anulogy of thiiigs; on the

face of the earth."

—

G-wyth, and Edrwyth, beem to be teiirj of augury.

t Twg liu*» wUirt). interrupt the sense are herq onjitted as spurious
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It appears, that the Welsh are not the only tribe who*

have preserved vestiges, like these, of the ancient western

rehgion. I have already hazarded an opinion, that the

Armorican tongue has lineally descended from the Celtic

of Gaul, and that our Druidism flourished in Britany

to a late period.

Since my Essays were printed, I have met with the fol-

lowing particulars :

—

M. Le Bn'gant—Ohs. Fund, sur les Langnes—Patisy

1787^ contends, that tlie jlrmorican is the genuine Celtic

of aitciait Gaul, and but very little, if at all, affected by

the sister dialect of British emij^rants.
'O'

Xcr Tour D'Auvergne Corret, has, I think, absolutely

demonstrated this fact, in his Origines Gauloises—IIam~

hourgy 1801 J
—a book, which merits the peculiar attention

ot' Celtic antiquaries.

Tlic ingenious, and 'well-informed WTiter of tlie Voyage

dans le Finistere, in 179-i et 179'5, not only recognises

tlie same opinion, but takes notice of Druidical customs^

Iraditions, and superstitions, in that district, which to

this very day, have repelled the eradicating efforts of

the Catholic clerg}'. To these Druids, nnd their Bards,

he confidently ascribes mythological tales of the country,

and exhibits a curious specimen in eight page?, upon the

following subject. V. i. V. l.vj,

"The young son of a Prince of St. Pol de Leon, whilst

he wanders idoiie upon the sea sliore, is overtiikcn by a

tempcjt. He repairs for shelter to a cavern, which prove*
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to be inhabited by the Goddess of Nature. Her head U
covered with stars. The signs of the Zodiac constitute

the ornaments of her golden girdle.

" Her unruly sons, the tempestuous wind*, enter the

recess. The child's limbs become rigid with a mortal

cold ; he is covered by water. But repose is not made
for these demons.

" When they rush forth, the Goddess taices the amiable

boy upon her knees, and covers him with her robes. Na-
ture's spoiled child, the lovely Zephyr, makes his ap-

pearance. The young Prince is committed into his care.

He is divested of his earthly envelope, his terrestrial

senses are at once refined, and he is borne aloft ia

the air.

*' In the course of his journey, he makes discoveries of

signal importance. The clouds are composed of the souls

of men, which have lately quitted the earth. They fly over

the heads of armies. Their influence inspires courage, or

strikes terror.

*' These are they, who, in the obscurity of the night, and

amongst silent forests, terrify mortals with long-continued

bowlings, with apparitions, and luminous phantoms. J^ar-

ticipating as i/et of terrestrial affections, thei) mix them-

selves into the passions of men. Their agency is perceived

in dreams, and in panic terrors.

" In vain they endeavour to soar above the atmosphere:

an irresistible force—a wall of supphiro, impedes their
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Ving towards the purer spheres^ which roll in the immensity

pf space.

'*" ^s S0071 as a new body isformed, they enter it with ini'

patience, inhabit, and give it animation. Not having

attained that purity zvhich unites them to the sun, the

genius of their system, they wander in the forms of the

various animals, zchich people the air, the earth, and

the. seas,

. " The Prince is carried up into the vortex of the moon.

Here, millions of souls traverse vast plains of ice, where

they lose all perception, but that of simple existence.

They forget the course of adventures in which they have

been engaged, and which they are now to recommence.

On long tubes of darkness, caused by an eclipse, they re-

turn to the earth. They are revived by a particle of light

from the sun, whose emanations quicken all sublunary

thinos. Thev beorin anew the career of life.'O*

" Towards the disk of the sun, the young Prince ap-

proaches, at first, with awful dread ; but presently, with

inconceivable rapture, and delight. This glorious body

consists of an assemblage of pure souls, swimming in an

ocean of bliss. It is the abode of the blessed—of the

gages—of the friends of mankind.

*' The happy souls, when thrice purified in the sun, ascend

to a succession of still higher spheres, from whence they

can no more descend, to traverse the circle of those globes

and stars, which flout in a less pure atmosphere.
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I Will not assert that tiotie of the embellishments in this

fragment are modern. Yet, as the national tales, of which

it furnishes a specimen, must have originated in some

national superstition, I would remark, as a curious phe-

nomenon, that, in its great outlines, it corresponds exactly

to the doctrine of the oldest Welsh documents, and the cha-

racter of Druidism, described by the ancients.

Souls, which are sullied with earthly impurities, arc to

be rejined, by repeated changes and probations ; till the

last stain of evil is worn away, and they are ultimately

ripened for immortal bliss in a higher spliere.

This is neither Gothic, nor Roman;—it is Druidical. At

no period, since the ages of Druidism, have the Welsh,

and the Armoricans ever studied, in one common school,

at which mystical doctrines, like these, were taught. Must

it not follow, that both nations derived them from their

ancestors

—

the Priests of the Groves ?

THE ESD.
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INDEX
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CELTIC MESEjiRCMES. *

A.

A, natural expression of that vocal power
408

Ab, hab, ar, hav, prlreitiTeB, 474
Abaris, a Druid, 184—his country ascer-

tained from ancient writers, 189
Ac, ach, primitives. 480
Ad, adh, had, Iiadh, primitives, 487
Aedh, the Dis of the ancient Gauls, 167
Af, haf, primitives, 517
Ag, Hag, primitives, 496
Al, hai, primitives, 500
Alphabet of the Bards, 254-—the same as

the Etruscan, 271—upon what prin-
ciples founded, 278—how copied
from nature, 328

Alphabets of trees, acknowledged by the

Arabians, Hebrews and Chaldeans,
305, &c.—inferred from metaphors,
306

Alphabets of the nations "sprung from
one origin, 335

Am, ham, primitives, 506
An, han, primitives, 512
Analogy between the Bardic and Greek

letters, 329
Annwn, the deep, or lower regions, 175
Antediluvian, astronomy and chronology,

21, 28
Antediluvians, their advantages in the

acquisition of experience, 9
Ap, hap, primitives, 517
Apollo, worshipped in Britain^ 190

Ar, har, primitives, 524
Armorican language, related to the

Welsh and Cornish, 220—its dialec-

tical difference from the Welsh existed

in the age of Ca>sar, 221—a test of

Celtic dialects, 222
Articulate sounds have their appropriate

force in expressing ideas, 364
Arts cultivated by the Antediluvians, 9
As, has, primitives, 531

At, hat, primitives, 537
Autliority and subordination essential to

civil society, 46
Authority, patriarchal, 48

B.

B, natural expression of that articulate

power, 441
Ba, Va—primitives, 475
Babylonians, visited Stonehenge, 196
Bards, Ancient British, 245—disciples

of the Druids, 246—profess druidism,

152, 309—preserve druidical tradition

,

152, 270
Be, ve, primitives, 476
Belgae of Britain, whence, 208, &c.—

Celtne, for the most part, 229
Bi, vi, primitives, 478
Boreadfe, name of the Druids, 189
Britain, probably colonized by a patri-

arch, who was horn in the first postdi-

luvian century ; that is, about 600
jears after the deluge, or in the age
of Abraham, 104, &c.—the early his-

tory of, an important study, 117

Britons, from Armorica, 167—traded
with Spain in their own vessels, 228

Bryant, objections to his opinion of the

aggrandisement of Nirarod's party, and
of the house of Ham, 115

Bu, vu, primitives, 480

C, natural expression of tfaat articulate

power, 443
Ca, primitive, 482
Cad Goddeu, a mystical poem, 258
Cadmus, a Carian, 317—his letters, i6.

&c.
Ce, che, primitives, 483
Celtse, state of society amongst them,

118—^Noachidaj, 121—-primitive inha-

bitants of great part of Europe, 122

—

descendants of Gomer, 123—and, pro-

bably, of Ashkenaz, 127—the Hy-
perboreans of early authors, 176—t^vo

principal branches of, 211
Celtic language, distinguished from the

Gothic, 215—essential to druidism,

218—fixed and establislicd by druid-

ism, 223—preserved in Armorica to
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the close of the fourth century, and
probably to this day, 219, &c.—dia-

lects and character of, 224—remains

of a peculiar dialect of, 213—general

characteristics of, 234—simplicity of

its primitives, 256
Chaldeans, who they were, 66, 80—suc-

ceeded the subjects of Nirarod in Ba-
bylonia, 75

Changes in the elementary sounds of

language, 393, &c.
Characteristics of primitive language,

386
Chinese characters, 338
Chronology, vindication of the Hebrew,

61
Ci, chi, primitives, 484
Cimmerii, Celtac, their ancient territory,

135—ancient inhabitants of Thrace,

144
Civil arts of the first ages, transmitted to

the Noachidae, 18

Civil life cultivated in the first age, 8

Classification of consonant powers, 396

Co, cho, primitives, 48.5

Coelbreni, bardic lots, or letters, 270

Colonies which settled in ancient Britain,

153, &c.
Confusion of tongues, its probable aera,

79
Connection between primitive letters and

hieroglyphics, 340
Consonants, examples of their natural

expression, 365, 440—classes of, 396

—table of mutations, 402

Coranied, Coritani, Corii, Coitani, an-

cient colonists of Britain, 200, 201—

a

Belgic race, 202, 208, &c.—came
from the neighbourhood of the Rhine,

204—spoke a language similar to the

Irish, 203.

Cu, primitive, 487
Cymry, ancient Britons, camefromThrace

or Thessaly, 165

D, natural expression of that articulate

power, 445
Da, primitive, 488 ,

De, primitive, 490
JDeluge, local and national traditions of

it, from the Noahchidje, 107—British

traditions of it, 157

Di, primitive, 491

Dialects, why various, 353—their origin,

385
Diluvian patriarch, his various titles in

British tradition, 163

Divination by rods, 293

Do, primitive, 492

Druids, their rank, studies and office, 119
—their name extended only to Gaul
and Britain, originally pertained to

the latter, 139—Celtaj, and not stran-

gers, 140, 147—the grounds of their

system co-eval with the Celtic nation,

147—retained some principles of the

patriarchal religion, 119—their simila-

rity to the Magi, Brachmans, &c. 120
—this similarity derived from the pa-

rent stock, 121, 149—celebrated the

mysteries of the dead, 142, 187—ac-

knowledged one God, 120—See this

opinion qualified. Myth, and Ritts of

the British Druids. Sect. 2.—retired

into Mona, from the Romans, 141

—

not inventors of arts, but preservers of

ancient lore, 150—how to be estimated

in a political view, 172—summary of

their system, 135
Druids acquainted with letters, 238, 242

—preserved an alphabet, 283, 309

—

similar to the Orphic priests, 326
Druidical alphabet referred, by tradition,

to tiie age of the deluge, 287
Druidism, traditional founders of, 160—-

its original design, 170—cornipted be-

fore the age of Caesar, 171—preserved
in Annorica, 218—not originating from

the Phoenicians, 229—lingered in Gaul
to the sixth century, and in Britain to

the reign of Canute, 151
Du, primitivcj 493

E, natural expression of that vocal power*

414 >

Eb, heb, ev, hev, primitives, 476
Ec, ech, primitives, 482
Ed, edh, hed, hedh, primitives, 489
Eg, beg, primitives, 495
El, hel, primitives, 501
Em, hem, primitives, 508
En, hen, primitives, 513
Ep, hep, ef, hef, primitives, 519
Equality of condition, not recognized by

the primitive ages, 46, 48
Er, her, primitive*, 526
Es, hes, primitives, 5.S2

Et, het, primitives, 539

F

F, derivative of P, its natural expression,

462
Formation of language, 373, &c.

G

G, natural expression of, 448

Ga, primitive, 494—Ge, primitive, 496
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Gentilism, whence it arose, 85
Geography ofthe primitive ages, 29,31,33
Gesture connected with articulation, 366
Gi, primitive, 497
Giants, how described by ancient tradi*

tion, 80
Go, primitive, 498
Gomer, tlie nations that sprung from his

three sons, 1'25

Gorwynion, a mystical poem, 249
Goths, some liints on the subject of, 133,

&c.
Gu, primitive, 499
Gwydion ab Don, the British Hermes,

168, 174
Gwyn ab Nudd, the British Pluto, 174

H
Hebrew, whether the primitive language,

89—wliy a sacred language, 93—not
the general lauguagR of the children

of Heber, nor peculiar to his family,

96—spoken by the Canaanites, 97, 100
—the principal dialect of the primitive

language, 101, &c.
Hercules, nij'ihological tales which bring

hini into contact with the Celts, 193
Hewys, a uiythological character, 196
Hieroglyphics partook ol the nature of

letter:-. 3J9
Hu, tde traditional patriarch and con-

ductor of the cyniry, 154, 158—the

first hnsbandmun, 158—the god of the

iJruids, 163—identified with the patri-

arch Noah, and the sun, 164—oxen of,

157
Hyperboreans of the early authors, Cel-

tag, 178—not Scythians, nor inhabitants

of the north-east, 179—dwelt in the

north-west, 180—Britain, chief seat of,

181, 188—the same as the Druids, 181,
549—traditions, which are referred to

them, preserved in Britain, 554
Hyperborean temple of Apollo visited

by the Babylonians, 196

I, natural expression of that vocal powerj

4521

lb, hib, iv, hiv, primitives, 477
Ic, ich, primitives, 483
Id, primitive, 490
Idris, a my lliological character, 161, 173

Ig, hig, primitives, 496
II, hil, primitives, 502
Im, him, primitives, 508
In, bin, primitives, 514
JadJan tradition of the Noachidae, 197.

it appears that this taU has been cor^

rupted and interpolated, q. what is its

real state in the ancient books ?

Ip, hip, if, hif, primitives, 520
Ir, hir, primitives, 522
Irish names of places, in Khxtia and

Vindelicia, 207
Irish language allied to Asiatic dialects,

but radically Celtic, 22'1—the dialect

of the ancient Belgaj, 229—a chief di-

alect of the Celtic, 231—its defectSt

232—its excellencies, 233
Irish letters, 274, &c.—names of, similar

to those of tiie Hebrew letters, 333
Is, his, primitives, 533
It, hit, primitives, 540

L, natural expression gf, 449
La, primitive, 500
Language, vestiges of the primitive, 88—

whether the Hebrew be the primitive,

89—first principles of, founded in na-
ture, 367—opinions relative to the first

principles of, S73—Mosaic account of
its origin, 374—nature of the first ru-

diments of, 376, &c.
Languages of Savages, no test of the pri-

mitive, 103—oi the Noachidse, dialects

of the primitive, 386
Le, primitive, 502
Letters, whether known to the Celtse, 237
—of the Druids, resembled the Greek,
240—of the Hyperboreans, 241—of
the Turditani, 241—not Phojuician,

242—of the Bards, distinguished bj
primitive Celtic names, 273

Letters bardic, with their appropriate
names and symbols, 277—compared
with the Runic, 311—bardic and Ru-
nic from the same origin, 314—bardic,

compared with the Greek and Roman,
315, &c.—of Cadmus, 317—Irish, pre-
serve the names of the symbolical trees,

274—Greek, their names, 321—num-
ber of radical, in old alphabets, 322

—

names of the Roman, probably, Pelas-

gic, significant in the Celtic, 323—of
the ancient Gauls, 327—Hebrew, their

names, 33y,—Asiatic, sketches of na-
tural or artificial objects, 332—Irish,

their names similar to the Hebrew, yet
native terms, 333—originally hiero-

glyphical, 339—ancient method of
using, 301

Li, primitive, 503—Lo, primitive, 504
Lots of the Bards, 246—of the Germans,

281
Lu, primitive, 503
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M
M, natural expression of, 452
Ma, primitive, 506
JVIan, his original state, 3—ascertained

by the sacred scriptures, 6—from the

beginning, a social and rational crea-

ture, 7—m the first age, exercised the

arts of civil life, and enjoyed pro-

perty, 8
Magic of the Druids, 161
JMath, the Mttis of antiquity, 285
Me, primitive, 508
Menw of the Britons, the patriarch Noali,

197
Mi, primitive, 509
Misseltoe of the oak, sacred to Proser-

pine, 144
Mo, primitive, 610
Monuments of druidical superstition,

14(3, 160—constructed upon astrono-

mical principles, 192—pertained chief-

ly to the Aborigines, 202
Moral law, knowu to the primitive

world, 15
Mu, primitive, 511
Mutations of consonants, 402—of vocal

and articulate sounds in the Celtic

dialects, 403
Mj'stical rites, their origin, and mis-

chievous consequences, 109, 1 12, &c.
Mythological tale of the Armoricans, 658
Mythology of Britain connected with

that of Greece, 176

N

N, natural expression of, 456
Na, primitive, 512
Natural expression of articulate sounds,

347, &c.—taught by the Bards, and
recognized by several ancient nations,

348, &c.—objections to, 350—answer-

ed, 352—a subject of general percep-

tion, 362—acknowledged by ancient

and modern writers, 370—a principle

necessary to the formation of lan-

guage, 371—exemplified in consonant

powers, 365—^exemplified in the vow-
els, 408, &c.

Natural history of the Antediluvians, 19
Natural state of man, 357
Ne, primitive, 514— Ni, primitive, 515
Nimrod, his kingdom not universal, 32,

55,—his rebellion and apostacy, 51—
his subjects comprised individuals of

divers families, 59—not the founder

of the Assyrian empire, 63—his king-

dom early overthrown, and ^ucceegled

by thatofEIaro>76

No, primitive, 516
Noachidje profited by the experience of

the Antediluvians, 10—their wisdom
venerated in the age of Job, and de-
veloped in his book, 11—their patri-

mony assigned to them in the age of
Noah, 32—and by lot, 33—early se-

paration of, ordered by a wise de-
cree, 51—evils that must have resulted
from their continuing under one go-
vernment, 53—settle in their respec-
tive portions, 104—state of society, in
the new colonies of, 106—carried the
institutions of the patriarch into their

respective patrimonies, 106—degene-
racy of their decendants accounted
for, 113

Noah and his descendants preserved the
discoveries of the first ages, 50

Nu, primitive, 5 17

O

0, natural expression of, 424
Ob, hob, ov, hov, primitives, 478
Oc, och, primitives, 485
Od, odh, hod, primitives, 491
Og, hog, primitives, 497
Ogygia, whether it meant Ireland ? 206
01, hoi, primitives, 503—Om, horn, pri-

mitives, 609
On, lion, primitives, 515—Op, hop, of,

hof, primitives, 521
Or, hor, primitives, 629
Original language, Egyptian experiment

for its discovery, 369
Original terms, of what class ? 380
Orphic rites prevalent amongst the Cira-

merii, 145
Os, lios, oz, primitives, 534—Ot, hot,

primitives, 541

P, natural expression of, 459
Pa, fa, primitives, 518
Patriarchal authority, 48
Pe, fe, primitives, 519
Pelasgi, 244
Pelasgic letters, 315—the same as the

bardic, 325—first published by the

Thracian Bards, 327
Piiilosophers atheistical, regarded man

as originally a savage, 3—modern,

adopt their hypothesis, 6—religious,

acknowledged the original dignity of

human nature, 4
Phoenicians left no considerable colonies

in the British Islands^ 226
Pi, fi, primitives, 521
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Plenydd, a title of the sun, 170
Vo, lb, primitives, 522
Power, civil, its exercise lawful : its a-

buse unlawful, 49
Piimitive language, its general charac-

ter, 373, &c.—its characteristics, 386—how far preserved, 389—its pro-
gressive stages, 384, &c.

Primitive vowels, 392
Primitive words, examples, 367
Progress of language, 390
Property, its nature ascertained in the

first age, 8
Prydain, a title of the sun, 169
Fu, fu, primitives, 524

R
R, natural expression of, 463
Ra, rha, primitives, 525
Re, rhe, primitives, 527
Religion of the primitive ages, 14—re-

tained in some districts to the age of

Abraham, 57
Reliques of Druidism, preserved ia the

Welsh language, 222
Ri, rhi, primitives, 529
Rights of man, modern doctrine of,

founded in Atheism, 46
Ro, rho, primitives, 530
Rod and staff, symbolical, 291, &c.
Rods of priests and other officers, 291

—

abused by the heathens, 292—joined,

in making covenants, 295—broken, in

dissolving covenants, 296—used mys-
tically by Jacob, 303

Ru, rhu, primitives, 530
Runic characters, 311, &c.

S, natural expression of, 466
Sa, primitive, 531
Sacrifice instituted in the first age, 16
Sanchoniathon's Fhoeniciaa traditions,

109
Saronides, what they were, 161
Saturn, his character allusive to Noah,

148
Satyavrata, 77
Savage life, its origin accounted for, 84
—diffused into various regions, by the

fugitives from Babel, 106—not the

natural state of man, 357
Scythe, not powerful in Europe, till the

sixth century before Christ, 139
Se, ze, primitives, 532
Shepherd kings of Egypt, 77
Si, primitive, 534
Simplicity of the primitive language,

Q76, &c.

So, primitiTc, 535
Society primitive, civil, not savage, 46,

50
Sounds naturally expressive, 256, 348,

360
State of nature, scriptural account of it,

10— distinguished ftota the savag*

state, 357, &Ct
Story of two savages, 358
Su, primitive, 536
Sui, priests of the Penates, in Samo*

thracG, 140
Symbolical sprigs employed, to express

the elements of language, 162, 246,

&c.—modern remains of their use,

252—arranged and confined by knots,

253—adapted to the formation of an
alphabet,254—uttered distinct sounds,

263—read by those who delivered

books, 266—derived from an ancient

and general system, 289—the basis of
the Runic characters, 313—their sys-

tem comparatively simple, 334
Symbolical trees known to Adam, Noah,

Jacob, and the Jews, 289, &c.
Syw, an appellative of a Druid, 139

T

T, natural expression of, 469
Ta, primitive, 538
Taliesin, a Druid, 246
Te, primitive, 540
Ti, primitive, 541
Tithes prior to the Levitical law, 17

To, primitive, 542
Tradition, the only ancient history of

Greece and Rome, 2—superseded by
philosophical speculation, 3—of tha

primitive ages, appropriated by dif-

ferent nations, 108, 112
Traditions of the Druids, 147—of the

deluge, locally appropriated, 162

Trees sacred to particular gods, 299

—

symbolical, 296, &c.
Triads of the Druids, recorded by an-

cient authors, 150—Welsh, contain

druidical tradition, 152— specimen?

of the Welsh, 153—senigmatical and
mythological, 162, 168

Tu, primitive, 143
Tydain Tad Awen, the solar divinity,

"159, 169

U

U, natural expression of, 431

Ub, hub, uv, huv, primitives, 480
IJc, uch, primitives, 486
td/ hud, primitives 492
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Vegetation gradually recovered after the
deluge, 30

Ug, hug, primitives, 493
UI, hul, primitives, 505
Um, hum, primitives, 511
Ud, hun, primitives, 516
V«wels primitive, 391, &c.—mutations

of, 394, 396
Up, hup, uf, huf, primitives, 623
Ur, hur, primitives, 530
Us, hus, primitives, 536
Ut, hut, primitives, 513

W
Waldensic language, 225
Welsh, its importance in Celtic litera"

ture, 222
Writing, antiquity of the art of. 34, 45—

older than the tables of the decalogue,
35, &c.—known to tlie Noachida^, and
probably to the antediluvians, 37

Writings ofthe primitive ages, probably,
quoted by Moses, 39

Y
Year of the primitive ages, 22, &c.
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